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Abstract 

Comprehending and promoting well-being has been regarded as a key goal in academic 

research and policy making given its significant role in creating and maintain healthy, 

productive societies. Higher well-being has been shown to be associated with health, 

social and economic benefits. As urban planners focus on designing and maintaining 

living environments, they have the potential to enhance the well-being of residents and 

provide opportunities for all to flourish. It is therefore critical for planners to understand 

how the built environment influences well-being. In particular, the neighborhood 

environments can influence peoples’ subjective well-being (SWB) through their physical 

characteristics, social environment, access to services, opportunities they afford their 

residents, and the promotion of certain kinds of behavior. Despite the theoretical 

importance in linking planning to SWB, the attention to SWB in planning is relatively 

recent when compared to disciplines such as psychology and public health. In addition, 

studies in planning often focus on the role of residential satisfaction (or neighborhood 

satisfaction) in influencing SWB without taking into account the effects of many other 

life domains (e.g. home, health, work, and family), which may lead to limited 

understanding of how planning decisions influence the broader context of SWB. There 

remain significant gaps in the planning literature including inadequate research on the 

emotional aspects of SWB and omission of key SWB determinants in analysis due to a 

lack of interdisciplinary perspectives and overreliance on secondary data.  

In this dissertation, we hope to fill these gaps in the planning literature, add to the 

understanding of how attributes of the neighborhood influence the evaluative and 

emotional dimensions of SWB, and explore analysis methods best suited to study the 

neighborhood-SWB relationship. To this end, two detailed literature reviews were 

conducted to identify an extensive list of SWB determinants to include in the analysis, 

one focused on the disciplines of psychology and public health and the other on literature 

focused on the relationship between neighborhood environments and SWB. Original data 

were collected via the Neighborhood Environment, Daily Activities, and Well-Being 

Study conducted in the Minneapolis-St Paul Twin Cities area from October 17, 2016 to 
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October 25, 2017. The data collection effort was part of the Sustainable Healthy Cities 

project funded by the National Science Foundation.  

Building on theories including the socio-ecological model in public health, environmental 

psychology theories, activity and fulfillment theories in psychology, and consumer 

satisfaction theories from economics, we examine which attributes of the neighborhood 

environment influence evaluative and emotional SWB and whether the influence of these 

attributes on evaluative and emotional SWB is symmetrical or asymmetrical. In testing 

the symmetry of these relationships we employ two analysis techniques, three-factor 

theory regression, and piecewise regression to check the sensitivity of findings to 

modeling techniques. In addition, we test the sensitivity of findings to data coding. 

We find that evaluative and emotional SWB have varied determinants, both at the 

personal and neighborhood level. At the neighborhood level, satisfaction with streets, 

public transportation and relations with neighbors were only associated with evaluative 

SWB whereas neighborhood safety and active transportation infrastructure were only 

associated with emotional SWB. By using two measures of evaluative SWB, we are also 

able to identify that the associations between neighborhood attributes and evaluative 

SWB are sensitive to the SWB measure used. We also find evidence to support that 

relationships between neighborhood attributes and evaluative and emotional SWB can be 

asymmetric. Specifically, there is a typology of neighborhood attributes in terms of how 

they impact SWB when these attributes perform poorly/absent, at all levels of 

performance, and only at a high performance. Using three-factor theory and piecewise 

regression we find that the typology is sensitive to modeling techniques as well as data 

coding schemes. Our models suggest that not only can the relationship between 

neighborhood attributes and SWB be symmetric or asymmetric, but also that these 

relationships can vary between groups (such as income groups used in the analysis). The 

nature of the relationships between neighborhood attributes and SWB is found to vary 

based on the SWB measure used. Using the three-factor theory and piecewise regression, 

we were able to identify improvement priorities based on the categorization of attributes 

into the three-factor categories and their average performance. Given the sensitivity of 

findings to SWB measures used, analysis modeling and coding, it may be premature to 
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make improvement recommendations to policy makers. Nonetheless, some neighborhood 

attributes did stand out across methods. These included snow removal, drainage, home 

quality, and neighborhood parking. Finally, based on our review of literature and analysis 

findings, we recommend ways to advance future research.  

To our knowledge, this is the first study that tests methodological strategies to analyze 

the relationship between numerous neighborhood attributes and the emotional and 

evaluative dimensions of SWB.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Comprehending and promoting well-being has been regarded as a key goal in academic 

research and policy making as it has long been considered key to the creation and 

maintenance of healthy, productive societies (Ed Diener & Suh, 1997; Durand, 2015). 

Many countries utilize objective proxies of well-being, such as income, literacy, and life 

expectancy, as well as subjective measures, such as how life is perceived and experienced 

by individuals (Durand, 2015). The subjective approach of measuring perceptions and 

life experiences has been characterized as subjective well-being (SWB). SWB is defined 

as “a person feeling and thinking his or her life is desirable regardless of how others see 

it” (Diener, 2009). This definition highlights the thinking and feeling dimensions of SWB 

(Boniwell, 2008; Ed Diener, Oishi, & Lucas, 2003). Thinking refers to the 

evaluative/cognitive dimension of SWB, where the evaluation of individuals’ lives in 

predominantly positive terms leads to higher SWB. Feeling refers to the 

emotional/affective dimension of SWB, where a preponderance of positive emotion over 

negative emotion leads to higher SWB. To summarize, SWB can be thought of as a 

combination of  (1) global cognitive appraisal, which is how people evaluate their lives 

overall and is a long-term measure and (2) affective appraisal, which involves emotions 

people feel as they experience day-to-day life and is a short-term measure. 

It is important to point out that Diener’s (2009) focus on the subjectively reported feeling 

and thinking states adheres to a hedonic view of well-being (Kahneman, Diener, & 

Schwarz, 1999; R. M. Ryan & Deci, 2001; Sirgy et al., 2006). In contrast, the eudemonic 

view emphasizes the realization of a person’s potential (Ryff, 1989; Vanhoutte & Nazroo, 

2014). According to the eudemonic view, well-being is a normative construct regarded as 

the possession of certain desirable qualities. As Diener (2009) points out, eudemonic 

well-being does not reflect “the actor’s subjective judgment, but the value framework of 

the researcher.” In this research, we choose not to focus on eudemonic well-being—an 

external assessment of whether someone is living a desirable or purposeful life—but 

rather on hedonic well-being—the individual’s own sense of his or her well-being, as 

designated by evaluative/cognitive and emotional/affective SWB. 
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Driven by research work primarily in psychology and public health, the main reason for a 

focus on SWB is that it is considered the “ultimate motivation for human action” and 

impacts life outcomes (Edward Diener, 2009). Work in the field has pointed to the 

numerous benefits of SWB, which, in turn, have brought more interest to the subject and 

instigated efforts to determine what causes it. SWB has been associated with health 

benefits, such as better overall health status, improved cardiovascular health, better 

immune systems, increased participation in healthy behaviors, better sleep patterns, stress 

reduction, and longer life (on average), as well as lower health risks for heart disease, 

high blood pressure, and stroke (De Neve, Diener, Tay, & Xuereb, 2013; Edward Diener, 

2009; Lyubomirsky, King, & Diener, 2005). It also has economic and productivity 

benefits, such as better financial performance, greater collaboration and cooperation, 

higher income, higher savings, and higher creativity and innovation (De Neve et al., 

2013; Edward Diener, 2009; Lyubomirsky et al., 2005). Finally, SWB also has social 

benefits, such as better social relationships and interactions, human development, and 

prosocial behaviors (De Neve et al., 2013; Edward Diener, 2009; Lyubomirsky et al., 

2005). Therefore, given the tangible benefits of higher SWB for all, there is a growing 

realization that it is important to make it an integral part of policy making and ensure that 

its benefits allow everyone to flourish.  

These benefits have also led researchers to explore its determinants, with the final aim of 

being able to put together programs to improve SWB. Early research on determinants of 

SWB was limited to identifying demographic factors that correlated with SWB. This 

changed, however, as studies found that only a small proportion of variance in SWB can 

be accounted for with demographic variables, leading some researchers to look elsewhere 

for more potent variables, to fields such as personality, geography, the environment, etc. 

A review of existing literature on determinants of SWB from the disciplines of 

psychology and public health (Chapter 2) suggests that a wide range of SWB 

determinants can be grouped into seven broad categories: basic demographics, 

socioeconomic status (SES), health and functioning, personality, social support, religion 

and culture, and geography and infrastructure (Persoskie, Ferrer, Nelson, & Klein, 2014; 

Tay & Diener, 2011). Of the seven categories, the geography and infrastructure category 
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has received little attention in the literature until recently. In disciplines such as urban 

planning and geography where the traditional focus had been the interactions between 

human and the built environment, there are emerging interests in understanding the 

impacts of geographic and infrastructure factors on SWB. Research on the subject is 

grounded in the belief that where we live determines how we interact with the world and 

what opportunities we have access to in life, thereby influencing SWB. Given the focus 

on the built environment in planning, research tends to focus on residential satisfaction 

(or neighborhood satisfaction) which is only one of the many life domains (e.g. home, 

health, work, family, etc.) that influence SWB, leading to limited understanding of how 

planning decisions influence the broader context of SWB. 

Urban planning is a profession that aims at designing and maintaining living 

environments that enhance the well-being of residents and provide opportunities for all to 

flourish. Planners typically work at city and neighborhood levels to create these living 

environments. Neighborhood conditions can influence peoples’ lives through their 

physical characteristics, social environment, access to services, opportunities they afford 

their residents, and the promotion of certain kinds of behavior (Balestra & Sultan, 2013; 

Gory, Ward, & Sherman, 1985). Urban planning strategies are often based on an evolving 

perception of how certain patterns of development, service provision and amenity 

provision can be beneficial or detrimental to resident well-being. As Cao (2016) points 

out, views on what is beneficial for resident well-being has varied greatly over time and 

is usually driven by conceptual connections that planners, architects, and policymakers 

make between the built environment and well-being. This leads to a lack of evidence-

based planning and policy making. Without a deep understanding of the connections 

between the built environment and SWB, urban planners may unintentionally create 

living environments that cause disparities in SWB. It is difficult to develop planning 

practices that increase SWB in communities without knowing: (a) how the infrastructure 

and facilities we provide influence SWB; (b) how the influences vary by community; and 

(c) how we can prioritize the provision of, or improve, infrastructure and services to have 

the maximum impact on SWB within our given budget. Answers to these questions are 

complicated and need research to inform them. In addition, as a planner, when it comes to 
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SWB, status quo is not an option as it would mean not acknowledging the constantly 

evolving world we live in and turning a blind eye to existing disparities and inequities 

caused due to neighborhood infrastructure and the potential exacerbation of these issues 

due to future infrastructure investments. 

Therefore, in this research we hope to explore and provide empirical evidence of the 

connection between the neighborhood environment and SWB. To this purpose, we 

conducted a second literature review that focused specifically on the influence of 

neighborhood attributes on evaluative (cognitive) and emotional (affective) SWB. We 

found that research looking at the connection between neighborhood attributes and SWB 

can be classified into two broad categories. First, are studies that focus directly on how 

various aspects of the neighborhood influence evaluative and emotional SWB (X. J. Cao, 

2016; Dittmann & Goebel, 2010; Ettema & Schekkerman, 2016; Menec & Nowicki, 

2014; Morrison, 2011; Oktay & Rustemli, 2011; Rehdanz & Maddison, 2008; Vemuri, 

Morgan Grove, Wilson, & Burch Jr, 2011). Second, are studies that focus on how various 

aspects of the neighborhood influence residential or neighborhood satisfaction which has 

in turn been associated with SWB (Campbell, Converse, & Rodgers, 1976; X. J. Cao, 

2016; Fried, 1984; Z. Li & Wu, 2013; Sirgy, Widgery, Lee, & Grace, 2010; Theodori, 

2001). Here, residential or neighborhood satisfaction is defined as one domain of many 

(e.g., leisure, family, health, work) that have been found to influence SWB. Studies have 

also tried to identify the degree to which the neighborhood environment can influence 

SWB with some suggesting that that neighborhood-level determinants have a greater 

influence on SWB as compared to individual-level socio-demographic variables (Y. Liu, 

Dijst, & Geertman, 2017; Lovejoy, Handy, & Mokhtarian, 2010; Parkes, Kearns, & 

Atkinson, 2002). Studies propose that the neighborhood environment can explain up to 

24 percent of the variance in SWB (primarily evaluative SWB) and up to 72 percent of 

the variation in residential satisfaction (Bramston, Pretty, & Chipuer, 2002; N. J. 

Chapman & Beaudet, 1983; Dang, Dong, Chen, Jones, & Zhang, 2019; Kroesen et al., 

2010; Permentier, Bolt, & Van Ham, 2011; Shields, Price, & Wooden, 2009; Vemuri et 

al., 2011).  
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We also found that neighborhood determinants of SWB could be divided into eight broad 

categories: safety, social capital, services and access, pollution, greenness, 

homeownership and length of stay, other neighborhood attributes, and attributes of ones’ 

home. Despite these existing studies focusing on neighborhood determinants of SWB, we 

found significant gaps in the literature that hamper a complete understanding of how the 

neighborhood environment influences SWB: 

• There has been a lack of focus on emotional SWB. Evaluative SWB was the 

dominant study variable across all studies. Evaluative measures are typically 

much simpler to collect, which may account for this research focus; however, 

favoring one aspect of SWB can be problematic (Morrison, 2007). Focusing only 

on evaluative SWB can cause significant misestimations of the effects of different 

determinants on SWB (as a whole). It also creates a lack of understanding about 

how personal characteristics and neighborhood attributes influence emotional 

SWB. 

• For the few studies that did explore emotional SWB, it was typically measured 

using a single-item question. Single-item questions are unable to capture people’s 

specific affective experiences as they interact with the environment in which they 

live. As a result, there is a lack of research looking at episode-level affective 

responses across neighborhood typologies, which leads to an incomplete 

understanding of the relationship between neighborhoods and emotional SWB. 

• There is inconsistent use of determinants in existing studies. The review of 

literature from psychology and public health suggested that several determinants 

have not received adequate attention in existing research, including race/ethnicity, 

education, immigration status, religion and culture, and geography and 

infrastructure. Similarly, for the review focused on the influence of the 

neighborhood environment on SWB, we found that these studies often failed to 

control for general health and personality variables. In addition, due to the nature 

of data used and how authors conceptualized determinants, even when similar 

determinants were included in studies they were operationalized differently. This 
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inconsistent use of determinants was a product of data limitations, specific 

research topics, and study populations focus.  

• There have been limited studies that use primary data. The availability of data 

related to SWB is a constant problem and often a deterrent for research, especially 

at the local level; most studies, such as the World Values Survey and the Gallup 

World Poll, focus on macro-level analyses. The use of the macro datasets is 

restrictive, as researchers cannot control for all variables required. We found that 

most of the reviewed studies relied on secondary data, and studies that collected 

primary data contained homogeneous sample (based on age, obesity, disease, or 

disability). While these studies are extremely valuable for specific population 

groups, the findings are inherently non-generalizable. To advance SWB research, 

more sophisticated, SWB-focused data needs to be collected, as opposed to 

relying on existing datasets.  

These gaps in the current literature are particularly problematic for the profession of 

urban planning as this research is foundational to evidence-based planning and decision 

making to promote the SWB of residents. This current research hopes to bridge these 

gaps in existing literature. When looking at how the neighborhood environment 

influences SWB, we: 

1. Design and execute a primary data collection effort in the Twin Cities Metro 

Area, MN to collect tailored information required to better understand the 

relationship between the neighborhood environment and SWB.  

2. Incorporate and compare multiple measures of evaluative and emotional SWB 

into our research. 

3. Use a novel smart phone application to collect dynamic and granular data on 

emotional SWB by combining time-use studies with a method for recovering 

affective experiences. 

4. Draw extensively from multi-disciplinary literature to include a comprehensive 

list of SWB determinants to control for, including geography and infrastructure, 

as well as personality and public health.  
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5. Explore methodological approaches by testing the sensitivity of our findings to 

SWB measures, modeling techniques and data coding.  

For our research, using the information from the reviews conducted and two branches of 

theory (human-environment connections literature in psychology and public health, and 

the consumer satisfaction literature in economics), we formulate a conceptual framework 

in which different categories of the neighborhood determinants are hypothesized to have 

different magnitudes of effects on SWB. The theoretical basis for the connections we 

draw between neighborhood environments and SWB outcomes includes the socio-

ecological model (Bronfenbrenner, 1977; Stokols, 1996), the person-environment fit 

model (Edwards, Caplan, & Van Harrison, 1998; Kahana, Liang, & Felton, 1980; 

Kahana, Lovegreen, Kahana, & Kahana, 2003), arousal theory (Baumeister & Vohs, 

2007), buffering theory, social quality theory (L. Van der Maesen, 2001; L. J. Van der 

Maesen & Walker, 2005), activity theories (Csikszentmihalyi, 1975; Edward Diener, 

2009), broaden-and-build theory of positive emotions (Fredrickson, 2001, 2004), and 

adaptations of Maslow’s hierarchy of needs (McLeod, 2007; Sirgy, 1986). We further 

explore the nature of these relationships using theories from the consumer satisfaction 

literature in economics and sustainability sciences, specifically Kano’s model of 

attractive quality (adapted to the three-factor theory of satisfaction), that can be used to 

understand the complex, asymmetric effects of various neighborhood qualities on 

evaluative and emotional SWB outcomes (Kano, 1984; Mikulić, 2007; Ramaswami, 

2020). The formulations of the conceptual frameworks and the associated hypotheses are 

discussed in detail in Chapter 3. 

Following the two branches of theory, we conduct two sets of analyses including: 

• Using data from the Neighborhood Environment, Daily Activities, and Well-

Being Study conducted in the Minneapolis-St Paul Twin Cities area by the 

Sustainable Healthy Cities project, we examine the impact of the neighborhood 

environment on four different measures of SWB, including both evaluative and 

emotional SWB measures. Results from this set of analyses are detailed in 

Chapter 5.  
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• Using the same data, we examine the nature of the relationships (symmetric vs 

asymmetric) between specific neighborhood attributes and three measures of 

SWB, including both evaluative and emotional SWB measures. To account for 

sensitivity of findings to modeling approaches and data coding, we utilize and 

compare three models, a three-factor theory regression model and two piecewise 

regression models. Results from this set of analyses are detailed in Chapter 6.  

Finally, based on our research we develop recommendations for future research and 

policy that would help in creating a better understanding of the relationship between the 

neighborhood environment and SWB and how to promote SWB (discussed in detail in 

Chapter 7). These include: 

1. Incorporate a comprehensive set of determinants in studies: We identify several 

crucial SWB determinants that have been commonly overlooked in existing 

studies, creating difficulties in comparing findings. 

2. Pay equal attention to evaluative and emotional SWB: We highlight the critical 

need to promote the exploration of emotional SWB with relation to the 

neighborhood environment as it remains under-researched compared to its 

evaluative counterpart.  

3. Promote longitudinal research: We discuss the need to promote longitudinal data 

collection and research to progress our understanding of how the neighborhood 

environment influences resident SWB.  

4. Use granular measures of emotional SWB: We suggest moving from single-item 

measures of emotional SWB to more granular episode-level emotional measures 

that are more conducive to research exploring neighborhood-SWB relationships.  

5. Unpack the influence of individual neighborhood attributes on SWB: We 

highlight the importance of incorporating individual neighborhood attributes in 

research instead of composite neighborhood variables as they are more 

informative for planners and policy makers.    

6. Include home in the neighborhood analysis: We discuss the importance of the 

home in influencing SWB using existing literature and our analysis, and the 

critical need to include it in research exploring neighborhood-SWB relationships. 
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7. Pay attention to sensitivity of results to SWB measurement, modeling and coding 

approaches: Using examples from our analysis, we discuss the sensitivity of 

findings to the SWB measures used, to the two different modeling approaches, 

and to the coding schemes that are used to test the symmetry of the relationships 

between neighborhood attributes.  

8. Promote localized research: We touch on the importance of context in SWB 

research and why planners and policy makers looking to use neighborhood-based 

strategies to promote resident SWB should promote local research to inform 

decision-making. 

9. Neighborhood attributes to focus on: We identify specific neighborhood attributes 

(for our study area) that stood out as important in our analysis. 

The remainder of this dissertation is laid out as follows. In Chapter 2, we present the two 

literature reviews conducted for this research. The first focused on empirical studies 

exploring the determinants of SWB from the disciplines of psychology and public health. 

The second, a systematic review, focused specifically on the empirical studies looking at 

the influence of neighborhood attributes on SWB. The methodology for the reviews, the 

literature, and findings are discussed. In Chapter 3, we present a conceptual framework 

for how neighborhood attributes influence evaluative and emotional SWB and derive 

hypotheses from the framework to test. In chapter 4 we present the research design and 

methods. The measurement tools, datasets, study variables, methods for analyzing data 

and threats to validity are discussed. In Chapter 5, we focus on testing the first set of 

hypotheses by investigating if satisfaction related to specific attributes of neighborhood 

infrastructure is associated with both the evaluative and the emotional SWB of residents. 

Descriptive statistics of the study variables, regression analysis and analysis results are 

discussed in this chapter. In Chapter 6, we focus on testing the second set of hypotheses 

by investigating if there is a typology of neighborhood attributes in terms of how they 

impact SWB (evaluative and emotional) when performing poorly/absent (low 

performance), at all levels of performance, and only at a high performance. Three 

models, one three-factor theory and two piecewise regressions are used. The regression 

analyses and results are discussed in this chapter. Finally, in Chapter 7, we present 
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limitations of our research, a summary of the research, congruence of our findings with 

existing literature, and discuss the implications of our findings for policy and research.  
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

The literature on SWB is vast and dispersed across multiple disciplines. SWB-related 

studies appear in traditional disciplines, such as philosophy, economics, and psychology, 

as well as in emerging fields, such as public health, human ecology, and urban planning. 

Previous literature reviews of SWB tended to focus on a single discipline (Jin, Shah, & 

Svoboda, 1995; Moskowitz, Hult, Bussolari, & Acree, 2009; Zautra & Hempel, 1984). 

Given that empirical SWB studies are often scattered across disciplinary boundaries, 

reviews within a single discipline rarely consolidate empirical evidence together for new 

insights into research directions.  

To address this issue, in this chapter we report a two-stage literature review. Empirical 

literature from the disciplines of psychology and public health is reviewed to understand 

the determinants of SWB. The focus on the disciplines of psychology and public health 

was selected largely because of the complementary analytical frameworks and methods 

of the two disciplines when it comes to understanding SWB. The theoretical 

underpinning of SWB concepts have historically drawn on many disciplines, but it is 

generally acknowledged that psychology has been the most important contributor 

discipline for identifying theoretically relevant determinants of SWB and the mechanisms 

through which determinants influence SWB (Murphy & Bennett, 2003). In contrast, 

SWB studies in the public health discipline are primarily focused on empirically 

identifying relevant determinants of SWB (Bennett, 1997; Bunton & Macdonald, 2003; 

Ed Diener, 1984; Patrick & Bergner, 1990). Next, based on our research topic, we focus 

in greater detail on literature on neighborhood level determinants of SWB by conducting 

a systematic review focused on neighborhood attributes that may influence SWB. Our 

intention is to provide an overview of existing literature and to identify determinants of 

SWB across disciplinary boundaries to design our analysis.  

To avoid nomenclature confusion, in this chapter, SWB refers to both evaluative and 

emotional SWB, EVA refers to the evaluative aspect, and EMO refers to the emotional 

aspect. 
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Psychology and Public Health Review  

Methodology 

We used a combination of scholarly online article catalogs and online search engines to 

retrieve relevant articles by discipline. PubMed, PsychINFO, and Google Scholar were 

used to obtain relevant articles. Articles were first screened by title, abstract, and 

keywords. For determinants of SWB, the search was based on phrases such as “subjective 

well-being predictors” and “subjective well-being determinants.” A second query was 

crafted based on keywords commonly found among the results from the first search. For 

example, “subjective well-being determinants” returned many articles on age and SWB, 

so a follow-up search was conducted using the keywords “age and subjective well-

being.” Abstracts were reviewed for relevance, varied perspectives, avoidance of overlap, 

geographic location of study, and topical area. This process led to the selection of 105 (of 

158 retrieved) articles related to determinants, all of which were reviewed in detail. The 

articles selected were published between 1965 and 2018. 

Determinants of SWB - Psychology and Public Health 

Based on our review and consideration of all identified determinants, we found that the 

determinants fall into seven broad categories: 

1. Basic demographics: gender, age, and race/ethnicity 

2. Socioeconomic status (SES): income, education, employment, family structure, 

and immigration status  

3. Health and functioning: general or self-reported health, diseases, mental and 

physical disability, obesity, sleep deprivation, and physical activity 

4. Personality: the Big Five personality traits and nuanced traits, such as self-

efficacy, optimism, and self-esteem 

5. Social support: the number of contacts, quality of contacts, friends, family, family 

satisfaction, social satisfaction, and discrimination 
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6. Religion and culture: conceptualization of SWB, formulation of comparison 

standards, religiosity, and visits to houses of worship (mosque, temple, 

synagogue, etc.) 

7. Geography and infrastructure: conditions at various levels of disaggregation, 

including nation, region, community (city, town, or parish), neighborhood, and 

home, and access to infrastructures, such as food, water, sanitation, transportation, 

greenery, leisure, and ecosystems 

Figures 1 and 2 show the distribution of the reviewed studies across key areas, including 

study design, SWB type (EVA, EMO, or both), determinants, and study population. In 

terms of study design, 83 (a majority) of the studies were cross-sectional, 15 were 

longitudinal, and 7 employed both designs. In terms of SWB dimensions, we found that 

57 studies focused only on EVA, 12 studies exclusively addressed EMO, and 36 studies 

addressed both EVA and EMO. EVA-focused studies were more prevalent in the field of 

public health than in psychology. In terms of determinant focus, 69 studies included basic 

demographics, 65 included SES, 74 included health and functioning, 27 incorporated 

personality, 35 included social support, 17 incorporated religion and culture, and only 9 

included geography and infrastructure. A focus on basic demographics, SES, and health 

and function was more prevalent in public health studies, while a focus on personality 

was more prominent in psychology studies. Only 59 studies focused on three or more 

determinant groups.  
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Figure 1. Distribution of reviewed studies (published between 1965 and 2018) by temporal coverage, 

SWB dimension studied, and determinants. 

In terms of study populations (Figure 2), 23 studies focused on adults; 22 focused on the 

elderly (ages 50 and above); 16 focused on patients with a medical condition such as 

obesity, mental illness, or cancer; 9 focused exclusively on college students; and only 3 

utilized geographically representative samples. A focus on patients with a given condition 

was more prevalent in public health studies, while a focus on college students was limited 

to psychology studies.  
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Figure 2. Distribution of studies by studied population. 

Table 1 provides a summary of the 105 studies reviewed. 

Table 1. Literature Review Summary: Psychology and Public Health 

Legend: Public Health (PH); Psychology (PSY); Cross-sectional (CROSS); Longitudinal (LONG); Evaluation (EVA); 

Emotions (EMO); Evaluation and Emotions (EVA+EMO); Dominant or primary study determinant (D) 
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1 
(Abbott, Do, & 

Byrne, 2012) 
PSY CROSS 

College 

Students 
EVA   D  X   

2 
(Abdel-Khalek, 

2011) 
PSY CROSS 

College 

Students 
EVA   X   D  

3 
(Allen, Goldwasser, 

& Leary, 2012) 
PSY CROSS Ages 63+ EVA   X D    
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Legend: Public Health (PH); Psychology (PSY); Cross-sectional (CROSS); Longitudinal (LONG); Evaluation (EVA); 

Emotions (EMO); Evaluation and Emotions (EVA+EMO); Dominant or primary study determinant (D) 
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4 (Andrews, 1986) PSY CROSS 
Multiple 

(Review) 
EVA+EMO X X X X X X X 

5 
(Ardelt & Edwards, 

2015) 
PSY CROSS Ages 71–77 EVA X X X D X   

6 
(Arent, Landers, & 

Etnier, 2000) 
PH 

CROSS + 

LONG 

Older Adults 

(60+) 
EMO   D     

7 
(Bradburn & 

Caplovitz, 1965) 
PSY CROSS Adults EMO X X X     

8 (Bradburn, 1969) PSY CROSS Adults EMO X X X  X   

9 (Braun, 1978) PSY CROSS Ages 16–74 EVA+EMO X X X   X  

10 

(Brdarić, Jovanović, 

& Gavrilov-

Jerković, 2015) 

PH CROSS 
Avg. Age 

28.93 
EVA+EMO   D     

11 
(Calys-Tagoe et al., 

2014) 
PH CROSS Ages 50+ EVA D X      

12 
(Campbell et al., 

1976) 
PH CROSS Adults EVA+EMO X X X  X X  

13 (Campbell, 1981) PH LONG Adults EVA+EMO X X X  X  X 

14 (Cantril, 1965) PSY CROSS 
Multiple 

Countries 
EVA  X X  X X X 

15 
(Chen & Page, 

2016) 
PH LONG Ages 17–25 EVA D X      

16 (Cheng, 2004) PSY CROSS Adult EVA+EMO D X X  X   

17 (Chou, 1999) PSY CROSS Young Adults EMO X    D   

18 
(Clemente & Sauer, 

1976b) 
PH CROSS Adults EVA D X X  X X  

19 
(Clemente & Sauer, 

1976a) 
PH CROSS Adults EVA X D X   X  

20 
(Costa & McCrae, 

1980) 
PSY 

CROSS + 

LONG 
Adults EVA+EMO    D    
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Legend: Public Health (PH); Psychology (PSY); Cross-sectional (CROSS); Longitudinal (LONG); Evaluation (EVA); 

Emotions (EMO); Evaluation and Emotions (EVA+EMO); Dominant or primary study determinant (D) 
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21 
(J. Cramm, Møller, 

& Nieboer, 2010) 
PSY CROSS Poor EVA  D X  X   

22 

(Cubí-Mollá, De 

Vries, & Devlin, 

2014) 

PH CROSS 
Parkinson’s 

Patients 
EVA X X D     

23 
(Derdikman‐Eiron 

et al., 2011) 
PSY CROSS Adolescents EVA D X X  X   

24 

(Deserno, 

Borsboom, Begeer, 

& Geurts, 2017) 

PH CROSS 

Autism 

Spectrum 

Disorder 

Patients 

EVA X  X  D   

25 
(Ed Diener et al., 

2003) 
PSY CROSS NA (Review) EVA+EMO    X  D  

26 (Dierk et al., 2006) PSY CROSS Obese EVA+EMO X X D  X   

27 
(Edelstein et al., 

2016) 
PH CROSS 

Glioblastoma 

Patients 
EMO   D     

28 
(Emerson & Hatton, 

2008) 
PH CROSS 

Mentally 

Disabled 
EVA X X D  X   

29 (Fox, 1999) PH CROSS 
Multiple 

(Review) 
EVA   D     

30 (Freudiger, 1983) PH CROSS Adult Women EVA X D X   X  

31 
(Frey & Stutzer, 

2010) 
PSY LONG NA (Review) EVA  D  X    

32 
(George & 

Landerman, 1984) 
PH 

CROSS + 

LONG 
NA (Review) EVA+EMO X X X  X X  

33 
(Grant, Langan-Fox, 

& Anglim, 2009) 
PSY CROSS Adults EVA+EMO    D    

34 
(Guite, Clark, & 

Ackrill, 2006) 
PH CROSS Adults EVA X X     D 
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Legend: Public Health (PH); Psychology (PSY); Cross-sectional (CROSS); Longitudinal (LONG); Evaluation (EVA); 

Emotions (EMO); Evaluation and Emotions (EVA+EMO); Dominant or primary study determinant (D) 
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35 
(Gull & Dawood, 

2013) 
PH CROSS Elderly EVA+EMO X X    D  

36 
(Hamilton et al., 

2007) 
PSY CROSS Adults EVA+EMO X  D     

37 

(Hammond, 

Weinberg, & 

Cummins, 2014) 

PH CROSS Caregivers EVA X D      

38 (Hnilica, 2011) PH CROSS Ages 15+ EVA+EMO  X   D   

39 
(Ickovics et al., 

2006) 
PH LONG 

Female HIV 

Patients 
EMO X X D     

40 
(Jia, Liu, & Shi, 

2017) 
PSY CROSS 

Migrant 

Adolescents 
EVA+EMO X X  D D   

41 
(Jivraj & Nazroo, 

2014) 
PH CROSS Ages 50+ EVA X X X     

42 

(Jivraj, Nazroo, 

Vanhoutte, & 

Chandola, 2014) 

PSY LONG Ages 50+ EVA D X X  X   

43 

(Ju, Shin, Kim, 

Hyun, & Park, 

2013) 

PH CROSS 
Elderly 

Women 
EVA+EMO  X X D    

44 
(Kahneman & 

Deaton, 2010) 
PH CROSS Adults EVA+EMO X D X   X  

45 

(Lipovčan, 

Brkljačić, & Šakić, 

2007) 

PH CROSS Adults EVA+EMO  D      

46 
(Kasl & Harburg, 

1975) 
PH CROSS Adults EMO X X     D 

47 
(Khan & Husain, 

2010) 
PSY CROSS 

College 

Students 
EVA    D X   
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Legend: Public Health (PH); Psychology (PSY); Cross-sectional (CROSS); Longitudinal (LONG); Evaluation (EVA); 

Emotions (EMO); Evaluation and Emotions (EVA+EMO); Dominant or primary study determinant (D) 
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48 (Kim et al., 2012) PSY CROSS 
College 

Students 
EVA+EMO   X D X   

49 (Krause, 2003) PSY CROSS Elderly EVA X X  X  D  

50 
(Kunzmann, Little, 

& Smith, 2000) 
PSY 

CROSS + 

LONG 
Elderly EMO X  D     

51 

(Kutek, Turnbull, & 

Fairweather‐

Schmidt, 2011) 

PH CROSS Rural Men EVA X X D  X   

52 
(Lamu & Olsen, 

2016) 
PH CROSS Adults EVA X X X  X   

53 
(A. Lee & Browne, 

2008) 
PH CROSS 

Rural 

Residents 
EVA X X D     

54 

(Lemola, 

Ledermann, & 

Friedman, 2013) 

PH CROSS 
General 

Population 
EVA+EMO X X D     

55 
(T. Li & Fung, 

2014) 
PSY CROSS 

Married 

Couples 
EVA X X   X   

56 
(B. Li, Li, Wang, & 

Hou, 2016) 
PSY CROSS Adults EVA+EMO X D      

57 (Librán, 2006) PSY CROSS 
College 

Students 
EVA+EMO    D    

58 (Linna et al., 2013) PH CROSS 
Young Adult 

Twins 
EVA X X D     

59 (Z. Liu et al., 2016) PH CROSS Ages 95+ EVA+EMO X X D     

60 
(N. Lu, Liu, & Lou, 

2015) 
PH CROSS 

Adult 

Caregivers 
EVA X D X     

61 (L. Lu, 2006) PSY CROSS 
College 

Students 
EVA X     D  

62 
(Ludwig et al., 

2012) 
PH LONG 

Program 

Participants 
EVA X X     D 
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Legend: Public Health (PH); Psychology (PSY); Cross-sectional (CROSS); Longitudinal (LONG); Evaluation (EVA); 

Emotions (EMO); Evaluation and Emotions (EVA+EMO); Dominant or primary study determinant (D) 
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63 
(Z.-W. Ma, Zeng, & 

Ye, 2015) 
PSY CROSS Adolescents EVA X   D    

64 

(Magallares, de 

Valle, Irles, & 

Jauregui-Lobera, 

2014) 

PSY CROSS Obese EVA+EMO X    X   

65 

(Malathi, 

Damodaran, Shah, 

Patil, & Maratha, 

2000) 

PH LONG Staff EVA   D  X   

66 

(McDonough, 

Sabiston, & Wrosch, 

2014) 

PSY LONG 
Breast Cancer 

Survivors 
EVA X X X  D   

67 (Medley, 1980) PH CROSS Adults (22+) EVA X D X     

68 
(Mhaoláin et al., 

2012) 
PSY CROSS Elderly EVA X X D X    

69 (Michalos, 1980) PH CROSS Adults EVA X X X X X   

70 
(Moskowitz et al., 

2009) 
PSY 

CROSS + 

LONG 

Multiple 

(Review) 
EMO   D     

71 

(Olsson, Hurtig-

Wennlöf, & Nilsson, 

2014) 

PH CROSS Ages 69–79 EVA X  D     

72 

(Ozcakir, Dogan, 

Cakir, Bayram, & 

Bilgel, 2014) 

PH CROSS Patients EVA X X D     

73 (Palmore, 1979) PH LONG 
Older Adults 

(60+) 
EVA X X D     

74 

(Pérez-Garín, 

Molero, & Bos, 

2015) 

PSY CROSS 
Mentally 

Disabled 
EVA+EMO   D     
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Legend: Public Health (PH); Psychology (PSY); Cross-sectional (CROSS); Longitudinal (LONG); Evaluation (EVA); 

Emotions (EMO); Evaluation and Emotions (EVA+EMO); Dominant or primary study determinant (D) 
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75 
(Persoskie et al., 

2014) 
PH LONG Adult Patients EVA+EMO X X D X    

76 
(Pinquart & 

Sörensen, 2000) 
PH CROSS Elderly EVA X X X  X   

77 
(Reis, Guerra, & 

Lencastre, 2013) 
PH LONG Adult Patients EVA+EMO   D     

78 (Riddick, 1980) PH CROSS 

Women 

(Representativ

e Sample for 

the US) 

EVA  D X     

79 

(Rijken, Komproe, 

Ros, Winnubst, & 

van Heesch, 1995) 

PSY CROSS 
Elderly 

Women 
EVA   D X    

80 
(Sand & Gruber, 

2018) 
PH CROSS Elderly EMO X X X     

81 
(Sandstrom & 

Dunn, 2014) 
PSY CROSS 

College 

Students 
EVA+EMO    X D   

82 
(Sharma, Gupta, & 

Bijlani, 2008) 
PSY LONG Adults EVA   D     

83 

(Shiah, Chang, 

Chiang, & Tam, 

2016) 

PH CROSS Adults EVA      D  

84 (Soto, 2015) PSY LONG 

Nationally 

Representativ

e Sample for 

Australia 

EVA+EMO    D    

85 

(Spinhoven, 

Elzinga, Giltay, & 

Penninx, 2015) 

PSY LONG 

Adults with 

an Emotional 

Disorder 

EMO X X X D    

86 
(Spreitzer & Snyder, 

1974) 
PH CROSS 

Older Adults 

(65+) 
EVA X X X   X  
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Legend: Public Health (PH); Psychology (PSY); Cross-sectional (CROSS); Longitudinal (LONG); Evaluation (EVA); 

Emotions (EMO); Evaluation and Emotions (EVA+EMO); Dominant or primary study determinant (D) 
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87 

(Steverink, 

Westerhof, Bode, & 

Dittmann-Kohli, 

2001) 

PSY CROSS Ages 40–85 EVA+EMO D X X  X   

88 
(Strobel, Tumasjan, 

& Spörrle, 2011) 
PSY CROSS 

College 

Students 
EVA    D    

89 
(Strózik, Strózik, & 

Szwarc, 2016) 
PSY CROSS Ages 8–12 EVA  X X  X  X 

90 (Tanksale, 2015) PSY CROSS Ages 30–40 EVA+EMO    D    

91 

(S. E. Taylor, 

Kemeny, Reed, 

Bower, & 

Gruenewald, 2000) 

PSY 
CROSS + 

LONG 

Multiple 

(Review) 
EMO   X D    

92 (Tian, 2016) PSY CROSS Elderly EVA+EMO    X D   

93 (Uppal, 2006) PH CROSS Disabled EVA X X D   X  

94 

(van Campen, de 

Boer, & Iedema, 

2013) 

PH CROSS 

Caregivers 

and Non-

Caregivers 

EVA X D X     

95 

(Vos, De Cock, 

Petry, Van Den 

Noortgate, & Maes, 

2010) 

PH CROSS Disabled EVA X  D     

96 
(Wadsworth & 

Pendergast, 2014) 
PH CROSS Adults EVA X X D    X 

97 (X. Wang, 2016) PSY CROSS Elderly EVA+EMO     D   

98 

(Winstanley, Lamb, 

Ellis-Davies, & 

Rentfrow, 2015) 

PH CROSS Adults EVA X X D X    

99 

(Wolinsky, Coe, 

Miller, & 

Prendergast, 1985) 

PH LONG White Elderly EVA X X X  X   
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Legend: Public Health (PH); Psychology (PSY); Cross-sectional (CROSS); Longitudinal (LONG); Evaluation (EVA); 

Emotions (EMO); Evaluation and Emotions (EVA+EMO); Dominant or primary study determinant (D) 
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100 

(Wyller, Sveen, 

Sødring, Pettersen, 

& Bautz-Holter, 

1997) 

PH CROSS Elderly EVA X  D     

101 (You & Shin, 2017) PH CROSS 
Middle-Aged 

Adults 
EVA+EMO X  D     

102 (Yu & Chen, 2016) PSY CROSS Adults EVA+EMO X D X    X 

103 

(Yue, Hiranandani, 

Jiang, Hou, & Chen, 

2017) 

PSY CROSS 
College 

Students 
EVA D   X    

104 
(Zank & Leipold, 

2001) 
PH CROSS 

Dementia 

Patients 
EVA X X D     

105 
(Zautra & Hempel, 

1984) 
PH 

CROSS + 

LONG 
NA (Review) EVA+EMO   D     

 

The seven broad categories of SWB determinants are basic demographics, SES, health 

and functioning, personality, social support, religion and culture, and geography and 

infrastructure. We next focus on how these determinants influence the two SWB 

outcomes of EVA and EMO. 

Basic Demographics 

Basic demographics include age, gender, and race/ethnicity. For the studies reviewed, we 

found that basic demographics were mostly used as control variables. In studies explicitly 

focused on basic demographics (indicated by a “D” under the “determinant” columns in 

Table 1), age was investigated the most, followed by gender and race/ethnicity. We found 

that age- and race/ethnicity-centered studies tended to focus more on EVA, while gender-

focused studies were more concerned with EMO. 
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Studies of the direct influence of age on SWB have typically focused on EVA, and they 

were found to have inconsistent results. Some studies showed a U-shaped relationship, 

typically flattened at age 40 (Hnilica, 2011; Uppal, 2006), while others showed a positive 

association (Cantril, 1965; Clemente & Sauer, 1976a; Jivraj & Nazroo, 2014; Ozcakir et 

al., 2014; van Campen et al., 2013), a negative association (Bradburn & Caplovitz, 1965; 

Calys-Tagoe et al., 2014; Lamu & Olsen, 2016; Uppal, 2006), or no association 

(Andrews, 1986; Kutek et al., 2011; Magallares et al., 2014; Olsson et al., 2014). While 

these studies relied on absolute age, other studies focused on the process of aging and 

suggested that changes in socioeconomic circumstances, personality, and health related to 

age are what truly influence SWB (Chen & Page, 2016; Kunzmann et al., 2000; Steverink 

et al., 2001; Strózik et al., 2016). For instance, in the elderly, aging has been associated 

with physical decline, continuous personal development, change in familial 

responsibilities, retirement, and social loss, all of which have been found to influence 

SWB (Ardelt & Edwards, 2015; Cheng, 2004; Ju et al., 2013; Lemola et al., 2013; 

Steverink et al., 2001; Tian, 2016). 

Gender-focused studies have also shown mixed results; for example, being female has 

been found to be both positively (Lamu & Olsen, 2016; A. Lee & Browne, 2008; Ozcakir 

et al., 2014; Steverink et al., 2001) and negatively (Calys-Tagoe et al., 2014; Z. Liu et al., 

2016; Steverink et al., 2001) associated with SWB. General agreement, however, 

surrounds the idea that women are more susceptible to intense affective responses 

because they report greater negative and positive emotions compared to men in similar 

situations (Braun, 1978; Cameron, 1975; Chou, 1999). Gender differences in certain 

personal characteristics—such as self-efficacy, self-esteem, gratitude, optimism, and 

propensity to conditions such as depression and anxiety—have also been shown to create 

discrepancies in the emotions experienced (Derdikman‐Eiron et al., 2011; Z.-W. Ma et 

al., 2015; Yue et al., 2017). Limited research in the United States (US) has suggested that 

minorities, such as African American, Asian, and Hispanic women, report lower SWBs 

than do their White counterparts (Andrews, 1986; Bradburn, 1969; Wadsworth & 

Pendergast, 2014). Overall, discrepancies in findings about how basic demographics 

influence SWB may be attributable to the fact that SES-, health-, and personality-related 
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factors are inconsistently controlled for in these studies (Chen & Page, 2016; Kunzmann 

et al., 2000; Steverink et al., 2001). 

SES 

SES includes income, education, employment, immigration status, and family structure. 

Similar to basic demographics, we found that most studies used some SES determinants 

as control variables. Within SES-focused studies, income received the most attention, 

followed by family structure, employment, education, and immigration status. Measures 

of SES tended to be objective in nature, such as income, being married, and being 

employed; however, in many cases, subjective measures, such as wealth satisfaction, 

income adequacy, and satisfaction with marriage, were also used. In general, SES studies 

focused more on EVA compared to EMO. Of all SES determinants, family structure–

related studies paid the most attention to EMO. 

There is a consensus that income positively influences SWB (J. Cramm et al., 2010; 

Lipovčan et al., 2007). How it does so, however, is constantly debated. Some suggest that 

higher income may not necessarily increase SWB but does buffer the impacts of negative 

emotions, such as worry (Ed Diener & Biswas-Diener, 2002; B. Li et al., 2016; Yu & 

Chen, 2016). Income may also exert a greater influence on SWB at extreme levels of 

poverty, but once basic needs are met, the influence wanes (Kahneman & Deaton, 2010). 

Income can also relate to specific aspects of life that may lead to higher EVA, such as 

satisfaction with material status, social status, health, achievement, and future security 

(George & Landerman, 1984; B. Li et al., 2016; Lipovčan et al., 2007; Pinquart & 

Sörensen, 2000; Wolinsky et al., 1985). Education has been found to be weakly related to 

EVA (Lamu & Olsen, 2016; Ozcakir et al., 2014; Palmore, 1979), and this relationship is 

influenced significantly by income and other socioeconomic variables (Bradburn & 

Caplovitz, 1965; Calys-Tagoe et al., 2014; J. Cramm et al., 2010; Jivraj & Nazroo, 2014; 

Lemola et al., 2013; Ozcakir et al., 2014; Spreitzer & Snyder, 1974). Unemployment has 

been found to have a detrimental impact on SWB that extends beyond the obvious 

financial difficulties to include loss of self-esteem, social stigma, stress, anxiety, 

unhealthy behaviors, and other health issues (Campbell et al., 1976; Catalano & Dooley, 
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1977; Frey & Stutzer, 2010; Lamu & Olsen, 2016; A. Lee & Browne, 2008; Uppal, 2006; 

Wadsworth & Pendergast, 2014). 

Limited research also suggests that immigrants typically have lower SWB than do less 

recently settled residents, which can be attributed to assimilation needs and the 

availability of resources, but these differences decrease with time of residence (Sand & 

Gruber, 2018; Uppal, 2006). In terms of family structure, being married or living with a 

partner—and being satisfied with the relationship—have a positive influence on SWB 

(Campbell et al., 1976; Freudiger, 1983; George & Landerman, 1984; Hnilica, 2011; 

Jivraj & Nazroo, 2014; Lamu & Olsen, 2016; Mhaoláin et al., 2012; Michalos, 1980; 

Wolinsky et al., 1985). However, the influence varies based on age and gender (T. Li & 

Fung, 2014). Studies on having children are generally limited and inconclusive 

(Andrews, 1986; George & Landerman, 1984), with a few studies finding that living with 

children may lead to higher EVA and negative emotions (Steverink et al., 2001; Yu & 

Chen, 2016). Informal caregiving for children, parents, relatives, or the disabled has a 

negative impact on SWB if the care-receiver is disabled or if the caregiver has a full-time 

job in addition to having caregiver responsibilities (Hammond et al., 2014; van Campen 

et al., 2013). A combination of family structure and income satisfaction has also been 

found to influence emotions in terms of what one worries about and how one thinks these 

worries can be resolved (Braun, 1978; Cantril, 1965; George & Landerman, 1984; 

Hnilica, 2011; B. Li et al., 2016; Lipovčan et al., 2007).  

The combination of determinants that constitute SES also influence EVA by determining 

an individual’s standard of comparison and the resources available to cope with adversity 

in life (Frey & Stutzer, 2010).  

Health and Functioning 

Health and functioning include general health status, body weight, physical activity, 

sleep, disability, and specific diseases. Across all studies reviewed, the use of general or 

self-reported health as a control variable was very common. Within health and 

functioning–focused studies, specific diseases received the most attention, followed by 

general health, physical activity, disability, body weight, and sleep. Measures of health 
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and functioning tended to include both objective and subjective measures. The most 

common subjective measure was general or self-reported health, followed by perceived 

intrusiveness of any health condition and perceived physical and mental functioning. 

Once again, we found these studies to have an EVA focus, with some attention being 

paid to EMO. Studies related to specific diseases and physical activity typically paid 

more attention to EMO. 

There is a consensus that general health status and self-reported health are positively and 

strongly associated with EVA, even after controlling for other determinants (George & 

Landerman, 1984; Lamu & Olsen, 2016; A. Lee & Browne, 2008; Riddick, 1980; Zautra 

& Hempel, 1984). The perception of intrusiveness in terms of reduced cognitive and 

physical functioning influences this association (Bryce et al., 2016; Edelstein et al., 

2016). Developmental disabilities, physical disabilities, and mental disorders (e.g., 

bipolar, depression, or anxiety) all influence SWB primarily through the impairments 

they cause to functioning (Altamura et al., 2011; Derdikman‐Eiron et al., 2011; Deserno 

et al., 2017; Z. Liu et al., 2016; Ozcakir et al., 2014; Spinhoven et al., 2015; Vos et al., 

2010; Zank & Leipold, 2001). Specific medical conditions and diseases, such as pre-term 

birth, HIV-positive status, and cancer, have negative impacts on SWB (Ickovics et al., 

2006; Moskowitz et al., 2009; Winstanley et al., 2015). Insomnia, day-to-day variability 

in sleep, subjective sleep quality, and average sleep duration have all been found to 

influence EVA (Hamilton et al., 2007; Lemola et al., 2013; Sherman, 1980; 

VanCoevering, 1974; Wiltsey, 1968). The increased severity of all the conditions 

mentioned above has also been consistently associated with lower SWB (Abbott & 

Byrne, 2012; Abbott et al., 2012; Cubí-Mollá et al., 2014; Fox, 1999; Hamilton et al., 

2007; Uppal, 2006). Such conditions cause physical, psychological, economic, and social 

suffering, which impact SWB (Emerson, Kariuki, Honey, & Llewellyn, 2014; Reis et al., 

2013). Body weight, in terms of high and low body mass index (BMI), lowers SWB 

(Linna et al., 2013), with women reporting more significant effects from weight-related 

issues on SWB, in general (Dierk et al., 2006; Magallares et al., 2014). Physical activity 

has consistently been found to influence EVA and EMO positively (Arent et al., 2000; 

Fox, 1999; You & Shin, 2017) through its direct effect on physical health and its ability 
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to counteract depression, stress, and anxiety (Kasl & Harburg, 1975; Malathi et al., 2000; 

Sharma et al., 2008; You & Shin, 2017).  

In addition to their direct effects on EVA and EMO, health and function determinants can 

also have indirect effects through their influence on other aspects of life, such as personal 

control, social engagement, social satisfaction, discrimination, stigma, marriage, 

employment, income, independence, and self-esteem (Brdarić et al., 2015; Deserno et al., 

2017; Dierk et al., 2006; Emerson & Hatton, 2008; Magallares et al., 2014; Pérez-Garín 

et al., 2015; Vos et al., 2010; Wadsworth & Pendergast, 2014). Gender, SES, culture, 

social support, personality, and differences in resource availability have also been found 

to influence the relationship between health and functioning and SWB (Derdikman‐Eiron 

et al., 2011; Emerson & Hatton, 2008; McDonough et al., 2014; Persoskie et al., 2014; S. 

E. Taylor et al., 2000; Zautra & Hempel, 1984).  

Personality 

Studies on personality fell into one of two distinct groups: those that looked at the Big 

Five personality traits (i.e., extroversion, agreeableness, openness, conscientiousness, and 

neuroticism) and those that investigated more nuanced personality attributes (e.g., 

optimism, self-esteem, and self-efficacy). Both groups tended to be well researched, and 

equal attention was paid to EVA and EMO. Personality was typically measured using 

subjective personality scales. 

There seems to be a consensus on how the Big Five and more nuanced personality 

attributes influence SWB. For the Big Five, conscientiousness is positively associated 

with EVA, extroversion is associated with positive emotions, and neuroticism is 

associated with negative emotions (Costa & McCrae, 1980; Grant et al., 2009; Librán, 

2006; Tanksale, 2015). Extraverted individuals tend to have a stronger emotional reaction 

to positive events, while neurotic people tend to have stronger reactions to negative 

events (Soto, 2015). More nuanced personality traits, such as self-efficacy, self-esteem, 

and optimism, also mediate the effect of personality on EVA (Khan & Husain, 2010; 

Strobel et al., 2011). Adaptation has been found to influence both EVA and EMO (Costa 

& McCrae, 1980; Librán, 2006). Some studies have also found evidence of a reciprocal 
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relationship between SWB and personality traits, in which people who are initially 

extraverted, agreeable, conscientious, and emotionally stable report higher EVA, and 

people with higher EVA become more extraverted, agreeable, conscientious, and 

emotionally stable over time (Soto, 2015). 

Social Support  

Studies in this category tended to measure social support using both objective means 

(e.g., number of social contacts or frequency of interaction) and subjective means (e.g., 

quality of social contacts or satisfaction with social contacts). Equal attention was paid in 

such studies to EVA and EMO aspects of SWB.  

Studies have consistently found that perceived social support from family, community, 

and friends and acquaintances yielded a positive effect on SWB (J. Cramm et al., 2010; 

Khan & Husain, 2010; Kutek et al., 2011). Studies indicate that the size of the social 

network (Olsson et al., 2014), quality of relationships (Pinquart & Sörensen, 2000; 

Sandstrom & Dunn, 2014), and interaction frequency (Chou, 1999) all influence EVA. 

Moreover, a lack of social support and discrimination (e.g., based on age, gender, or 

immigration status) exerts downward pressure on EMO (Hnilica, 2011; Jia et al., 2017). 

These findings also identify potential mediators between social support and SWB, such 

as loneliness, self-esteem, and stress (Kutek et al., 2011; Tian, 2016). Social support may 

also be more critical to EVA for the elderly or for individuals with health challenges or 

disabilities as compared to the general population (Chou, 1999; McDonough et al., 2014; 

Pinquart & Sörensen, 2000; Steverink et al., 2001).  

Religion and Culture 

Religion and culture receive equal attention in the literature reviewed for this study, and 

the two determinates often tend to be intertwined. They are typically measured using both 

subjective means (e.g., religiosity or individualist vs. collective culture) and objective 

means (e.g., number of visits to a place of worship). These studies tended to focus on 

EVA. Due to the limited number of studies in this category, it may be premature to make 

claims regarding the consistency of the findings.  
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Current research suggests that religion and culture impact SWB through a variety of 

pathways, including psychological ramifications, coping mechanisms, and 

conceptualization of SWB. Studies on religion tended to focus on non-US populations 

and rarely controlled for socio-demographic variables. Ellison (Ellison, 1991) suggested 

that religion may yield psychological benefits that result in better SWB, such as helping 

individuals deal with and resolve problematic situations, and supporting self-esteem and 

self-efficacy. EVA is most often found to be positively associated with religiosity 

(defined as identifying as being actively religious) and frequent visits to places of 

worship (Abdel-Khalek, 2011; Gull & Dawood, 2013; Krause, 2003). Religion and 

culture also impact EVA through their influence on how SWB is conceptualized (e.g., if 

is it an individual or collective concept), how comparison standards are formulated for 

EVA, and optimism (Cantril, 1965; L. Lu, 2006; Shiah et al., 2016). Religions and 

cultures also influence EMO through optimism, coping with life events and stress, and 

how individuals feel they fit within the larger cultural context (Krause, 2003; Shiah et al., 

2016).  

Geography and Infrastructure  

Studies in this category tended to rely on both objective means (e.g., physical location or 

economic conditions) and subjective means (e.g., perception of access) to measure 

geography and infrastructure. The primary focus was EVA. Once again, due to the 

limited number of studies in this category, it may be premature to make claims regarding 

the consistency of the findings.  

The studies focused on EVA and tended to be comparative by nature, looking at different 

neighborhoods or communities and comparing the EVA of their inhabitants. Lower EVA 

has been reported for urban residents compared to rural residents (Strózik et al., 2016) 

and for residents living in economically disadvantaged areas (Ludwig et al., 2012). EVA 

is also influenced by location-based (e.g., country-specific or state-specific) life priorities 

and comparison standards that lead to certain aspirations and worries (Cantril, 1965). 

Limited studies also indicate that access disparities for basic services, such as food, 

water, and sanitation; living conditions in the home; and opportunities for recreation and 
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transportation can influence SWB (Guite et al., 2006; Kasl & Harburg, 1975; Ludwig et 

al., 2012).  

Due to our focus on public health and psychology, studies from other disciplines related 

to geography and infrastructure were not included in this review. However, it is of value 

to highlight some findings from other disciplines to identify potential research directions. 

In terms of geography, studies have found that distinct SWB determinants arise at 

multiple geographical scales. At the national level, Veenhoven and Ehrhardt’s (Ruut 

Veenhoven & Ehrhardt, 1995) livability theory suggests that certain characteristics exist 

across cultures that make the quality of life in some countries higher than it is in others. 

This is supported by research that suggest that the nations with the highest SWB tend to 

experience economic development and wealth; a strong rule of law and human rights; 

lower corruption; effective and efficient governments; progressive taxation laws; income 

and job security programs; political freedoms and protection; lower levels of 

unemployment; better overall health; and income equality (Ed Diener, Oishi, & Lucas, 

2015). At the regional level, those in urban areas (larger counties and metropolitan areas 

in particular) have been reported to have lower EVA due to higher pollution, traffic, 

crime, living costs, congestion, and alienation, and a lack of green spaces (Winters & Li, 

2017). Similarly, local labor market conditions, the local price of goods and services, and 

regional amenities have been found to influence SWB (Moro, Brereton, Ferreira, & 

Clinch, 2008; Winters & Li, 2017).  

Studies related to infrastructure can be combined with studies looking at 

city/neighborhood level determinants of SWB, as the geographic scale of these studies 

typically overlaps (Moro et al., 2008; Węziak-Białowolska, 2016). At the 

city/neighborhood level, parks, safety, amenities (such as grocery stores and cultural 

facilities), social support (such as interacting with neighbors), economic features (such as 

the cost of living and commuting times), institutional features (such as the quality of 

government services), and environmental conditions (such as pollution) have all been 

linked to SWB (Moro et al., 2008; Węziak-Białowolska, 2016). Peoples’ subjective 

appraisals of the environment in which they live have also been found to impact SWB (X. 

Cao, Wu, & Yuan, 2018). Finally, numerous aspects related to the natural environment at 
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multiple geographical scales—such as access to natural spaces, panoramas and 

landscapes, biodiversity, lower air and noise pollution levels, cultural and recreational 

value, health-related services, and aesthetic experiences—have all been linked to higher 

SWB (Assessment, 2005; Bryce et al., 2016; Ed Diener et al., 2015; Węziak-

Białowolska, 2016). Conversely, climate change and the degradation of nature have 

negative effects on SWB at both the local and global scale (Summers, Smith, Case, & 

Linthurst, 2012). With climate change comes biodiversity loss, food contamination, 

invasive species, and environmental pollution, which are all associated with lower SWB 

(Eurostat, 2016; Summers et al., 2012). 

Overall, the studies reviewed in this section highlighted the potential determinants of 

SWB and how they might interact with one another. Given that most of these studies 

included a limited number of determinants and control variables—only 59 of 105 studies 

focused on 3 or more determinant categories—the findings lack consistency, and 

opportunities for comparisons are rare. This issue also brings into question the relatively 

consistent findings regarding how SWB is influenced by income, general health, 

disability, physical activity, personality, and social support. In addition, the pathways 

through which these determinants influence SWB remain insufficiently researched. 

Psychology and Public Health Review Findings 

While the studies reviewed have been critical in setting the foundation for SWB research 

we identified several areas which need further refinement for future research.   

First, we identified several determinants that have not received adequate attention in 

existing research, including race/ethnicity, education, immigration status, religion and 

culture, and geography and infrastructure. Among the public health studies reviewed, 

15% focused on a single determinant category, and 67% included three or more 

determinant categories. Among the psychology studies reviewed, 20% focused on a 

single determinant category, and only 42% included three or more determinant 

categories. Even when similar categories were used, different determinants within them 

were analyzed. For instance, for SES, some studies evaluated income while others 

evaluated income adequacy, or, for social support, some studies used the number of 
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social contacts while others used the perceived quality of social contacts. We also 

included a few studies on geography and infrastructure from disciplines other than public 

health and psychology and found that these studies highlighted the fact that 

understanding the spatial nature of SWB is important because peoples’ needs, desires, 

and potential methods to improve their SWB are all context sensitive. We explore these 

relationships further in the review in the following section. Several inter-determinant 

relationships are suggested in this review, such as disability with social networks; age 

with physical decline, social loss, and personal development; and gender with self-

efficacy, which are critical to understanding SWB and cannot be realized until holistic 

frameworks of determinants are tested. We also found a lack of comparative methods of 

analysis across the literature. In all the studies reviewed for this paper, no single prevalent 

analysis method in either discipline or across disciplines emerged; methods ranged from 

descriptive and simple correlation to structural equation modeling, confounding 

comparisons between them.  

Second, we found that the availability of data related to SWB is a constant problem and 

often a deterrent for research, especially at the local level; most studies, such as the 

World Values Survey and the Gallup World Poll, focus on macro-level analyses. The use 

of the macro datasets is restrictive, as researchers cannot control for variables. Moreover, 

most of the reviewed studies relied on secondary data, and studies that collected original 

data contained homogeneous samples. For example, nine psychological studies focused 

just on data from college students, while only three—two from public health and one 

from psychology—used a geographically representative sample. Other homogenous 

samples were based on age, obesity, disease, or disability. While these studies are 

extremely valuable for specific demographics, the findings are inherently non-

generalizable. The associated costs of primary data collection are also restrictive for 

academic researchers.  

Another issue related to reliance on secondary data is the inconsistent use of SWB 

measures. Of the 105 studies reviewed for determinants, only 36 looked at both EVA and 

EMO. The use of both dimensions of SWB is more prevalent in psychology (44% of the 

studies reviewed) than it is in public health (26% of the studies reviewed). Overall, the 
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dominant SWB dimension studied was EVA, being featured in 42% of psychology 

studies and 65% of public health studies. This EVA focus leads to a lack of research that 

looks at how EMO is influenced by determinants such as age, race/ethnicity, income, 

education, employment, immigration status, general health, body weight, disability, sleep, 

religion and culture, and geography and infrastructure. EVA measures are typically much 

simpler to collect, which may account for this research focus; however, favoring one 

aspect of SWB can be problematic. For instance, Morrison (Morrison, 2007) indicated 

that place of residence would affect people’s judgments of EMO more than of EVA. 

Looking only at one or the other may overestimate or underestimate the effects of 

different SWB determinants. Moreover, even when looking at similar dimensions of 

SWB, we found a significant amount of variation in the measures used. The most 

commonly used measures were the Satisfaction With Life Scale (SWLS) for EVA, and 

the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS) for EMO. While we do not 

prescribe the use of any one measure for either, the use of so many different measures 

also impedes comparisons among these studies. 

Finally, the current state of data collection does not lend itself to longitudinal research, as 

very few longitudinal surveys collect SWB data. Of the studies reviewed for this paper, 

only 23% of public health studies and 19% of psychology studies were longitudinal. This 

limits our findings, as results from more longitudinal studies may or may not align with 

current findings. We would expect some incongruence, as longitudinal studies enable the 

examination of a sequence of events to establish causal relationships, detect and 

accommodate for changes in characteristics of the target population over time, and permit 

the actual recording of past events to avoid recall bias. More longitudinal studies are 

needed to elucidate the direction, effect size, and mediating or moderating relationships 

between SWB and its determinants. This type of research would also allow for the 

exploration of adaptation to life circumstances and its influence on SWB, and from the 

perspective of aging and lifecycle-based research in a rapidly changing world, 

longitudinal research might tease out temporal changes in SWB. Also, longitudinal data 

collection would enable the conducting of experimental research to facilitate 

interventions to improve SWB.  
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In this section we reviewed empirical studies regarding determinants of SWB from the 

disciplines of psychology and public health and identified gaps that impede progress in 

future research. The implications of these findings for research and policy are discussed 

in greater detail in Chapter 7. In the following section we add to these findings by 

exploring the role of the neighborhood environment in influencing SWB by conducting a 

systematic review.  

Neighborhood Environment and SWB Review  

In this section of the review we focus specifically on the neighborhood environment 

determinants of SWB. As urban planners we typically intervene and make policy in local 

settings, and an understanding of how these settings influence SWB are key in promoting 

it. While the word neighborhood tends to be vague with clear geographic boundaries 

rarely defined, what we imply here is the locality in which people live and elements or 

attributes with which people interact on a daily basis. Based on our brief review of 

existing literature on the subject (under geography and infrastructure in the previous 

section) neighborhoods can be expected to influence SWB in numerous ways. First, via 

their physical attributes, such as air quality, availability of places for leisure, access to 

green spaces and proximity to amenities. Second, they can also influence SWB via the 

social environment they provide to residents. This pertains to the level of connectedness 

one feels with one’s fellow residents, the support that connection affords an individual 

and how much they trust the people around them. The social environment can be an asset 

to residents and help them work towards common community goals, provide access to 

information, maintain informal social control over their surroundings and provide a sense 

of belonging and safety, which can all potentially play a role in promoting SWB. The 

neighborhood is also a source for several services and opportunities, such as 

transportation, educational institutions, and other public services and employment 

opportunities, that can all influence SWB. Therefore, if a neighborhood’s setting is 

consistent with the needs of its residents, it leads to higher levels of SWB. 

Current literature on the connection between neighborhoods and SWB indicates that 

relationship is embedded in two potential pathways, the influence of objective 
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neighborhood characteristics on SWB and the influence of the subjective perceptions or 

assessments of neighborhood attributes (depending on the objective conditions and 

personal/individual characteristics) on SWB. The reason for the inclusion of subjective 

perceptions is that they have been found to capture peoples’ experiences with their local 

environments, which is not the case with objective characteristics. SWB is typically 

studied using evaluative SWB, emotional SWB, and domain satisfaction variables (e.g., 

residential satisfaction). While the first two variables are commonly used across 

disciplines, residential satisfaction tends to have a more urban planning and geography 

focus.  

Residential Satisfaction and SWB 

Research looking at the neighborhood environment and SWB can be classified into two 

broad categories. First are studies that focus directly on how various aspects of the 

neighborhood influence evaluative and emotional SWB. Second are studies that focus on 

how various aspects of the neighborhood influence residential or neighborhood 

satisfaction. Here, residential or neighborhood satisfaction is defined as one of many 

domains (e.g., home, health, work) that have been found to influence SWB.  

Residential satisfaction is in essence an overall evaluation of living conditions of 

residents from their own perspective. Bonaiuto and Fornara (2004) define it as, “the 

experience of pleasure or gratification deriving from living in a specific place, that is, the 

global assessment that inhabitants give of their housing that can be considered at various 

levels of scale (e.g., house, building, neighborhood).” Residential satisfaction is often 

operationalized by asking residents how satisfied they are with their 

house/building/neighborhood on a Likert scale. The reason for discussing residential 

satisfaction here is that several studies suggest that neighborhood environment attributes 

influence SWB through their influence on residential satisfaction.  

Studies have found that residential satisfaction is one of the key life domains influencing 

SWB. This is primarily because higher residential satisfaction typically stems from a 

higher degree of congruence between one’s desired conditions and the local environment 

one lives in (Z. Li & Wu, 2013). Fried (1984), explored the relationship between various 
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life domains and life satisfaction (EVA) to assess the influence of residential satisfaction. 

He found that even after including critical life domains like marital and work satisfaction, 

residential satisfaction made a notable contribution to life satisfaction. The study found 

that of the eight life domains included in the analysis, residential satisfaction was the 

second most powerful explanatory domain for life satisfaction. This relationship was 

further explored based on social economic status and it was found that the relationship is 

not only present for all classes, but the importance of residential satisfaction to life 

satisfaction was higher for residents of lower status. Cao (2016) found that after 

controlling for several personal respondent characteristics, residential satisfaction was 

positively associated with life satisfaction. However, he also found that the influence was 

not large, primarily because residential satisfaction is one of many domains (e.g., health, 

family, work) that influence life satisfaction (Campbell et al., 1976; Oktay & Rustemli, 

2011). Similarly, Theodori (2001) found that residential satisfaction was associated with 

higher well-being. Also, while the variances explained in well-being were small, they 

were not significantly different from demographic variables that have been found to be 

influential. Ruiz et al. (2019) found that positive perceptions of the neighborhood were 

associated with higher life satisfaction. Sirgy et al. (2010), using multi-year survey data, 

found that community well-being was related to overall life satisfaction. Along the same 

lines, in a longitudinal study looking at the relationship between neighborhood 

perceptions and SWB, Toma et al. (2015) found that neighborhood disorder (lack of 

satisfaction) was associated with both EVA and EMO at baseline and over a four-year 

period. This relationship held even after controlling for numerous personal level 

variables. They also found that more negative perceptions of the neighborhood were 

associated with a greater decrease in SWB over a four-year period. As is evident, these 

studies looking at the relationship between SWB and residential satisfaction are primarily 

focused on EVA.  

Many models have been suggested that highlight the relationship between residential 

satisfaction and SWB. For example, Cao (2016) adapted Campbell’s (1976) model for 

domain satisfaction and SWB to study residential satisfaction and SWB. As shown in 

figure 3, objective attributes of a neighborhood, such as density or diversity, influence 
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perceptions of residential environments (e.g. nuisance, accessibility). These perceptions 

in combination with personal characteristics of an individual influence how a person 

evaluates their satisfaction with their residential environment. Finally, this satisfaction, in 

combination with other domains, such as home, work, health, income and education, 

influences overall SWB (primarily EVA in this example).  

 

Figure 3. Residential satisfaction Model (Cao, 2016) 

 

Similarly, Sirgy and Cronwell (2002) explored the relationships between social, physical 

and economic dimensions of neighborhood and life satisfaction (figure 4). They tested 

numerous models to assess the potential mediation and found that physical attributes of 

the neighborhood influence both housing and neighborhood satisfaction. In addition, 

neighborhood physical features influenced life satisfaction primarily through their impact 

on home satisfaction. Physical features of the neighborhood included: upkeep of homes 
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and yards, landscape in the neighborhood, street lighting in the neighborhood, crowding 

and noise level, nearness of neighborhood to facilities needed, and quality of the 

environment in the community. Looking at social features of the neighborhood, they 

found significant influence on community satisfaction, which in turn influenced life 

satisfaction. These social features included social interactions with neighbors, people 

living in the neighborhood, ties with people in the community, crime in the community, 

race relations in the community, outdoor play space and sense of privacy at home.  

 

Figure 4. Neighborhood features and life satisfaction (Sirgy & Cronwell, 2002) 

 

Given the importance of residential satisfaction for SWB, in this review we not only look 

at the determinants of SWB but also of residential satisfaction. The intention is to not 
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only identify the potential direct effect of neighborhood attributes on SWB but also the 

indirect influence via residential satisfaction.  

Variance in SWB and residential satisfaction explained by the neighborhood 

environment 

Before talking about the neighborhood determinants of SWB and residential satisfaction, 

it is important to put their impact in context. While studies do suggest that neighborhood-

level determinants have a greater influence on SWB and residential satisfaction as 

compared to individual-level socio-demographic variables (Y. Liu et al., 2017; Lovejoy 

et al., 2010; Parkes et al., 2002), the influence has been found to vary. This is to be 

expected given the diverse contexts of these studies, the varied measures of SWB and 

residential satisfaction, various neighborhood-level determinants included in the models, 

and the use of a multitude of analysis techniques.  

Chapman and Beaudet (1983) looked at both life and residential satisfaction and found 

that demographic variables explained 17 percent and 7 percent variance respectively, 

while the quality of the neighborhood accounted for 4 and 2 percent of the variance, 

respectively. Quality of the neighborhood was determined via a composite of factors in a 

several-block area that is quiet, has little traffic, has few vacant houses, is well 

maintained and landscaped and has little or no business or industrial use. Similarly, 

Vemuri et al. (2011), while looking at the combined influence of personal characteristics 

(income, education, age, ethnicity and marital status) and neighborhood characteristics 

(home ownership, social capital, natural environment and water quality) found that 

neighborhood characteristics explained 9 percent of the variance in life satisfaction and 

25 percent of the variance in neighborhood satisfaction. Bramston et al. (2002) found that 

community-level variables account for about 5 percent of the variance in well-being. 

Their model included determinants of support, sense of community, attraction to the 

neighborhood, friends, safety and activity levels. Shields et al. (2009) analyzed data from 

488 neighborhoods in Australia to better understand the relationship between 

neighborhood determinants and life satisfaction. They found that individual 

characteristics of the respondents explained 14 percent of the variance in life satisfaction 
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and neighborhood variables only added 1.5 to 2.5 percent. However, numerous other 

studies that incorporate a larger set of neighborhood variables, including services and 

specific neighborhood attributes, find more sizable connections. Dang et al. (2019) found 

that about 16 percent of the variance in life satisfaction was attributable to neighborhoods 

and this number dropped to 14 percent for happiness (EMO). In addition, they found that 

a greater amount of variance was explainable at lower levels of disaggregation, like the 

neighborhood, as compared to higher levels like districts. Similarly, Oktay and Rustemli 

(2011) found that neighborhood-level attributes accounted for about 24 percent variance 

in SWB.  

Studies also suggest that the amount of variance in SWB that can be explained by 

neighborhoods may vary for different groups of people. For example, Cramm et al. 

(2010) found that the influence of the neighborhood environment and selected 

demographic characteristics on SWB varied between 6.4 and 20 percent. Interestingly, 

they analyzed data based on respondent income groups and found that the variance in 

SWB explained by neighborhood determinants varied by income group. For example, in 

the case of low-income respondents, the variance explained was 6.7 percent, but it 

increased to 20 percent for high-income respondents.  

There are also several studies that focus on the variance explained in residential 

satisfaction by neighborhood determinants. Kroesen et al. (2010) found that 

neighborhood attributes accounted for 24 percent variance in residential satisfaction. 

They suggest that this was a surprisingly high percentage given that their model did not 

account for numerous attributes, such as safety, air quality, housing attributes, 

neighborhood appearance/services, social network or accessibility. Miller et al. (1980) 

found that six specific attributes of the neighborhood, environment, upkeep, similarity to 

neighbors, noise, trees, and crowding, accounted for 45 percent of the variation in 

residential satisfaction. Permentier et al. (2011), using data from a study conducted in the 

Netherlands, looked at the variance in neighborhood satisfaction explained by four 

groups of variables: personal/household characteristics, perceived choice, 

satisfaction/social contacts, and objective neighborhood variables. Personal/household 

characteristics included numerous socio-economic details (e.g., gender, age, income, 
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family structure) and accounted for 10 percent variation in neighborhood satisfaction. 

Perceived choice, whether the dwelling and the neighborhood were the participant’s first 

choice, accounted for an additional 11 percent variation. Satisfaction with neighborhood 

and social contacts included satisfaction with dwelling, green spaces, safety, amenities, 

and various aspects of neighborhood social capital, which accounted for an additional 45 

percent variation in neighborhood satisfaction. Finally, objective neighborhood variables 

included distance to city center, crime rates, density, number of government institutions 

and average household income. It accounted for an additional 27 percent variation. 

Overall, their model accounted for 93 percent variance in neighborhood satisfaction. 

Based on their findings they concluded that subjective dwelling and neighborhood 

attributes were more important in explaining neighborhood satisfaction than their 

objective counterparts. Similarly, Perez et al. (2001), looked at the determinants of 

residential satisfaction for an elderly sample from Madrid, Spain. Using eight composite 

variables for home (20 in total), seven for neighborhood (25 variables in total) and 

controls for personal characteristics, they found that their model accounted for 50 percent 

variability in residential satisfaction. Of the variables included, six variables accounted 

for 45 percent variability. These included: perception of the neighborhood’s 

environmental quality, agreement with positive aspects and disagreement with negative 

aspects of the network of neighbors, the building’s amenities and the degree of 

satisfaction with such amenities.  

In summary, studies suggest that the neighborhood environment can explain 2 to 24 

percent of the variance in SWB (primarily EVA) and 2 to 72 percent of the variation in 

residential satisfaction. Next, we discuss the methodology used for the review and 

findings from it. 

Methodology 

To explore the influence of the neighborhood environment on SWB, a systematic review 

of existing literature was conducted using Google Scholar. Only English language articles 

were selected. Keywords used for the review included (for a detailed list see Appendix 

A):  
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Various iterations of SWB residential satisfaction: subjective well-being; well-being; life 

satisfaction; life evaluation; cognitive well-being; affective well-being; emotional well-

being; residential satisfaction; and neighborhood satisfaction.  

AND 

Various iterations of neighborhood attributes: neighborhood; neighborhood determinants; 

neighborhood attributes; neighborhood satisfaction; neighborhood perception; built 

environment; residential determinants; and residential attributes.  

The first step taken to identify studies for this review was the creation of 

inclusion/exclusion criteria. Articles must satisfy the following conditions to be 

considered for this review: 

• The studies had to be empirical in nature.  

• The analysis had to include the testing of a model to study the association of 

neighborhood-level determinants with SWB (EVA or EMO), or residential 

satisfaction. 

• The studies had to incorporate a scale of SWB (EVA or EMO), or residential 

satisfaction.  

• The studies had to include objective or subjective attributes of the neighborhood 

environment in analysis. 

• The articles had to be published in a peer-reviewed journal. 

Figure 5 highlights the systematic review process. In the first stage 671 articles were 

identified based on the keyword search in Google Scholar (635 articles) and through 

related literature reviews (36 articles). Next, in the screening stage 307 duplicate articles 

were removed, which left 364 articles to be further screened based on titles and abstracts. 

This allowed for the elimination of articles not related to SWB, residential satisfaction or 

the neighborhood environment. Examples of articles eliminated included those focused 

on specific disease states, cognitive development and skills, cognitive functioning, 

facility design, studies focused on the environment of residential care centers, and studies 

focused on general health or mental health issues, such as depression, stress, and anxiety. 
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This step led to the removal of 228 articles, which left 136 articles to screen for 

eligibility.  

 

Figure 5 Systematic literature review process 

Next, based on the inclusion/exclusion criteria, the full-text of 136 articles was reviewed 

for eligibility. This led to the exclusion of 39 articles for one of the following reasons. 

First, no existing literature reviews were included. Second, studies focused on larger 

areas (e.g., regions, states, countries) were excluded due to the neighborhood 

environment focus of this review. For the same reason, studies focused solely on housing 

or home satisfaction and their association with housing attributes were excluded. Studies 

focused on populations limited to those inflicted with a specific disease (e.g., cancer, 

spinal issues) or mental health condition (e.g., bipolar disorder patients, psychiatric 

patients, patients with other cognitive impairments) were excluded. Finally, studies that 

focused on respondent satisfaction with just a specific attribute of the neighborhood (e.g., 

satisfaction with policing) rather than residential satisfaction were excluded. Finally, 97 
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articles were considered eligible and included in this review. Next, we discuss the 

findings from our review.  

Neighborhood environment determinants of SWB 

Based on our review of studies in table 2 we found that neighborhood determinants of 

SWB and residential satisfaction could be divided into 8 categories. The eight categories 

and associated determinants are given below: 

1. Safety: fear of crime, freedom from crime, perceptions of neighborhood security, 

perceived vulnerability, perceptions regarding children’s safety in the 

neighborhood, social disorder, physical disorder, proximity to areas perceived as 

unsafe, safety from traffic, safety while walking, crime rates, victimization and 

children’s safety. 

2. Social capital: social cohesion, overall social climate, social safety, social support, 

social interaction, relations with neighbors, neighborhood network, sense of 

community, social attendance, prosocial behaviors and engagement, number of 

visits with neighbors and neighborhood composition. 

3. Services and access: (satisfaction with) convenient transportation services, 

adequate public facilities, electricity, water, commercial services, leisure time 

services, municipal services, educational institutions, and non-profit services; 

(access to) educational institutions, health care facilities, financial institutions, 

entertainment, shops, public transportation, coastline, airports, abandoned areas, 

work, downtown and green spaces. 

4. Pollution: Noise and air. 

5. Greenness: overall satisfaction with greenness, perceived access, perceived 

restorativeness of green spaces, satisfaction with green spaces, perceived quality 

of green spaces, satisfaction with number of trees, percentage of public green 

space in the neighborhood, vegetation cover, vegetation density, species richness, 

distance to green space and number of trees. 

6. Homeownership and length of stay: homeownership and length of stay. 
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7. Other neighborhood attributes: (subjective attributes) neighborhood 

aesthetics/attractiveness/appearance, neighborhood disorder (e.g., presence of 

trash, graffiti), architecture, transportation options, cultural diversity, street 

lighting, maintenance and upkeep of the neighborhood and walkability; (objective 

attributes) cul-de-sac density, density (population and housing), diversity and 

rarity of points of interest, home and neighborhood typology (e.g., single family, 

new urbanist), neighborhood deprivation, relative poverty, walkability, street 

connectivity and land-use mix. 

8. Homes: overall satisfaction with the home or its quality, home size, condition of 

the home, degree of light, insulation, home hazards (heat, noise), ventilation and 

existence of basic components such as a kitchen and shower. 

Figure 6 shows the distribution of the 97 reviewed studies across key areas, including 

study design, SWB type (EVA, EMO, or Residential Satisfaction), and determinants. In 

terms of study design, 94 (a majority) of the studies were cross-sectional and only 3 were 

longitudinal. In terms of SWB dimensions, we found that 49 studies explored EVA, 22 

studies explored EMO, and 47 studies explored residential satisfaction. Determinants in 

the studies have been broken down into two groups, personal determinants and 

neighborhood determinants, of which findings from only neighborhood determinants are 

discussed in this review. In terms of personal determinants, 73 studies included basic 

demographics, 67 included SES, 20 included health and disease, and only 7 incorporated 

personality. In terms of neighborhood determinants, as categorized above, 50 studies 

included safety, 55 included social capital, 41 included services and access, 30 included 

greenness, 23 included pollution, 35 included homeownership or length of stay, 47 

included other neighborhood attributes, and 34 included aspects of the home.  
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Figure 6. Distribution of reviewed studies (published between 1980 and 2019) by temporal coverage, 

SWB dimension studied, and determinants. 

In terms of study populations, 67 studies focused on adults, 15 focused on the elderly 

(ages 50 and above), 5 focused on adolescents and children, and 10 studies focused on 

more specific groups. These specific groups included, people who had lived in the same 

home for more than 10 years, African American, low-income population, elderly single 

women, housewives, homeowners, gated community residents, single parents, and elderly 

women living alone.  

Figure 7 shows the number of neighborhood determinant categories explored in the 

studies, overall and by EVA, EMO, and residential satisfaction focus. As shown in the 

figure the highest number of neighborhood determinants categories were accounted for in 
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studies that focused on residential satisfaction. 55% of these studies included five or more 

determinant categories in their analysis. On the flipside, studies focused on EMO had the 

highest percentage (73%) of studies incorporating three or less of the neighborhood 

determinant categories in their analysis followed by EVA at 67%.  

 

Figure 7. Number of neighborhood determinant categories explored 

Table 2 shows the details of the 97 studies included in this systematic review. Findings 

from all 8 categories are discussed in greater detail below.  
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Table 2. Literature Review Summary: Neighborhood Attributes and SWB 

Legend: Cross-sectional (CROSS); Longitudinal (LONG); Evaluation (EVA); Emotions (EMO); Evaluation and 

Emotions (EVA+EMO); Residential Satisfaction (RS) 
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1 
(Adams & 

Serpe, 2000) 
CROSS 1916 Adults EVA X X   X X    X   

2 
(Adriaanse, 

2007) 
CROSS 

75034 

Adults 
RS      X      X 

3 

(Aiello, 

Ardone, & 

Scopelliti, 

2010) 

CROSS 

244 (10-

years 

residence) 

RS X X     X X    X 

4 

(Allen Jr, 

Bentler, & 

Gutek, 1985) 

CROSS 419 Adults RS X X   X  X   X X  

5 

(Ambrey & 

Fleming, 

2014) 

CROSS 6156 Adults EVA X X X X   X X  X X X 

6 

(Amérigo & 

Aragonés, 

1990)  

CROSS 
447 

Housewives 
RS X X   X X  X X X X X 

7 
(Balestra & 

Sultan, 2013)  
CROSS 

EU-SILC ; 

Gallup 

World Poll 

RS X X X  X  X X X X X X 

8 
(Balidemaj, 

2019) 
CROSS 229 Adults RS X X    X       

9 

(Barresi, 

Ferraro, & 

Hobey, 1984) 

CROSS 2265 Elderly EVA+EMO   X  X X    X  X 
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Legend: Cross-sectional (CROSS); Longitudinal (LONG); Evaluation (EVA); Emotions (EMO); Evaluation and 

Emotions (EVA+EMO); Residential Satisfaction (RS) 
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10 
(Basolo & 

Strong, 2002) 
CROSS 125 Adults RS X X   X X X   X  X 

11 
(Ben-Arieh & 

Shimon, 2014) 
CROSS 

2238 

Children 
EVA     X        

12 
(Bergstad et 

al., 2011) 
CROSS 1330 Adults EVA+EMO X X           

13 
(Bramston et 

al., 2002)  
CROSS 250 Adults EVA X   X  X       

14 
(Bruin & 

Cook, 1997)  
CROSS 

82 Single 

parents 
RS  X  X X X      X 

15 

(Byrnes, 

Lichtenberg, 

& Lysack, 

2006)  

CROSS 604 Elderly RS X X X  X  X  X  X X 

16 
(X. J. Cao, 

2016) 
CROSS 1174 Adults EVA X X   X  X X X  X  

17 

(Carp & 

Christensen, 

1986) 

CROSS 

88 Elderly 

women 

living alone 

RS X X   X    X X X  

18 

(Carvalho, 

George, & 

Anthony, 

1997) 

CROSS 

82 Gated 

community 

residents 

RS     X X X      

19 

(N. J. 

Chapman & 

Beaudet, 

1983) 

CROSS 224 Elderly EVA+RS X X X  X  X  X  X X 
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Legend: Cross-sectional (CROSS); Longitudinal (LONG); Evaluation (EVA); Emotions (EMO); Evaluation and 

Emotions (EVA+EMO); Residential Satisfaction (RS) 
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20 

(D. W. 

Chapman & 

Lombard, 

2006) 

CROSS 
10,992,999 

Households 
RS X X   X  X X     

21 

(Cicognani, 

Albanesi, & 

Zani, 2008) 

CROSS 

297 

Adolescents 

and young 

adults 

EMO X X    X X    X  

22 (Cohen, 2008) CROSS 
12,000 

Adults 
EVA X X X  X    X X X  

23 

(Jane M 

Cramm & 

Nieboer, 2014) 

CROSS 869 Elderly EVA X X   X X       

24 

(Jane M 

Cramm & 

Nieboer, 2015) 

LONG 588 Elderly EVA X X    X       

25 
(J. Cramm et 

al., 2010) 
CROSS 1020 Adults EVA X X X  X X       

26 

(Jane Murray 

Cramm, 

Møller, & 

Nieboer, 2012) 

CROSS 1020 Adults EVA X X X        X  

27 

(Jane M 

Cramm, Van 

Dijk, & 

Nieboer, 2012) 

CROSS 945 Elderly EVA X X   X X X   X X  

28 
(Dang et al., 

2019) 
CROSS 2606 Adults EVA+EMO X X          X 
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Legend: Cross-sectional (CROSS); Longitudinal (LONG); Evaluation (EVA); Emotions (EMO); Evaluation and 

Emotions (EVA+EMO); Residential Satisfaction (RS) 
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29 

(Dassopoulos, 

Batson, 

Futrell, & 

Brents, 2012) 

CROSS 664 Adults RS X X   X X    X X  

30 
(Davidson & 

Cotter, 1991) 
CROSS 

Three 

samples-151, 

299, and 442 

EMO X X   X X X X   X  

31 
(Dittmann & 

Goebel, 2010) 
CROSS 

22012 

Adults 
EVA X X X X X X       

32 

(Eriksson, 

Hochwälder, 

& Sellström, 

2011) 

CROSS 
3926 

Children 
EVA X    X X       

33 

(Ettema & 

Schekkerman, 

2016)  

CROSS 226 Adults EVA+EMO X X   X X X     X 

34 

(Farrell, 

Aubry, & 

Coulombe, 

2004) 

CROSS 345 Adults EVA X X    X    X  X 

35 
(Fisher & Li, 

2004) 
CROSS 224 Elderly EVA X X         X  

36 (Fried, 1982) CROSS 2622 Adults RS     X X X X  X X X 

37 

(Gandelman, 

Piani, & Ferre, 

2012) 

CROSS 1437 Adults EMO X X     X X X  X  
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Legend: Cross-sectional (CROSS); Longitudinal (LONG); Evaluation (EVA); Emotions (EMO); Evaluation and 

Emotions (EVA+EMO); Residential Satisfaction (RS) 
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38 

(Gao, Weaver, 

Fu, Jia, & Li, 

2017) 

CROSS 2719 Elderly EVA X X    X     X  

39 

(Gray, นนท,์ & 

Thapsuwan, 

2008) 

CROSS 5360 Adults EMO X X   X X    X   

40 
(Gruber & 

Shelton, 1987) 
CROSS 305 Adults RS     X X X X X  X X 

41 (Hipp, 2009) CROSS 
73-88K for 4 

years 
RS X X   X X    X X  

42 

(Hooghe & 

Vanhoutte, 

2011) 

CROSS 3878 Adults EVA X X  X X X     X  

43 
(Hur, Nasar, & 

Chun, 2010) 
CROSS 

725 Home 

owners 
RS        X   X  

44 

(Huynh, Craig, 

Janssen, & 

Pickett, 2013) 

CROSS 
17249 

Children 
EVA X X   X   X   X  

45 

(Jirovec, 

Jirovec, & 

Bosse, 1985) 

CROSS 100 Elderly RS     X    X  X X 

46 

(de Jong, 

Albin, 

Skärbäck, 

Grahn, & 

Björk, 2012) 

CROSS 
24847 

Adults 
RS X       X     
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Legend: Cross-sectional (CROSS); Longitudinal (LONG); Evaluation (EVA); Emotions (EMO); Evaluation and 

Emotions (EVA+EMO); Residential Satisfaction (RS) 
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47 

(Korpela, 

Borodulin, 

Neuvonen, 

Paronen, & 

Tyrväinen, 

2014) 

CROSS 3060 Adults EMO X X      X     

48 

(Krekel, 

Kolbe, & 

Wüstemann, 

2016) 

CROSS 
33782 

Adults 
EVA X X      X     

49 
(Kroesen et 

al., 2010) 
CROSS 

10746 

Adults 
RS X X       X X  X 

50 (Kuroki, 2013) CROSS 
16637 

Adults 
EMO X X   X     X   

51 

(Kweon, Ellis, 

Leiva, & 

Rogers, 2010) 

CROSS 276 Adults RS        X   X  

52 
(Gory et al., 

1985) 
CROSS 

1,185 

Elderly 
RS X X   X X X   X X X 

53 
(S. M. Lee et 

al., 2017) 
CROSS 1726 Adults RS X X   X   X   X  

54 
(Leslie & 

Cerin, 2008) 
CROSS 2194 Adults RS X X   X  X X   X  

55 
(Z. Li & Wu, 

2013) 
CROSS 1208 Adults RS X X    X    X  X 

56 
(Y. Liu et al., 

2017) 
CROSS 1035 Elderly EVA+EMO X X X    X    X X 
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Legend: Cross-sectional (CROSS); Longitudinal (LONG); Evaluation (EVA); Emotions (EMO); Evaluation and 

Emotions (EVA+EMO); Residential Satisfaction (RS) 
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57 
(Lovejoy et 

al., 2010) 
CROSS 1682 Adults RS X X   X X   X X X  

58 (M. Lu, 1999) CROSS 
55000 

Adults 
RS X X        X  X 

59 

(Luck, 

Davidson, 

Boxall, & 

Smallbone, 

2011) 

CROSS 
1000+ 

Adults 
EVA X X      X     

60 

(J. Ma, Dong, 

Chen, & 

Zhang, 2018) 

CROSS 562 Adults EVA X X X  X X X    X  

61 

(Marselle, 

Irvine, 

Lorenzo-

Arribas, & 

Warber, 2015) 

CROSS 127 Adults EMO        X     

62 

(Mashhadi, 

Bhattacharya, 

& Kawsar, 

2016) 

CROSS 

Point of 

interest and 

transit data 

EVA+EMO       X    X  

63 

(Menec & 

Nowicki, 

2014) 

CROSS 593 Adults EVA X     X X    X X 

64 

(Miller, 

Tsemberis, 

Malia, & 

Grega, 1980) 

CROSS 550 Adults RS     X X X X X X X  
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Legend: Cross-sectional (CROSS); Longitudinal (LONG); Evaluation (EVA); Emotions (EMO); Evaluation and 

Emotions (EVA+EMO); Residential Satisfaction (RS) 
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65 
(Morgan et al., 

2011) 
CROSS 

159 

Adolescents 
EVA+EMO    X X X       

66 
(Morrison, 

2011) 
CROSS 6280 Adults EVA+EMO X X X  X X X X  X   

67 
(Mridha & 

Moore, 2011) 
CROSS 204 Adults RS     X X X X X  X  

68 

(Oktay & 

Rustemli, 

2011) 

CROSS 398 Adults EVA     X X X X X  X  

69 

(Oktay, 

Rüstemli, & 

Marans, 2012) 

CROSS 398 Adults RS       X  X  X  

70 

(Oktay, 

Rüstemli, & 

Marans, 2009) 

CROSS 398 Adults RS X    X  X X X X X  

71 

(Orru, Orru, 

Maasikmets, 

Hendrikson, & 

Ainsaar, 2016) 

CROSS 3770 Adults EVA X X X   X   X    

72 

(Oswald, Jopp, 

Rott, & Wahl, 

2010) 

CROSS 381 Adults EVA X  X   X      X 

73 
(Parkes et al., 

2002) 
CROSS 

20287 

Adults 
RS X    X X X  X X X X 

74 

(Patterson & 

Chapman, 

2004) 

CROSS 

372 Elderly 

single 

women 

EVA+RS X X X   X    X  X 
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Legend: Cross-sectional (CROSS); Longitudinal (LONG); Evaluation (EVA); Emotions (EMO); Evaluation and 

Emotions (EVA+EMO); Residential Satisfaction (RS) 
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75 
(Peck & Kay 

Stewart, 1985) 
CROSS 

2700 

Households 
EVA+EMO X X X   X      X 

76 

(Perez, 

Fernandez, 

Rivera, & 

Abuin, 2001) 

CROSS 1148 Elderly RS X X    X X    X X 

77 
(Permentier et 

al., 2011) 
CROSS 1095 Adults RS X X   X X X X  X  X 

78 

(Rehdanz & 

Maddison, 

2008) 

CROSS 
23000 

Adults 
EVA X X X    X  X X  X 

79 
(Rioux & 

Werner, 2011) 
CROSS 103 Elderly RS X     X X   X  X 

80 

(Robinette, 

Charles, 

Mogle, & 

Almeida, 

2013) 

CROSS 2022 Adults EMO X X    X       

81 

(Rohe & 

Stegman, 

1994) 

LONG 

342 Low-

income 

owners and 

renters 

EVA X X        X  X 

82 

(Ruiz, 

Hernández-

Fernaud, Rolo-

González, & 

Hernández, 

2019) 

CROSS 252 Adults EVA+RS      X X  X  X  
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Legend: Cross-sectional (CROSS); Longitudinal (LONG); Evaluation (EVA); Emotions (EMO); Evaluation and 

Emotions (EVA+EMO); Residential Satisfaction (RS) 
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83 
(Shields et al., 

2009) 
CROSS 

13903 

Adults 
EVA X X   X X    X X  

84 

(Sirgy & 

Cornwell, 

2002) 

CROSS 416 Adults EVA+RS X X   X X     X  

85 

(Sirgy, Rahtz, 

Cicic, & 

Underwood, 

2000) 

CROSS 991 Adults EVA+RS       X      

86 

(Sugiyama, 

Thompson, & 

Alves, 2009) 

CROSS 284 Elderly EVA        X     

87 

(R. J. Taylor, 

Chatters, 

Hardison, & 

Riley, 2001) 

CROSS 
2107 African 

Americans 
EVA+EMO X X X   X       

88 
(Theodori, 

2001) 
CROSS 1265 Adults EVA  X    X X   X X  

89 
(Toma et al., 

2015) 
LONG 6134 Adults EVA+EMO X X X X      X   

90 
(Türkoğlu, 

1997) 
CROSS 480 Adults RS     X X X X X  X X 

91 

(Van Dyck, 

Cardon, 

Deforche, & 

De 

Bourdeaudhuij

, 2011) 

CROSS 1391 Adults RS X X   X    X  X  
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Legend: Cross-sectional (CROSS); Longitudinal (LONG); Evaluation (EVA); Emotions (EMO); Evaluation and 

Emotions (EVA+EMO); Residential Satisfaction (RS) 
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92 
(Vemuri et al., 

2011) 
CROSS 1508 Adults EVA+RS X X    X  X  X   

93 
(D. Wang & 

Wang, 2016) 
CROSS 467 Adults EMO+RS X X   X X X     X 

94 
(Westaway, 

2007) 
CROSS 733 Adults EVA+RS X X   X X X    X  

95 
(Yin, Miao, 

Geng, & Sun) 
CROSS 303 Adults RS       X     X 

96 
(Z. Zhang & 

Zhang, 2017) 
CROSS 720 Elderly EVA+EMO X X X   X    X   

97 

(Y. Zhang, 

Van den Berg, 

Van Dijk, & 

Weitkamp, 

2017) 

CROSS 223 Adults EMO+RS        X     

 

Safety 

Safety in the reviewed literature is operationalized in numerous ways and therefore 

results related to its influence on SWB and residential satisfaction vary. Safety can be 

thought of as perception of crime and safety, actual objective statistics of crime and 

safety in a neighborhood, and the experience of victimization (Cohen, 2008; Hooghe & 

Vanhoutte, 2011; Kuroki, 2013; Oktay & Rustemli, 2011).  

Studies have found that the perception of safety is associated with SWB. Dittmann and 

Goebel (2010), using data from East and West Germany, found that a fear of local crime 
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was consistently associated with EVA even after controlling for numerous personal and 

personality characteristics. Cramm and Nieboer (2014), in their study conducted in the 

Netherlands, found that for older adults, perceived neighborhood security and 

neighborhood solidarity were associated with EVA. In addition, they found an interaction 

effect between security and solidarity, suggesting that residents of more tightly knit 

communities may feel safer in their surroundings. Adams and Serpe (2000) 

operationalized safety in two parts, fear of crime and perceived vulnerability. They find 

only perceived vulnerability to be associated with life satisfaction (mediated to a large 

extent by mastery). Studies focused on children and adolescents had similar findings. In 

their study that focused on children, Eriksson et al. (2011) found that perceived safety 

and community trust influences EVA. While children in urban areas reported lower 

community trust and safety, the relationship was consistent for both urban and rural 

areas. Ben-Arieh and Shimon (2014) looked at children’s safety in various environments 

and tested its influence on two scales of EVA to find that, for both scales, the top two 

influencers were safety in the neighborhood and safety at home. In addition, parents’ 

perceptions of their children’s safety in the neighborhood were also linked to EVA. 

Huynh et al. (2013), in their study that looked at the EVA of children, found that the 

perception of the neighborhood as being safe for children to play in was positively 

associated EVA. Studies also find that proximity to areas where crime is perceived to be 

high can reduce EVA. Cohen (2008) found that residing within a mile of areas perceived 

to be unsafe reduced EVA compared to living close to areas that were not considered 

safe.  

In the articles selected for our review, we found that the use of actual crime statistics 

compared to their subjective counterparts (e.g., perceived safety, vulnerability) was 

limited. However, these limited studies did show an association between EVA and actual 

crime statistics and victimization (Cohen, 2008; Hooghe & Vanhoutte, 2011; Kuroki, 

2013). In a study that looked at difference in EVA across multiple types of 

neighborhoods, Cohen (2008) found that the absence of crime (objectively measured), a 

person’s perception of crime, and level of awareness of crime all significantly influenced 

their EVA. Cohen (2008) also unraveled an interesting dynamic in which the perception 
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of crime in the neighborhood reported by residents was much lower than the objectively 

measured crime statistics. This seems to indicate that a lack of information or awareness 

about crime in the neighborhood has positive influence on EVA. It was also suggested 

that perceived crime was more important to EVA than actual crime statistics. It is 

surprising to see the lack of connection between crime rates and perceived crime and 

safety. Cohen (2008) suggests that this may be due to the negative impact on EVA one 

would expect from living in a high crime area being offset by EVA gained by lower 

housing and rental prices. Also, people tend to self-select based on individual preference 

and varying levels of safety risks they are willing to take.  

We found similar patterns of studies that explored the association between safety and 

residential satisfaction. Much like SWB based studies, there seems to be a greater focus 

on perceptions of safety compared to objective crime statistics. Hipp (2009), using a 

multi-year large (73-88 thousand respondents per year for four years) national dataset 

from the American Housing Survey, found that perceived crime, social disorder and 

physical disorder were all negatively associated with residential satisfaction. The 

influence of crime was further exacerbated in tracts that were going through economic 

distress. Other studies using large national datasets also find that the subjective 

perception of freedom from crime is associated with higher residential satisfaction 

(Balestra & Sultan, 2013). Similar patterns are also evidenced in international studies, 

which find that the subjective perception of freedom from crime and perceived level of 

safety are associated with residential satisfaction and people’s well-being (Balestra & 

Sultan, 2013; Morrison, 2011). These findings are further supported by numerous other 

studies that find a positive relationship between perceived safety and neighborhood or 

residential satisfaction (Basolo & Strong, 2002; Bruin & Cook, 1997; Carvalho et al., 

1997; Fried, 1982; Gory et al., 1985; Jirovec et al., 1985; Leslie & Cerin, 2008; Oktay et 

al., 2009; Parkes et al., 2002). Studies also suggest that there may be racial variations in 

the importance of safety for residential satisfaction. In a study conducted in South Africa, 

Westaway (2007) found that residential satisfaction was associated with feelings of 

personal safety. In addition, they also found that the variance explained in residential 

satisfaction varied by race (26 percent for Blacks and 18 percent for Whites).  
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There are also studies that use more complex constructs by including safety from traffic, 

crowding, while walking, etc., in their analysis. Wang and Wang (2016), in their study of 

residential satisfaction, used a combination of traditional surveys and time-use diaries to 

study potential evaluative and emotional determinants. In their model they found that 

safety was positively associated with residential satisfaction. Safety was a composite 

variable comprised of traffic safety, crowding, feeling safe while walking and children’s’ 

safety. Similarly, in a study that compared determinants of residential satisfaction across 

traditional and suburban neighborhoods, Lovejoy et al. (2010) found that higher 

perceived safety in the neighborhood was associated with higher residential satisfaction 

for both groups. Safety was a composite variable comprised of perceived safety while 

walking, low crime rate, quietness, and safety of children.  

Studies looking at objective measures of crime and residential satisfaction are limited but 

do find an association (Byrnes et al., 2006; Carp & Christensen, 1986; Mridha & Moore, 

2011).  

Social Capital 

Social networks can be expected to influence SWB through various paths. Social 

networks can provide access to resources, such as employment, organizational 

participation, support, and a feeling of trust (Cicognani et al., 2008; Hooghe & 

Vanhoutte, 2011). In the studies reviewed we found that social capital was 

operationalized in numerous ways including, social cohesion, feeling included in the 

community, social interaction, social support, social safety, social participation and sense 

of community (Jane M Cramm et al., 2012; Oktay & Rustemli, 2011). These studies 

typically looked at mix of subjective (e.g., satisfaction with neighbors, relationships in 

the community) and objective measures (e.g., number of visits from neighbors, visits to 

church) of social capital simultaneously.  

Gao et al. (2017), for their sample of elders from China, found that after controlling for 

personal characteristics, social cohesion and social interaction was positively associated 

with EVA. Ettema and Schekkerman (2016), using data from the Netherlands, studied 

how subjective and objective neighborhood attributes influence EVA and EMO. They 
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found that both dimensions of SWB are influenced by subjectively measured social safety 

while social cohesion influences only EVA. Shields et al. (2009) analyzed data from 488 

neighborhoods in Australia to better understand the relationship between neighborhood 

determinants and EVA. They found that social support and the absence of socio-

economic depravation (unemployment, aging population, single parents, etc.) was 

positively associated with EVA. Ma et al. (2018) found that a socially cohesive 

neighborhood was associated with higher EVA. Prosocial behaviors, such as political and 

civic engagement, were associated with higher EVA. They also found that the social 

environment was one of the strongest neighborhood predictors of EVA compared to 

physical attributes of the neighborhood. Similarly, Farrell et al. (2004) found that sense of 

community was associated with higher resident EVA. They also found that frequency of 

engagement in neighboring behavior, such as conducting activities with neighbors, did 

not influence EVA directly but did influence sense of community. In addition, feeling a 

part of the community and having a shared emotional connection were also found to be 

associated with EVA. Cicognani et al. (2008) found that social resources mediate the 

relationship between residential context and EMO. Theodori (2001) found that social 

capital in general and attendance of religious meetings was associated with higher levels 

EVA. Dittmann and Goebel (2010), using data from East and West Germany, found that 

social capital as measured by number of visits from neighbors was consistently associated 

with EVA even after controlling for numerous personal and personality characteristics. 

Robinette et al. (2013) looked at the influence of neighborhood cohesion on negative and 

positive affect while controlling for personal characteristics and other forms of social 

support (family, friends and spouse). They found that neighborhood cohesion reduced 

daily stressors for participants, reduced negative affect and increased positive affect. In 

addition, they found that cohesion created a buffer between stressors and negative affect. 

Finally, some studies also suggest that it is not just having a sense of community that is 

beneficial to SWB, but also that a lack of it can significantly reduce SWB (Jane M 

Cramm & Nieboer, 2015; Morrison, 2011). Morrison (2011) concluded that lower EMO 

and EVA values were related to lack of a sense of community among residents. This lack 

of sense of community has also been linked to lower EMO through its influence on 

factors such as loneliness (Bramston et al., 2002).  
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Studies also suggest that the relationship between social capital and SWB is complex and 

that it can vary based on socio-demographics. Some studies suggest that there may be 

different pathways through which the social environment may influence SWB based on 

gender. Barresi et al. (1984) found that while the quantity of neighbor interaction benefits 

the well-being of men, women benefit more from the positive sentiments of sociability in 

the neighborhood. Morgan et al. (2011) explored determinants of EVA, positive affect, 

and negative affect in a sample of adolescents. Their finding suggests that for 

adolescents, after controlling for personality variables and home, school and friend social 

support, the influence of neighborhood-level social support was not significant for all 

three aspects of SWB. Taylor et al. (2001) focused on an African American sample to test 

the association between social capital and EVA and EMO. In addition to neighborhood 

social capital, they included social capital in the form of family, non-neighborhood 

friends and church. They found no association between EVA and neighborhood social 

capital, but they did identify an association with EMO. In particular, the frequency of 

contact with neighbors was associated with EMO. A few studies also indicated that the 

role of social capital may be more important for the elderly. In a rare study that looked at 

the longitudinal influence of social cohesion and a sense of belonging, it was found that 

both were related to the EVA of older adults (Jane M Cramm & Nieboer, 2015). The 

study also suggested the growing importance of stronger neighborhood connections as 

residents got older and became more dependent in terms of conducting tasks, such as 

transportation and housework. While the assistance provided may be minor, its 

consequences are significant. In a study conducted in Canada, Menec and Nowicki 

(2014) found that EVA was associated with the social environment of the neighborhood 

and opportunities for participation. In addition, when looking at this association by age 

group they found that the social environment was associated with EVA for seniors but 

not for younger adults.  

In addition to studies looking at the influence of the social environment on SWB, a 

number of studies make this link via its influence on residential satisfaction. Adriaanse 

(2007) found that in the Netherlands, satisfaction with the social climate of the 

neighborhood was the most significant determining factor of residential satisfaction. 
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Similarly, in their analysis, Amerigo and Aragones (1990) found that the greatest 

predictor of residential satisfaction was relationships with neighbors. Perez et al. (2001) 

looked at the determinants of residential satisfaction for an elderly sample from Madrid, 

Spain. Using eight composite variables for home (20 variables in total), seven for 

neighborhood (25 variables in total) and controls for personal characteristics, they found 

that satisfaction with neighbor network was the one of the most potent predictors of 

residential satisfaction. Permentier et al. (2011), using data from a study conducted in the 

Netherlands, found that after controlling for personal socio-economic characteristics, 

residential satisfaction was associated with satisfaction with neighborhood composition, 

neighbor contact and social safety. Bruin and Cook (1997) found an association between 

having friends in the neighborhood and residential satisfaction. La Gory et al. (1985) 

found that being satisfied with one’s neighbors was associated with higher residential 

satisfaction. Dassopoulos et al. (2012) found that even after controlling for numerous 

individual characteristics, social cohesion (measured using multiple questions) played in 

important role in determining residential satisfaction. Wang and Wang (2016), in their 

study of residential satisfaction, used a combination of traditional surveys in combination 

with time-use diaries to look at potential evaluative and emotional determinants. In their 

model they found that the social environment was positively associated with residential 

satisfaction. Social environment was a composite variable comprised of interactions with 

neighbors and of economic and social similarities with neighbors. Parkes et al. (2002), 

using data from an English housing survey, found that residential dissatisfaction was 

associated with aspects of social capital, such as friendliness and community spirit. Fried 

(1982) looked at numerous potential determinants of residential satisfaction and found 

that sense of neighborhood and community was an important predictor. Fried (1982) also 

highlighted the complex influence of social cohesion on residential satisfaction. While 

close interaction promotes a sense of satisfaction it can also cause feelings of a lack of 

privacy which can reduce satisfaction. These interactions can potentially result in 

conflicting findings.  

While most studies included in this review did find associations, there were also studies 

that did not find any associations between aspects of social capital, SWB and residential 
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satisfaction. Vemuri et al. (2011) found that, while social capital was associated with 

residential satisfaction, it was not associated with EVA. Miller et al. (1980) found no 

relationship between residential satisfaction and various aspects of social capital, 

closeness or interaction with one’s neighbors. Studies have also looked at the level of 

engagement a resident has in their community through their participation in civic 

membership, attendance at neighborhood support organizations, and how civic 

membership relates to residential satisfaction but have not found any significant 

relationships (Balidemaj, 2019).  

Services and Access  

In addition to localized influences of the neighborhood environment on SWB, 

neighborhoods also serve as conduits to the outside world for residents. Where we live 

determines what services and amenities, we have access to, which can play a critical role 

in peoples’ experiences and opportunities. Proximity and access to certain amenities can 

have a positive or negative influence on one’s SWB, as these influence the routine 

activities in which residents engage, the performance of which have been found to be 

associated with EVA and EMO.  

Morrison (2011) found that positive perceptions of neighborhood services were 

associated with higher reported EMO and EVA. Cramm et al. (2012) found in their study 

conducted in the Netherlands that, for older adults, neighborhood services, such as 

convenient transportation and adequate public facilities, were associated with EVA. 

Studies also suggest that there may be a difference in service priorities based on level of 

development in the country and that basic services are of higher importance in 

developing countries. For example, Gandelman et al. (2012) found that in Uruguay 

electricity and running water was associated with EMO.  

In terms of access, Morrison (2011) found ready access to a preferred education provider 

was associated with EMO and EVA. Liu et al. (2017) found that accessible financial 

institutions and health care facilities were associated with higher SWB. However, they 

also found a negative influence of accessibility to entertainment and stores. They suggest 

that the negative influences of such amenities, such as noise and overcrowding in their 
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proximity, may be the reason for this relationship. In a study conducted in Canada, 

Menec and Nowicki (2014) found that EVA was associated with accessibility of 

community and health services. In addition, when looking at this association by age 

group, they found that accessibility was associated with EVA for younger adults but not 

seniors. Looking at proximity, Rehdanz and Maddison (2008), in the analysis of a large 

multi-year panel data set from Germany, found that even after controlling for numerous 

socio-economic characteristics, distance to public transportation is negatively associated 

with EVA. Krekel et al. (2016) found that proximity to abandoned areas was associated 

with EVA; being further away from abandoned areas significantly improved it. Ambrey 

and Fleming (2014) found that proximity to the coastline (3 kilometers or less) is 

positively associated with EVA, while proximity to major airports (3-5 kilometers) is 

negatively associated with it. 

Similar associations were also found between neighborhood services and residential 

satisfaction. Aiello et al. (2010) found that residential satisfaction is predicted by the 

perceived presence of commercial facilities, ability to carry out leisure time activities, 

and access to pleasant places. Permentier et al. (2011), using data from a study conducted 

in the Netherlands found that after controlling for personal socio-economic 

characteristics, residential satisfaction was associated with satisfaction with the shops in 

the neighborhood. Similarly, Türkoğlu (1997) found a relationship between residential 

satisfaction and a composite variable that contained availability of shopping and 

municipal services. In addition, results also suggested that it is not just the existence of 

services but also satisfaction with their quality that may influence residential satisfaction, 

including the maintenance of social, recreational and educational services. Fried (1982) 

looked at numerous potential determinants of residential satisfaction and found that 

municipal services were an important predictor. In their study that focused on 

understanding the relationship between housing, neighborhood characteristics and 

residential satisfaction, Basolo and Strong (2002) found that perception of the quality of 

public services was associated with higher satisfaction. Parkes et al. (2002), using data 

from an English housing survey, found that residential dissatisfaction was associated with 

dissatisfaction with public services such as schools. Sirgy et al. (2000) found that, even 
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after accommodating for various life domains, business, government and non-profit 

services in the community influenced residential satisfaction. Government services 

included fire, rescue and police services. Business services included banking, insurance 

and department stores. Non-profit services included crisis intervention services, 

adoption/foster care services and alcohol abuse services. 

In terms of access, looking at large data sets from Europe and the Gallup World Poll, 

Balestra and Sultan (2013) found that easier access to specific services such as grocery 

shopping and primary healthcare was positively associated with residential satisfaction. 

Byrnes and Lysack (2006) found that respondents disliking their distance from shopping 

options was associated with residential dissatisfaction. Türkoğlu (1997) found a 

relationship between residential satisfaction and a composite accessibility variable 

comprised of accessibility to downtown, to workplace and to hospitals. Li and Wu (2013) 

found that the location of one’s home played a significant role in determining residential 

satisfaction. Location primarily referred to accessibility of services such as schools, shops 

and green spaces. Similarly, Carvalho et al. (1997) found that key determinants of 

residential satisfaction included proximity to downtown and to work. Chapman and 

Lombard (2006) found that the availability of community recreation area was associated 

with residential satisfaction. However, they also found that the association varied for 

various neighborhood types, and in their study this relationship was only extant for gated 

communities. Yin et al. (2018), looking at determinants of residential satisfaction in a 

Chinese city, found that public facilities such as schools and supermarkets have as a 

significant impact on residential satisfaction. In addition, they found accessibility 

afforded by the location within a city to be associated with residential satisfaction. Wang 

and Wang (2016), in their study of residential satisfaction, used a combination of 

traditional surveys with time-use diaries to look at potential evaluative and emotional 

determinants. In their model they found that accessibility and amenities were positively 

associated with residential satisfaction. Accessibility and amenities was a composite 

variable comprised of access to public transit and shopping malls and neighborhood 

amenities (pools, libraries, etc.). Cao (2016) found that, after controlling for several 
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personal respondent characteristics, accessibility (latent variable calculated using 

objective measures) was positively associated with residential satisfaction.  

While most studies included in this review did indicate associations between 

neighborhood services/access and SWB/residential satisfaction, some did not. Oktay and 

Rustemli (2011) found that accessibility and recreational facilities had no influence on 

SWB. Miller et al. (1980) found no relationship between residential satisfaction and 

numerous neighborhood services such as banks, stores and parks.  

Pollution  

Studies looking at pollution typically focus on air and noise pollution with a greater focus 

on noise. The variables used are often self-reported and not objective in nature.  

In their study in Uruguay, Gandelman et al. (2012) found that an absence of air and noise 

pollution has a positive influence on several aspects of life that may influence SWB, such 

as leisure time, social life and health. In addition, they found that people living in areas 

with no reported noise pollution reported higher EMO. Ruiz et al (2019) looked at the 

influence of numerous neighborhood attributes on EVA and found that neighborhood 

disturbances like noise were negatively correlated with it. Similarly, Oktay and Rustemli 

(2011) found that satisfaction with noise level was associated with SWB. Rehdanz and 

Maddison (2008), in the analysis of a large multi-year panel data set from Germany, 

found that higher self-reported local air pollution and noise levels in one’s residential 

area are associated with reduced levels of EVA. They also point out that, while in most 

developed countries pollution has been decreasing over the past few decades, finding a 

significant number of people who still report being significantly impacted by air and 

noise pollution is still a disutility. The findings seem to hold for even objective measures 

of air pollution. Orru et al. (2016), using data on 3770 Estonian residents from the 

European social survey, looked at the influence on objective measured air pollution on 

EVA. They found that after controlling for personal characteristics exposure to even 

relatively low levels of PM10 air pollution (mean annual concentration of 8.3 ± 3.9 lg/m3) 

negatively influenced EVA.  
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Similar associations were found between residential satisfaction and air pollution. Miller 

et al. (1980) found that self-reported neighborhood noise levels were associated with 

residential satisfaction. Ruiz et al (2019) looked at the influence of numerous 

neighborhood attributes on residential satisfaction and found that neighborhood 

disturbances like noise were negatively correlated with it. Similarly, Jirovec et al. (1985) 

looked at the housing and neighborhood determinants of residential satisfaction and 

found quietness to be one of the most important predictors of residential satisfaction. 

Parkes et al. (2002), using data from an English housing survey, found that residential 

dissatisfaction was associated with perception of noise in the neighborhood. Byrnes and 

Lysack (2006) found that hazards such as noise were associated with residential 

dissatisfaction. Noise was also found to interact with mental health. Kroesen et al. (2010) 

conducted a study in the Netherlands to primarily assess the influence of airport noise on 

residential satisfaction. They found that the effect of airport noise annoyance was 

significant, yet small. They also found that the objective level of aircraft noise was better 

than its subjective counterpart at predicting residential satisfaction. In addition, they 

found that road traffic and neighbor noise annoyance were the strongest annoyance 

related predictors of residential satisfaction. Studies using large national datasets also find 

that environmental problems and noise are negatively associated with higher residential 

satisfaction (Balestra & Sultan, 2013). Türkoğlu (1997) found a similar relationship 

between perceived air and noise pollution and residential satisfaction. Finally, Carp and 

Christensen (1986), found that for a sample of older women living independently 

residential satisfaction was associated with neighborhood resources for reducing noise 

and air pollution.  

Greenness  

Studies on the general health benefits of green spaces via stress reduction, promotion of 

physical activity and cognitive restoration are plentiful. Availability, access and quality 

are all aspects that have been linked to residential satisfaction and SWB (de Jong et al., 

2012). These relationships have been measured in the reviewed literature using both 

subjective and objective measures of greenness.  
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Oktay and Rustemli (2011) found that satisfaction with greenery had a positive influence 

on EVA. Morrison (2011) found that higher perceived access to local parks and green 

spaces can increase EMO and EVA while a lack of perceived access can reduce them. 

This was a unique finding, as a lack of access to other amenities was not found to reduce 

SWB. A few studies also highlight potential pathways through with exposure to green 

spaces may improve SWB. Vemuri et al. (2011) found that life satisfaction was 

associated with multiple aspects of neighborhood greenness, including overall 

satisfaction with the natural environment in the neighborhood and the perceived number 

of trees visible from the windows of the residence. In a study that looked at the difference 

in pre- and post-affective responses to exposure to walking in natural environments, 

Marselle et al. (2015) found that specific elements of the natural environment were 

associated with emotional SWB. Perceived restorativeness and bird biodiversity was 

associated with negative affect, and perceived restorativeness also moderated the 

influence of perceived naturalness on positive affect. These findings suggest that 

perceptions of the natural environment may magnify its influence on EMO. Similarly, 

Korpela et al. (2014), in their study from Finland, found that nature based recreational 

activities influenced EMO. In addition, this relationship was mediated through restorative 

experiences.  

With relation to objective characteristics of green spaces and SWB, Ambrey and Fleming 

(2014) found that resident EVA is positively related to the percentage of public 

greenspace in their area. They further find that an increase in density increases the 

importance of the space and that the under-resourced (lower education and income) 

residents benefit the most from it. Luck et al. (2011) looked at the relationship between 

numerous aspects of the natural environment and EVA and found that, even after 

controlling for personal characteristics, vegetation cover, vegetation density, species 

richness, and percentage of public greenspace positively influenced EVA. Krekel et al. 

(2016) found that access to green areas was associated with EVA and that being further 

away from green areas significantly reduced EVA.  

Along the same lines, Permentier et al. (2011), using data from a study conducted in the 

Netherlands, found that after controlling for personal socio-economic characteristics, 
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residential satisfaction was associated with satisfaction with green spaces. Vemuri et al. 

(2011) found that overall satisfaction with the natural environment in the neighborhood 

was also associated with residential satisfaction. Leslie and Cerin (2008), in their study 

conducted in Australia, found five residential satisfaction factors and studied their 

association with various perceived environmental characteristics. The residential 

satisfaction factors were safety and walkability, access to destinations, social network, 

travel network, and traffic and noise. They found that perceived greenery was associated 

with all residential satisfaction factors. Fried (1982) looked at numerous potential 

determinants of residential satisfaction and found that perceived ease of access to nature 

was the strongest predictor. Similarly, in their study that looked at multiple 

neighborhoods in the Netherlands, Zhang et al. (2017) found that higher availability of 

accessible and usable green spaces was associated with higher residential satisfaction. 

Perceived quality of these green spaces was found to mediate this relationship.  

This relationship has been found to extend to objective measures as well. Hur et al. 

(2010) found vegetation measured using satellite imaging in GIS to be associated with 

residential satisfaction via perception and evaluation. Miller et al. (1980) found that the 

number of trees in a neighborhood were associated with residential satisfaction. Looking 

at numerous objective neighborhood variables using satellite imagery and GIS, Kweon et 

al. (2010) found that landscape attributes played an important role in determining 

residential satisfaction. While trees were positively associated with satisfaction, the 

relationship was negative for build structures.  

Finally, it is important to point out that some studies do indicate issues with just relying 

on objective measures of greenness while studying their relationship with SWB and 

residential satisfaction. For example, Zhang et al. (2017) found that, while green space is 

often measured using objective, expert-determined scales, such as checklists and GIS, 

this process does not consider the experiences of the residents that use the spaces.  

Homeownership and length of stay 

Homeownership and length of stay have been found to be associated with SWB and 

residential satisfaction based on the premise that owning a home or living in an area for a 
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long period of time integrates residents into their neighborhood surrounding and makes 

them feel more invested in where they live.  

Homeownership has been referred to in literature as a basic human need and owners are 

expected to feel more secure and satisfied with their lives (Gray et al., 2008). Vemuri et 

al. (2011) found that homeownership was positively associated with EVA. Similarly, 

Theodori (2001) found homeownership to be associated with higher levels EVA. Rohe 

and Stegman (1994), using an experimental and longitudinal study design, explored this 

relationship in greater detail by studying the differences in EVA between groups of 

renters and homeowners. They found that compared to renters, recent homeowners saw 

significant improvements in EVA over the study period. Additionally, homeowners who 

reported their homes to be in good condition reported higher EVA. Trying to explain this 

relationship, Allen et al. (1985) found that owning a home had a positive influence on 

EVA via two pathways, through perception of greater control and through favorable 

subjective assessments. They also found that length of residence was positively 

associated with EVA via favorable subjective assessments. Using data from two cities in 

Thailand, Gray et al. (2008) found that contextual factors (conditions of the community) 

influence the relationship between homeownership and EMO. Homeownership was 

associated with higher EMO in only one of the two samples they studied.  

Similar associations were also found for residential satisfaction. Homeownership and 

length of stay were positively associated with residential satisfaction (Lovejoy et al., 

2010). Lu (1999), using a large data set comprised of 55,000 respondents from the 

American Housing Survey, found that even after controlling for several personal 

characteristics, homeownership and length of residence were associated with residential 

satisfaction. Being a homeowner was associated with higher satisfaction, whereas length 

of stay was negatively associated with satisfaction. Li and Wu (2013) found that, in 

addition to some characteristics of the home itself, homeownership (tenure) was 

associated with higher residential satisfaction. In addition, they also found an association 

between length of residence and residential satisfaction. Hipp (2009), using a multi-year 

large (73-88 thousand respondents each year for four years) national dataset from the 

American Housing Survey, found that homeowners, who are more economically invested 
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in their communities, reported significantly higher levels of residential satisfaction than 

renters. However, they did not find any overall association with length of residency, also 

termed as residential stability. Fried (1982) looked at numerous potential determinants of 

residential satisfaction and found that home ownership was an important predictor. 

Parkes et al. (2002), using data from an English housing survey, found that the 

relationship between homeownership and residential satisfaction may vary based on local 

conditions. Homeowners were found to be more dissatisfied with their neighborhoods 

when the percentage of homeowners in their neighborhood was low.  

There were also a limited number of studies in our review that found no association 

between homeownership/length of stay and SWB/residential satisfaction (Barresi et al., 

1984; Miller et al., 1980). 

Other neighborhood attributes 

Several other neighborhood attributes have also been found to influence both SWB and 

residential satisfaction. While attributes were measured both objectively and subjectively, 

studies suggest that subjective neighborhood characteristics have a larger influence on 

SWB and residential satisfaction than objective characteristics (Ettema & Schekkerman, 

2016; van den Berg, Kemperman, de Kleijn, & Borgers, 2016; Chun Zhang & Lu, 2016). 

For example, Lee et al. (2017) looked at how objective and subjective (perceived) 

attributes of the neighborhood influence residential satisfaction and found no significant 

relationships between objective attributes and residential satisfaction. Objective attributes 

in their model typically had a subjective counterpart that was associated with residential 

satisfaction. These were pedestrian/traffic safety, crime safety, attractive aesthetics, 

access to destinations, diversity of destinations, park access and lower residential density.  

Neighborhood aesthetics were found to play a key role in predicting SWB. Gao et al. 

(2017), for their sample of elders from China, found that after controlling for personal 

characteristics, neighborhood aesthetic quality was positively associated with EVA. Ma 

et al. (2018) found that neighborhood aesthetics were one of the stronger predictors of 

EVA compared to other physical neighborhood characteristics. Ettema and Schekkerman 

(2016), using data from the Netherlands, examined how subjective and objective 
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neighborhood attributes influence evaluative and emotional SWB. They found that both 

EVA and EMO are influenced by subjectively measured neighborhood attractiveness. 

Huynh et al. (2013), in their study that looked at the life satisfaction of children, found 

that the perception of the neighborhood having dilapitated houses was negatively 

associated with life satisfaction.  

Ruiz et al. (2019) looked at the influence of numerous neighborhood attributes on 

residential satisfaction and EVA. They found that EVA and residential satisfaction were 

both correlated with aspects of architecture, maintenance and upkeep. In a study 

conducted in Canada, Menec and Nowicki (2014) found that EVA was associated with 

numerous aspects of the neighborhood. These included the physical environment and 

transportation options, both of which are composite scores. In addition, when looking at 

this association by age group, they found that both measures were associated with EVA 

for senior but not for younger adults. Morrison (2011) found that in New Zealand cultural 

diversity was associated with higher SWB ratings. However, the relevance of context was 

highlighted here by the fact that the finding contrasts with similar studies conducted in 

Europe. Cao (2016) found that cul-de-sac density has a negative association with EVA. 

This is not entirely surprising, as cul-de-sacs have been found to be associated with a lack 

of connectivity and accessibility to destinations or amenities. Cao (2016) also found that 

population density was negatively associated with EVA. This is thought to be primarily 

because density is often connected with issues like congestion, noise, pollution and 

crime. Ma et al. (2018) found that density had a positive impact on EVA. While this 

finding is contrary to other studies (Cao, 2016), the authors suggest that density is 

associated with both advantages like accessibility and disadvantages like congestion and 

therefore, contradictory findings can be expected at different locations. This potentially 

contradictory relationship between density and EVA is also supported by additional 

studies (Hooghe & Vanhoutte, 2011; Mashhadi et al., 2016). Finally, other attributes 

found to be associated with SWB include street lighting (Jane Murray Cramm et al., 

2012; Gandelman et al., 2012), diversity and rarity of points of interest (Mashhadi et al., 

2016), maintenance of the neighborhood (Oktay & Rustemli, 2011), and walkability 

(Fisher & Li, 2004).  
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In addition to neighborhood attributes, Dang et al. (2019) identified a residential typology 

to SWB. They found that residents of affordable housing reported lower EVA that those 

living in commercial residential neighborhoods. A similar pattern was identified for 

EMO. They point to the better location and quality of commercial residential 

neighborhoods as potential reasons for these relationships. They also found that people 

living in urban villages reported higher EVA that those in other neighborhood types. In 

addition, they found discrepancies in these findings based on whether the respondent was 

a local resident or migrant. Along the same lines, Patterson and Chapman (2004) focused 

on neighborhood typology and looked at the influence of New Urbanist planning on EVA 

and residential satisfaction using a sample of elderly women living alone. For their 

analysis, they used a composite New Urbanist index that accommodated for various 

characteristics such as neighborhood and building design, greenness, street and 

sidewalks, amenities and services. They found that the index was negatively associated 

with EVA and was not significantly associated with residential satisfaction. In addition, 

they also found that more walkable neighborhoods were not associated with EVA or 

residential satisfaction.  

Studies have also found that non-physical attributes of a neighborhood that may 

physically manifest themselves as a lack of services or upkeep of the neighborhood are 

linked to SWB. For example, Cramm et al. (2012), by using a composite score for 

neighborhood depravation that consisted of unemployment, overcrowding, lack of owner-

occupied housing and lack of car ownership, found that neighborhood depravation is 

associated with EVA. Liu et al. (2017) found that a higher economic status of 

neighborhoods had a positive influence on SWB. Using data from two cities in Thailand, 

Gray et al. (2008) found that relative poverty (how people see themselves in comparison 

to their neighbors) was associated with EMO even after controlling for actual income. 

Those who perceived themselves to be poorer reported lower levels of EMO. Similarly, 

Dittmann and Goebel (2010) found that social comparison within a neighborhood is 

associated with EVA. That is, a gap between one’s economic situation and that of the 

other residents in the neighborhood influences EVA.  
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Numerous attributes of the neighborhood have also been found to be associated with 

residential satisfaction. As was the case with SWB, neighborhood appearance was found 

to be an important predictor of residential satisfaction. Jirovec et al. (1985) looked at the 

housing and neighborhood determinants of residential satisfaction and found that 

neighborhood beauty was the most important predictor, accounting for 39 percent of 

residential satisfaction. Wang and Wang, (2016) in their study of residential satisfaction, 

found that the appearance of the neighborhood positively associated with residential 

satisfaction. Parkes et al. (2002), using data from an English housing survey, found that 

residential dissatisfaction was associated with the general appearance of the 

neighborhood. Similarly, in a study that compared determinants of residential satisfaction 

across traditional and suburban neighborhoods, Lovejoy et al. (2010) found that 

attractiveness of the neighborhood was associated with higher residential satisfaction for 

both groups. Attractiveness was a composite variable comprised of perceptions regarding 

aesthetics, upkeep and diversity of housing styles. Dassopoulos et al. (2012) found that 

even after controlling for numerous individual characteristics, neighborhood disorder 

(measured presence of trash, graffiti, vacant land, congestion, etc.) played an important 

role in determining residential satisfaction.  

Various aspects of density were found to be associated with residential satisfaction. Fried 

(1982) looked at numerous potential determinants of residential satisfaction and found 

that household density was an important predictor. Hur et al. (2010), using satellite 

imaging in GIS, found that residential satisfaction was directly related to an objective 

measure of building density. In their study focused on the impacts of density and 

walkability (objectively measured) on residential satisfaction, which used both subjective 

and objective neighborhood measures, Van Dyck et al. (2011) found a negative 

association for both variables with residential satisfaction. However, they found that this 

negative impact was mediated by numerous factors including aesthetic perceptions, 

pollution, crime and less overall safety. In addition, connectivity and land use 

(objectively measured) had no association with residential satisfaction. Looking at large 

data sets from Europe and the Gallup world poll, Balestra and Sultan (2013) found that 

households living in less populated areas reported higher residential satisfaction. This 
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finding also holds true for different urban settings as people living in smaller urban areas 

or the suburbs of large cities report lower residential satisfaction than those living in rural 

settings (Balestra & Sultan, 2013). 

Studies have highlighted numerous other attributes associated with residential 

satisfaction. A number of studies point to the importance of neighborhood management, 

maintenance and upkeep (Gory et al., 1985; Miller et al., 1980; Mridha & Moore, 2011; 

Oktay et al., 2009, 2012). Miller et al. (1980) found that traffic and crowding were 

associated with residential satisfaction. Mridha and Moore (2011) looked at different 

aspects of the neighborhood that influence residential satisfaction and found that the 

strongest predictors of residential satisfaction included architectural features and ambient 

environments. In addition, they also found residential satisfaction to be influenced by 

street conditions and garbage disposal. Oktay et al. (2009) looked at the neighborhood 

determinants of residential satisfaction for 398 respondents from Cyprus and found that 

among the 10 neighborhood attributes assessed, satisfaction with walkability was 

positively associated with residential satisfaction. Leslie and Cerin (2008), in their study 

conducted in Australia, found five residential satisfaction factors and studied their 

association with various perceived environmental characteristics. The residential 

satisfaction factors were safety and walkability, access to destinations, social network, 

travel network, and traffic and noise. They found that land use mix (diversity) was 

associated with safety and walkability, access to destinations, social network and travel 

network. Street connectivity was associated with social network and travel network. 

Walking infrastructure was associated with safety and walkability, access to destinations 

and travel network. Traffic safety was associated with safety and walkability, access to 

destinations and social network.  

Homes 

For brevity, this review is focused solely on the influence of the neighborhood 

environment on SWB and residential satisfaction. A separate and sizable literature exists 

on housing satisfaction (as a domain), details of which have not been included in this 

research. However, findings from reviewed studies that did include housing determinants 

of SWB have been summarized below. To summarize this body of literature, specific 
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features of the housing units have been associated with both residential satisfaction and 

SWB. Of the studies reviewed, we found that more studies looked at the relationship 

between homes and residential satisfaction than the relationship between homes and 

SWB.  

Liu et al. (2017) found that there was building typology to SWB. They found that due to 

the level and quality of facilities provided in mid- and high-rise apartment buildings and 

in low-rise urban developments, housing conditions had a greater positive impact on 

SWB compared to low-rise rural housing. Rohe and Stegman (1994) found that perceived 

housing conditions were associated with EVA. Oswald et al. (2010) found that EVA was 

associated with home size. They also looked at the association by age and found that 

home size was positively related to EVA for the young and negatively related for the old. 

This intuitively makes sense, as having a larger house would burden residents with more 

maintenance tasks as they age. Rehdanz and Maddison (2008), using a large multi-year 

panel data set from Germany, found that even after controlling for numerous socio-

economic characteristics, condition of the home was associated with EVA. That is, the 

poorer the condition of the home, the more association with lower life satisfaction.  

The reviewed studies also highlighted similar relationships for residential satisfaction. 

First, studies find that the size and physical characteristics of one’s residence influences 

residential satisfaction, with some studies going as far as identifying them as the most 

important predictors (Bruin & Cook, 1997; Türkoğlu, 1997). Perez et al. (2001) looked at 

the determinants of residential satisfaction for an elderly sample from Madrid, Spain. 

Using eight composite variables for home (20 variables in total) and seven for 

neighborhood (25 variables in total) and controls for personal characteristics, they found 

that satisfaction with home related attributes (comfort, size, distribution, degree of light, 

insulation) was the most potent predictor of residential satisfaction. Yin et al. (2018) 

looking at determinants of residential satisfaction in a Chinese city, found that the 

physical condition of the home had a significant impact on residential satisfaction. Wang 

and Wang (2016), in their study of residential satisfaction, used a combination of 

traditional surveys and time-use diaries to look at potential evaluative and emotional 

determinants. In their model they found that dwelling size and housing type (better 
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quality housing) was positively associated with residential satisfaction. Similarly, factors 

such as climate control inside a dwelling and building utilities have also been found to 

influence residential satisfaction (Türkoğlu, 1997). Byrnes and Lysack (2006) found that 

home hazards, such as heat and noise, were associated with residential dissatisfaction. 

Jirovec et al. (1985) looked at housing and neighborhood determinants and found 

ventilation at home to be one of the most important predictors of residential satisfaction. 

Li and Wu (2013) found certain characteristics of a home to be associated with higher 

residential satisfaction, including size and quality of internal structure. In addition, they 

highlight the importance of context; in urban villages in China, some basic facilities (for 

developed countries) that are typically unavailable are also associated with residential 

satisfaction. These include having a kitchen, a shower and air-conditioning.  

Other studies focus simply on overall satisfaction with the home or its quality. Fried 

(1982) looked at numerous potential determinants of residential satisfaction and found 

that housing quality was an important predictor. Lu (1999), using a large data set 

comprised of 55,000 respondents from the American Housing Survey, found that even 

after controlling for several personal characteristics, satisfaction with housing was 

associated with higher residential satisfaction. In a study conducted in South Africa, 

Westaway (2007) found that residential satisfaction was associated with housing 

satisfaction. Permentier et al. (2009), using data from a study conducted in the 

Netherlands, found that after controlling for personal socio-economic characteristics, 

residential satisfaction was associated with satisfaction with one’s dwelling. 

Finally, some studies also focus on how homes can influence the impact of neighborhood 

attributes on residential satisfaction. Gruber and Shelot (1987) found that the type of 

housing one lives in (e.g., single-family, mobile homes, apartments) could also play a 

significant role in determining what attributes of the neighborhood influence residential 

satisfaction. Neighborhood characteristics were found to have the strongest explanatory 

relationship with residential satisfaction for respondents living in conventional homes and 

apartments but only a moderately strong one for those living in mobile homes. Attributes 

that were associated only with one home type included: (for apartments) good 

recreational and public services; (for conventional residences) neighborhood facilities; 
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(for mobile homes) poor exterior lighting. This study is another example in which 

neighborhood attributes are arranged into factors and not studied individually.  

Neighborhood and SWB Review Findings 

In this review we looked at the neighborhood determinants of SWB and residential 

satisfaction. We found that these determinants could be pooled into eight categories: 

safety, social capital, services and access, pollution, greenness, homeownership and 

length of stay, other neighborhood attributes, and homes.  

A review of existing literature revealed that determinants in each of these categories are 

often operationalized and measured differently. The studies reviewed also indicate that 

the influence of the neighborhood environment on SWB and residential satisfaction can 

vary based on several personal, local socio-economic and area-specific characteristics. 

For example, at the personal-level, Cramm et al. (2010) found evidence to suggest that 

the influence of specific neighborhood attributes on SWB varies based on characteristics 

of the resident, such as income. They found that low crime rates only influenced the 

SWB of participants in the middle-income group and had no influence for low- and high-

income groups. Kuroki (2013) finds that that crime victimization does reduce EMO but 

EMO for the wealthy is less likely to be impacted by burglary or robbery. Crime 

victimization was also found to influence homeowners more than renters. The author 

attributes this to the fact that homeowners are more invested in their communities and 

have lesser mobility that renters. Oswald et al. (2010) found that the association between 

EVA and neighborhood quality was stronger for the young than for the old. Similarly, in 

a study conducted in Canada, Menec and Nowicki (2014) found that physical 

environment, transportation options, and social environment measures were associated 

with EVA for seniors but not for younger adults, and accessibility to services was only 

associated with EVA for younger adults. Oktay et al. (2012) looked at residential 

satisfaction across two population groups, local residents and students, in Cyprus. They 

found that both groups had distinct determinants of residential satisfaction. For students, 

significant associations were found for neighborhood attractiveness and accessibility. For 

local residents, significant associations were found for appropriateness of the 
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neighborhood as a place to live and a sense of the neighborhood as home. At the local 

socioeconomic-level, Hooghe and Vanhoutte (2011), using two samples from Belgium, 

found evidence that community characteristics tend to influence SWB more in 

economically heterogenous areas than in homogeneous areas. For example, there is 

limited influence on SWB when income inequality is limited in an area, when the area is 

more developed in the sense that basic community needs are met, and when community 

attributes are performing adequately. Parkes et al. (2002), using data from an English 

housing survey, found that residential dissatisfaction varied based on the economic 

conditions of the study sites. For people from less affluent neighborhoods, residential 

dissatisfaction was influenced by crime and unfriendliness to a greater extent. Gruber and 

Shelot (1987) found that the type of housing one lives in (e.g., single-family, mobile 

homes, apartments) could also play a significant role in determining what attributes of the 

neighborhood influence residential satisfaction. Neighborhood characteristics were found 

to have the strongest explanatory relationship with residential satisfaction for respondents 

living in conventional homes and apartments but only a moderately strong one for those 

living in mobile homes. In terms of area-specific characteristics, Dittmann and Goebel 

(2010), using data from East and West Germany, found variations in the determinants of 

EVA. For example, close contact with neighbors and neighborhood economic status was 

found to influence EVA only in West Germany. Also, in terms of social comparisons, 

having a status higher than that of the neighborhood was associated with EVA only in 

West Germany. In a study that compared determinants of residential satisfaction across 

traditional and suburban neighborhoods, Lovejoy et al. (2010) found that residents of 

traditional neighborhoods reported higher residential satisfaction even after controlling 

for numerous personal characteristics. For residents of traditional neighborhoods, unique 

predictors of residential satisfaction included perception of liveliness and diversity. For 

suburban residents, it was perception of economic homogeneity. Other factors potentially 

influencing the relationship between neighborhood attributes and SWB include the 

heterogeneous tastes of residents—leading some to be satisfied with their neighborhoods 

while others are not—the duplicitous characteristics of aspects of the built environment 

(high-density development improves access to amenities but causes congestion), and 

cultural differences that can make people value some neighborhood attributes more than 
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others. These personal, local socio-economic and area specific variations in the 

relationship between neighborhood attributes and SWB highlights the context sensitivity 

of this line of research.  

The studies reviewed also seemed to suggest that subjective measures of the 

neighborhood environment are better predictors of SWB and residential satisfaction than 

their objective counterparts (Ettema & Schekkerman, 2016; van den Berg et al., 2016; 

Chun Zhang & Lu, 2016). Cohen (2008) found an incongruence between perceived crime 

in the neighborhood and actual crime statistics and suggested that perceived crime was 

more important to EVA than actual crime statistics. Permentier et al. (2011), using data 

from a study conducted in the Netherlands, looked at the variance in residential 

satisfaction explained by four groups of variables: personal/household characteristics, 

perceived choice, satisfaction and social contacts, and objective neighborhood variables. 

Based on the variation explained in residential satisfaction, they concluded that subjective 

dwelling and neighborhood attributes were more important in explaining residential 

satisfaction than their objective counterparts. Similarly, Lee et al. (2017) looked at how 

objective and subjective (perceived) attributes of the neighborhood influenced residential 

satisfaction and found no significant relationships between objective attributes and 

residential satisfaction. Objective attributes in their model typically had a subjective 

counterpart that was associated with residential satisfaction. La Gory et al. (1985) 

attributed this relationship to the fact that people respond to the cognitively constructed 

rather than objective attributes of the neighborhood, as these correspond closely to their 

individual experiences.  

The review also brought forward several issues with existing literature that pose 

challenges in gaining a better understanding of how the neighborhood environment 

influences SWB in future research.  

First, we found that the use of composite variables to represent neighborhood attributes in 

studies was common (Bramston et al., 2002; Cicognani et al., 2008; Gray et al., 2008; 

Menec & Nowicki, 2014; Oswald et al., 2010; Theodori, 2001; Toma et al., 2015). While 

informative, this approach does not lend itself to understanding and unpacking the 
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influence of specific neighborhood attributes on SWB and residential satisfaction. 

Findings from such studies are difficult to translate to policy (Jane Murray Cramm et al., 

2012; Mridha & Moore, 2011). For example, Patterson and Chapman (2004) looked at 

the influence of New Urbanist planning on life satisfaction and residential satisfaction. 

For their analysis they used a composite New Urbanist index that accommodated for 

various characteristics, such as neighborhood and building design, greenness, street and 

sidewalks, amenities, services, etc. In their study that focused on elderly residents in 

China, Zhang and Zhang (2017) looked at the association between various aspects of 

SWB and the neighborhood environment. They used a composite scale for the 

neighborhood environment that constituted its functional and physical dimensions. These 

included greening, cleaning and garbage disposal, public space layout, security facilities, 

road traffic, shopping convenience, educational conveniences, convenience of medical 

services, communal facilities, recreational and exercise facilities, activities centers for 

aged people, and service agencies. Shields et al. (2009) analyzed data from 488 

neighborhoods in Australia to better understand the relationship between neighborhood 

determinants and EVA. They used several composite variables in their models such as: 

neighborhood interaction and support that included neighbors helping each other out and 

neighbors doing things together; local disamenity, which included traffic noises, other 

noises, litter, and homes and gardens in disrepair; and insecurity in the neighborhood, 

which included hostility and aggressiveness, vandalism, property damage, and burglary 

or theft. Sirgy and Cronwell (2002), while exploring the relationship between physical 

and social features of the neighborhood and EVA, used composite variables. For 

example, the composite variable for physical features of the neighborhood included 

upkeep of homes and yards, landscape in the neighborhood, street lighting in the 

neighborhood, crowding and noise level, nearness of neighborhood to facilities needed 

and quality of the environment in the community. Oswald et al. (2010) assessed 

neighborhood quality in their analysis by using a composite score of seven neighborhood 

perception items: safety, noise, public transportation, accessibility, medical services, 

streets and sidewalks, and cultural options. Menec and Nowicki (2014) used a composite 

physical environment variable for their analysis that included perceptions related to 12 

items including parks, trails and accessibility.  
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Second, much like in our review of psychology and public health literature, we found an 

inconsistent use of SWB measures. Of the studies reviewed for determinants, we found 

that 49 studies explored EVA, 47 studies explored residential satisfaction, and only 22 

studies explored EMO. Overall, the dominant SWB dimension studied was EVA leading 

to a lack of research about how EMO is influenced by neighborhood determinants. In 

addition to finding that most of the studies reviewed focused primarily on EVA, we 

found that in a majority of the studies that explored emotional SWB, it was typically 

measured using a single-item question. Examples include: “How happy do you feel these 

days?” (Y. Liu et al., 2017); “How happy are you?” (Kuroki, 2013); “At present, how are 

you feeling?” (Gray et al., 2008); and “Taking all things together, how would you say 

things are these days—would you say you’re very happy, pretty happy, or not too happy 

these days?” (R. J. Taylor et al., 2001). While frequently used, these questions are unable 

to capture people’s specific affective experiences as they interact with the environment in 

which they live. Affective experiences are best captured through episode-level (trip and 

activity) affective evaluations (Kahneman, Krueger, Schkade, Schwarz, & Stone, 2004). 

A lack of research looking at episode-level affective responses across neighborhood 

typologies results in an incomplete understanding of the relationship between 

neighborhood and emotional SWB. 

Third, we also found that there was an inconsistency across studies in terms of 

neighborhood determinants used. Very few studies include all neighborhood determinant 

categories identified by this review. The highest number of neighborhood determinants 

categories were accounted for in studies that focused on residential satisfaction. Fifty five 

percent of these studies included five or more determinant categories in their analysis. On 

the flipside, studies focused on EMO had the highest percentage (73%) of studies 

incorporating three or less of the neighborhood determinant categories in their analysis 

followed by EVA at 67%. Even when similar categories were used, different 

determinants within them were analyzed. For example, studies that analyzed the 

influence of safety on SWB and residential satisfaction used varied measures of safety, 

including fear of crime, freedom from crime, perceptions of neighborhood security, 

perceived vulnerability, perceptions regarding children’s safety in the neighborhood, 
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social disorder, physical disorder, proximity to areas perceived as unsafe, safety from 

traffic, safety while walking, crime rates, victimization, and children’s safety. In addition, 

while most of the studies accommodated for demographics and SES the inclusion of 

general health and personality was not common. Only 7% of the studies included 

personality variables and 20% included health related variables. Our review of literature 

from the disciplines of psychology and public health suggested that both these variables 

can significantly influence SWB. Therefore, their exclusion from studies can lead to 

misspecification of models and the overestimation of the role of the neighborhood 

environment in influencing SWB. Finally, the current state of data collection does not 

lend itself to longitudinal research, as very few longitudinal surveys collect SWB data. Of 

the studies reviewed for this paper, only 3 percent of studies were longitudinal.  

In this section we reviewed empirical studies regarding neighborhood determinants of 

SWB and identified gaps that impede progress in future research. The implications of 

these findings for research and policy are discussed in greater detail in chapter 7.   
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Chapter 3: Conceptual Framework  

This chapter presents a conceptual framework for the examinations of the neighborhood-

SWB connections. The conceptual framework is derived from two branches of theory: 

the human-environment connections literature in psychology and public health and the 

consumer satisfaction literature in economics. In this chapter, we will first introduce 

theories on human-environment connections in psychology and public health that indicate 

how perceived neighborhood environments may impact SWB and how this influence 

may differ by SWB outcomes. These theories provide support that perceived 

neighborhood environment may affect both evaluative and emotional SWB outcomes. 

We will then describe how the consumer satisfaction literature in economics, especially 

Kano’s model of attractive quality, can be used to understand the complex, asymmetric 

effects of various neighborhood attributes on evaluative SWB outcomes. Building upon 

these two sets of theories, the final section in this chapter offers a detailed conceptual 

framework about the differing impacts of perceived neighborhood environments on 

evaluative versus emotional SWB, as well as the asymmetric nature of the impacts across 

various neighborhood environment dimensions. The final section also details the research 

hypotheses to be tested in the research, and the expected results. 

Psychological and Public Health Theories on Human-Environment 

Connections 

In urban environments, neighborhood environments play important roles in shaping 

human behaviors and experiences.  The human-environment connections are bi-

directional and multi-faceted: human beings create and transform neighborhood 

environments to perform their various activities, and at the same time neighborhood 

environments influence how human beings interact with and experience the 

neighborhoods. The theoretical basis of the connections between neighborhood 

environments and SWB outcomes includes the socio-ecological model in public health, 

environmental psychology theories, and activity and fulfillment theories in psychology.  
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The socio-ecological model focuses on the relationships between the environment, 

human behavior, and well-being. The environment—comprising multiple dimensions, 

including physical, social, and cultural dimensions—influences numerous outcomes 

related to SWB determinants, such as health status, social cohesion, and development 

maturation (Bronfenbrenner, 1977; Stokols, 1996). Through the theory, Bronfenbrenner 

(1977) proposes that a person is influenced not just by their immediate settings but also 

by the larger contexts in which their immediate settings are embedded. His original 

framework, which has since been adapted by numerous studies, identifies four ecological 

levels that could potential influence SWB, microsystem, mesosystem, exosystem, and 

macrosystem. Microsystems encompass interactions an individual has with their 

immediate surroundings like face-to-face interactions at home or work. Mesosystems 

encompass interaction between domains and systems. Micro and mesosystems are set 

within an exosystem or an external environment. While an individual may or may not 

directly interact with these external environmental conditions, they influence them. 

Examples include factors that influence how and with whom people spend their time such 

as, attributes of one’s neighborhood, health services, government services, transportation 

systems, law enforcement, patterns of recreation, shopping facilities, social networks, etc. 

(Bronfenbrenner, 1977). Finally, marcosystems encompass the larger cultural and social 

context an individual lives in, including attitudes and beliefs. Based on the theory, 

neighborhoods form a part of the exosystem that influences an individuals’ life. In 

addition, the model suggests a dynamic interplay between personal attributes and the 

environment, whereby one’s SWB is attributed to an interaction between the two. 

Prominent adaptations of the model include the Center for Disease Control’s (CDC) 

socio-ecological model for violence prevention (Prevention, 2015).  Much like 

Bronfenbrenner’s (1977) model the CDC model identifies factors influencing individuals 

under four distinct categories, the individual, social relationships, community (including 

one’s neighborhood), and societal. These socio-ecological models suggest that the 

community or neighborhood (part of the exosystem) plays a prominent role in influencing 

individuals. In addition, the interaction between individual characteristics and 

neighborhood conditions, i.e., the level of agreement between a person’s environment 
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and their perceptions (based on personal attributes), is considered an important predictor 

of well-being (Kunzmann et al., 2000; Stokols, 1996). 

Environmental psychology theories also indicate the potential pathways through which 

neighborhood environments may influence SWB. These theories focus on how social and 

physical factors of where one lives work together to influence their perceptions, 

behaviors, and life outcomes (Moser & Uzzell, 2003).  One such example is the person-

environment fit model, which focuses on the interaction of personal attributes and the 

environment. It suggests that people not only influence their environment but are also 

influenced by it (Edwards et al., 1998; Kahana et al., 1980; Kahana et al., 2003). The 

compatibility or appropriateness of fit between people and their environments can impact 

their behavior, health, and SWB. Kahana et al. (2003) model the person-environment fit 

along physical and social domains that ultimately leads to satisfaction. The physical 

domains include, physical amenities, resource amenities, aesthetics, safety, 

stimulation/peacefulness. The social domains include, homogeneity/heterogeneity, and 

interaction/solitude. Also looking at how neighborhood environments may influence 

SWB, arousal theory suggests that the environment we live in provides us with 

psychological stimulation. Based on the individual, the level of arousal can influence 

performance and behavior to varying degrees. In the context of the neighborhood over-

stimulation due to high levels of noise and crowding and under-stimulation due to lack of 

diversity or aesthesis can create anxiety and depression leading to lower levels of SWB 

(Baumeister & Vohs, 2007). Similarly, theories on the buffering effect highlight the 

process through which certain resources reduce the influence of stress on SWB. The 

concept of buffering is based on the premise that negative events in life cause strain and 

stress on individuals which can cause issues such as anxiety and depression. However, 

certain resources can help people cope with such stressors and help reduce its negative 

influence on SWB. Social support or social capital has been found by numerous studies 

to provide such a buffering effect (Baumeister & Vohs, 2007). Other theories suggest that 

the influence of social aspects of a neighborhood on SWB extends beyond just buffering. 

For example, the social quality theory focuses on how the interactions within the 

neighborhoods and communities people live in can enhance their SWB (L. Van der 
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Maesen, 2001; L. J. Van der Maesen & Walker, 2005). Sirgy (2012) suggests that social 

interactions within a community provide its residents with opportunities for self-

realization and fulfillment. This self-realization and fulfillment is in turn related to the 

existence of certain conditions within a community including, socioeconomic security, 

social inclusion, social cohesion, and social empowerment (Sirgy, 2012). Environmental 

psychologists also point to crowding as a potential contributor to reduced SWB. 

Crowding here relates to the feeling that the amount of space available is less than 

desired rather than a focus on actual density (Baumeister & Vohs, 2007). Crowding has 

been related to stress and anxiety and reduced well-being. Crowding has also been linked 

to behavior changes such as social withdrawal that can also cause reduced well-being. 

However, this relationship is complicated as certain types of crowding such as, at social 

events can have positive and others such as living conditions can have a negative impact.   

In addition to contributing to residents’ experiences (e.g., arousal, buffering, crowding) 

and the social environment (e.g. socioeconomic security, social inclusion, social 

cohesion, and social empowerment), neighborhoods also serve as their conduits to the 

world. Neighborhoods where people live determine their access to various amenities and 

services thereby exerting some love of control on what activities a resident can partake 

in. Activity theories suggest that neighborhood environments can also influence SWB 

through their impact on activities. Aristotle was a major proponent of one of the earliest 

and most important activity theories. He maintained that happiness comes about through 

virtuous activity, i.e., from activity that is performed well (Edward Diener, 2009). 

However, in today’s context, research refers to activity in more global terms (e.g., 

hobbies, social interaction, exercise, etc.). Perhaps the most explicit formulation about 

activity and SWB is the theory of flow (Csikszentmihalyi, 1975). Activities are seen as 

pleasurable when the challenge of performing them is matched to an individual’s skill 

level. When an individual is engaged in an activity that demands deep concentration and 

in which the individual’s skills and the challenge of the activity are matched, a 

pleasurable flow experience will result. Participating in exciting and engaging activities 

make people feel useful and productive. Therefore, activity theorists propose that 

happiness arises from behavior (the experience of activity). The logic here is that if 
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residents’ activity/travel patterns vary based on neighborhood infrastructure, as does their 

access to activities, there will be a resulting difference in their SWB as well. There is 

ample evidence to support the claims of activity theory in relation to the neighborhood 

environment. The neighborhood environment has been found to influence participation in 

various activities (J. Cao, 2013; Handy, Boarnet, Ewing, & Killingsworth, 2002; Leyden, 

2003) many of which (e.g., family leisure activities, cultural events, physical activity, and 

social contact, being in natural environments, travel patterns), have been linked with 

higher SWB (Brajša-Žganec, Merkaš, & Šverko, 2011; Fox, 1999; Kahneman & Krueger, 

2006; Kasl & Harburg, 1975; Leung & Lee, 2005; Smith, 2017). While emotional SWB 

is the primary focus of activity theories, additional theories also suggest a potential 

evaluative SWB connection. Fredrickson (Fredrickson, 2001, 2004) in the broaden-and-

build theory of positive emotions suggest that engaging in activities (including having 

access to them) that incite positive affective responses plays into a loop of development 

that leads to better evaluative SWB in the long run.  

Finally, as conduits to the world that influence our activity behavior, neighborhood 

environments impact our ability to meet our needs and goals based on the access to 

various personal, physical, and social resources. Here, fulfillment theories suggest that 

SWB increases when certain needs or goals are met. Such theories are highlighted in the 

works of Maslow and Lewis (1987) and Wilson (1961). As defined by Wilson (1961), the 

“satisfaction of needs causes happiness, and conversely, the persistence of unfulfilled 

needs causes unhappiness.” These theories can be either need or goal focused. Need-

based theories deal with certain inborn or learned needs that a person may or may not be 

aware of but which, once met, lead to SWB. Goal-based theories focus on specific desires 

that a person is aware of and the actions taken to fulfill them; the fulfillment of these 

desires ultimately leads to SWB (Michalos, 1980). Fulfillment theories emphasize that 

pleasure and pain are often associated with need and goal fulfillment. Discrepancies 

theories further link life satisfaction gained from the fulfillment of goals and needs to the 

gap between what one has and what they want or think they deserve (Michalos, 1980, 

1985). For example, Campbell et al. (1976: 231) define life satisfaction as the, “the 

perceived discrepancy between aspiration and achievement, ranging from the perception 
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of fulfillment to that of deprivation.” Maslow (1954) along with other theorist proposed 

that there are universal needs and the fulfillment of these needs leads to high SWB (R. M. 

Ryan & Deci, 2000; Ryff & Keyes, 1995). Maslow was primarily focused on 

understanding what motivated people and established a hierarchy of needs where when 

one need is fulfilled, an individual moves to fulfill the next. The five stages of the model 

include (McLeod, 2007): 

1. Biological and Physiological needs - air, food, drink, shelter, warmth, sex, sleep. 

2. Safety needs - protection from elements, security, order, law, limits, stability, 

freedom from fear. 

3. Social Needs - belongingness, affection and love, - from work group, family, 

friends, romantic relationships. 

4. Esteem needs - achievement, mastery, independence, status, dominance, prestige, 

self-respect, respect from others. 

5. Self-Actualization needs - realizing personal potential, self-fulfillment, seeking 

personal growth and peak experiences.  

These needs are ordered where biological and physiological needs are considered lower 

order needs and self-actualization needs are considered higher order needs. Building on 

Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, Florida (2010), proposes the idea of the place pyramid 

which using data from a place and happiness survey creates a model for people to choose 

the best place for them to live. The pyramid has five key elements: opportunity, basic 

services, leadership, values, and aesthetics (listed bottom to top of the pyramid). Apart 

from opportunity, which is considered foundational, the elements can be met in any 

order. The constituents of each element are given below: 

1. Opportunity: economic conditions, job market, professional development and 

networking  

2. Basic Services: education, health and safety, housing and connectivity 

3. Leadership: politicos, business, diversity, access and engagement 

4. Values: tolerance, trust, self-expression and people climate 

5. Aesthetics: physical beauty, authenticity, amenities and buzz 
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Similarly, Sirgy (1986), adapted Maslow’s model to apply to quality of life research to 

identify ways in which societal institutions are designed to serve these human 

development needs. Many of the relationships suggested also apply to the neighborhood 

setting the neighborhood context. These are as follows:  

1. Biological needs – services such as water, electricity and other utilities, quality of 

home, maintenance of neighborhood, etc.  

2. Safety needs – policing, emergency services, etc.  

3. Social Needs – social support, social cohesion, leisure options, social services, 

etc.  

4. Esteem needs – employment opportunities, participation in decision making, 

intraorganizational services, etc. 

5. Self-Actualization needs – art, aesthetics, greenery, recreational activities 

In their study Tay and Diener (2011) found that that the importance of these needs and 

goals may vary for evaluative and emotional SWB. They explored the influence of needs 

derived from the works of multiple theorists (A. H. Maslow, 1954; R. M. Ryan & Deci, 

2000; Ryff & Keyes, 1995) which included: basic needs (food and shelter), safety and 

security, social support and love, feeling respected and pride in activities, mastery, and 

self-direction and autonomy. They found that for evaluative SWB the highest variation 

was explained by the fulfillment of basic needs followed by social support and love. For 

emotional SWB, social support and love, and feeling respected and pride in activities 

explained the highest variation in positive emotions. Similarly, basic needs followed by 

feeling respected and pride in activities, and self-direction and autonomy explained the 

highest variation in negative emotions. They also found that while fulfillment of needs 

does have an impact on SWB the order in which they are fulfilled does not significantly 

influence SWB. They also found in contrast to Maslow’s hypothesis that individuals tend 

to work on various categories of needs simultaneously.  

Economic Theories on Consumer Satisfaction 

While not commonly explored in urban planning literature, quality management and 

consumer satisfaction literature provide us with theories to better understand the nature of 
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the relationship between neighborhood attributes and SWB. These theories help us 

understand if the relationships between neighborhood attributes and SWB are 

symmetrical or asymmetrical thereby enabling planners and policy makers to identify and 

prioritize neighborhood investments to maintain, improve or prevent reduction in the 

SWB of neighborhood residents. They overcome the shortcomings of traditional analysis 

methods commonly used in public policy and urban planning, such as the importance-

performance analysis (IPA) or quadrant analysis, which assume that the relationship 

between the performance of individual attributes and overall satisfaction with a service or 

product (SWB in our case) is linear and symmetric. The foundation for theoretical models 

is provided by Kano’s model of attractive quality (Kano, 1984), which has since been 

expanded on by various marketing practitioners and researchers, making it one of the 

most prominent service quality (SQ) models (Mikulić, 2007). Kano’s model is based on 

the premise that certain product/service attributes influence or create satisfaction, while 

others influence or create dissatisfaction. Furthermore, these product/service attributes 

can have varied influences on consumers’ overall satisfaction based on how they are 

performing. Their performance is typically measured using a consumer’s level of 

satisfaction with a specific product/service attribute (Mikulić, 2007). Using this 

foundation, there has been an increased consensus in customer satisfaction research on 

the three-factor structure of satisfaction (Anderson, Fornell, & Mazvancheryl, 2004; 

Berman, 2005; Füller & Matzler, 2008; Fűller, Matzler, & Faullant, 2006; Olever, 1997). 

In addition, disciplines such as sustainability sciences have also acknowledged the 

existence of similar factor structures when it comes to assessing the influence of various 

multi-sector infrastructure attributes on health and well-being outcomes (Ramaswami, 

2020). The three-factor theory indicates that there are three distinct satisfaction factors 

that product/service attributes can be categorized into1: 

 
1 Based on the work of the Sustainable Healthy Cities Project and discussions with city leaders 

from across 11 U.S. cities the nomenclature used to refer to the three factors was modified (from 

the original three-factory theory) to be more palatable for a larger audience. In this research basic 

factors are referred to as foundational, performance factors as consistently important, and 

excitement factors as added bonus (Ramaswami, 2020).  
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• Basic or foundational factors: These attributes cause dissatisfaction if they 

perform poorly but do not influence satisfaction if they perform well. These 

attributes are prerequisites that users take for granted, which make them necessary 

but not sufficient for satisfaction. There is an asymmetrical relationship between 

attribute performance and overall satisfaction, and a low performance of these 

attributes has a larger influence on overall satisfaction than a high performance. In 

the neighborhood SWB context, these are neighborhood attributes that are 

associated with SWB at a low performance but not at a high performance. 

Foundational attributes are a necessity for residents. They are considered 

prerequisites and are often taken for granted. As their lower performance can 

cause lower SWB (Füller & Matzler, 2008), planners and policymakers should 

ensure that these attributes perform at a satisfactory level to avoid a lower SWB 

of residents. 

• Performance or consistently important factors: These attributes cause satisfaction 

when they perform well and dissatisfaction when they do not. They are both 

necessary and sufficient for satisfaction. There is a symmetrical relationship 

between attribute performance and overall satisfaction in the neighborhood SWB 

context, these are neighborhood attributes that are associated with SWB at both a 

high and a low performance. Füller and Matzler (2008) categorize them as being 

directly connected to customers’ explicit needs and desires. Therefore, planners 

and policymakers should ensure a satisfactory performance of these attributes to 

prevent lower SWB and should strive for improved performance to improve 

SWB.  

• Excitement or added bonus factors: These attributes lead to satisfaction when they 

perform well but do not cause dissatisfaction when they do not. The satisfaction 

they cause is unexpected, and when they perform well, they create delight. Hence, 

they are sufficient for satisfaction but not necessary. There is an asymmetrical 

relationship between attribute performance and overall satisfaction, and a high 

performance of these attributes has a larger influence on overall satisfaction than a 

low performance. In the neighborhood SWB context, these are neighborhood 
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attributes that are associated with SWB only at a high performance. These are 

attributes that are surprisingly exciting or unexpectedly delightful. Planners and 

policymakers could use these attributes that are already performing well to make 

improvements to differentiate a neighborhood from other neighborhoods. 

Füller and Matzler (2008) found that these asymmetric effects as suggested by the three-

factor theory are true for numerous products, services, business relationships, employee 

satisfaction, and price perceptions. The use of the theory has also extended to urban 

planning literature (J. Cao & Cao, 2017; Chen Zhang, Cao, Nagpure, & Agarwal, 2019). 

Zhang et al. (2019) examined transit services in Indore, India, and found that different 

transit services were influenced by varied attributes at different levels of performance and 

that they could be used to identify diverse improvement priorities for different services. 

Cao and Cao (2017) used this approach to examine transit rider satisfaction in 

Guangzhou, China, and identified divergent improvement priorities based on transit 

attribute performance for different transit services.  

Figure 8 shows the operationalization of the three-factor theory in the neighborhood 

attributes and SWB context. Applying the three-factor theory in this context makes 

residents of neighborhoods the customers or consumers, SWB their overall satisfaction, 

and the studied attributes the products or services whose performance influences SWB. 

The performance of the studied attributes is the residents’ level of satisfaction with a 

given attribute. As can be observed in the figure, the X-axis represents the performance 

of various neighborhood attributes, while the Y-axis represents SWB. The three factors 

are shown using lines that represent the nature of their relationships with SWB 

(symmetric and asymmetric).  
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Figure 8. Three-Factor Theory visualized (adapted from Matzler et al. 1996 and Ramaswami, 2020) 

Conceptual Model and Study Hypotheses  

Based on the theoretical basis offered by the previous two sections, Figure 9 portrays 

how the seven types of neighborhood environment attributes may affect evaluative and 

emotional SWB. In addition, figure 9 also highlights the various measures of the seven 

types of neighborhood environment attributes used for the study (explained in detail in 

Chapter 4). The thickness of the arrows leading to evaluative and emotional SWB 

indicate the theorized strength of the association between neighborhood environment 

attributes and the particular SWB dimension.  
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Figure 9. The Conceptual Framework 

As shown in the figure the seven types of neighborhood environment attributes are 

grouped into three categories.  

• Basic survival infrastructure includes various city services, and safety and 

security. Our literature review suggests that perception of services were 

associated with both aspects of SWB however the relationship seemed to be more 

prominent for evaluative SWB (Jane Murray Cramm et al., 2012; Gandelman et 

al., 2012; Morrison, 2011). Similarly, we found that perceptions of safety and 

security were primarily found to be associated with evaluative SWB (Adams & 

Serpe, 2000; Balestra & Sultan, 2013; Cohen, 2008; Jane M Cramm & Nieboer, 

2014; Dittmann & Goebel, 2010; Hipp, 2009; Westaway, 2007). In addition, Tay 

and Diener (2011) in their evaluation of the importance of various needs to 

evaluative and emotional SWB found that basic needs such as city services, and 

safety and security were important to both aspects of SWB but their influence was 

most significant for evaluative SWB.  

• Activity & socializing infrastructure includes transportation infrastructure, access 

to destinations, and social capital in the neighborhood. For transportation 

infrastructure our review suggests an influence primarily on EVA (Dassopoulos et 
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al., 2012; Ettema & Schekkerman, 2016; Fisher & Li, 2004; Gandelman et al., 

2012; Gao et al., 2017; Gory et al., 1985; Jirovec et al., 1985; Menec & Nowicki, 

2014; Morrison, 2011; Oktay & Rustemli, 2011; Oktay et al., 2009; Parkes et al., 

2002; Ruiz et al., 2019). For access to quality destinations we found evidence of 

influence on both dimensions of SWB (Ambrey & Fleming, 2014; Balestra & 

Sultan, 2013; Krekel et al., 2016; Z. Li & Wu, 2013; Y. Liu et al., 2017; Menec & 

Nowicki, 2014; Morrison, 2011; Rehdanz & Maddison, 2008). Similarly, social 

capital was found to influence both dimensions of SWB (Amérigo & Aragonés, 

1990; Dittmann & Goebel, 2010; Ettema & Schekkerman, 2016; Gao et al., 2017; 

L. Ma, Kent, & Mulley, 2018; Morrison, 2011; Permentier et al., 2011; Shields et 

al., 2009). In addition, Tay and Diener (2011) in their evaluation of the 

importance of various needs to evaluative and emotional SWB found that social 

needs were important for both aspects of SWB.  

• Self-actualizing infrastructure includes neighborhood aesthetic and nuisances, and 

recreational environment. In our review for studies focused on aesthetics and 

nuisances, we found evidence of influence on both aspects of SWB (Carp & 

Christensen, 1986; Gandelman et al., 2012; Miller et al., 1980; Oktay & Rustemli, 

2011; Oktay et al., 2012; Rehdanz & Maddison, 2008; Türkoğlu, 1997). The 

recreational environment was associated with both aspects of SWB however the 

relationship seemed to be more prominent for emotional SWB (Fried, 1982; 

Leslie & Cerin, 2008; Marselle et al., 2015; Morrison, 2011; Oktay & Rustemli, 

2011; Permentier et al., 2011; Vemuri et al., 2011; Y. Zhang et al., 2017). Also, 

Tay and Diener (2011) in their evaluation of the importance of various needs to 

evaluative and emotional SWB found that self-actualization needs were a stronger 

predictor of emotional SWB.  

It is important to point out that the grouping of neighborhood attributes here is based on 

heuristics derived from existing literature as well as study team deliberations. It is 

intended to evolve as we and other researchers continue this line of exploration and gain 

a better understanding of the relationship between neighborhood attributes and SWB. For 

example, unlike in the current model, it could be argued that in auto-dependent countries 
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such as the United States transportation infrastructure such as highways and streets 

should be considered basic survival infrastructure rather than activity and socialization 

infrastructure. These are some nuances we hope test and clarify in future research. Also, 

while our model categorizes needs in a fashion similar to Maslow’s hierarchy of needs 

and other models, our focus is solely on neighborhood attributes. For example, non-

neighborhood attribute needs such as food and water that are necessary for basic survival 

are not included here.  

With the conceptual framework, we aim to test the following hypotheses: 

Hypothesis 1: The perceptions (satisfaction) related to specific attributes of 

neighborhood infrastructure are associated with both the evaluative and the emotional 

SWB of residents. 

In addition, we will test the following sub hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 1(a): The perceptions (satisfaction) related to basic survival 

infrastructure attributes of neighborhood are associated with both the evaluative 

and the emotional SWB of residents. 

Hypothesis 1(b): The perceptions (satisfaction) related to activity and socializing 

attributes of neighborhood are associated with both the evaluative and the 

emotional SWB of residents.  

Hypothesis 1(c): The perceptions (satisfaction) related to self-actualizing 

attributes of neighborhood are associated with both the evaluative and the 

emotional SWB of residents.  

At this point it is important to clarify that in the testing of the above hypotheses we intend 

to only highlight associations between neighborhood attributes and evaluative and 

emotional SWB. Therefore, we do not conduct any coefficient testing to examine whether 

some attributes are stronger than others when it comes to their effects on SWB. For 

example, for basic survival infrastructure we test whether they are associated with 

evaluative and emotional SWB but do not test whether their influence on evaluative SWB 

is stronger or weaker than emotional SWB.  
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Next, we want to test the nature of relationships between specific attributes of 

neighborhood infrastructure and SWB. Once again, we focus on both aspects of SWB, 

the evaluative and the emotional. In particular, we are interested in testing if the 

relationships between the particular attributes and evaluative SWB are symmetrical or 

asymmetric as suggested by Kano (1984). To achieve this task, we refer to a growing 

body of consumer satisfaction and sustainability science research, which has shown the 

existence of a non-linear and asymmetric association of satisfaction to attribute-level 

performance (Busacca & Padula, 2005; Cadotte & Turgeon, 1988a, 1988b; Johnston, 

1995; Kano, 1984; Matzler, Hinterhuber, Bailom, & Sauerwein, 1996; Mittal, Ross Jr, & 

Baldasare, 1998; Ramaswami, 2020; Vavra, 1997) and has documented the serious 

danger of the misallocation of resources resulting from viewing the world through a 

linear and symmetric lens (Anderson & Mittal, 2000). This literature has shown that 

while some attributes are relatively important in determining satisfaction, others are not 

critical to satisfaction but are related to dissatisfaction when performance is 

unsatisfactory. These studies suggest that satisfaction in not a continuum; rather, 

satisfaction and dissatisfaction are two components of the satisfaction construct. 

Therefore, we aim to identify the structure of relationships between neighborhood 

attribute satisfaction and SWB by testing the following hypotheses: 

Hypothesis 2: There is a typology of neighborhood attributes in terms of how they 

impact SWB (evaluative and emotional) when performing poorly/absent (low 

performance), at all levels of performance, and only at a high performance. 

In addition, we will test the following sub hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 2 (a): Specific attributes of neighborhood infrastructure are 

associated with SWB at both low and high performance (consistently important). 

That is, there exists a symmetrical2 relationship between attribute performance 

and SWB. 

 
2 Rather than implying a linear relationship, symmetrical is used to describe a relationship where an 

attribute is associated with SWB at both high and low levels of performance.  
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Hypothesis 2 (b): Specific attributes of neighborhood infrastructure are 

associated with SWB only at low performance (foundational). That is, there exists 

an asymmetrical relationship between attribute performance and SWB. 

Hypothesis 2 (c): Specific attributes of neighborhood infrastructure are 

associated with SWB only at high performance (added bonus). That is, there 

exists an asymmetrical relationship between attribute performance and SWB. 

The perspective of an urban planning practitioner was adopted for this research, and the 

aim is to identify specific neighborhood attributes and their SWB consequences to inform 

planning and policy making. The scope of the policy implications is limited to the 

neighborhoods being studied; however, neighborhood attributes explored can be used to 

draw comparisons between similar neighborhoods across the country to inform policy 

and to enhance the understanding of why residents of one neighborhood may experience 

higher or lower SWB than others and how SWB can potentially be improved.   

Qualifications and reservations 

As with any study, there are some qualifications and reservations associated with this 

study.  

Qualifications: 

• The relationship between neighborhood attributes and SWB in the second set of 

hypotheses assumes that not all attributes of the neighborhood equally influence 

SWB. 

• The findings are neighborhood-specific. That is, they are directly representative of 

the neighborhood studied; therefore, they should be generalized with great 

scrutiny. 

• The analysis of these relationships involved controlling for several other variables 

associated with SWB.  

Reservations: 
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• Place-specific conditions, such as culture, socio-economic conditions, and 

population characteristics may play a role in the extent that neighborhood 

attributes influence SWB. Therefore, the geography of the comparison must be 

limited. For instance, a neighborhood in the US cannot be compared to one in 

India. 

• The nature of the built environment also plays a large role in the analysis. There 

are a few community design models, such as New Urbanist developments 

(pedestrian friendly, mixed-use developments), that are not directly comparable to 

a traditional neighborhood design. Thus, neighborhood selection must be strategic 

and logical, and the results cannot be generalized in these special cases. 

• Such a study can only be replicated with similar primary data collection methods 

because existing (secondary) datasets do not allow for such a detailed 

examination.  
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Chapter 4: Research Design and Methods 

In this chapter we describe the dataset used for the analysis, the research design for data 

collection, data collection tools, definitions and measures of analysis variables, analysis 

techniques used to test hypotheses, and threats to validity.  

Neighborhood Environment, Daily Activities, and Well-Being Study Data 

Data used to test hypothesis one and two (Chapter 5 and 6) were taken from the 

Neighborhood Environment, Daily Activities, and Well-Being Study conducted in the 

Minneapolis-St Paul Twin Cities area by the Sustainable Healthy Cities project from 

October 17, 2016 to October 25, 2017. The sample consisted of 398 respondents. Figure 

10 shows the temporal coverage of the data collection efforts. Approximately 25% of the 

data was collected in the fall (September 1 to November 30), 27% in the spring (March 1 

to May 31), 33% in the summer (June 1 to August 31), and 15% in the winter (December 

1 to February 28).  

The design of the study was quasi-experimental and cross-sectional. The team first 

identified naturally occurring conditions, which are neighborhood-infrastructure 

conditions produced by urban environments beyond manipulation by the study team. 

Next, the neighborhood-infrastructure conditions were classified into six types (discussed 

in detail in the next section) for the population. All units of analysis were treated alike 

and measured using study variables from a survey.  
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Figure 10 Neighborhood Environment, Daily Activities, and Well-Being Study data collection 

 

Sample selection, sample logic, and survey implementation 

Data collection involved the use of population sampling. The sample population was first 

defined (residents of neighborhoods with varied infrastructures), a sampling frame was 

then constructed (neighborhood typology and selection), and then a probability sampling 

strategy was used (random sampling of participants).  

The first step was to define the sample population. Because the main goal of the study 

was to identify the impacts of neighborhood attributes on SWB, all neighborhoods in the 

Twin Cities Metro Area qualified for the study. The next step was to construct a sample 

frame, which involved investigating the neighborhoods that could be selected to design a 

comprehensive study. If the study were to be conducted in just one neighborhood or a 

few similar neighborhoods, we would only be able to understand how one type of 

neighborhood impacts SWB. To obtain a better understanding, the relationship would 

need to be studied across diverse neighborhood types. Therefore, the second step was to 
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identify neighborhoods with varied infrastructures. Because there are no direct ways to 

measure infrastructure provision, income was used as a proxy to identify study 

neighborhoods. Based on median income from the U.S. Census, we categorized 

neighborhoods into low- and middle-income neighborhoods.3 Once the neighborhoods 

were classified, existing literature was used to categorize the neighborhoods further. 

Urban form was an important consideration, and because there are significant differences 

between urban and suburban areas, the distinction was considered during neighborhood 

selection. Finally, within urban areas, especially in the Twin Cities, the option to use 

light-rail transport impacts access to amenities and increases transportation options. 

Therefore, a distinction was made based on access to light rail. Once the study team had a 

list of potential neighborhood candidates, they made site visits to assess the neighborhood 

infrastructure, with special attention being paid to obtaining significant variations 

between the neighborhood typologies. The findings were discussed in peer workshops 

with faculty and students from seven U.S. universities, and based on the discussion, six 

neighborhoods were selected. For urban areas, one low-income and one middle-income 

neighborhood without light-rail access were selected. In addition, one low-income and 

one middle-income neighborhood with light-rail access were selected. Similarly, for 

suburban areas, one low-income and one middle-income neighborhood were selected. 

Locations selected for the study are shown in Figure 11. 

The next step was to identify a statistically significant sample size. Based on the selection 

of low-income and middle-income neighborhoods for the study, the American 

Community Survey (ACS 2014) population estimates for all residents in the Twin Cities 

Metro Area were reviewed. The total population was 1,837,831. Using the population, 

confidence level (90%), and margin of error (5%) based on commonly used U.S. Census 

Bureau standards,4 we obtained a proposed sample size of 269 respondents; however, to 

be more conservative, the aim was to use a sample size of 400 to accommodate 

unexpected data issues (the final sample contained 398 participants). Once the 

 
3 There was also a high-income category, which was beyond the scope of the study due to the required 

sample size and limited resources. 
4 A Basic Explanation of Confidence: Intervals 

https://www.census.gov/did/www/saipe/methods/statecounty/ci.html. 
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neighborhoods were selected with a target sample size, a random sample was drawn. To 

collect the random sample, the study team used block data from the U.S. Census Bureau. 

From each neighborhood, the team drew random blocks (10 at a time). These blocks were 

post-carded regarding the study. When face-to-face contact was not possible, a postcard 

containing the contact information of the team was left.  

 

Figure 11. Selected study sites 
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Survey tools 

The study surveys were conducted in three parts: an entry survey, seven-day use of a 

smartphone application (phone provided by the study), and an exit survey. An incentive 

of $50 was provided to each participant for his/her time. The exit and entry surveys 

included questions related to SWB, demographic characteristics, neighborhood 

perceptions, and other control variables (See Appendix B and C). The smartphone 

application DaynamicaTM (Fan et al., 2015; 2017; 2019) was used for seven days. The 

application tracked and automatically broke down the participant’s day into a series of 

trips and activities, for which they provided additional information (e.g., who was with 

them, satisfaction with the environment, affective response, etc.).  

Entry and Exit Surveys: The entry and exit surveys (Appendix B and C) were created 

internally by the study team based on discussions in peer workshops with faculty and 

students from seven U.S. universities. The surveys were conducted seven days apart. 

Information collected from respondents in the survey included: 

1. Measures of evaluative and emotional SWB  

2. Satisfaction with 13 life domains 

3. The importance of 11 domains in determining SWB 

4. Open-ended questions regarding specific times when household facilities and/or 

neighborhood infrastructure have an influence on SWB   

5. Satisfaction with 31 neighborhood attributes related to neighborhood 

characteristics, infrastructure, accessibility, city services, and sense of community  

6. Satisfaction with seven attributes of the participants’ homes  

7. Personality measure for optimism 

8. Measures of health and disability 

9. Personal characteristics, including age, gender, employment, family structure, 

household structure, race and ethnicity, education, income, home ownership, auto 

ownership, transportation preferences, etc.  

10. Details on household consumption  
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DaynamicaTM Smartphone application (Fan et al., 2015; 2017; 2019): The smartphone 

application is a one-of-a-kind data collection tool that was developed by researchers at 

the University of Minnesota and tailored to collect episode-level affective data for this 

study. The application was used by participants for a period of seven days (between the 

entry and exit surveys). The application helped overcome the issue of having to include 

time intensive and burdensome time-use questions in the entry and exit surveys. Figure 

12 shows the user interface of the application. 

 

Figure 12. DaynamicaTM user interface  (Fan et al., 2015; 2017; 2019) 

The application optimizes the Day Reconstruction Method (DRM) using a smartphone. 

The DRM (Kahneman et al., 2004) combines time-use studies with a method for 

recovering affective experiences. Respondents are first asked to recall and reconstruct 

their days in the form of sequential episodes with specific times when these episodes 

were carried out. Next, for each episode, the respondent is asked to answer a host of 

questions, including their emotional state during the episode. The goal is to provide a 

picture of the respondents’ experiences with various activities. The DRM has been tested 
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along with other methods of collecting time-use data and has performed well (Kahneman 

et al., 2004). Using GPS sensing, DaynamicaTM, can automate the entire process of users 

reconstructing their days in the form of sequential episodes  (Fan et al., 2015; 2017; 

2019). It also has the ability to automatically separate activities and trips. The user is then 

able to visualize the data, make changes if necessary, and answer specific questions 

related to each episode. Several field tests were conducted to ensure the users understood 

and were able to use the application effectively.5 

Data collected for each episode of a participant over a seven-day period include: 

• For trips: mode, distance, duration, companionship, physical activity, purpose, 

frequency over the one-week period (including weekdays and weekends), etc. 

• For activities: type, location, duration, companionship, physical activity, purpose, 

frequency over the one-week period (including weekdays and weekends), etc. 

Definitions and measurement procedures for variables  

Based on the study propositions stated, the key elements that need to be measured are 

neighborhood attributes (including home attributes), SWB (evaluative and emotional), 

and potentially spurious variables (to control for). These are defined and explained later 

in this section. Also, given the importance of frame of reference, Appendix D provides 

details for each measure (some variables, such as demographic variables, are not included 

in this table).  

SWB measures 

To measure SWB, two aspects must be considered: the evaluative and the emotional 

aspects.  

 
5 DaynamicaTM field tests: One of the key concerns in using a new application technology was ensuring that 

it was easy for the participants to understand and to use. To address these concerns, a number of field tests 

were carried out. In the most recent test conducted in the spring of 2017 with 138 participants, when asked 

to report their overall satisfaction using the application, 67% of the respondents reported being “satisfied” 

or “very satisfied.” A total of 73% reported the app was easy to understand and instructions on how to use 

it were clear. In addition, 67% reported the app made them more aware of their trip and activity behaviors. 
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Measures of evaluative SWB: 

1. The Cantril Ladder, or Cantril’s Self-Anchoring Striving Scale (Cantril, 1965): 

Respondents identify where they stand on a ladder of 11 steps, where the top of 

the ladder (10) represents the best possible life for them and the bottom of the 

ladder (0) represents the worst possible.  

2. The Satisfaction with Life Scale (SWLS) (ED Diener, Emmons, Larsen, & 

Griffin, 1985): The SWLS is a short five-item instrument designed to measure 

cognitive judgments of satisfaction with one’s life. Respondents agree or disagree 

with five statements about their life on a scale of 1–7 (1 “strongly disagree” and 7 

“strongly agree”). The 1–7 scores are then added together to obtain an overall life 

satisfaction score.  

Measure of emotional SWB: 

1. U-Index (Kahneman & Krueger, 2006): The DRM asks participants to reflect on 

the day, break it up into episodes, and describe each episode. This captures the 

interactions of people with infrastructures (through trips and activities) and 

explores how they feel about them. This process is completed for the study using 

the DaynamicaTM smartphone application (Fan et al., 2015; 2017; 2019). The 

episodes are rated using a variety of emotional adjectives (e.g., happy, sad, 

stressed, meaningful, etc.) on scales ranging from 0 (not at all) to 6 (very 

strongly), which signify how strongly a participant felt a certain emotion. The U-

index is then used to analyze affective data. The U-index measures the proportion 

of time an individual spends in an unpleasant state.6  

It is also important to point out that all SWB measures have been tested extensively 

and have been validated by existing research:  

 
6 The first step in computing the U-index is to determine whether an episode is unpleasant or pleasant. An 

episode is classified as unpleasant if the most intense feeling reported for that episode is a negative one—

that is, if the maximum rating on any of the negative-affect dimensions is strictly greater than the maximum 

rating of the positive-affect dimensions. Once episodes have been categorized as unpleasant or pleasant, the 

U-index is defined as the fraction of an individual’s waking time spent in an unpleasant state. 
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• The Cantril Ladder, or Cantril’s Self-Anchoring Striving Scale (Cantril, 1965) 

• The Satisfaction with Life Scale (SWLS) (Pavot & Diener, 2009). 

• The U-index (Krueger & Schkade, 2008). 

Perceptions of neighborhood attributes 

Individual neighborhood perceptions were recorded by assessing participant satisfaction 

with 31 neighborhood attributes on a five-point Likert satisfaction scale. The 

neighborhood attributes included aspects of aesthetics, pollution, cleanliness, safety, 

greenery, transportation infrastructure, parks, playgrounds, access to amenities, 

government services, and social cohesion. Similarly, satisfaction with seven attributes of 

the home were recorded including, home quality, home size, home electric supply, home 

heating and cooling, and home water supply.  

Because this study was approached from an urban planning perspective, there are 

numerous reasons for selecting only subjective indicators (i.e., perception) of 

neighborhood infrastructures. First, in terms of relevance to planning, a strong case can 

be made for subjective indicators. Planning not only involves objective matters but also 

more subjective matters, such as needs, preferences, and values as these help determine 

which conditions are best-suited for residents. Most would agree that one of the goals of 

planning is to meet the public’s needs. As Veenhoven (2002) argues, needs are not 

necessarily measurable but are reflected in people’s subjective assessments (Noll, 2013). 

Objective indicators tell policymakers little about public preferences. Unless the political 

process represents people’s preferences completely (which is not the case), subjective 

indicators are needed to inform policy (Runt Veenhoven, 2002). Objective measures are 

unable to capture values and opinions that could be important to policymakers. A clear 

indication of this is the use of subjective indicators in public-opinion research for politics. 

Second, planning involves the suitability of an area for people to live in. Quality is a 

recurring theme here (as is evident in quality-of-life research across geographies). As 

Campbell and Converse (1972) aptly explain, “ultimately, the quality of life must be in 

the eye of the beholder, and it is there that we seek ways to evaluate it.” It has been 

suggested that in reality, when people discuss the quality of a place, the process is 
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subjective, and each individual has his/her own way to judge it (Marans, 2003). Objective 

indicators are not a good measure of the quality of a place or setting as they cannot 

represent what the objective conditions mean to a person (Marans, 2003; Runt 

Veenhoven, 2002). There are also factors that cannot be measured using objective 

indicators, such as aesthetics or sense of community. Finally, planning involves equity. 

With objective indicators, equity concerns become diluted. For example, objectively, 

locating a park within 0.3 miles of every residence is equitable on the surface, but the true 

access being offered is very different for a person in a wheelchair compared to one who is 

not. Objective indicators do not do justice to considering people’s capabilities in being 

able to derive value from resources and services. In addition, if practices are included to 

ensure equity, can they truly be measured objectively? Noll (2013) seems to think not 

because he suggests that social change is not an objective phenomenon and therefore 

cannot be measured objectively. While the potential influence of objective measures of 

neighborhood attributes on SWB is not discounted, for the purpose of this research, the 

focus was subjective measures.  

Control variables/extraneous factors 

The choice of control variables is based on a comprehensive review of existing literature 

related to SWB. The control variables used in this study have been associated with SWB, 

and not including them would significantly increase the chances of spurious results. The 

choice of control variables includes: 

• Demographics: age, gender, caregiver status, pet ownership, presence of spouse or 

partner, children, household composition, employment, education, income, 

monthly expenditure, race and ethnicity, local/foreign born, auto ownership, 

transportation preference, tenure, etc. All variables are available in the 

Neighborhood Environment, Daily Activities, and Well-Being Study dataset.  

• Personality: we will utilize the LOT-R (Life Orientation Test–Revised), which 

assesses individual differences in generalized optimism versus pessimism 

(Carver, Scheier, & Segerstrom, 2010). This tool has been validated in previous 

research (Glaesmer et al., 2012).  
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• General health and disability: (1) a general health question where participants 

self-report their health on a scale of 1–5 ranging from poor to excellent and (2) a 

six-item, yes or no questionnaire for disability from the Center for Disease 

Control (CDC)7.  

• Domain satisfaction: people are asked how satisfied they are with a certain 

domain of their life (five-point Likert satisfaction scale). For example, How 

satisfied are you with your education? How satisfied are you with your leisure 

time? The 11 domains included in the analysis are: health, family relationships, 

social relationships, leisure time, education, income, home, neighborhood, leisure 

travel, police and judiciary, and government services. 

Methods for analyzing data 

To test the first set of hypotheses, related to the association between specific attributes of 

the neighborhood and SWB, multiple regression analysis was used. Four separate models 

were run with measures of evaluative and emotional SWB as dependent variables. The 

four models included: SWLS model, Cantril Ladder model, U-Index model and U-Index 

person days model. In each model associations with numerous neighborhood attribute 

satisfaction variables were tested while controlling for multiple personal characteristics of 

the respondents. These models are discussed in greater detail in chapter 5.  

To test the second set of hypotheses, related to a typology of neighborhood attributes in 

terms of how they impact evaluative and emotional SWB, multiple regression analysis 

was used. To check for sensitivity of findings to regression modeling techniques two 

modeling techniques were used, three-factor theory regression and piecewise regression. 

Three measures of SWB were used as dependent variables in the models, SWLS, Cantril 

Ladder and U-Index. For both modeling techniques, the relationship of the 11 life 

domains with each of the three SWB measures was first examined. Next, the sample was 

segmented into two income groups and for each group the relationship of the 11 life 

domains with each of the three SWB measures was examined. This was done to explore 

 
7 Disability and Health: https://www.cdc.gov/ncbddd/disabilityandhealth/datasets.html  

https://www.cdc.gov/ncbddd/disabilityandhealth/datasets.html
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if income impacts the influence of life domains on SWB. Finally, individual 

neighborhood and home attributes were added to life domains and their relationships with 

each of the three SWB measures examined. In all models, age, living with spouse/partner, 

being unemployed, and personality (optimism) were used as control variables. These 

models are discussed in greater detail in chapter 6.  

The regression models were estimated using the STATA software8. For all models the 

vce cluster command in STATA was used. The command specifies that the standard 

errors allow for intragroup correlation, relaxing the usual requirement that the 

observations be independent. That is to say, the observations are independent across 

groups (clusters) but not necessarily within groups. The command affects the standard 

errors and variance– covariance matrix of the estimators but not the estimated 

coefficients. In our analysis we have used neighborhoods as cluster variable as factors 

like socio-economic status, neighborhood infrastructure, government services and 

housing stock are usually similar within these neighborhoods. 

Threats to internal, statistical, external, & construct validities 

There are several potential threats that must be addressed and considered. The specific 

focus here is on the issues that are challenging to control.   

Internal validity:  

• Personality: personality biases beyond the personality measure being used may 

impact SWB measures. 

• Selection bias: selection bias may be part of the study. Because the respondents 

were asked to contact the study team via phone and email, participants who did 

not have access to or are uncomfortable with using these means to communicate 

may be excluded from the study. There may also be bias involved based on 

people’s levels of comfort using the smartphones provided for the study. 

 
8 StataCorp. 2019. Stata Statistical Software: Release 16. College Station, TX: StataCorp LLC. 
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Statistical validity: 

• Reliability of measures: due to the multidisciplinary and unique nature of the 

research, several measures were used in combination for the first time. While 

individually they are all validated, this combination may lead to issues. 

• Heterogeneity of participants: while several steps have been taken to ensure 

heterogeneity of the participants, this may not be represented in the final sample.  

Construct validity: 

• Evaluation apprehension: when respondents answer questions related to SWB, 

they may feel judged by interviewers and therefore may more positive SWB 

responses. This may be of greater concern during face-to-face interviews 

compared with the use of the DaynamicaTM app (Fan et al., 2015). 

 

External validity: 

• Inferring results to other settings: external validity is an issue because the results 

are not directly generalizable to any other neighborhood or individual due to 

potential confounding factors, such as culture. 
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Chapter 5: The Impacts of Neighborhood Attributes on 

Evaluative and Emotional SWB 

In this chapter we aim to test the following hypotheses: 

Hypothesis 1: The perceptions (satisfaction) related to specific attributes of 

neighborhood infrastructure are associated with both the evaluative and the emotional 

SWB of residents. 

In addition, we will test the following sub hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 1(a): The perceptions (satisfaction) related to basic survival 

infrastructure attributes of neighborhood are associated with both the evaluative 

and the emotional SWB of residents. 

Hypothesis 1(b): The perceptions (satisfaction) related to activity and socializing 

attributes of neighborhood are associated with both the evaluative and the 

emotional SWB of residents.  

Hypothesis 1(c): The perceptions (satisfaction) related to self-actualizing 

attributes of neighborhood are associated with both the evaluative and the 

emotional SWB of residents.  

Data for the analysis in this chapter comes from the Neighborhood Environment, Daily 

Activities, and Well-Being Study. This chapter is structured as follows. First, using a 

qualitative question we discuss potential aspects of the neighborhood that may influence 

resident SWB. Second, we define and explore the analysis variables using descriptive 

statistics. Next, we discuss four regression models looking at the influence of 

neighborhood attribute satisfaction on SWB. Finally, we present results from our 

analysis.  

Setting the context to understand neighborhood SWB interactions  

As a prelude to the analysis in this section we focus on a qualitative question from the 

dataset that gives us an understanding of what about the neighborhood may influence a 

residents’ SWB. The question asked was: 
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Please briefly describe the specific times when household facilities and/or neighborhood 

infrastructure have affected how you think and feel about your life? 

Figure 13 and 14 show the response distribution of the question. As shown in figure 13, 

approximately 78 percent of the respondents reported that there were specific times when 

household facilities and/or neighborhood infrastructure impacted how they think and feel 

about their life. A majority of the respondents, 57 percent, reported negative impacts, 

while only 12 percent reported positive impacts. Ten percent of the respondents reported 

a combination of positive and negative impacts.  

 

Figure 13. Impact of household facilities and/or neighborhood infrastructure on how residents think 

and feel about their life 

As discussed in the in the previous chapter, the Neighborhood Environment, Daily 

Activities, and Well-Being Study consists of data from six diverse neighborhoods which 

have been categorized as follows: 

1. Low-income  

a. Urban with light rail – Phillips 

b. Urban without light rail – Near North  

c. Suburban – Brooklyn Center 

2. Medium-income  

a. Urban with light rail –Prospect Park 

b. Urban without light rail – St. Anthony Park  

c. Suburban – Blaine 
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As shown in figure 14, for the 78 percent of the respondents that reported that there were 

specific times when household facilities and/or neighborhood infrastructure impacted 

how they think and feel about their life, Blaine had the highest percentage of residents 

(94 percent) reporting negative impacts followed by Brooklyn Center (87 percent), Near 

North (86 percent) and Phillips (77 percent). On the flipside, Near North had the lowest 

percentage of residents (two percent) reporting only positive impacts, followed by 

Brooklyn Center (three percent) and Blaine (seven percent). 

 

Figure 14. Impact of household facilities and/or neighborhood infrastructure on how residents think 

and feel about their life by study neighborhood. 

To explore these negative and positive impacts, word clouds were created based on the 

responses. Responses (including parts of responses) were manually coded as positive or 

negative based on how the respondents thought household facilities and/or neighborhood 

infrastructure influenced their SWB. Next, a word cloud analysis (75 most frequently 

occurring words) was run using the NVivo software9. Figure 15 shows the negative 

 
9 NVivo qualitative data analysis software; QSR International Pty Ltd. Version 12, 2018. 
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influence of household facilities and/or neighborhood infrastructure on how respondents 

think and feel about their life while figure 16 shows the positive influence. 

 

Figure 15. Negative influence of household facilities and/or neighborhood infrastructure on how 

respondents think and feel about their life 

 

Figure 16. Positive influence of household facilities and/or neighborhood infrastructure on how 

respondents think and feel about their life 
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Table 3 summarizes the results of the word frequency analysis (used for word clouds). 

For both, negative and positive influence, the top 20 most frequently used home or 

neighborhood related words are shown in the table. As shown in the table numerous 

attributes were mentioned which had a negative and positive influence on how 

respondents thought and felt about their life. On further analyzing the context these words 

were used in, we found that the condition of a respondent’s home, construction in the 

neighborhood, a sense of lack of safety, crime, lack of and mistrust in policing, condition 

of streets, traffic, etc., were all said to have a negative influence on SWB. On the other 

hand, a sense of community, access to parks, ability to walk and bike, feeling safe, access 

to amenities, store and public transportation, neighborhood aesthetics etc., were all said to 

have a positive influence on SWB.  

Table 3. Word frequency analysis results top 20 home/neighborhood attribute related words used 

 
Negative Influence Positive Influence 

1 neighborhood neighborhood 

2 house community 

3 water parks 

4 construction house 

5 safety bike 

6 home close 

7 people safe 

8 street walk 

9 police access 

10 crime walking 

11 road beautiful 

12 traffic stores 

13 kids transportation 

14 broken distance 

15 living near 

16 neighbors paths 

17 safe safety 
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Negative Influence Positive Influence 

18 unsafe walks 

19 parking amenities 

20 apartment environment 

 

The qualitative analysis presented above suggests that when it comes to how people think 

and feel about their life (SWB) attributes of the neighborhood they live in do play a role. 

In addition, there are specific neighborhood attributes that can either positively or 

negatively influence SWB which should be further explored. In the following sections we 

explore these relationships further. 

Descriptive statistics of analysis variables 

Variables used for this analysis included measures of evaluative and emotional SWB, 

satisfaction with neighborhood attributes, satisfaction with home attributes and personal 

characteristics of the respondent. The Neighborhood Environment, Daily Activities, and 

Well-Being Study sample included data for 398 respondents from six neighborhoods in 

the Twin Cities Metro area. Figure 17 shows the distribution of these respondents by 

neighborhood. The highest percentage of participants in the sample was from the Saint 

Anthony park neighborhood (19.9%), followed by Phillips (18.8%), Prospect Park 

(17.6%), Near North (15.6%), Brooklyn Center (14.3%), and Blaine (13.8%).   
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Figure 17. Survey respondenst by neighborhood 

Measures of evaluative SWB 

The analysis in this chapter includes four measures of SWB. Two measures of evaluative 

SWB are used, the Cantril Ladder and the Satisfaction With Life Scale (SWLS). Two 

variations of the U-Index are used as measures of emotional SWB.  

The Cantril Ladder or Cantril’s Self-Anchoring Striving Scale (Cantril, 1965): Figure 18 

shows the distribution of average Cantril scores for the entire sample and by 

neighborhood of the respondent. The score ranges from 1-10. Respondents identify where 

they stand on a ladder of 11 steps, where the top of the ladder (10) represents the best 

possible life for them and the bottom of the ladder (0) represents the worst possible. 

Scores range from 0 to 10 with higher scores indicating higher evaluative SWB.  

Overall, the average Cantril score for the sample was 7.5. The low-income urban 

neighborhoods reported the lowest average score, Phillips at 6.8 and Near North at 6.9. 

The suburban and urban middle-income neighborhoods all reported scores of 7.6 or 
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higher with residents of Saint Anthony Park reporting the highest score (8) of all study 

neighborhoods.  

 

Figure 18. Average cantril scores for the six study neighborhoods 

The Satisfaction with Life Scale (SWLS) (ED Diener et al., 1985): Figure 19 shows the 

distribution of average SWLS scores for the entire sample and by neighborhood of the 

respondent. The SWLS is a short five-item instrument designed to measure cognitive 

judgments of satisfaction with one’s life. Respondents agree or disagree with five 

statements about their life on a scale of 1–7 (1 “strongly disagree” and 7 “strongly 

agree”). The 1–7 scores are then added together to arrive at an overall life satisfaction 

score. Therefore, scores range from 5 to 35, with higher scores indicating greater 

evaluative SWB.  

Overall, the average SWLS score for the sample was 26. The pattern of averages by 

neighborhoods is similar to Cantril scores and low-income urban neighborhoods reported 

the lowest average score, Phillips at 22.9 and Near North at 23.7. The suburban and urban 
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middle-income neighborhoods all reported scores of 26.5 or higher with residents of 

Saint Anthony Park reporting the highest score (29) of all study neighborhoods. 

 

Figure 19. Average satisfaction with life scores for the six study neighborhoods 

Measure of emotional SWB: 

The U-Index was used as the measure for emotional SWB. Two versions of the U-Index, 

total for each respondent (over the entire study period) and person days (each day for 

each respondent), were used in the analysis. Data for U-Index calculations was collected 

using the DaynamicaTM smart phone application which captures activity and trip episodes 

of the respondents. The episodes are rated by the respondents using a variety of 

emotional adjectives (e.g., happy, sad, tired, etc.) on scales ranging from 0 (not at all) to 6 

(very strongly) that signify how strongly a participant felt a certain emotion. The dataset 

contained information on over 23,000 activity and trip episodes. Figure 20 and 21 show 

the distribution of activities and trips in the dataset. In terms of activities, as would be 

expected, being at home was the most common activity (30% of the activities in the 
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dataset), followed by leisure time (16%), work (14%), personal business (14%), shopping 

(13%), eating out (6%), and education (3%). In terms of trips, car trips were the most 

common (62%), followed by walking (23%), biking (4%), bus (4%), unspecified auto10 

(3%), and rail (1%).  

 

Figure 20. Distribution of total activities in the dataset 

 

 
10 The vehicle category in figure 21 refers to trips that were identified by the application as automobile-
based trips but not identified by the respondent as a specific category (e.g., car, bus, etc.). 
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Figure 21. Distribution of total trips in the dataset 

Figure 22 shows the distribution of both U-Index variables used in the analysis for the 

total sample and by neighborhood. The U-index measures the proportion of time an 

individual spends in an unpleasant state. U-Index scores range in value from 0 – 1 with 

higher scores indicating lower emotional SWB. The first step in computing the U-index is 

to determine whether an episode is unpleasant or pleasant. An episode is categorized as 

unpleasant if the most intense feeling reported for that episode is a negative one—that is, 

if the maximum rating on any of the negative-affect dimensions is strictly greater than the 

maximum rating of the positive-affect dimensions. Once episodes are categorized as 

unpleasant or pleasant, the U-index is calculated as the fraction of an individual’s waking 

time spent in an unpleasant state. The U-index variable was calculated by aggregating 

fraction of an individual’s waking time spent in an unpleasant state over the seven-day 

period they participated in the study. The U-index person day values were calculated for 

each day for each respondent over the seven-day period they participated in the study. 
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The average U-index score for each respondent in the sample was 0.13 and for each 

person day was 0.14. Comparing the U-Index scores across our six study neighborhoods, 

low-income urban neighborhoods reported the highest scores (i.e., highest unpleasant 

time) for both U-Index measures. Phillips and Near North had average U-Index scores of 

0.17 and person day U-Index scores of 0.18 and 0.20 respectively. Prospect Park and 

Blaine reported the lowest U-Index scores at 0.09 and 0.11 and lowest person day U-

Index scores at 0.10.  

 

Figure 22. Average u-index scores for the six study neighborhoods 

A purely descriptive look at measures of SWB across the study neighborhoods seems to 

consistently suggest that there seem to be SWB differences across different types of 

neighborhoods. In particular, it seems that residents of lower-income urban 

neighborhoods in the sample (Phillips and Near North) are at a SWB disadvantage, 

reporting lower evaluative and emotional SWB scores.  
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Neighborhood attribute satisfaction variables 

Since we do find some descriptive evidence that neighborhood infrastructure may 

influence SWB as scores vary across neighborhoods, we delve deeper into potential 

attributes that may exert this influence. Neighborhood attribute variables used for the 

analysis are individual neighborhood perceptions recorded by assessing participant 

satisfaction with specific neighborhood attributes on a five-point Likert satisfaction scale. 

The neighborhood attributes included, streets, parking, access to highways, public 

transportation infrastructure, neighborhood parks, neighborhood safety, and relations 

with neighbors.   

In addition to the variables mentioned above the models also included four composite 

neighborhood attribute satisfaction variables, active transportation infrastructure, 

neighborhood accessibility, neighborhood aesthetics, and noise and air pollution. Active 

transportation infrastructure was a composite variable with a Cornbach’s alpha score of 

.74 and constituted of satisfaction with traffic safety, sidewalks, bike trails/paths, street 

lighting, street cleaning, and snow removal. Similarly, neighborhood accessibility had a 

Cornbach’s alpha score of .73 and constituted of satisfaction with accessibility to quality 

leisure, recreation and entertainment, quality grocery stores and farmers markets, quality 

stores for other purchases, and places of worship. The neighborhood aesthetics variable 

had a Cornbach’s alpha score of .78 and constituted of satisfaction with looks and design 

of the neighborhood, and neighborhood cleanliness. Finally, the noise and air pollution 

variable had a Cornbach’s alpha score of .68 and constituted of satisfaction with noise 

and satisfaction with air quality in the neighborhood.  

Figures 23-28 show the distribution of average neighborhood attribute satisfaction scores 

for variables included in this analysis.  

As shown in figure 23 the average scores for satisfaction with highways and public 

transportation for the sample were 4.5 and 4 respectively. Blaine and Phillips reported the 

lowest satisfaction with highways, 4.3 and 4.2 respectively. Prospect Park and Saint 

Anthony Park, the two middle-income urban neighborhoods, reported the highest 

satisfaction with highways at 4.7. For public transportation, as would be expected due to 
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limited suburban service, Blaine and Brooklyn Center reported the lowest satisfaction at 

3.1 and 3.6 respectively. Prospect Park and Saint Anthony Park reported the highest 

satisfaction with public transportation at 4.4 and 4.3 respectively.  

 

Figure 23. Average satisfaction with highbways and public transportation by neighborhood 

As shown in figure 24, the average scores for satisfaction with streets and parking for the 

sample were 3.8 and 3.6 respectively. Phillips and Near North reported the lowest 

satisfaction with streets, 3.2 and 3.3 respectively. Prospect Park and Saint Anthony Park, 

the two middle-income urban neighborhoods, reported the highest satisfaction with 

highways at 4.2 and 4.1 respectively. For parking, as would be expected due to higher 

population densities in urban centers, Phillips, Near North, and prospect park reported the 

lowest satisfaction at 3 and 3.6 respectively. Brooklyn Center and Saint Anthony Park 

reported the highest satisfaction at 4.1 and 3.9 respectively.  
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Figure 24. Average satisfaction with streets and parking by neighborhood 

As shown in figure 25, the average scores for satisfaction with parks, safety, relationships 

with neighbors were 3.9, 3.5 and 3.9 respectively. Phillips and Near North, the low-

income urban neighborhoods, reported the lowest satisfaction for parks (3.3 and 3.5 

respectively), safety (2.3 and 2.5 respectively), and relations with neighbors (3.7 and 3.5 

respectively). Saint Anthony Park and Blaine reported the highest satisfaction for parks 

(4.6 and 4.3 respectively) and safety (4.3) while Prospect Park and Saint Anthony Park 

reported the highest satisfaction with relationships with neighbors (4.1 and 4.2 

respectively).   
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Figure 25. Average satisfaction with parks, safety, and relations with neighbors by neighborhood 

Figure 26 shows the average satisfaction scores for two composite variables, 

neighborhood accessibility and active transportation infrastructure. Neighborhood 

accessibility (Cornbach’s alpha =.73) constituted of satisfaction with accessibility to 

quality leisure, recreation and entertainment, quality grocery stores and farmers markets, 

quality stores for other purchases, and places of worship. Active transportation 

infrastructure (Cornbach’s alpha =.74) constituted of satisfaction with traffic safety, 

sidewalks, bike trails/paths, street lighting, street cleaning, and snow removal. As shown 

in figure 26, the average scores for satisfaction with neighborhood accessibility and 

active transportation infrastructure for the sample were 14.6 and 22.3 respectively. 

Phillips and Prospect Park reported the lowest satisfaction with neighborhood 

accessibility, 12.3 and 13.6 respectively while Blaine and Saint Anthony Park reported 

the highest at 16.8 and 15.9 respectively. Phillips and Near North, the two low-income 

urban neighborhoods, reported the lowest satisfaction with active transportation 

infrastructure at 20.4 and 20 respectively. Prospect Park and Saint Anthony Park reported 
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the highest satisfaction with active transportation infrastructure at 24.6 and 23.6 

respectively.  

 

Figure 26 Average satisfaction with neighborhood accesibilty and active tranportation 

infrastructure. 

As shown in figure 27, the average scores for satisfaction with neighborhood aesthetics, 

and noise and air pollution for the sample were 7.6 and 7.2 respectively. Phillips and 

Near North, the two low-income urban neighborhoods, reported the lowest satisfaction 

with both variables. Phillips had an average satisfaction score of 5.3 for both 

neighborhood aesthetics, and noise and air pollution. Near North had an average 

satisfaction score of 5.8 for neighborhood aesthetics and 6.3 for noise and air pollution. 

Prospect Park and Saint Anthony Park reported the highest average scores for 

neighborhood aesthetics at 9 and 9.2 respectively. Blaine and Saint Anthony Park 

reported the highest average scores for neighborhood noise and air pollution at 8.5 and 8 

respectively. 
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Figure 27 Average satisfaction with neighborhood aesthetics, and noise and air pollution 

Figure 28 shows the average satisfaction with neighborhood attribute included in the 

analysis for the whole sample. Scores for the four composite variables, neighborhood 

accessibility, active transportation infrastructure, neighborhood aesthetics, and 

neighborhood noise and air pollution, were calculated by averaging the satisfaction scores 

of their constituents. Overall, respondents were most satisfied with highways and public 

transportation in their neighborhood with average satisfaction scores of 4.5 and 4 

respectively and least satisfied with safety, and noise and air pollution with average 

scores of 3.5 and 3.6 respectively.  
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Figure 28. Average satisfaction with neighborhood attribute (all respondents) 

In summary, we find that when it comes to satisfaction with streets, parks, neighborhood 

safety, active transportation infrastructure, neighborhood aesthetics, and neighborhood 

noise and air pollution, residents from low-income urban neighborhoods reported lower 

satisfaction scores compared to the other neighborhoods. These findings in combination 

with lower evaluative and emotional SWB scores for the groups suggest that there may 

be a potential connection between SWB and neighborhood attribute satisfaction which 

should be tested further.   

Control variables 

Finally, based on our review of existing literature we identified and included a number of 

variables to control for individual differences and avoid spurious results. These included 

demographic and socioeconomic status variables including race, gender, age, living with 

spouse/partner, number of children under 18 in the household, employment status, 

income and number of vehicles available to the household. Personality (optimism) and 

self-reported general health variables were also included in the analysis. Finally, a 
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composite variable for satisfaction with five attributes of the respondent’s home was also 

included.  

Figure 29 shows the average scores for satisfaction with five neighborhood attributes by 

neighborhood. The composite home attribute satisfaction variable had a Cornbach’s alpha 

score of .76 and constituted of satisfaction with home quality, home size, home electric 

supply, home heating and cooling, and home water supply. As shown in the figure the 

overall average score for the sample was 21.3, with respondents from St. Anthony Park 

reporting the highest (22.9) and Philips reporting the lowest scores (20.3) 

 

Figure 29. Average satisfaction with home attributes 

Figure 30 shows the average optimism score by neighborhood. The optimism score was 

calculated for each respondent using the LOT-R (Life Orientation Test–Revised) 

questionnaire (Carver et al., 2010). The scale consists of six items and scores range from 

zero to 24. As shown in the figure the overall average optimism score for the sample was 
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12.1, with respondents from Brooklyn Center reporting the highest (12.7) and Philips 

reporting the lowest scores (11.6). 

 

Figure 30. Average optimism score by neighborhood 

Figure 31 shows the average number of vehicles owned and average self-reported general 

health. General health was accounted for using a general health question where 

participants self-report their health on a scale of 1–5 ranging from poor to excellent. The 

average number of vehicles owned by a respondent for the whole sample was 1.6 with 

respondents from Phillips reporting the lowest average (1.2) and respondents from 

Brooklyn Center reporting the highest (2.2). The average general health score for the 

whole sample was 3.6, with respondents from Phillips reporting the lowest average (3.2) 

and respondents from Saint Anthony Park reporting the highest (3.9). 
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Figure 31. Average number of vehicles and average self-reported general health by neighborhood 

Descriptive statistics of the remaining control variables in the analysis sample are shown 

in table 4 and compared to the metro area to assess representativeness. Metro level data is 

from the American Community Survey (ACS) 2016 five-year estimates. Compared to the 

metro the sample has more respondents that were female and black, and fewer employed 

full-time and parents with children under 18. Also, the median age in the sample was 52 

compared to 37 in the metro area.  

Table 4. Descriptive statistics from the study 

Metro  Variable Sample 

51% Female 67% 

60% Living with Spouse/partner 60% 

37 Age (median) 52 

63% Employed Full Time 41% 

19% Disabled 20% 
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Metro  Variable Sample 

47% Children Under 18 Present 31% 

81% White 78% 

6% Asian  4% 

8% Black  11% 

1% American Indian  2% 

3% Multiple 5% 

5% Less than $10,000 8% 

11% $10,000 to $24,999 13% 

20% $25,000 to $49,999 16% 

18% $50,000 to $74,999 19% 

14% $75,000 to $99,999 16% 

25% $100,000 or more 28% 

 

Given the severity of winters in Minnesota, and its potential impact on SWB, weather 

data was also included in the analysis. For evaluative measures and the respondent level 

U-Index models the maximum temperature on the day of the survey was used. The 

average maximum temperature was 62.3 degrees Fahrenheit. For the person day U-Index 

models the maximum temperature for each day was included in the model. The average 

maximum temperature was 61.3 degrees Fahrenheit. While not included here, additional 

models incorporating minimum temperature, snowfall, precipitation, and humidity were 

also tested and showed no significant results.  

Regression Models 

To better understand the association between satisfaction with neighborhood attributes 

and SWB Four regression models were used for this analysis. Two for evaluative SWB 

(dependent variables – SWLS and Cantril Ladder) and two for emotional SWB 

(aggregated U-index and U-index person days). These models were: 

SWLS: The satisfaction with life scale score was the dependent variable. Associations 

with numerous neighborhood attribute satisfaction variables were tested while controlling 
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for multiple personal characteristics of the respondents. Based on the variables in the 

model, the Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regression was used for the analysis.  

Cantril ladder: The Cantril ladder score was the dependent variable. Associations with 

numerous neighborhood attribute satisfaction variables were tested while controlling for 

multiple personal characteristics of the respondents. Based on the variables in the model, 

the ordered logistic regression was used for the analysis. 

U-Index: The U-Index score was the dependent variable. Aggregate U-Index values were 

calculated for each respondent over the seven-day period they participated in the study. 

Associations with numerous neighborhood attribute satisfaction variables were tested 

while controlling for multiple personal characteristics of the respondents. Based on the 

variables in the model, the generalized linear model regression was used for the analysis. 

U-Index person days: The U-Index score was the dependent variable. U-Index values 

were calculated for each day for each respondent over the seven-day period they 

participated in the study. For example, if a participant used the application for seven 

days, they would have seven unique U-Index observations (one for each day they 

participated) in the dataset. Associations with numerous neighborhood attribute 

satisfaction variables were tested while controlling for multiple personal characteristics of 

the respondents. Based on the variables in the model, the generalized linear model 

regression was used for the analysis. 

All models had consistent independent variables with the exception of the maximum 

temperature variable. For the SWLS, Cantril Ladder, and respondent level U-Index, the 

maximum temperature on the day of the entry survey, during which the questions were 

answered by the respondents, was used. However, for the U-INDEX person days model 

that looked at the U-index score for each user on individual days, the maximum 

temperature of each individual day was included in the model.  

Results 

Table 5 shows the results from all four regression models. Stars are used to indicated 

various significance thresholds (* p<.05; ** p<.01; *** p<.001). Results of the SWLS are 
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presented as regression coefficients whereas the results of all other models are presented 

as odds ratios. As can be seen in the table, one of the composite variables used in the 

analysis, active transportation infrastructure, uses attributes from two infrastructure 

categories (as outlined in our conceptual model), basic survival infrastructure and activity 

and socializing infrastructure.  

Table 5 Regression results: evaluative and emotional models 

  Evaluative SWB Emotional SWB 

SWLS 
Cantril 

Ladder 
U-INDEX 

U-INDEX 

(PD) 

Coefficient 
Odds 

Ratio 

Odds 

Ratio 

Odds 

Ratio 

Demographics and SES 

White 1.36* 1.11 1.53 1.94* 

Black -2.35** 1.33 1.04 2.21** 

Female 0.75 1.10 1.24 1.11 

Age -0.04 1.01 0.97*** 0.97*** 

Spouse/partner 1.49** 1.37*** 1.31 1.19 

Number of children under 18 0.33 1.22 0.84** 0.86 

Employed full-time -0.66 0.89 0.98 1.06 

Income between 25-75K 0.38 1.81 1.07 1.11 

Income 75K or higher 1.43 2.60 0.85 0.86 

Number of vehicles 0.25 1.21** 0.77* 0.82* 

Personality and Health 

General health  1.09* 1.51** 0.81** 0.78** 

Optimism score 0.56** 1.21*** 0.9** 0.9** 

Satisfaction with home attributes 

Home (composite variable) 0.41** 1.26*** 0.97 1.02 

Satisfaction with neighborhood attributes 

Basic survival infrastructure 

Neighborhood safety 0.19 1.03 0.88** 0.93 

Activity and socializing infrastructure  
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  Evaluative SWB Emotional SWB 

SWLS 
Cantril 

Ladder 
U-INDEX 

U-INDEX 

(PD) 

Coefficient 
Odds 

Ratio 

Odds 

Ratio 

Odds 

Ratio 

Streets 0.22 1.28* 1.12 1.02 

Parking -0.34 0.90 0.9 0.88 

Access to highways 0.70 1.13 0.97 1.04 

Public transportation infrastructure 0.35 1.27** 0.97 1.04 

Neighborhood accessibility (composite 

variable) 
-0.00 1.01 1.01 1.03 

Relations with neighbors 0.35* 0.97 1.18 1.18 

Self-actualization infrastructure 

Neighborhood aesthetics (composite 

variable) 
-0.03 1.01 0.99 0.99 

Noise and air pollution (composite 

variable) 
0.14 1.01 1.04 1.04 

Neighborhood parks 0.34 1.08 1.11 1.03 

Basic survival infrastructure + Activity and socializing infrastructure  

Active transportation infrastructure 

(composite variable) 
-0.01 1.01 0.92*** 0.93*** 

Weather 

Maximum temperature on the day of the 

entry interview 
-0.01 1.01** 0.99** 0.99 

Maximum temperature on each person day         

N 346 347 332 2,307 

R2 and Pseudo R2 0.5569 0.1683   

Legend: * p<.05; ** p<.01; *** p<.001 

SWLS: We found that being black was negatively associated (β=-2.35; p<.01) while 

being white (β=1.36; p<.05) and living with a spouse or partner (β=1.49; p<.01) was 

positively associated with the SWLS. General health (β=1.09; p<.05) and optimism 

(β=.56; p<.01) scores were both positively associated with SWLS. Satisfaction with 
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home attributes were positively associated with SWLS (β=0.41; p<.01). In terms of 

satisfaction with neighborhood attributes only relations with neighbors was positively 

associated with SWLS (β=0.35; p<.05). 

Cantril ladder: We found that the odds of having a higher Cantril score were 1.37 times 

higher for people that lived with a spouse or partner (OR=1.37; p<.001). Similarly, the 

odds were also 1.21 times higher for those owning more vehicles (OR=1.21; p<.01). The 

odds were 1.51 times higher for those reporting better general health (OR=1.51; p<.01) 

and 1.21 times higher for those with higher optimism scores (OR=1.21; p<.001). Finally, 

the odds of having a higher Cantril score were 1.26 times higher for people that reported 

higher satisfaction with home attributes (OR=1.26; p<.001). In terms of satisfaction with 

neighborhood attributes, the odds of having a higher Cantril score were 1.27 times higher 

for people who reported higher satisfaction with public transportation infrastructure 

(OR=1.27; p<.01) and 1.28 times higher for people who reported higher satisfaction with 

streets in their neighborhood (OR=1.28; p<.05). The odds were also higher on warmer 

days (OR=1.01; p<.01).  

U-Index: It is important to point out that due to the nature of the U-index variable (the 

ratio of unpleasant time) negative associations with variables indicate a positive influence 

on emotional SWB. We found that the odds having a higher U-index score (lower 

emotional SWB) was lower for older respondents (OR=.97; p<.001), people with more 

children under the age of 18 (OR=.84; p<.01), and with higher number of cars available 

(OR=.77; p<.05). The odds were lower for both general health (OR=.81; p<.01) and 

optimism scores (OR=.90; p<.01). In terms of neighborhood attribute satisfaction, we 

found that the odds having a higher U-index score (lower emotional SWB) was lower for 

respondents more satisfied with active transportation infrastructure (OR=.92 p<.001) and 

neighborhood safety (OR=0.88; p<.01). The odds were also lower on warmer days 

(OR=.99; p<.05).  

U-Index Person Days (PD): As in the previous model negative associations with 

variables indicate a positive influence on emotional SWB. We found that the odds having 

a higher U-index score (lower emotional SWB) was lower for older respondents 
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(OR=.97; p<.001) and respondents with higher number of cars (OR=.82; p<.05) but 

higher for white (OR=1.94; p<.05) and black (OR=2.21; p<.01) respondents. The odds 

were also lower for people with better general health (OR=.78; p<.01) and higher 

optimism scores (OR=.90; p<.01). In terms of neighborhood attribute satisfaction we 

found that the odds having a higher U-index score (lower emotional SWB) was lower for 

respondents more satisfied with active transportation infrastructure (OR=.93 p<.001).  

Findings related to the hypotheses tested are given below.  

Hypothesis 1: The perceptions (satisfaction) related to specific attributes of 

neighborhood infrastructure are associated with both the evaluative and the emotional 

SWB of residents. 

For our sample we did find evidence to support hypothesis 1 as perceptions (satisfaction) 

related to specific attributes of neighborhood infrastructure were found to be associated 

with both the evaluative and the emotional SWB of residents. Satisfaction with public 

transportation, streets and relationships with neighbors were only associated with 

measures of evaluative SWB while satisfaction with active transportation infrastructure 

and neighborhood safety were only associated with measures of emotional SWB. Of the 

neighborhood variables in the analysis none influenced both aspects of SWB. 

Hypothesis 1(a): The perceptions (satisfaction) related to basic survival infrastructure 

attributes of neighborhood are associated with both the evaluative and the emotional 

SWB of residents. 

Results from our analysis did not support hypothesis 1(a). First, for safety we found a 

significant association only with emotional SWB. Similarly, active transportation 

infrastructure (including services – street cleaning and snow removal) was found to be 

significantly associated with only emotional SWB. This disagrees with hypothesis 1(a) 

which proposed that basic survival infrastructure attributes of neighborhood are 

associated with both the evaluative and the emotional SWB of residents.   
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Hypothesis 1(b): The perceptions (satisfaction) related to activity and socializing 

attributes of neighborhood are associated with both the evaluative and the emotional 

SWB of residents.  

Results from our analysis support hypothesis 1(b). We found that evaluative SWB was 

associated with relations with neighbors (SWLS), streets (Cantril) and public 

transportation (Cantril). In addition, both measures of emotional SWB were associated 

with active transportation infrastructure (including attributes - traffic safety, sidewalks, 

bike trails/paths, street lighting). These findings agree with hypothesis 1(b) which 

proposed that activity and socializing attributes of neighborhood are associated with both 

the evaluative and the emotional SWB of residents. 

Hypothesis 1(c): The perceptions (satisfaction) related to self-actualizing attributes of 

neighborhood are associated with both the evaluative and the emotional SWB of 

residents. 

Results from our analysis did not support hypothesis 1(c). We found no significant 

associations between satisfaction with parks, aesthetics, or noise and air pollution and 

either aspects of SWB. This disagrees with hypothesis 1(c) which proposed self-

actualizing attributes of neighborhood are associated with both the evaluative and the 

emotional SWB of residents. 

We do recognize that the use of the active transportation infrastructure composite 

variable that contained both basic survival and activity and socializing attributes did limit 

our ability to isolate the impact of the individual attributes on evaluative and emotional 

SWB. This was done to avoid issues in modeling due to correlation between its 

component attributes (i.e., satisfaction with traffic safety, sidewalks, bike trails/paths, 

street lighting, street cleaning, and snow removal).  

In addition to the hypotheses tested, there are several key takeaways from the regression 

results in this chapter. First, the results show that evaluative and emotional SWB have 

varied determinants, both at the personal and neighborhood level. At the individual level, 

the presence of a spouse/partner was only associated with the evaluative aspect of SWB 

whereas age and number of children under 18 were only associated with the emotional 
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aspect of SWB. Satisfaction with attributes of one’s home was only associated with 

evaluative measures of SWB. However, race, number of vehicles owned, general health 

and optimism was associated with both aspects of SWB. At the neighborhood level, 

satisfaction with streets, public transportation and relations with neighbors were only 

associated with evaluative measures of SWB whereas neighborhood safety and active 

transportation infrastructure were only associated with emotional measures of SWB.  

Second, the two evaluative measures of SWB used also had some varied determinants, 

both at the personal and neighborhood level. Race and satisfaction with relations with 

neighbors were only associated with the SWLS whereas satisfaction with streets and 

public transportation, weather and number of vehicles owned were only associated with 

the Cantril score. However, both scores were associated with the presence of a spouse or 

a partner, general health, optimism, and satisfaction with home attributes. Third, while 

the two emotional measure in the analysis, U-Index for respondents over the entire study 

period (7-days) and U-Index for each respondent on each day (person days), did have 

common determinants (with very similar odds ratios) such as age, number of vehicles 

owned, general health, optimism and satisfaction with active transportation infrastructure, 

associations based on race, number of children under 18, safety and temperature varied. 

This may suggest potential differences in the singe day measures of emotional SWB and 

measures spanning longer periods of time. Finally, while satisfaction with different 

neighborhood attributes may influence different aspects of SWB, the results do indicate 

areas where improvements could potentially help increase SWB including active 

transportation infrastructure, public transportation infrastructure, streets, neighborhood 

safety, and relationships with neighbors. However, it is important to point out that 

sensitivity of findings to the measure of SWB used suggests that these findings deserve 

further scrutiny. Findings more specific to neighborhoods studied are discussed in chapter 

7 under neighborhood attributes to focus on.  
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Chapter 6: Assessing the Impacts of Neighborhood Attributes 

on Evaluative and Emotional SWB using the Three-factor 

Theory and Piecewise Regression 

In this chapter we aim to test the following hypotheses: 

Hypothesis 2: There is a typology of neighborhood attributes in terms of how they 

impact SWB (evaluative and emotional) when performing poorly/absent (low 

performance), at all levels of performance, and only at a high performance. 

In addition, we will test the following sub hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 2 (a): Specific attributes of neighborhood infrastructure are 

associated with SWB at both low and high performance (consistently important). 

That is, there exists a symmetrical relationship between attribute performance and 

SWB. 

Hypothesis 2 (b): Specific attributes of neighborhood infrastructure are 

associated with SWB only at low performance (foundational). That is, there exists 

an asymmetrical relationship between attribute performance and SWB. 

Hypothesis 2 (c): Specific attributes of neighborhood infrastructure are 

associated with SWB only at high performance (added bonus). That is, there 

exists an asymmetrical relationship between attribute performance and SWB. 

To test these hypotheses, we use two modeling techniques. First, we use the three-factor 

theory regression model to test the symmetry of the association between neighborhood 

attributes and SWB. Next, given the novel use of this technique to better understand the 

relationship between neighborhood infrastructure and SWB, we test the sensitivity of our 

findings to the modeling techniques by conducting a piecewise regression analysis. The 

two modeling techniques are used to classify attributes as being foundational, 

consistently important and an added bonus. Finally, using the piecewise regression 

analysis we test the sensitivity of our findings to changes in data (performance) coding. 

The models are compared and discussed in greater detail later in the chapter.  
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Data for the analysis in this chapter comes from the Neighborhood Environment, Daily 

Activities, and Well-Being Study. This chapter is structured as follows. First, using a 

qualitative question from the study we explore if based on performance, neighborhood 

attributes can act as satisfiers and dissatisfiers which may impact how they influence 

resident SWB. Second, we briefly describe the variables used in the analysis and data 

coding. Next, we discuss the application and results of the three-factory theory and two 

piecewise regression models (referred to as PWR and PWR*). Finally, we compare 

results across modeling techniques. Analysis in this chapter was informed by prior work 

of Dr. Ramaswami with MS student, Kyle Flanegin. Their work with the Cantril Ladder 

also sparked the idea for testing the sensitivity of findings to various modeling types and 

coding schemas. 

As a prelude to the analysis in this section we focus on a qualitative question (also used 

in chapter 5) that can give us an initial idea regarding if neighborhood attributes can 

potentially have symmetrical and asymmetrical relationships with SWB. The question 

asked was: 

Please briefly describe the specific times when household facilities and/or neighborhood 

infrastructure have affected how you think and feel about your life? 

As discussed in the previous chapter, table 6 summarizes the results of the word 

frequency analysis (used for word clouds). For both, negative and positive influence, the 

top 20 most frequently used home or neighborhood related words are shown in the table. 

As shown in the table, numerous attributes were mentioned which had a negative and 

positive influence on how respondents thought and felt about their life. If we were to 

explore the potential existence of asymmetrical relationships between attribute 

satisfaction and SWB it would be logical to find evidence that different attributes of the 

home or neighborhood environment act as satisfiers and dissatisfiers, and that some 

attributes can have both positive and negative influences on SWB based on their 

performance.  

On further analyzing the context in which the words in table 6 are used by respondents, 

we do find a number of attributes that act as potential satisfiers. These include access to 
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parks, ability to walk and bike, access to amenities, stores and public transportation, 

neighborhood aesthetics, etc. Similarly, we also find dissatisfiers, such as construction in 

the neighborhood, lack of and mistrust in policing, condition of streets, traffic, etc. 

Finally, we are also able to identify attributes that can potentially act both as satisfiers 

and dissatisfiers based on how they are performing. These include, condition of a 

respondent’s home, a sense of safety, sense of community/neighbor, etc.  

Table 6. Word frequency analysis results top 20 home/neighborhood attribute related words used 

 
Negative Influence Positive Influence 

1 neighborhood neighborhood 

2 house community 

3 water parks 

4 construction house 

5 safety bike 

6 home close 

7 people safe 

8 street walk 

9 police access 

10 crime walking 

11 road beautiful 

12 traffic stores 

13 kids transportation 

14 broken distance 

15 living near 

16 neighbors paths 

17 safe safety 

18 unsafe walks 

19 parking amenities 

20 apartment environment 

These initial results suggest that home and neighborhood attributes can potentially have 

symmetrical and asymmetrical association with SWB and warrant further and more 

detailed research. In the following sections we explore these relationships further. 
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Analysis variables and data coding 

Measures of SWB 

The analysis in this chapter includes three measures of SWB. Two measures of evaluative 

SWB are used, the Cantril Ladder and the Satisfaction With Life Scale (SWLS). The U-

Index is used as a measure of emotional SWB. Descriptions and distributions of these 

variables have been discussed in greater detail in Chapter 5. 

Individual control variables 

Based on our review of existing literature and analysis in chapter 5 we identified and 

included several variables to control for individual differences and avoid spurious results. 

The control variables included in this analysis are age, living with spouse/partner, being 

unemployed, and personality (optimism). Due to the nature of analysis in this chapter, the 

inclusion of domain variables in conjunction with a higher number of neighborhood and 

home attributes compared to chapter 5, the number of control variables included were 

limited to account for sample size. Details and distribution of these variables have been 

discussed in greater detail in Chapter 5. 

Domain variables 

In order to control for factors other than home and neighborhood attributes that may 

influence SWB, 11 domain satisfaction variables which were scored on a 1-5 Likert scale 

indicating satisfaction were included in the analysis. These domains were: health, family 

relationships, social relationships, leisure time, education, income, home, neighborhood, 

leisure travel, police and judiciary, and government services. When detailed home and 

neighborhood attributes were included in the analysis, the home and neighborhood 

domains were excluded.  

Measures of attribute performance 

Five home attribute satisfaction variables which were scored on a 1-5 Likert scale 

indicating satisfaction were include in the analysis. These attributes were:  
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1. Home - Quality 

2. Home - Size 

3. Home - Electrical Supply 

4. Home - Heating and Cooling 

5. Home - Water Supply 

Seventeen neighborhood attribute satisfaction variables which were scored on a 1-5 

Likert scale indicating satisfaction were include in the analysis. These attributes were:  

1. Noise in the neighborhood 

2. Air quality in the neighborhood 

3. Safety from crime in the neighborhood 

4. Neighborhood greenery 

5. Streets in your neighborhood 

6. Parking in the neighborhood 

7. Bike trails/paths in the neighborhood 

8. Access to public transportation in the neighborhood 

9. Access to highways in the neighborhood 

10. Drainage in the neighborhood 

11. Access to quality leisure, recreation and entertainment 

12. Access to quality medical facilities 

13. Access to quality education institutions 

14. Access to quality banks and financial institutions  

15. Access to quality grocery stores and farmers market 

16. Access to places of worship 

17. Snow removal in the neighborhood 

Performance coding and interpretation  

Performance coding in this chapter was guided by previous work by Busacca and Padula 

(2005), Cao and Cao (2017) and Wu et al. (2018). Performance of domains and attributes 

was calculated using Likert scale scores of satisfactions (1=very dissatisfied; 

2=dissatisfied; 3=unsure; 4=satisfied; 5=very satisfied). Each domain and attribute were 
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coded into two mutually exclusive dummy variables indicating high performance and low 

performance as shown in figure 32. For the analysis we chose to recode “very satisfied” 

as 1 for all high-performance dummy variables, and recode “very dissatisfied”, 

“dissatisfied” and “unsure” as 1 for all low-performance dummy variables. That is, we 

chose “satisfied” as the reference category from the five-point satisfaction Likert scale for 

the three-factory theory and first piecewise regression (PWR) analysis. The reference 

category was set at “satisfied” for two reasons. First, as policy makers and urban planners 

we strive to provide the best possible services and infrastructure to residents. Therefore, 

the standard we strive for is making residents very satisfied as compared to simply 

satisfied. Second, in our surveys the proportion of respondents that reported being “very 

dissatisfied” or “dissatisfied” with domains and attributes was low as most respondents 

reported higher satisfaction scores. This skewed distribution would influence our 

regression results. Overall, with our coding scheme we consider the distribution of 

satisfaction variables and the service standard we aspire to.  

 

Figure 32. Coding scheme for independent variables 

 

Table 7 show the performance and average satisfaction scores of life domains, home and 

neighborhood attributes included in the analysis. Attributes and domains for which the 

highest percentage of respondents reported high performance (i.e., reported being “very 

satisfied”) included home electrical supply (66% respondents reported high 

performance), access to highways (60%), home heating and cooling (50%), home water 
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supply (49%) and education (49%). Attributes and domains for which the highest 

percentage of respondents reported low performance (i.e., reported being “unsure”, 

“dissatisfied” or “very dissatisfied”) included access to quality leisure, recreation and 

entertainment (41%), noise in the neighborhood (41%), bike trails/paths in the 

neighborhood (40%), safety from crime in the neighborhood (40%), and police and 

judiciary (40%). In terms of average satisfaction scores, respondents reported highest 

scores for home electric supply (4.54), access to highways (4.49), family relationships 

(4.28), home heating and cooling (4.26), and education (4.23). Respondents reported 

lowest average scores for noise in the neighborhood (3.39), safety from crime in the 

neighborhood (3.46), police and judiciary (3.51), access to quality leisure, recreation and 

entertainment (3.54), and income (3.56).  

Table 7. Performance and average satisfaction scores of life domains, home and neighborhood 

attributes 

  Low 

Performance 

High 

Performance 

Control/Middle 

Performance 

Average 

Age - - - 50.9 

Spouse/Partner - - - 59.9% 

Unemployed - - - 9.5% 

Optimism - - - 12.1 

Health 20.4% 32.1% 47.49% 4.0 

Family Relationships 12.8% 47.8% 39.39% 4.3 

Social Relationships 12.6% 29.6% 57.82% 4.1 

Leisure Time 28.8% 26.3% 44.97% 3.8 

Education 16.8% 48.6% 34.64% 4.2 

Income 35.5% 21.5% 43.02% 3.6 

Home 17.3% 36.6% 46.09% 4.1 

Neighborhood 22.3% 40.2% 37.43% 4.0 

Leisure Travel 25.4% 26.8% 47.77% 3.9 

Police and Judiciary 39.9% 14.2% 45.81% 3.5 

Government Services 36.6% 15.4% 48.04% 3.7 
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  Low 

Performance 

High 

Performance 

Control/Middle 

Performance 

Average 

Home - Quality 16.1% 41.0% 42.96% 4.1 

Home - Size 15.8% 48.5% 35.68% 4.2 

Home - Electrical Supply 6.8% 66.1% 27.14% 4.5 

Home - Heating and Cooling 13.6% 50.3% 36.18% 4.3 

Home - Water Supply 19.3% 48.7% 31.91% 4.2 

Noise in the neighborhood 41.2% 20.4% 38.44% 3.4 

Air quality in the neighborhood 29.6% 31.9% 38.44% 3.8 

Safety from crime in the 

neighborhood 

40.2% 24.4% 35.43% 3.5 

Neighborhood greenery 17.6% 45.5% 36.93% 4.2 

Streets in your neighborhood 28.6% 23.1% 48.24% 3.8 

Parking in the neighborhood 36.2% 25.9% 37.94% 3.6 

Bike trails/paths in the 

neighborhood 

40.2% 27.6% 32.16% 3.7 

Access to public transportation 

in the neighborhood 

26.4% 39.7% 33.92% 4.0 

Access to highways in the 

neighborhood 

8.5% 59.8% 31.66% 4.5 

Drainage in the neighborhood 29.9% 26.6% 43.47% 3.8 

Access to quality leisure, 

recreation and entertainment 

41.5% 26.6% 31.91% 3.5 

Access to quality medical 

facilities 

15.8% 44.2% 39.95% 4.2 

Access to quality education 

institutions 

31.7% 33.4% 34.92% 3.8 

Access to quality banks and 

financial institutions  

20.9% 35.7% 43.47% 4.0 

Access to quality grocery stores 

and farmers market 

30.4% 27.9% 41.71% 3.7 

Access to places of worship 32.2% 28.4% 39.45% 3.9 
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  Low 

Performance 

High 

Performance 

Control/Middle 

Performance 

Average 

Snow removal in the 

neighborhood 

26.9% 26.6% 46.48% 3.8 

 

Attribute classification - foundational, consistently important and added 

bonus 

In chapter three we discussed Kano’s model of attractive quality (Kano, 1984) which has 

since been expanded on by various marketing practitioners and researches making it one 

of the most prominent service quality (SQ) models (Mikulić, 2007). To briefly reiterate, 

Kano’s model is based on the premise that certain product/service attributes influence or 

create satisfaction while others influence or create dissatisfaction. Further, these 

product/service attributes can have varied influence on a consumers’ overall satisfaction 

based on how they are performing. The performance here is typically measured using a 

consumers’ level of satisfaction with a specific product/service attribute (Mikulić, 2007). 

Using this foundation, there has been an increased consensus in customer satisfaction 

research on the three-factor structure of satisfaction (Anderson et al., 2004; Berman, 

2005; Füller & Matzler, 2008; Fűller et al., 2006; Olever, 1997). Similarly, advances in 

sustainability science have identified a similar three-factor structure when it comes to 

studying the impact of various infrastructure sectors on health and well-being 

(Ramaswami, 2020). Drawing from these two literatures, in the following sections we use 

three-factor theory and piecewise regression to identify various domain, home and 

neighborhood variables as being foundational, consistently important and an added bonus 

for SWB (Ramaswami, 2020).  

• Foundational factors: These attributes cause dissatisfaction if they perform poorly 

but do not influence satisfaction if they perform well. These attributes are 

prerequisites that users take for granted which make them necessary but not 

sufficient for satisfaction. There exists an asymmetrical relationship between 
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attribute level performance and overall satisfaction and low performance of these 

attributes has a larger influence on overall satisfaction than high performance.  

• Consistently important factors: These attributes cause satisfaction when they 

perform well and dissatisfaction when they do not. They are both necessary and 

sufficient for satisfaction. There exists a symmetrical relationship between 

attribute level performance and overall satisfaction 

• Added bonus factors: These attributes lead to satisfaction when they perform well 

but do not cause dissatisfaction when they do not. The satisfaction they cause is 

unexpected and when they perform well, they create delight. Hence, they are 

sufficient for satisfaction but not necessary. There exists an asymmetrical 

relationship between attribute level performance and overall satisfaction and high 

performance of these attributes has a larger influence on overall satisfaction than 

low performance. 

Regression models (three-factor theory) 

To better understand the influence of domain and attribute performance on SWB, four 

regression models were used for each of the three measures of SWB (12 models in total). 

Three models focused on the performance of the eleven domains and one model focused 

on combining domain performance with neighborhood and home attribute performance to 

assess their combined influence on the three measures of SWB.  

Domain Models: For all domain models, the SWB measure was the dependent variable. 

Based on the nature of the variables, relationship with the Cantril Ladder was explored 

using ordered logistic regression, SWLS using OLS regression, and U-index using 

generalized linear model regression. Regression coefficients were then used to categorize 

domains as being foundational, consistently important, or an added bonus. 

1. All respondent (full sample) domain model: High and low performance dummy 

variables of each domain were regressed on all three SWB measures.  

2. Two income-based domain models: To explore if these results varied by income, 

the respondents were spilt into two groups. Those with an annual income of up to 

$49,999 were classified at the low income (relatively) group (28% of the sample) 
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and those with annual incomes of $75,000 or above were classified as the high 

income group (43% of the sample). Respondents earning between $50,000 to 

$74,999 were excluded from the analysis. Next, for each income group, high and 

low performance dummy variables of each domain were regressed on all three 

SWB measures.  

Domain and attribute model: For the domain and attribute model, the SWB measure 

was the dependent variable. The choice of regression model for each SWB measure and 

categorization based on the three-factor theory was the same as the domain models. High 

and low performance dummy variables of each domain and attribute were regressed on 

all three SWB measures. 

Results (three-factor theory) 

Cantril Ladder 

Table 8 shows the results for the three Cantril Ladder and domain-based regression 

models. Stars are used to indicate various significance thresholds (* p<.05; ** p<.01; *** 

p<.001). Results are presented as odds ratios.  

Table 8. Domain performance and Cantril Ladder regression models (three-factor theory) 

  Cantril Ladder (Odds Ratio) 

  All Respondents Low Income High Income 

  Low High Low High Low High 

Individual Controls 

Age 1.01*** 1.02* 0.99 

Spouse/Partner 1.47** 1.53 3.03* 

Unemployed 0.89 1.32 0.67 

Optimism 1.18*** 1.14* 1.43* 

Life Domains 

Health 0.45 1.3 0.89 1.81 0.29* 1.31 

Family Relationships 0.86 1.88** 1.15 1.74 0.84 1.22 

Social Relationships 0.62 1.57* 1.02 4.7** 0.59 1.07 
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  Cantril Ladder (Odds Ratio) 

  All Respondents Low Income High Income 

  Low High Low High Low High 

Leisure Time 1.09 1.63* 0.66 1.21 0.8 2.03 

Education 0.59 1.27 0.59 1.44 0.22*** 1.25 

Income 0.98 2.99*** 0.53* 7.27*** 0.75 2.24* 

Home 0.24*** 1.42 0.11*** 0.58 0.77 1.79 

Neighborhood 1.19 0.69 1.53 1.16 0.73 0.69 

Leisure Travel 0.7 0.94 2.25 0.64 0.68 1.43 

Police and Judiciary 0.59* 0.81 0.52 1.5 0.34*** 0.16 

Government Services 0.93 1.02 0.32** 0.24 2.25 7.08 

N 356 126 161 

Pseudo R2 0.19 0.22 0.19 

legend: * p<.05; ** p<.01; *** p<.001 

Low = low performance 

High = High performance 

 

All respondents (full sample) - domain and Cantril Ladder model:  

Based on the regression results, figure 33 shows the categorization of domains as 

foundational, consistently important, or an added bonus. Of the eleven domains tested, 

two were categorized as foundational. At low performance these factors have a negative 

influence on Cantril score but have no influence on it at high performance. At low 

performance, the odds of home being associated with higher Cantril scores were lower 

(OR=.24; p<.001). Similarly, at low performance, the odds of police and judiciary being 

associated with higher Cantril scores were lower (OR=.59; p<.05). None of the domains 

were categorized as being consistently important. Four domains were identified as an 

added bonus. At low performance these factors have no influence on Cantril scores but at 

high performance they enhance it. At high performance, the odds of being associated 

with higher Cantril scores were higher for family relationships (OR=1.88; p<.01), social 

relationships (OR=1.57; p<.05), leisure time (OR=1.63; p<.05) and income (OR=2.99; 

p<.001).  
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Figure 33. All respondent Cantril Ladder and domain model: Foundational, consistently important, 

and added bonus domains 

 

Low income respondents - domain and Cantril Ladder model: 

Based on the regression results, figure 34 shows the categorization of domains as 

foundational, consistently important, or an added bonus. Of the eleven domains tested, 

two were categorized as foundational. At low performance, the odds of home being 

associated with higher Cantril scores were lower (OR=.11; p<.001). Similarly, at low 

performance, the odds of government services being associated with higher Cantril scores 

were lower (OR=.32; p<.01). Only one domain was categorized as being consistently 

important. That is, when not performing well they reduce Cantril scores and when 

performing well they enhance it. At low performance, the odds of income being 

associated with higher Cantril scores were lower (OR=.53; p<.05) and at high 

performance the odds were higher (OR=7.27; p<.001). One domain was identified as an 

added bonus. At high performance, the odds of social relationships being associated with 

higher Cantril scores were higher (OR=4.7; p<.01). 
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Figure 34. Low income Cantril Ladder and domain model: Foundational, consistently important, 

and added bonus domains 

High income respondents - domain and Cantril Ladder model 

Based on the regression results, figure 35 shows the categorization of domains as 

foundational, consistently important or an added bonus. Three domains were categorized 

as foundational. At low performance, the odds of being associated with higher Cantril 

scores were lower for health (OR=.29; p<.05), education (OR=.22; p<.001) and police 

and judiciary (OR=.34; p<.001). Finally, one domain was identified as an added bonus. 

At high performance, the odds of income being associated with higher Cantril scores 

were higher (OR=2.24; p<.05). 
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Figure 35. High income Cantril Ladder and domain model: Foundational, consistently important, 

and added bonus domains 

All respondents (full sample) domain and attribute model (Cantril Ladder): 

Table 9 shows the results for the domain and attribute-based regression model. Based on 

the regression results, figure 36 shows the categorization of domains and attributes 

variables as foundational, consistently important, or an added bonus.  

Table 9 Domain and attribute performance, and Cantril Ladder regression models (three-factor 

theory) 

  Cantril Ladder (Odds Ratio) 

  Low High 

Individual Controls 

Age 1 

Spouse/Partner 1.87*** 

Unemployed 0.93 

Optimism 1.2*** 

Life Domains 
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  Cantril Ladder (Odds Ratio) 

  Low High 

Health 0.39* 1.01 

Family Relationships 0.69 1.88*** 

Social Relationships 0.79 1.18 

Leisure Time 1.21 1.81 

Education 0.54* 1.28 

Income 0.87 3.52*** 

Leisure Travel 0.52 0.8 

Police and Judiciary 0.77 0.64 

Government Services 0.78 1.2 

Home Attributes 

Home - Quality 0.65 2.34** 

Home - Size 0.84 1.27 

Home - Electrical Supply 1.41 0.67 

Home - Heating and Cooling 0.62 1.52 

Home - Water Supply 0.95 0.91 

Neighborhood Attributes 

Noise in the neighborhood 1.26 0.82 

Air quality in the neighborhood 0.79 0.83 

Safety from crime in the neighborhood 1.22 0.96 

Neighborhood greenery 0.27*** 0.89 

Streets in your neighborhood 0.97 0.99 

Parking in the neighborhood 1.79 1.91* 

Bike trails/paths in the neighborhood 0.79 0.79 

Access to public transportation in the neighborhood 0.9 1.44 

Access to highways in the neighborhood 1.69 1.11 

Drainage in the neighborhood 1.15 1.84 

Access to quality leisure, recreation and entertainment 0.76 1.06 

Access to quality medical facilities 1.04 0.99 

Access to quality education institutions 1.51 0.89 

Access to quality banks and financial institutions  0.9 0.87 
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  Cantril Ladder (Odds Ratio) 

  Low High 

Access to quality grocery stores and farmers market 1.22* 0.88 

Access to places of worship 1.22 0.82 

Snow removal in the neighborhood 0.72* 1.23 

N 356 

Pseudo R2 0.23 

legend: * p<.05; ** p<.01; *** p<.001 

Low = low performance 

High = High performance 

 

Four variables categorized as foundational. At low performance, the odds of being 

associated with higher Cantril scores were lower for health (OR=.39; p<.05), education 

(OR=.54; p<.05), neighborhood greenery (OR=.27; p<.001), and snow removal (OR=.72; 

p<.05). None of the variables were categorized as being consistently important. Four 

variables were identified as an added bonus. At high performance, the odds of being 

associated with higher Cantril scores were higher for family relationships (OR=1.88; 

p<.001), income (OR=3.52; p<.001), home quality (OR=2.34; p<.01), and parking in the 

neighborhood (OR=1.91; p<.05). 
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Figure 36. Domain and attribute model (Cantril Ladder): Foundational, consistently important, and 

added bonus domains 

SWLS 

Table 10 shows the results for the three SWLS and domain-based regression models. 

Stars are used to indicated various significance thresholds (* p<.05; ** p<.01; *** 

p<.001). Results are presented as regression coefficients.  

Table 10. Domain performance and SWLS regression models (three-factor theory) 

  SWLS (Coefficient) 

  All Respondents Low Income High Income 

  Low High Low High Low High 

Individual Controls 

Age -0.04* -0.04 -0.01 

Spouse/Partner 1.69*** 1.12 1.16* 

Unemployed -0.28 -0.55 1.09 

Optimism 0.49** 0.37 0.60** 
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  SWLS (Coefficient) 

  All Respondents Low Income High Income 

  Low High Low High Low High 

Life Domains 

Health -2.73** -0.78 -2.16** -0.01 -1.96* -0.47 

Family Relationships -0.52 0.56 0.02 0.38 -0.07 0.39 

Social Relationships -2.51** 0.49 -1.95 0.64 -3.95** -0.29 

Leisure Time -0.63 0.79 -1.79 1.15 -0.32 0.62 

Education -0.86 0.84 -0.55 2.15 -1.29 0.45 

Income -1.29 0.98 -3.07 -2.59* -0.29 1.69 

Home -3.54*** 0.67 -4.55** -0.83 -0.19 0.89 

Neighborhood -0.24 -0.92 -0.67 -0.61 -0.05 -0.78 

Leisure Travel -0.49 -0.22 1.59 -0.21 -1.09 -0.66 

Police and Judiciary -0.91 1.96 0.01 6.27*** -1.96 -1.56 

Government Services 0.06 -0.67 -1.18* -4.78* 0.47 2.18* 

Constant 23.01*** 
 

25.31** 
 

21.23*** 

N 355 126 161 

R2 0.57 0.59 0.42 

legend: * p<.05; ** p<.01; *** p<.001 

Low = low performance 

High = High performance 

 

All respondents (full sample) domain and SWLS model:  

Based on the regression results, figure 37 shows the categorization of domains as 

foundational, consistently important, or an added bonus. Of the 11 domains tested, three 

were categorized as foundational. At low performance, health (β=-2.73; p<.01), social 

relationships (β=-2.51; p<.01), and home (β=-3.54; p<.001) were negatively associated 

with SWLS scores.  
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Figure 37. All respondent SWLS and domain model: Foundational, consistently important, and 

added bonus domains 

Low income respondents - domain and SWLS model 

Based on the regression results, figure 38 shows the categorization of domains as 

foundational, consistently important, or an added bonus. Of the 11 domains tested, two 

were categorized as foundational. At low performance, health (β=-2.16; p<.01) and home 

(β=-4.55; p<.01) were negatively associated with SWLS scores. One domain was 

categorized as an added bonus. At high performance, police and judiciary (β=-6.27; 

p<.001) was positively associated with SWLS scores.  
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Figure 38. Low income SWLS and domain model: Foundational, consistently important, and added 

bonus domains 

High income respondents - domain and SWLS model 

Based on the regression results, figure 39 shows the categorization of domains as 

foundational, consistently important or an added bonus. Of the 11 domains tested, two 

were categorized as foundational. At low performance, health (β=-1.96; p<.05) and social 

relationships (β=-3.95; p<.01) were negatively associated with SWLS scores. One 

domain was categorized as an added bonus. At high performance, government services 

(β=2.18; p<.05) was positively associated with SWLS scores. 
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Figure 39. High income SWLS and domain model: Foundational, consistently important, and added 

bonus domains 

All respondents (full sample) domain and attribute model (SWLS): 

Table 11 shows the results for the domain and attribute-based regression model. Based on 

the regression results, figure 40 shows the categorization of domains and attributes 

variables as foundational, consistently important, or an added bonus.  

Table 11 Domain and attribute performance, and SWLS regression models (three-factor theory) 

  SWLS (Coefficient) 

  Low High 

Individual Controls 

Age -0.04 

Spouse/Partner 1.89** 

Unemployed -0.65 

Optimism 0.52* 

Life Domains 

Health -2.31** -0.79 
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  SWLS (Coefficient) 

  Low High 

Family Relationships -0.46 0.47 

Social Relationships -2.14** 0.05 

Leisure Time -0.67 0.92 

Education -0.66 1.04* 

Income -1.18 1.11 

Leisure Travel -0.68 -0.31 

Police and Judiciary -0.58 1.56 

Government Services 0.29 -0.64 

Home Attributes 

Home - Quality -1.97 0.51 

Home - Size -1.19 -0.07 

Home - Electrical Supply 0.16 0.49 

Home - Heating and Cooling -0.28 -0.38 

Home - Water Supply -0.21 -0.02 

Neighborhood Attributes 

Noise in the neighborhood -0.41 -0.23 

Air quality in the neighborhood -0.73 -0.61 

Safety from crime in the neighborhood 0.16 0.22 

Neighborhood greenery -0.92 0.13 

Streets in your neighborhood 0.25 0.51 

Parking in the neighborhood 0.51 0.31 

Bike trails/paths in the neighborhood -0.77 -1.33 

Access to public transportation in the neighborhood -0.29 0.39 

Access to highways in the neighborhood 0.59 0.59 

Drainage in the neighborhood -0.30 0.31 

Access to quality leisure, recreation and entertainment -0.76 -0.69 

Access to quality medical facilities 1.65* 1.48 

Access to quality education institutions -0.63 -0.08 

Access to quality banks and financial institutions  -0.03 -0.46 

Access to quality grocery stores and farmers market 0.47 -0.21 
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  SWLS (Coefficient) 

  Low High 

Access to places of worship 0.33 -0.05 

Snow removal in the neighborhood -0.73 -0.56 

Constant 22.65*** 

N 355 

R2 0.6 

legend: * p<.05; ** p<.01; *** p<.001 

Low = low performance 

High = High performance 

 

Two variables were categorized as foundational. At low performance, health (β=-2.31; 

p<.01), and social relationships (β=-2.14; p<.01) were negatively associated with SWLS 

scores. One domain was categorized as an added bonus. At high performance, education 

(β=1.04; p<.05) was positively associated with SWLS scores. 

 

Figure 40. Domain and attribute model (SWLS): Foundational, consistently important, and added 

bonus domains 
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U-index 

Table 12 shows the results for the three U-index and domain-based regression models. 

Stars are used to indicated various significance thresholds (* p<.05; ** p<.01; *** 

p<.001). Results are presented as odds ratios.  

Table 12. Domain performance and U-index regression models (three-factor theory) 

  U-index (Odds Ratio) 

  All Respondents Low Income High Income 

  Low High Low High Low High 

Individual Controls 

Age 0.98*** 0.97*** 0.98* 

Spouse/Partner 1.07 1.78 0.93 

Unemployed 0.91 0.76* 3.15** 

Optimism 0.93 0.91 1.01 

Life Domains 

Health 1.26 0.55*** 0.72 0.4** 1.34 0.57* 

Family Relationships 0.9 0.99 0.77 1.17 0.96 0.68 

Social Relationships 0.89 1.11 0.86 0.51*** 1.55 1.42 

Leisure Time 1.27** 0.75 1.23 0.78 0.67 0.59* 

Education 0.88 1.28 0.79 1.48 1.09 0.93 

Income 0.97 0.9 1.11 1.43 0.75 0.94 

Home 1.86*** 1.23 1.76* 1.15 2.65*** 1.37 

Neighborhood 0.93 1.04 1.17 0.53 0.78 1.46 

Leisure Travel 0.99 0.49*** 0.43*** 0.39*** 1.15 0.47 

Police and Judiciary 1.59 1.02 2.82* 2.21 1.35 1.07 

Government Services 1.03 1.4 1.55 1.85 1.13 1.57 

Constant 0.83 1.51 0.24 

N 341 118 156 

legend: * p<.05; ** p<.01; *** p<.001 

Low = low performance 

High = High performance 
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All respondents (full sample) - U-index and domain model:  

Based on the regression results, figure 41 shows the categorization of domains as 

foundational, consistently important, or an added bonus. Of the 11 domains tested, two 

were categorized as foundational. At low performance, the odds of leisure time being 

associated with higher U-index scores were higher (OR=1.27; p<.01). Similarly, at low 

performance, the odds of home being associated with higher U-index scores were higher 

(OR=1.86; p<.001). Two domains were categorized as an added bonus. At high 

performance, the odds of health being associated with higher U-index scores were lower 

(OR=.55; p<.001). Similarly, at high performance, the odds of leisure travel being 

associated with higher U-index scores were lower (OR=.49; p<.001). 

 

Figure 41. All respondent U-index and domain model: Foundational, consistently important, and 

added bonus domains 

Low income respondents - U-index and domain model 

Based on the regression results, figure 42 shows the categorization of domains as 

foundational, consistently important, or an added bonus. Of the 11 domains tested, two 

were categorized as foundational. At low performance, the odds of home being associated 
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with higher U-index scores were higher (OR=1.76; p<.05). Similarly, at low 

performance, the odds of police and judiciary being associated with higher U-index 

scores were higher (OR=2.82; p<.05). Two domains were categorized as an added bonus. 

At high performance, the odds of health being associated with higher U-index scores 

were lower (OR=.4; p<.01). Similarly, at high performance, the odds of social 

relationships being associated with higher U-index scores were lower (OR=.51; p<.001). 

 

Figure 42. Low income U-index and domain model: Foundational, consistently important, and added 

bonus domains 

High income respondents - U-index and domain model 

Based on the regression results, figure 43 shows the categorization of domains as 

foundational, consistently important or an added bonus. Of the 11 domains tested, one 

was categorized as foundational. At low performance, the odds of home being associated 

with higher U-index scores were higher (OR=2.65; p<.001). Two domains were 

categorized as an added bonus. At high performance, the odds of health being associated 

with higher U-index scores were lower (OR=.57; p<.05). Similarly, at high performance, 
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the odds of leisure time being associated with higher U-index scores were lower 

(OR=.59; p<.05). 

 

Figure 43. High income U-index and domain model: Foundational, consistently important, and added 

bonus domains 

All respondents (full sample) domain and attribute model (U-index): 

Table 13 shows the results for the domain and attribute-based regression model. Based on 

the regression results, figure 44 shows the categorization of domains and attributes 

variables as foundational, consistently important, or an added bonus.  

Table 13 Domain and attribute performance, and U-index regression models (three-factor theory) 

  U-index (Odds Ratio) 

  Low High 

Individual Controls 

Age 0.97*** 

Spouse/Partner 1.09 

Unemployed 0.88 
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  U-index (Odds Ratio) 

  Low High 

Optimism 0.93*** 

Life Domains 

Health 1.35* 0.55*** 

Family Relationships 0.89 0.85 

Social Relationships 0.85 1.33* 

Leisure Time 1.11 0.53 

Education 0.84 1.19 

Income 0.81 0.83** 

Leisure Travel 1.41 0.45*** 

Police and Judiciary 1.55 1.88 

Government Services 0.99 1.25 

Home Attributes 

Home - Quality 1.27 1.48 

Home - Size 1.09 1.05 

Home - Electrical Supply 0.73 0.86 

Home - Heating and Cooling 0.61 0.79 

Home - Water Supply 1.17 1.05 

Neighborhood Attributes 

Noise in the neighborhood 1.02 0.65** 

Air quality in the neighborhood 0.78 1.24 

Safety from crime in the neighborhood 0.88 0.97 

Neighborhood greenery 1.52 1.32 

Streets in your neighborhood 0.84 0.89 

Parking in the neighborhood 0.97 0.57* 

Bike trails/paths in the neighborhood 1.32 1.06 

Access to public transportation in the neighborhood 0.84 0.87 

Access to highways in the neighborhood 1.29 1.21 

Drainage in the neighborhood 2.05*** 1.03 

Access to quality leisure, recreation and entertainment 1.61 1.87* 

Access to quality medical facilities 0.49 0.92 
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  U-index (Odds Ratio) 

  Low High 

Access to quality education institutions 1.18 1.38 

Access to quality banks and financial institutions  0.96 0.64 

Access to quality grocery stores and farmers market 0.96 1.13 

Access to places of worship 0.86 1.26 

Snow removal in the neighborhood 1.17 0.88 

Constant 0.73 

N 341 

legend: * p<.05; ** p<.01; *** p<.001 

Low = low performance 

High = High performance 

 

Of the variables tested, one was categorized as foundational. At low performance, the 

odds of drainage in the neighborhood being associated with higher U-index scores were 

higher (OR=2.05; p<.001). One variable was categorized as consistently important. At 

low performance, the odds of health being associated with higher U-index scores were 

higher (OR=1.35; p<.05). At high performance, the odds of health being associated with 

higher U-index scores were lower (OR=.55; p<.001). Four variables were categorized as 

an added bonus. At high performance, the odds of income being associated with higher 

U-index scores were lower (OR=.83; p<.01). Similarly, at high performance, the odds of 

leisure travel being associated with higher U-index scores were lower (OR=.45; p<.001). 

At high performance, the odds of noise in the neighborhood being associated with higher 

U-index scores were lower (OR=.65; p<.01). Finally, at high performance, the odds of 

parking in the neighborhood being associated with higher U-index scores were lower 

(OR=.57; p<.05). 
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Figure 44. Domain and attribute model (U-index): Foundational, consistently important, and added 

bonus domains 

Table 14 summarizes the three-factor theory results for the three measures of SWB 

(domain and attribute models) included in this analysis. Only domains and attributes 

significant in one of the three models are shown in the table. Comparing the two 

evaluative measures of SWB, the Cantril Ladder and SWLS, associations were consistent 

for only health which was foundational in both models. These associations were not 

consistent for family relationships, social relationships, education, income, home quality, 

neighborhood greenery, parking in the neighborhood and snow removal in the 

neighborhood. The inconsistency in findings across the two evaluative measures of SWB 

was also evident in our analysis in chapter 5. Comparing evaluative and emotional SWB 

measures, the Cantril ladder and U-index, associations were only consistent for income 

and parking in the neighborhood.  
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Table 14. Three-factor theory results by SWB measure 

  Evaluative SWB Emotional 

SWB 

Cantril 

Ladder 

SWLS U-index 

Life Domains 

Health F F CI 

Family Relationships AB 
  

Social Relationships 
 

F 
 

Education F AB 
 

Income AB 
 

AB 

Leisure Travel 
  

AB 

Home Attributes 

Home - Quality AB 
  

Neighborhood Attributes 

Noise in the neighborhood 
  

AB 

Neighborhood greenery F 
  

Parking in the neighborhood AB 
 

AB 

Drainage in the neighborhood 
  

F 

Snow removal in the neighborhood F 
  

F - Foundational 

CI - Consistently Important  

AB - Added Bonus 

 

There are several additional key takeaways from the three-factor theory regression results 

in this chapter. First, the results support the three-factor theory structure by showing that 

the level of performance of life domains and home/neighborhood attributes does impact 

how they potentially influence evaluative and emotional SWB. Second, the domain 

performance models suggest that not only can the relationship between the performance 

of a domain and SWB be symmetric or asymmetric, but also that these relationships can 

vary between groups (such as income groups used in the analysis). For example, when 

looking at the association between health and the Cantril Ladder, health is a foundational 
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factor for the high-income group but is unimportant for the low-income group. Similarly, 

when looking at police and judiciary and the U-INDEX, police and judiciary is a 

foundational factor for the low-income group but unimportant for the high-income group. 

Third, when looking at home and neighborhood attributes, both seem to play a role in 

determining evaluative SWB. However, for emotional SWB none of the home attributes 

were associated with the U-index. Fourth, when comparing the two measures of 

evaluative SWB, the Cantril Ladder shows associations with a higher number of home 

and neighborhood attributes as compared to the SWLS. Finally, the addition of detailed 

home and neighborhood attributes (compared to the only domain model) slightly 

improves the fit of the regression model. For example, when looking at the SWLS 

domain (all respondents) vs the SWLS domain and attribute models the R squared value 

increases from .57 to .60. Similarly, when looking at the Cantril Ladder domain (all 

respondents) vs the Cantril Ladder domain and attribute models the pseudo R squared 

value increases from .19 to .23. It is important to point out that while pseudo R squared 

values cannot be interpreted in the same way as R squared values they can be used to 

identify which model better predicts the outcome in the same dataset (Long, 1997; Long 

& Freese, 2006). Findings more specific to neighborhoods studied are discussed in 

chapter 7 in the section - neighborhood attributes to focus on. 

Piecewise regression models  

While the three-factor theory is a useful tool to explore the nature of the relationship 

between neighborhood attributes and SWB by no means is it the only viable approach. It 

is important to point out that the focus of this approach has typically been a single 

product or service (e.g., transit) and the samples studied are typically users (see table 15).  

While not common in the consumer satisfaction literature, the use of piecewise regression 

to explore the symmetry of relationships is prevalent in other disciplines. The premise of 

piecewise regression is that when looking at the relationship between a dependent and 

independent variable, the symmetry of the relationship may vary for different value 

ranges of the independent value. Therefore, a single model may not adequately or 

accurately depict the relationship. Piecewise regression addresses this issue by fitting 
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multiple models for different value ranges of the independent variable. Value ranges are 

determined by breakpoints that are either heuristically determined or calculated. Based on 

the regression slopes of different value ranges of the independent variable one can 

determine the nature of relationship between the independent and dependent variable is 

symmetric or not (S. E. Ryan, 2007). These value ranges are also used to test for 

thresholds and reverse thresholds with relation to the outcome variable. Examples of its 

application include looking at the impacts of layoffs on well-being, changing personality 

traits on well-being, digital media use on well-being, smoking patterns on quality of life, 

disease severity on quality of life, and quality of childcare on various child outcomes 

(Burchinal, Vandergrift, Pianta, & Mashburn, 2010; Coste, Quinquis, D'Almeida, & 

Audureau, 2014; Ferrucci et al., 2000; Martin & Keyes, 2015; Modrek, Hamad, & 

Cullen, 2015; Twenge & Campbell, 2019). The neighborhood environment is a complex 

construct where numerous products (infrastructure) and services are assessed in 

conjunction to each other. Since the application of the three-factor theory to study the 

influence of the neighborhood environment on SWB (evaluative in this case) is new, it is 

of value to incorporate additional modeling approaches to test the sensitivity of methods 

and work towards a model best suited for such research.   

The key distinction between the piecewise regression models and the three-factor 

regression model is how high and low performance dummy variables are used in 

regression models. For the three-factor theory regression models, both high and low 

performance dummy variables are incorporated into the same model. Therefore, results 

for the two dummy variables are in comparison to a consistent middle performance 

group. However, in the piecewise regression models, high and low performance dummy 

variables are analyzed in two separate regression models. Therefore, results for the two 

dummy variables are not in comparison to a consistent middle performance group. For 

example, in the model analyzing the association between low performance dummy 

variables and SWB, results for the low performance dummy variable are in comparison to 

the middle and high performance groups. Similarly, in the model analyzing the 

association between high performance dummy variables and SWB, results for the high 

performance dummy variable are in comparison to the middle and low performance 
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groups. While results from the three-factor theory model and piecewise regression model 

are obviously interpreted differently, results from the two can be used to compare 

symmetry of the relationships between various domains and attributes and SWB and 

assess their sensitivity to modeling approaches.  

Globally, in the context of neighborhood infrastructure there exist not only disparities in 

quality but also access to certain amenities and services. For example, there may be 

groups that do not have access to basic services while others may over-consume services. 

In such cases it is important to capture the differences in performance of attributes for a 

specific sub-group compared to the remaining population rather than an average 

performance group as true disparities may be diluted in such analysis. In such cases 

piecewise regression can be very useful. An example would be understanding what 

influences SWB only at low-performance in comparison to all other level of 

performance. Here we are testing if the relationship between attributes at low 

performance and SWB is linear or not. Similarly, we could run a model to test if the 

relationship between attributes at high performance and SWB is linear or not. This 

analysis method can be used to tailor policies and strategies to focus on specific 

population groups based on policy goals. If the policy focus is on improving SWB for 

those experiencing lower performance of neighborhood amenities and services (typically 

under-resourced neighborhoods) policy makers can focus on amenities and services 

associated with SWB at low performance. If the policy focus is to improve SWB at both 

ends of the performance spectrum then policy makers can focus on amenities and 

services associated with SWB at both levels of performance. Thus, depending on the 

initial performance of an attribute similar improvements may have different impacts on 

SWB. Based on the geographical disparities in neighborhood amenities and services this 

may lead to very different strategies to improve SWB.  

Based on the studies reviewed (not a comprehensive review) in this research table 15 

highlights some of the key differences between the three-factor theory and piecewise 

regression analysis.  
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Table 15 Contrasting the use of three-factor theory and piecewise regression in existing 

research 

 Three-Factor Theory (TFT) Piecewise Regression (PWR) 

Who is 

studied? 

- Customers of a specific service 

or product. 

- General population or specific groups 

(based on income, age, disease, etc.) 

Access to 

attribute 

or service  

- Everyone in the sample typically 

has access to the attribute or 

service. 

- No assumption of equal access to any 

service or attribute. 

Purpose  

- Assess service quality. 

- Set priorities (or better 

understand) for satisfaction 

management of a product or 

service. 

- Understanding priorities of 

segmented customers (by income, 

lifestyle, etc.) 

- Identification of thresholds associated with 

better outcomes. 

- Testing different ranges of scale values 

(e.g., disease severity). 

- Segmentation of time periods. 

Examples 

- Satisfaction factors for – transit 

satisfaction, shareholder 

satisfaction, snowboarding slopes, 

tourist surveys, mobile 

communication service, etc. 

- Layoffs on well-being, changing 

personality traits on well-being, digital media 

use on well-being, smoking patterns on 

quality of life, disease severity on quality of 

life, etc. 

 

For this analysis we use the same dataset and variables the three-factor theory analysis. 

For the first piecewise regression model (PWR) we use the same performance coding at 

the three-factor theory regression. However, the coding is changed in the second 

piecewise regression model (PWR*).  

Regression models (PWR and PWR*) 

To better understand the influence of domain and attribute performance on SWB eight 

regression models were used for each of the three measures of SWB (24 models in total). 

Six models focused on the performance of the 11 domains and two models focused on 
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combining domain performance with neighborhood and home attribute performance to 

assess their combined influence on the three measures of SWB.  

Domain Models: For all domain models, the SWB measure was the dependent variable. 

Based on the nature of the variables, relationship with the Cantril Ladder was explored 

using ordered logistic regression, SWLS using OLS regression, and U-index using 

generalized linear model regression.  

1. All respondent (full sample) domain model: Two separate models, one with low 

performance dummy variables and one with high performance dummy variables 

of each domain, were regressed on all three SWB measures.  

2. Two income-based domain models: To explore if these results varied by income, 

the respondents were spilt into two groups. Those with an annual income of up to 

$49,999 were classified at the low income (relatively) group (28% of the sample) 

and those with annual incomes of $75,000 or above were classified as the high 

income group (43% of the sample). Respondents earning between $50,000 to 

$74,999 were excluded from the analysis. Next, for each income group, two 

separate models, one with low performance dummy variables and one with high 

performance dummy variables of each domain, were regressed on all three SWB 

measures. 

Domain and attribute model: For the domain and attribute model, the SWB measure 

was the dependent variable. The choice of regression model for each SWB measure was 

the same as the domain models. Two separate models, one with low performance dummy 

variables and one with high performance dummy variables of each domain and attribute, 

were regressed on all three SWB measures. 

Results PWR 

Cantril Ladder 

Table 16 shows the results for the three domain-based regression models. Stars are used 

to indicated various significance thresholds (* p<.05; ** p<.01; *** p<.001). Results are 

presented as odds ratios.  
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Table 16. Domain performance and Cantril Ladder regression models (PWR) 

  Cantril Ladder (Odds Ratio) 

  All Respondents Low Income High Income 

  Low High Low High Low High 

Individual Controls 

Age 1.02*** 1 1.02** 1.01* 1 0.99 

Spouse/Partner 1.75** 2.2*** 1.53 2.52** 2.36** 3.52** 

Unemployed 1 0.55 1.67 0.8 0.73 0.28*** 

Optimism 1.21*** 1.24*** 1.15* 1.17*** 1.38* 1.38* 

Life Domains 

Health 0.45* 1.5 0.74 1.36 0.33*** 1.76 

Family 

Relationships 

0.76 2.1*** 0.97 2.07** 0.7 1.25 

Social 

Relationships 

0.63** 1.39 0.87 3.3*** 0.89 1.13 

Leisure Time 0.71 1.73* 0.54 1.07 0.53 2.11 

Education 0.47* 1.85*** 0.45 1.89 0.17*** 1.79*** 

Income 0.65 2.57*** 0.44** 4.57*** 0.55 2.1*** 

Home 0.22*** 1.79* 0.14*** 1.81 0.62 1.77** 

Neighborhood 1.38* 0.96 1.84 1.73 0.88 0.94 

Leisure Travel 0.7 1.1 1.67 0.8 0.52 1.75 

Police and 

Judiciary 

0.58 0.71 0.69 0.89 0.35** 0.33 

Government 

Services 

0.91 1.45 0.37** 0.64 1.54 3.59 

N 356 356 126 126 161 161 

Pseudo R2 0.1512 0.1475 0.1696 0.1367 0.1433 0.134 

legend: * p<.05; ** p<.01; *** p<.001 

Low = low performance 

High = High performance 
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All respondents (full sample) - domain and Cantril Ladder model:  

Of the eleven domains tested, two were categorized as foundational. At low performance 

these factors have a negative influence on Cantril score but have no influence on it at 

high performance. At low performance, the odds of health being associated with higher 

Cantril scores were lower (OR=.45; p<.05). Similarly, at low performance, the odds of 

social relationships being associated with higher Cantril scores were lower (OR=.63; 

p<.01). 

Two domains were categorized as being consistently important. That is, when not 

performing well they reduce Cantril scores and when performing well they enhance it. At 

low performance, the odds of education being associated with higher Cantril scores were 

lower (OR=.47; p<.05) and at high performance the odds were higher (OR=1.85; 

p<.001). Similarly, at low performance, the odds of home being associated with higher 

Cantril scores were lower (OR=.22; p<.001) and at high performance the odds were 

higher (OR=1.79; p<.05).  

Three domains were identified as an added bonus. At low performance these factors have 

no influence on Cantril scores but at high performance they enhance it. At high 

performance, the odds of being associated with higher Cantril scores were higher for 

family relationships (OR=2.1; p<.001), leisure time (OR=1.73; p<.05) and income 

(OR=2.57; p<.001).  

Low income respondents - domain and Cantril Ladder model: 

Of the eleven domains tested, two were categorized as foundational. At low performance, 

the odds of home being associated with higher Cantril scores were lower (OR=.14; 

p<.001). Similarly, at low performance, the odds of government services being associated 

with higher Cantril scores were lower (OR=.37; p<.01). 

One domain was categorized as being consistently important. At low performance, the 

odds of income being associated with higher Cantril scores were lower (OR=.44; p<.01) 

and at high performance the odds were higher (OR=4.57; p<.001).  
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Two domains were identified as an added bonus. At high performance, the odds of being 

associated with higher Cantril scores were higher for family relationships (OR=2.07; 

p<.01) and social relationships (OR=3.3; p<.001).  

High income respondents - domain and Cantril Ladder model 

Of the eleven domains tested, two were categorized as foundational. At low performance, 

the odds of health being associated with higher Cantril scores were lower (OR=.33; 

p<.001). Similarly, at low performance, the odds of police and judiciary being associated 

with higher Cantril scores were lower (OR=.35; p<.01). 

One domain was categorized as being consistently important. At low performance, the 

odds of education being associated with higher Cantril scores were lower (OR=.17; 

p<.001) and at high performance the odds were higher (OR=1.79; p<.001).  

Two domains were identified as an added bonus. At high performance, the odds of being 

associated with higher Cantril scores were higher for income (OR=2.1; p<.001) and home 

(OR=1.77; p<.01).  

All respondents (full sample) domain and attribute model (Cantril Ladder): 

Table 17 shows the results for the domain and attribute-based regression model. Stars are 

used to indicated various significance thresholds (* p<.05; ** p<.01; *** p<.001). 

Results are presented as odds ratios.  

Table 17 Domain and attribute performance, and Cantril Ladder regression models (PWR) 

  Cantril Ladder (Odds Ratio) 

  Low High 

Individual Controls 

Age 1.01* 1 

Spouse/Partner 1.9** 2.44*** 

Unemployed 0.98 0.63 

Optimism 1.23*** 1.23*** 

Life Domains 

Health 0.44** 1.37 
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  Cantril Ladder (Odds Ratio) 

  Low High 

Family Relationships 0.71 1.84*** 

Social Relationships 0.79 1.18 

Leisure Time 0.75 1.74 

Education 0.44 1.72** 

Income 0.61* 2.79*** 

Leisure Travel 0.65 0.96 

Police and Judiciary 0.72 0.69 

Government Services 0.83 1.28 

Home Attributes 

Home - Quality 0.57* 2.42*** 

Home - Size 0.68 1.37 

Home - Electrical Supply 1.95 0.99 

Home - Heating and Cooling 0.5* 1.46 

Home - Water Supply 0.95 0.85 

Neighborhood Attributes 

Noise in the neighborhood 1.09 0.66 

Air quality in the neighborhood 0.8 0.96 

Safety from crime in the neighborhood 1.3 1.11 

Neighborhood greenery 0.36*** 1.22 

Streets in your neighborhood 0.83 1.07 

Parking in the neighborhood 1.36 1.38 

Bike trails/paths in the neighborhood 0.78 0.92 

Access to public transportation in the neighborhood 0.79 1.49* 

Access to highways in the neighborhood 1.45 0.96 

Drainage in the neighborhood 0.85 1.38 

Access to quality leisure, recreation and entertainment 0.77 1.09 

Access to quality medical facilities 1.12 1.09 

Access to quality education institutions 1.26 0.93 

Access to quality banks and financial institutions  1.15 1.05 

Access to quality grocery stores and farmers market 1.22 0.82 
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  Cantril Ladder (Odds Ratio) 

  Low High 

Access to places of worship 1.24 0.85 

Snow removal in the neighborhood 0.8 1.41 

N 356 356 

Pseudo R2 0.17 0.18 

legend: * p<.05; ** p<.01; *** p<.001 

Low = low performance 

High = High performance 

 

Of the 33 domains and attributes tested, three were categorized as foundational. At low 

performance, the odds of being associated with higher Cantril scores were lower for 

health (OR=.44; p<.01), home heating and cooling (OR=.50; p<.05) and neighborhood 

greenery (OR=.36; p<.001). 

Two were categorized as being consistently important. At low performance, the odds of 

income being associated with higher Cantril scores were lower (OR=.61; p<.05) and at 

high performance the odds were higher (OR=2.79; p<.001). Similarly, at low 

performance, the odds of home quality being associated with higher Cantril scores were 

lower (OR=.57; p<.05) and at high performance the odds were higher (OR=2.42; 

p<.001).  

Three domains and attributes were identified as an added bonus. At high performance, 

the odds of being associated with higher Cantril scores were higher for family 

relationships (OR=1.84; p<.001), education (OR=1.72; p<.01) and access to public 

transportation (OR=1.49; p<.05).  

SWLS 

Table 18 shows the results for the three domain-based regression models. Stars are used 

to indicated various significance thresholds (* p<.05; ** p<.01; *** p<.001). Results are 

presented as odds ratios.  
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Table 18. Domain performance and SWLS regression models (PWR) 

  SWLS (Coefficient) 

  All Respondents Low Income High Income 

  Low High Low High Low High 

Individual Controls 

Age -0.02 -0.06* -0.05 -0.06 0.01 -0.02 

Spouse/Partner 1.85*** 3.10*** 1.28 2.93* 1.05* 1.35 

Unemployed -0.14 -2.21 -0.49 -2.37 1.02 -0.42 

Optimism 0.48** 0.72*** 0.40 0.64* 0.52* 0.59** 

Life Domains 

Health -2.35** 0.04 -1.97 0.54 -1.61 0.25 

Family 

Relationships 

-0.58 1.15* -0.18 1.18 -0.16 0.67 

Social 

Relationships 

-2.51** 0.45 -1.76 1.06 -2.96* 0.11 

Leisure Time -0.97 1.13 -1.74 0.59 -0.71 0.88 

Education -1.19 2.06* -0.90* 2.86* -1.94 0.65 

Income -2.02 0.86 -3.06** -2.51 -1.02* 1.34 

Home -3.81*** 1.54** -4.22** 2.14** -0.49 0.75* 

Neighborhood 0.11 0.20 -0.16 1.23 0.34 0.03 

Leisure Travel -0.55 0.21 0.68 0.49 -1.15 0.21 

Police and 

Judiciary 

-1.22 1.49 -0.67 4.22 -1.84 -1.27 

Government 

Services 

0.05 0.13 -1.06* -2.52 0.13 2.26** 

Constant 23.77*** 15.69*** 26.23*** 15.60** 22.59*** 18.73*** 

N 355 355 126 126 161 161 

R2 0.53 0.42 0.54 0.39 0.34 0.25 

legend: * p<.05; ** p<.01; *** p<.001 

Low = low performance 

High = High performance 
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All respondents (full sample) domain and SWLS model:  

Of the 11 domains tested, two were categorized as foundational. At low performance, 

health (β=-2.35; p<.01) and social relationships (β=-2.51; p<.01) were negatively 

associated with SWLS scores.  

One domain was categorized as being consistently important. At low performance, home 

was negatively associated with SWLS (β=-3.81; p<.001) and at high performance it was 

positively associated with SWLS (β=1.54; p<.01). 

Two domains were identified as an added bonus. At high performance, family 

relationships (β=1.15; p<.05) and education (β=2.06; p<.05) were positively associated 

with SWLS scores. 

Low income respondents - domain and SWLS model 

Of the 11 domains tested, two were categorized as foundational. At low performance, 

income (β=-3.06; p<.01) and government services (β=-1.06; p<.05) were negatively 

associated with SWLS scores.  

Two domains were categorized as being consistently important. At low performance, 

education was negatively associated with SWLS (β=-.90; p<.05) and at high performance 

it was positively associated with SWLS (β=2.86; p<.05). Similarly, at low performance, 

home was negatively associated with SWLS (β=-4.22; p<.01) and at high performance it 

was positively associated with SWLS (β=2.14; p<.01) 

High income respondents - domain and SWLS model 

Of the 11 domains tested, two were categorized as foundational. At low performance, 

social relationships (β=-2.96; p<.05) and income (β=-1.02; p<.05) were negatively 

associated with SWLS scores.  

Two domains were identified as an added bonus. At high performance, home (β=.75; 

p<.05) and government services (β=2.26; p<.01) were positively associated with SWLS 

scores. 
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All respondents (full sample) domain and attribute model (SWLS): 

Table 19 shows the results for the domain and attribute-based regression model. Stars are 

used to indicated various significance thresholds (* p<.05; ** p<.01; *** p<.001). 

Results are presented as regression coefficients.  

Table 19 Domain and attribute performance, and SWLS regression models (PWR) 

  SWLS (Coefficient) 

  Low High 

Individual Controls 

Age -0.03 -0.06* 

Spouse/Partner 1.98** 2.92*** 

Unemployed -0.40 -1.81 

Optimism 0.49* 0.74*** 

Life Domains 

Health -1.93 0.05 

Family Relationships -0.81 0.89 

Social Relationships -2.35** 0.14 

Leisure Time -0.81 1.12 

Education -1.25 1.72* 

Income -1.99* 0.88 

Leisure Travel -0.89 -0.04 

Police and Judiciary -0.78 1.49 

Government Services 0.08 -0.06 

Home Attributes     

Home - Quality -2.01 0.94* 

Home - Size -1.37 0.70 

Home - Electrical Supply 0.19 1.65* 

Home - Heating and Cooling 0.01 -0.37 

Home - Water Supply -0.37 -0.44 

Neighborhood Attributes 

Noise in the neighborhood -0.45 -0.39 

Air quality in the neighborhood -0.54 -0.14 
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  SWLS (Coefficient) 

  Low High 

Safety from crime in the neighborhood 0.40 0.38 

Neighborhood greenery -0.91 0.96 

Streets in your neighborhood -0.07 0.10 

Parking in the neighborhood 0.25 0.23 

Bike trails/paths in the neighborhood -0.24 -0.84 

Access to public transportation in the neighborhood -0.32 0.32 

Access to highways in the neighborhood 0.07 0.67 

Drainage in the neighborhood -0.48 -0.21 

Access to quality leisure, recreation and entertainment -0.91* -0.38 

Access to quality medical facilities 0.91 1.14 

Access to quality education institutions -0.73 0.39 

Access to quality banks and financial institutions  0.14 0.15 

Access to quality grocery stores and farmers market 0.76 -0.53 

Access to places of worship 0.52 -0.25 

Snow removal in the neighborhood -0.51 -0.20 

Constant 24.29*** 14.14*** 

N 355 355 

R2 0.55 0.46 

legend: * p<.05; ** p<.01; *** p<.001 

Low = low performance 

High = High performance 

 

Of the 33 domains and attributes tested, three were categorized as foundational. At low 

performance, social relationships (β=-2.35; p<.01), income (β=-1.99; p<.05) and access 

to quality leisure, recreation and entertainment (β=-.91; p<.05) were negatively 

associated with SWLS scores.  

Three were identified as an added bonus. At high performance, family relationships 

(β=1.15; p<.05) and education (β=2.06; p<.05) were positively associated with SWLS 

scores. At high performance, education (β=1.72; p<.05), home quality (β=.94; p<.05) and 

home electric supply (β=1.65; p<.05) were positively associated with SWLS scores. 
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U-Index 

Table 20 shows the results for the three domain-based regression models. Stars are used 

to indicated various significance thresholds (* p<.05; ** p<.01; *** p<.001). Results are 

presented as odds ratios.  

Table 20. Domain performance and U-index regression models (PWR) 

  U-index (Odds Ratio) 

  All Respondents Low Income High Income 

  Low High Low High Low High 

Individual Controls 

Age 0.98*** 0.98*** 0.97*** 0.98*** 0.99 0.99 

Spouse/Partner 1.03 0.95 1.5 1.32 0.86 0.89 

Unemployed 0.84* 1.11 0.61 0.82 3.15*** 3.42*** 

Optimism 0.91* 0.9*** 0.9 0.89*** 0.98 1.02 

Life Domains 

Health 1.56*** 0.52*** 1.13 0.49** 1.46 0.53* 

Family Relationships 0.91 0.89 0.81 1.21 0.96 0.65 

Social Relationships 0.84*** 1.23 0.83 0.83 1.35 1.53 

Leisure Time 1.53*** 0.66 1.62*** 0.66 0.94 0.69 

Education 0.79 1.18 0.85 1.55 1.24 0.96 

Income 0.94 0.94 0.83 1.29 0.85 1.16 

Home 1.61* 1.14 1.43 0.93 2.66*** 1.23 

Neighborhood 0.96 0.93 1.32 0.42*** 0.79 1.14 

Leisure Travel 1.15 0.45*** 0.73 0.48*** 1.19 0.43 

Police and Judiciary 1.68* 0.93 2.13 1.85 1.54 0.8 

Government Services 0.99 1.3 1.26 1.09 1.14 1.63 

Constant 0.72 2.07 1.08 2.95 0.18 0.27 

N 341 341 118 118 156 156 

legend: * p<.05; ** p<.01; *** p<.001 

Low = low performance 

High = High performance 
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All respondents (full sample) - U-index and domain model: 

Of the eleven domains tested, three were categorized as foundational. At low 

performance, the odds of being associated with higher U-index scores were higher for 

leisure time (OR=1.53; p<.001), home (OR=1.61; p<.05) and police and judiciary 

(OR=1.68; p<.05). 

One domain was categorized as being consistently important. At low performance, the 

odds of health being associated with higher U-index scores were higher (OR=1.56; 

p<.001) and at high performance the odds were lower (OR=.52; p<.001).  

One domain was identified as an added bonus. At high performance, the odds of being 

associated with higher U-index scores were lower for leisure travel (OR=.45; p<.001). 

Low income respondents - U-index and domain model 

Of the eleven domains tested, one was categorized as foundational. At low performance, 

the odds of being associated with higher U-index scores were higher for leisure time 

(OR=1.62; p<.001). 

Three domains were identified as an added bonus. At high performance, the odds of 

being associated with higher U-index scores were lower for health (OR=.49; p<.01), 

neighborhood (OR=.42; p<.001) and leisure travel (OR=.48; p<.001).  

High income respondents - U-index and domain model 

Of the eleven domains tested, one was categorized as foundational. At low performance, 

the odds of being associated with higher U-index scores were higher for home (OR=2.66; 

p<.001). 

One domain was identified as an added bonus. At high performance, the odds of being 

associated with higher U-index scores were lower for health (OR=.53; p<.05). 

All respondents (full sample) domain and attribute model (U-index): 

Table 21 shows the results for the domain and attribute-based regression model. Stars are 

used to indicated various significance thresholds (* p<.05; ** p<.01; *** p<.001). 

Results are presented as odds ratios.  
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Table 21 Domain and attribute performance, and U-index regression models (PWR) 

  U-index (Odds Ratio) 

  Low High 

Individual Controls 

Age 0.98*** 0.98*** 

Spouse/Partner 1.07 0.87 

Unemployed 0.82 1.08 

Optimism 0.91*** 0.91** 

Life Domains 

Health 1.62*** 0.54*** 

Family Relationships 0.92 0.9 

Social Relationships 0.75* 1.24 

Leisure Time 1.51*** 0.59* 

Education 0.8 1.21 

Income 0.97 0.91 

Leisure Travel 1.53 0.46** 

Police and Judiciary 1.57* 1.2 

Government Services 1.06 1.48 

Home Attributes 

Home - Quality 1.22 1.33 

Home - Size 0.87 1.25 

Home - Electrical Supply 0.79 0.81 

Home - Heating and Cooling 0.68 0.84 

Home - Water Supply 1.04 0.99 

Neighborhood Attributes 

Noise in the neighborhood 0.95 0.74 

Air quality in the neighborhood 0.78 1.13 

Safety from crime in the neighborhood 0.99 1.02 

Neighborhood greenery 1.37 1.12** 

Streets in your neighborhood 0.85 0.85 

Parking in the neighborhood 1.25 0.55* 

Bike trails/paths in the neighborhood 1.25 0.89 
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  U-index (Odds Ratio) 

  Low High 

Access to public transportation in the neighborhood 0.87 0.9 

Access to highways in the neighborhood 1.12 1.09 

Drainage in the neighborhood 1.81*** 0.85 

Access to quality leisure, recreation and entertainment 1.39 1.36 

Access to quality medical facilities 0.48 1.03 

Access to quality education institutions 1.15 1.11 

Access to quality banks and financial institutions  0.99 0.66 

Access to quality grocery stores and farmers market 0.86 1.07 

Access to places of worship 0.78 1.47 

Snow removal in the neighborhood 1.11 0.76*** 

Constant 0.68 2.28 

N 341 341 

legend: * p<.05; ** p<.01; *** p<.001 

Low = low performance 

High = High performance 

 

Of the 33 domain and attribute variables tested, two were categorized as foundational. At 

low performance, the odds of being associated with higher U-index scores were higher 

for police and judiciary (OR=1.57; p<.05), and drainage in the neighborhood (OR=1.81; 

p<.001). 

Two were categorized as being consistently important. At low performance, the odds of 

health being associated with higher U-index scores were higher (OR=1.62; p<.001) and 

at high performance the odds were lower (OR=.54; p<.001). Similarly, at low 

performance, the odds of leisure time being associated with higher U-index scores were 

higher (OR=1.51; p<.001) and at high performance the odds were lower (OR=.59; p<.05) 

Three were identified as an added bonus. At high performance, the odds of being 

associated with higher U-index scores were lower for leisure travel (OR=.46; p<.01), 

parking in the neighborhood (OR=.55; p<.05), and snow removal in the neighborhood 

(OR=.76; p<.001). 
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Table 22 summarizes the piecewise regression results for the three measures of SWB 

(domain and attribute models) included in this analysis. Only domains and attributes 

significant in one of the three models are shown in the table. Comparing the two 

evaluative measures of SWB, the Cantril Ladder and SWLS, associations were consistent 

for only education (an added bonus in both cases). The inconsistency in findings across 

the two evaluative measures of SWB was also evident in our analysis in chapter 5 and in 

the three-factor theory regression models. Comparing evaluative and emotional SWB 

measures, none of the associations were consistent.   

Table 22. Piecewise regression results by SWB measure (PWR) 

  Evaluative SWB Emotional SWB 

Cantril Ladder SWLS U-index 

Life Domains 

Health F 
 

CI 

Family Relationships AB 
  

Social Relationships 
 

F 
 

Leisure Time 
  

CI 

Education AB AB 
 

Income CI F 
 

Leisure Travel 
  

AB 

Police and Judiciary 
  

F 

Home Attributes  

Home - Quality CI AB 
 

Home - Electrical Supply 
 

AB 
 

Home - Heating and Cooling F 
  

Neighborhood Attributes 

Neighborhood greenery F 
  

Parking in the neighborhood 
  

AB 

Access to public transportation in the 

neighborhood 

AB 
  

Drainage in the neighborhood 
  

F 
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  Evaluative SWB Emotional SWB 

Cantril Ladder SWLS U-index 

Access to quality leisure, recreation and 

entertainment 

 
F 

 

Snow removal in the neighborhood 
  

AB 

F - Foundational 

CI - Consistently Important  

AB - Added Bonus 

There are several additional key takeaways from the piecewise regression (PWR) results. 

First, much like the three-factor theory models, the domain performance models suggest 

that not only can the relationship between the performance of a domain and SWB be 

symmetric or asymmetric, but also that these relationships can vary between groups (such 

as income groups used in the analysis). For example, when looking at the association 

between health and the Cantril Ladder, we find it to be foundational for the high-income 

group and unimportant for the low-income group. Similarly, when looking at leisure time 

and the U-index, we find it to be foundational for the low-income group and unimportant 

for the high-income group. Second, like the three-factor models when looking at home 

and neighborhood attributes, both seem to play a role in determining evaluative SWB. 

However, for emotional SWB none of the home attributes were associated with the U-

index. Third, when comparing the two measures of evaluative SWB, the Cantril Ladder 

shows associations with a higher number of home and neighborhood attributes as 

compared to the SWLS. Finally, the addition of detailed home and neighborhood 

attributes (compared to the only domain model) slightly improves the fit of the regression 

models. When looking at the Cantril Ladder domain vs the Cantril Ladder domain and 

attribute models the pseudo R squared value increases for both low performance (.15 to 

.17) and high performance (.15 to .18) models. As discussed earlier pseudo R squared 

values cannot be interpreted in the same way as R squared values they can be used to 

identify which model better predicts the outcome in the same dataset (Long, 1997; Long 

& Freese, 2006). Similarly, in the case of SWLS domain vs the SWLS domain and 

attribute models R squared value increases for both low performance (.53 to .55) and high 

performance (.42 to .46) models. 
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While there are obvious differences in the associations between various 

domains/attributes and SWB between the three-factor theory (TFT) and piecewise 

regression (PWR) models (compared later in this chapter), based on the categorization of 

attributes into foundational, consistently important and added bonus and their average 

performance we can identify priorities for improvements. Attributes that perform poorly 

(i.e., with performance lower than the reference category, 4) and are categorized as being 

foundational or consistently important should be the top priority. Next, attributes 

categorized as added benefits that are performing poorly should be secondary priorities. 

Based on the following structure we classify home and neighborhood attributes from the 

two models into top and secondary priorities as shown in table 23.  

• Top priority (Top) – Foundational and consistently important attributes with 

average performance lower than 4 (the middle performance or reference group in 

both models) 

• Secondary priority (2nd) – Added bonus attributes with average performance 

lower than upper quartile 

 

Table 23 Improvement priorities all models by SWB measure 

  Evaluative SWB Emotional SWB 

Cantril 

TFT 

Cantril 

PWR 

SWL

S TFT 

SWLS 

PWR 

U-index 

TFT 

U-index 

PWR 

Home Attributes 

Home - Quality 2nd 
  

2nd 
  

Neighborhood Attributes 

Noise         2nd   

Parking 2nd 
   

2nd 2nd 

Public transportation 
 

2nd 
    

Drainage 
    

Top Top 

Leisure & recreation 
   

Top 
  

Snow removal Top 
    

2nd 

TFT - Three-factor Theory 

PWR - Piecewise Regression 
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As is evident in the table 23, based on the varied associations we found between the two 

models, priorities also vary. While due to the sensitivity of the findings to models it may 

be premature to accurately indicate attributes that should be prioritized, there are 

attributes that stand out across the models and SWB measures. For example, snow 

removal is a top priority for evaluative SWB (Cantril TFT) and secondary priority for 

emotional SWB (U-index PWR). Drainage in the neighborhood is a top priority for 

emotional SWB across both models. Home quality is a secondary priority for evaluative 

SWB in the Cantril TFT model and SWLS PWR model. Finally, parking is a secondary 

priority in the Cantril TFT model and both emotional SWB models.  

Performance coding sensitivity analysis 

In addition to testing the sensitivity of our findings to different modeling techniques we 

also wanted to explore their sensitivity to data coding. To avoid nomenclature confusion 

the piecewise regression models in this section are referred to PWR*. As mentioned 

before, performance of domains and attributes was calculated using Likert scale scores of 

satisfactions (1=very dissatisfied; 2=dissatisfied; 3=unsure; 4=satisfied; 5=very satisfied). 

Each domain and attribute were coded into two mutually exclusive dummy variables 

indicating high performance and low performance as shown in figure 32. In the coding 

used for the three-factor theory (TFT) and piecewise regression (PWR) models in the 

previous section we chose to recode “very satisfied” as 1 for all high-performance 

dummy variables, and recode “very dissatisfied”, “dissatisfied” and “unsure” as 1 for all 

low-performance dummy variables, and “satisfied” as the reference category. However, 

there are alternative coding schemes that could be used for the analysis. For example, we 

could make the case that “unsure” does not fall into the satisfied or the dissatisfied 

category as people who may select this category may not necessarily equate it to having 

neutral feelings about an attribute. Unsure could also include responses of people who do 

not have access to the attribute, don’t use the attribute, etc. That is, unsure would not 

necessarily indicate high or low performance. Therefore, the data could also be recoded 

as “very satisfied” and “satisfied” as 1 for all high-performance dummy variables, “very 

dissatisfied” and “dissatisfied” as 1 for all low-performance dummy variables, and 

“unsure” as 0 for both variables. We find it of value to test if our findings are sensitive to 
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these coding differences using the piecewise regression method as the testing of value 

ranges to identify thresholds is common in such analysis. The coding difference are 

shown in figure 45. Figure 45 shows the performance coding scheme used for the 

previous analysis in this chapter (PWR) and the new coding scheme we intend to test 

(PWR*).  

 

Figure 45 Coding scheme to test for sensitivity of findings to performance coding (PWR vs PWR*) 

 

Table 24 show the performance and average satisfaction scores of life domains, home and 

neighborhood attributes included in the analysis. Attributes and domains for which the 

highest percentage of respondents reported high performance (i.e., reported being “very 

satisfied” or “satisfied”) included home electrical supply (93% respondents reported high 

performance), access to highways (92%), family relationships (88%), social relationships 

(87%) and home heating and cooling (87%). Attributes and domains for which the 

highest percentage of respondents reported low performance (i.e., reported being 

“dissatisfied” or “very dissatisfied”) included noise in the neighborhood (29%), safety 

from crime in the neighborhood (26%), access to quality leisure, recreation and 

entertainment (25%), income (25%) and access to quality grocery stores and farmers 

markets (23%). In terms of average satisfaction scores, respondents reported highest 

scores for home electric supply (4.54), access to highways (4.49), family relationships 

(4.28), home heating and cooling (4.26), and education (4.23). Respondents reported 

lowest average scores for noise in the neighborhood (3.39), safety from crime in the 
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neighborhood (3.46), police and judiciary (3.51), access to quality leisure, recreation and 

entertainment (3.54), and income (3.56). Comparing tables 7 and 24 we can see that  

in our surveys the proportion of respondents that reported being “very dissatisfied” or 

“dissatisfied” with domains and attributes was low as most respondents reported higher 

satisfaction scores. Therefore, compared to our first coding scheme (PWR), for our new 

coding scheme (PWR*) the skewed distribution could influence our regression results.  

Table 24. Performance and average satisfaction scores of life domains, home and neighborhood 

attributes NEW Coding (PWR*) 

 
Low 

Performance 

High 

Performance 

Control/Middle 

Performance 

Average 

Age - - - 50.9 

Spouse/Partner - - - 59.9% 

Employed Full-time - - - 9.5% 

Optimism - - - 12.1 

Health 11.5% 79.6% 8.94% 4.0 

Family Relationships 5.9% 87.9% 6.20% 4.3 

Social Relationships 5.3% 87.4% 7.26% 4.1 

Leisure Time 13.4% 71.4% 15.13% 3.8 

Education 7.3% 83.7% 8.99% 4.2 

Income 25.4% 65.1% 9.58% 3.6 

Home 10.3% 82.7% 6.98% 4.1 

Neighborhood 10.9% 77.9% 11.20% 4.0 

Leisure Travel 8.0% 76.1% 15.95% 3.9 

Police and Judiciary 17.9% 61.1% 21.02% 3.5 

Government Services 11.4% 64.5% 24.15% 3.7 

Home - Quality 9.8% 83.9% 6.28% 4.1 

Home - Size 11.6% 84.2% 4.27% 4.2 

Home - Electrical Supply 4.0% 93.2% 2.76% 4.5 

Home - Heating and Cooling 8.8% 86.6% 4.53% 4.3 

Home - Water Supply 10.6% 80.7% 8.79% 4.2 

Noise in the neighborhood 28.6% 58.8% 12.56% 3.4 
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Low 

Performance 

High 

Performance 

Control/Middle 

Performance 

Average 

Air quality in the neighborhood 14.6% 70.4% 15.08% 3.8 

Safety from crime in the 

neighborhood 
25.9% 59.8% 14.32% 3.5 

Neighborhood greenery 10.6% 82.4% 7.04% 4.2 

Streets in your neighborhood 16.1% 71.4% 12.56% 3.8 

Parking in the neighborhood 21.1% 63.8% 15.08% 3.6 

Bike trails/paths in the 

neighborhood 
18.1% 59.8% 22.11% 3.7 

Access to public transportation 

in the neighborhood 
11.6% 73.6% 14.82% 4.0 

Access to highways in the 

neighborhood 
1.8% 91.5% 6.78% 4.5 

Drainage in the neighborhood 13.3% 70.1% 16.58% 3.8 

Access to quality leisure, 

recreation and entertainment 
25.4% 58.5% 16.08% 3.5 

Access to quality medical 

facilities 
6.3% 84.2% 9.55% 4.2 

Access to quality education 

institutions 
12.3% 68.3% 19.35% 3.8 

Access to quality banks and 

financial institutions  
12.1% 79.1% 8.79% 4.0 

Access to quality grocery stores 

and farmers market 
23.4% 69.6% 7.04% 3.7 

Access to places of worship 3.5% 67.8% 28.64% 3.9 

Snow removal in the 

neighborhood 
14.6% 73.1% 12.31% 3.8 
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Results PWR* 

Cantril Ladder 

Table 25 shows the results for the three domain-based regression models. Stars are used 

to indicated various significance thresholds (* p<.05; ** p<.01; *** p<.001). Results are 

presented as odds ratios.  

Table 25. Domain performance and Cantril Ladder regression models (PWR*) 

  

  

  

Cantril Ladder (Odds Ratio) 

All Respondents Low Income High Income 

Low High Low High Low High 

Individual Controls 

Age 1.02** 1.02*** 1.02* 1.02** 1 1 

Spouse/Partner 2.07*** 1.75** 1.84* 1.53 2.36** 2.36** 

Unemployed 0.86 1 1.44 1.67 0.54 0.73 

Optimism 1.24*** 1.21*** 1.15* 1.15* 1.36* 1.38* 

Life Domains 

Health 0.83 2.23* 1.5 1.35 0.7 2.99*** 

Family 

Relationships 

0.7 1.31 0.35 1.03 0.93 1.42 

Social 

Relationships 

0.93 1.58** 0.96 1.16 1.33 1.12 

Leisure Time 1.11 1.42 1.51 1.84 0.78 1.88 

Education 0.4* 2.15* 0.47 2.23 0.15*** 5.99*** 

Income 0.5*** 1.55 0.42*** 2.26** 0.43 1.83 

Home 0.23*** 4.48*** 0.13*** 6.99*** 0.79 1.6 

Neighborhood 0.59 0.73* 0.71 0.54 0.57 1.13 

Leisure Travel 0.71 1.43 2.96 0.6 0.3 1.91 

Police and 

Judiciary 

0.47* 1.72 0.28** 1.46 0.33 2.83** 

Government 

Services 

1.36 1.1 0.97 2.69** 1.57 0.65 
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Cantril Ladder (Odds Ratio) 

All Respondents Low Income High Income 

Low High Low High Low High 

N 356 356 126 126 161 161 

Pseudo R2 0.13 0.15 0.17 0.17 0.09 0.14 

legend: * p<.05; ** p<.01; *** p<.001 

Low = low performance 

High = High performance 

 

All respondents (full sample) - domain and Cantril Ladder model:  

Of the eleven domains tested, two were categorized as foundational. At low performance 

these factors have a negative influence on Cantril score but have no influence on it at 

high performance. At low performance, the odds of income being associated with higher 

Cantril scores were lower (OR=.50; p<.001). Similarly, at low performance, the odds of 

police and judiciary being associated with higher Cantril scores were lower (OR=.47; 

p<.05). 

Two domains were categorized as being consistently important. That is, when not 

performing well they reduce Cantril scores and when performing well they enhance it. At 

low performance, the odds of education being associated with higher Cantril scores were 

lower (OR=.40; p<.05) and at high performance the odds were higher (OR=2.15; p<.05). 

Similarly, at low performance, the odds of home being associated with higher Cantril 

scores were lower (OR=.23; p<.001) and at high performance the odds were higher 

(OR=4.48; p<.001).  

Two domains were identified as an added bonus. At low performance these factors have 

no influence on Cantril scores but at high performance they enhance it. At high 

performance, the odds of being associated with higher Cantril scores were higher for 

health (OR=2.23; p<.05) and social relationships (OR=1.58; p<.01).  

Low income respondents - domain and Cantril Ladder model: 

Of the eleven domains tested, one was categorized as foundational. At low performance, 

the odds of police and judiciary being associated with higher Cantril scores were lower 

(OR=.28; p<.01).  
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Two domains were categorized as being consistently important. At low performance, the 

odds of income being associated with higher Cantril scores were lower (OR=.42; p<.001) 

and at high performance the odds were higher (OR=2.26; p<.01). Similarly, at low 

performance, the odds of home being associated with higher Cantril scores were lower 

(OR=.13; p<.001) and at high performance the odds were higher (OR=6.99; p<.001).  

One domain was identified as an added bonus. At high performance, the odds of being 

associated with higher Cantril scores were higher for government services (OR=2.69; 

p<.01).  

High income respondents - domain and Cantril Ladder model 

Of the eleven domains tested, one domain was categorized as being consistently 

important. At low performance, the odds of education being associated with higher 

Cantril scores were lower (OR=.15; p<.001) and at high performance the odds were 

higher (OR=5.99; p<.001).  

Two domains were identified as an added bonus. At high performance, the odds of being 

associated with higher Cantril scores were higher for health (OR=2.99; p<.001) and 

police and judiciary (OR=2.83; p<.01).  

All respondents (full sample) domain and attribute model (Cantril Ladder): 

Table 26 shows the results for the domain and attribute-based regression model. Stars are 

used to indicated various significance thresholds (* p<.05; ** p<.01; *** p<.001). 

Results are presented as odds ratios.  

Table 26 Domain and attribute performance, and Cantril Ladder regression models (PWR*) 

  

  

Cantril Ladder (Odds Ratio) 

Low High 

Individual Controls 

Age 1.02*** 1.01* 

Spouse/Partner 2.16*** 1.9** 

Unemployed 0.93 0.98 

Optimism 1.25*** 1.23*** 
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Cantril Ladder (Odds Ratio) 

Low High 

Life Domains 

Health 0.9 2.29** 

Family Relationships 0.63 1.42 

Social Relationships 1.48 1.27 

Leisure Time 1.19 1.33 

Education 0.23* 2.29 

Income 0.61*** 1.63* 

Leisure Travel 0.53 1.55 

Police and Judiciary 0.62 1.39 

Government Services 1.13 1.21 

Home Attributes 

Home - Quality 0.23** 1.75* 

Home - Size 1.06 1.46 

Home - Electrical Supply 2.71 0.51 

Home - Heating and Cooling 0.46*** 2.01* 

Home - Water Supply 0.67* 1.06 

Neighborhood Attributes 

Noise in the neighborhood 0.89 0.92 

Air quality in the neighborhood 1.33 1.24 

Safety from crime in the neighborhood 1.11 0.77 

Neighborhood greenery 0.4* 2.76*** 

Streets in your neighborhood 0.48 1.2 

Parking in the neighborhood 1.24 0.73 

Bike trails/paths in the neighborhood 0.9 1.28 

Access to public transportation in the neighborhood 0.53** 1.27 

Access to highways in the neighborhood 0.66 0.69 

Drainage in the neighborhood 1 1.17 

Access to quality leisure, recreation and entertainment 0.76 1.3 

Access to quality medical facilities 2.26 0.89 

Access to quality education institutions 0.95 0.79 
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Cantril Ladder (Odds Ratio) 

Low High 

Access to quality banks and financial institutions  0.67 0.87 

Access to quality grocery stores and farmers market 1.17 0.82 

Access to places of worship 0.96 0.81 

Snow removal in the neighborhood 0.67 1.26 

N 356 356 

Pseudo R2 0.16 0.17 

legend: * p<.05; ** p<.01; *** p<.001 

Low = low performance 

High = High performance 

 

Of the 33 domains and attributes tested, three were categorized as foundational. At low 

performance, the odds of being associated with higher Cantril scores were lower for 

education (OR=.23; p<.05), home water supply (OR=.67; p<.05) and access to public 

transportation (OR=.53; p<.01). 

Four were categorized as being consistently important. At low performance, the odds of 

income being associated with higher Cantril scores were lower (OR=.61; p<.001) and at 

high performance the odds were higher (OR=1.63; p<.05). At low performance, the odds 

of home quality being associated with higher Cantril scores were lower (OR=.23; p<.01) 

and at high performance the odds were higher (OR=1.75; p<.05). Similarly, at low 

performance, the odds of home heating and cooling being associated with higher Cantril 

scores were lower (OR=.46; p<.001) and at high performance the odds were higher 

(OR=2.01; p<.05). Finally, at low performance, the odds of neighborhood greenery being 

associated with higher Cantril scores were lower (OR=.40; p<.05) and at high 

performance the odds were higher (OR=2.76; p<.001). 

One domain was identified as an added bonus. At high performance, the odds of being 

associated with higher Cantril scores were higher for health (OR=2.29; p<.01). 
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SWLS 

Table 27 shows the results for the three domain-based regression models. Stars are used 

to indicated various significance thresholds (* p<.05; ** p<.01; *** p<.001). Results are 

presented as odds ratios.  

Table 27. Domain performance and SWLS regression models (PWR*) 

 
SWLS (Coefficient) 

All Respondents Low Income High Income 

Low High Low High Low High 

Individual Controls 

Age -0.02 -0.02 -0.03 -0.05 0.02 0.01 

Spouse/Partner 2.33** 1.85*** 2.06 1.28 0.98 1.05* 

Unemployed -0.09 -0.14 -1.23 -0.49 1.06 1.02 

Optimism 0.56** 0.48** 0.44 0.4 0.53* 0.52* 

Life Domains 

Health -2.83* 2.35** -1.52 1.97 -2.09 1.61 

Family 

Relationships 

-0.49 0.58 -1.88 0.18 -0.69 0.16 

Social 

Relationships 

-0.69 2.51** -0.11 1.76 -2.82** 2.96* 

Leisure Time -0.08 0.97 0.27 1.74 -0.45 0.71 

Education -1.81 1.2 -0.38 0.9* -3.86 1.94 

Income -3.39** 2.02 -4.64** 3.06** -1.79 1.02* 

Home -2.76** 3.81*** -3.68** 4.22** 1.14 0.49 

Neighborhood -1.65* -0.11 -1.21 0.16 -0.26 -0.34 

Leisure Travel -1.21 0.55 0.94 -0.68 -1.7 1.15 

Police and 

Judiciary 

-1.76 1.22 -2.35* 0.67 -2.76 1.84 

Government 

Services 

1.39* -0.05 2.05 1.06* 0.54 -0.13 

Constant 21.06*** 8.72** 23.01** 11.18** 21.19*** 11.19*** 

N 355 355 126 126 161 161 
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SWLS (Coefficient) 

All Respondents Low Income High Income 

Low High Low High Low High 

R2 0.51 0.53 0.54 0.54 0.26 0.34 

legend: * p<.05; ** p<.01; *** p<.001 

Low = low performance 

High = High performance 

 

All respondents (full sample) domain and SWLS model:  

Of the 11 domains tested, two were categorized as foundational. At low performance, 

income (β=-3.39; p<.01) and neighborhood (β=-1.65; p<.05) were negatively associated 

with SWLS scores.  

Two domains were categorized as being consistently important. At low performance, 

health was negatively associated with SWLS (β=-2.83; p<.05) and at high performance it 

was positively associated with SWLS (β=2.35; p<.01). Similarly, at low performance, 

home was negatively associated with SWLS (β=-2.76; p<.01) and at high performance it 

was positively associated with SWLS (β=3.81; p<.001). 

One domain was identified as an added bonus. At high performance, social relationships 

(β=2.51; p<.01) was positively associated with SWLS scores. 

Low income respondents - domain and SWLS model 

Of the 11 domains tested, one was categorized as foundational. At low performance, 

police and judiciary (β=-2.35; p<.05) was negatively associated with SWLS scores.  

Two domains were categorized as being consistently important. At low performance, 

income was negatively associated with SWLS (β=-4,64; p<.01) and at high performance 

it was positively associated with SWLS (β=3.06; p<.01). Similarly, at low performance, 

home was negatively associated with SWLS (β=-3.68; p<.01) and at high performance it 

was positively associated with SWLS (β=4.22; p<.01). 

Two domains were identified as an added bonus. At high performance, education (β=.9; 

p<.05) and government services (β=1.06; p<.05) were positively associated with SWLS 

scores. 
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High income respondents - domain and SWLS model 

Of the 11 domains tested, one was categorized as being consistently important. At low 

performance, social relationships was negatively associated with SWLS (β=-2.82; p<.01) 

and at high performance it was positively associated with SWLS (β=2.96; p<.05). 

One domain was identified as an added bonus. At high performance, income (β=1.02; 

p<.05) was positively associated with SWLS scores. 

All respondents (full sample) domain and attribute model (SWLS): 

Table 28 shows the results for the domain and attribute-based regression model. Stars are 

used to indicated various significance thresholds (* p<.05; ** p<.01; *** p<.001). 

Results are presented as regression coefficients.  

Table 28 Domain and attribute performance, and SWLS regression models (PWR*) 

 
SWLS (Coefficient) 

Low High 

Individual Controls 

Age -0.01 -0.03 

Spouse/Partner 2.32*** 1.98** 

Unemployed 0.28 -0.4 

Optimism 0.57** 0.49* 

Life Domains 

Health -2.3* 1.93 

Family Relationships -0.76 0.81 

Social Relationships -0.27 2.35** 

Leisure Time 0.01 0.81 

Education -2.43*** 1.25 

Income -2.64** 1.99* 

Leisure Travel -1.9 0.89 

Police and Judiciary -0.81 0.78 

Government Services 0.77 -0.08 

Home Attributes  

Home - Quality -4.17*** 2.01 
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SWLS (Coefficient) 

Low High 

Home - Size -0.89 1.37 

Home - Electrical Supply 0.91 -0.19 

Home - Heating and Cooling 0.79 -0.01 

Home - Water Supply -2.03 0.37 

Neighborhood Attributes 

Noise in the neighborhood -0.12 0.45 

Air quality in the neighborhood -0.7 0.54 

Safety from crime in the neighborhood -0.99 -0.4 

Neighborhood greenery -0.94 0.91 

Streets in your neighborhood 0.37 0.07 

Parking in the neighborhood 1.13 -0.25 

Bike trails/paths in the neighborhood -1.6 0.24 

Access to public transportation in the neighborhood -0.14 0.32 

Access to highways in the neighborhood 0.01 -0.07 

Drainage in the neighborhood -0.94 0.48 

Access to quality leisure, recreation and entertainment -0.29 0.91* 

Access to quality medical facilities 1.84 -0.91 

Access to quality education institutions -0.31 0.73 

Access to quality banks and financial institutions  -0.46 -0.14 

Access to quality grocery stores and farmers market 0.33 -0.76 

Access to places of worship 0.42 -0.52 

Snow removal in the neighborhood 0.2 0.51 

Constant 21.2*** 7.88** 

N 355 355 

R2 0.5734 0.5482 

legend: * p<.05; ** p<.01; *** p<.001 

Low = low performance 

High = High performance 

 

Of the 33 domains and attributes tested, three were categorized as foundational. At low 

performance, health (β=-2.3; p<.05), education (β=-2.43; p<.001) and home quality (β=-

4.17; p<.001) were negatively associated with SWLS scores.  
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One was categorized as being consistently important. At low performance, income was 

negatively associated with SWLS (β=-2.64; p<.01) and at high performance it was 

positively associated with SWLS (β=1.99; p<.05). 

Two were identified as an added bonus. At high performance, social relationships 

(β=2.35; p<.01) and access to quality leisure, recreation and entertainment (β=.91; p<.05) 

were positively associated with SWLS scores.  

U-INDEX 

Table 29 shows the results for the three domain-based regression models. Stars are used 

to indicated various significance thresholds (* p<.05; ** p<.01; *** p<.001). Results are 

presented as odds ratios.  

Table 29. Domain performance and U-index regression models (PWR*) 

  

  

  

U-index (Odds Ratio) 

All Respondents Low Income High Income 

Low High Low High Low High 

Individual Controls 

Age 0.98*** 0.98*** 0.97*** 0.97*** 0.99 0.99 

Spouse/Partner 1.06 1.03 1.51 1.5 0.98 0.86 

Unemployed 0.81 0.84* 0.65 0.61 3.47*** 3.15*** 

Optimism 0.9*** 0.91* 0.91 0.9 0.99 0.98 

Life Domains 

Health 1.78* 0.64*** 1.1 0.89 1.56 0.69 

Family 

Relationships 

2.01 1.1 1.88 1.24 0.99 1.04 

Social 

Relationships 

0.85 1.2*** 0.77 1.2 2.85 0.74 

Leisure Time 1.26 0.66*** 1.23 0.62*** 0.96 1.07 

Education 0.66 1.26 0.61* 1.18 0.97 0.81 

Income 1.04 1.06 1.13 1.2 1.33 1.17 

Home 1.41 0.62* 1.18 0.7 2.08* 0.38*** 

Neighborhood 1.11 1.04 1.46 0.76 1.46 1.27 
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U-index (Odds Ratio) 

All Respondents Low Income High Income 

Low High Low High Low High 

Leisure Travel 1.32 0.87 0.45 1.37 0.92 0.84 

Police and 

Judiciary 

1.19 0.6* 1.9*** 0.47 1.14 0.65 

Government 

Services 

1.14 1.01 1.2 0.79 1 0.88 

Constant 1.16 2.85*** 1.5 3.42* 0.18** 1.45 

N 341 341 118 118 156 156 

legend: * p<.05; ** p<.01; *** p<.001 

Low = low performance 

High = High performance 

 

All respondents (full sample) - U-index and domain model: 

Of the eleven domains tested, one was categorized as being consistently important. At 

low performance, the odds of health being associated with higher U-index scores were 

higher (OR=1.78; p<.05) and at high performance the odds were lower (OR=.64; 

p<.001).  

Three domains were identified as an added bonus. At high performance, the odds of 

being associated with higher U-index scores were lower for leisure time (OR=.66; 

p<.001), home (OR=.62; p<.05) and police and judiciary (OR=.6; p<.05).  

Low income respondents - U-index and domain model 

Of the eleven domains tested, one was categorized as foundational. At low performance, 

the odds of being associated with higher U-index scores were higher for police and 

judiciary (OR=1.90; p<.001). 

One domain was identified as an added bonus. At high performance, the odds of being 

associated with higher U-index scores were lower for leisure time (OR=.62; p<.001).  

High income respondents - U-index and domain model 

Of the eleven domains tested, one was categorized as being consistently important. At 

low performance, the odds of home being associated with higher U-index scores were 
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higher (OR=2.08; p<.05) and at high performance the odds were lower (OR=.38; 

p<.001).  

All respondents (full sample) domain and attribute model (U-index): 

Table 30 shows the results for the domain and attribute-based regression model. Stars are 

used to indicated various significance thresholds (* p<.05; ** p<.01; *** p<.001). 

Results are presented as odds ratios.  

Table 30 Domain and attribute performance, and U-index regression models (PWR*) 

  

  

U-index (Odds Ratio) 

Low High 

Individual Controls 

Age 0.98*** 0.98*** 

Spouse/Partner 1.11 1.07 

Unemployed 0.85 0.82 

Optimism 0.9*** 0.91*** 

Life Domains 

Health 1.49 0.62*** 

Family Relationships 2.04 1.09 

Social Relationships 0.67* 1.34* 

Leisure Time 1.22 0.66*** 

Education 1 1.26 

Income 1.14 1.03 

Leisure Travel 2.01 0.65 

Police and Judiciary 1.3 0.64* 

Government Services 0.96 0.94 

Home Attributes 

Home - Quality 1.31 0.82 

Home - Size 0.57** 1.15 

Home - Electrical Supply 1.04 1.27 

Home - Heating and Cooling 0.81 1.46 

Home - Water Supply 1.25 0.96 
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U-index (Odds Ratio) 

Low High 

Neighborhood Attributes 

Noise in the neighborhood 1.09 1.05 

Air quality in the neighborhood 0.51*** 1.28 

Safety from crime in the neighborhood 1.27 1 

Neighborhood greenery 1.16 0.73 

Streets in your neighborhood 0.95 1.18 

Parking in the neighborhood 1.19 0.8 

Bike trails/paths in the neighborhood 0.92 0.8 

Access to public transportation in the neighborhood 1.2 1.14 

Access to highways in the neighborhood 0.56 0.9 

Drainage in the neighborhood 1.66 0.55*** 

Access to quality leisure, recreation and entertainment 1.43** 0.72 

Access to quality medical facilities 0.29 2.09 

Access to quality education institutions 1.21 0.87 

Access to quality banks and financial institutions  0.7 1.01 

Access to quality grocery stores and farmers market 1.11 1.17 

Access to places of worship 1.34 1.28 

Snow removal in the neighborhood 1.47* 0.9 

Constant 1.01 1.78 

N 341 341 

legend: * p<.05; ** p<.01; *** p<.001 

Low = low performance 

High = High performance 

Of the 33 domain and attribute variables tested, two were categorized as foundational. At 

low performance, the odds of being associated with higher U-index scores were higher 

for access to quality leisure, recreation and entertainment (OR=1.43; p<.01), and snow 

removal in the neighborhood (OR=1.47; p<.05). 

Four were identified as an added bonus. At high performance, the odds of being 

associated with higher U-index scores were lower for health (OR=.62; p<.001), leisure 
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time (OR=.66; p<.001), police and judiciary (OR=.64; p<.05), and drainage in the 

neighborhood (OR=.55; p<.001). 

Table 31 summarizes the piecewise regression results for the three measures of SWB 

(domain and attribute models) included in this analysis. Only domains and attributes 

significant in one of the three models are shown in the table. Comparing the two 

evaluative measures of SWB, the Cantril Ladder and SWLS, associations were consistent 

for only education (foundational) and income (consistently important). The inconsistency 

in findings across the two evaluative measures of SWB was also evident in our analysis 

in chapter 5, in the three-factor theory and piecewise (PWR) regression models. 

Comparing evaluative and emotional SWB measures, only in the case of the Cantril and 

U-index scores for health do we find consistent results (both added bonuses).  

Table 31. Piecewise regression (PWR*) results by SWB measure 

  Evaluative SWB Emotional SWB 

Cantril Ladder SWLS U-index 

Life Domains 

Health AB F AB 

Social Relationships 
 

AB 
 

Leisure Time 
  

AB 

Education F F 
 

Income CI CI 
 

Police and Judiciary 
  

AB 

Home Attributes  

Home - Quality CI F 
 

Home - Heating and Cooling CI 
  

Home - Water supply F 
  

Neighborhood Attributes 

Neighborhood greenery CI 
  

Access to public transportation in the 

neighborhood 

F 
  

Drainage in the neighborhood 
  

AB 
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  Evaluative SWB Emotional SWB 

Cantril Ladder SWLS U-index 

Access to quality leisure, recreation and 

entertainment 

 
AB F 

Snow removal in the neighborhood 
  

F 

F - Foundational 

CI - Consistently Important  

AB - Added Bonus 

 

There are several additional key takeaways from the piecewise regression (PWR*) 

results. First, much like the three-factor and piecewise (PWR) models, the domain 

performance models suggest that not only can the relationship between the performance 

of a domain and SWB be symmetric or asymmetric, but also that these relationships can 

vary between groups (such as income groups used in the analysis). For example, when 

looking at the association between health and the Cantril Ladder, we find it to be and 

added bonus for the high-income group and unimportant for the low-income group. 

Similarly, when looking at leisure time and the U-index, we find it to be an added bonus 

for the low-income group and unimportant for the high-income group. Second, like the 

three-factor and piecewise (PWR) models, when looking at home and neighborhood 

attributes, both seem to play a role in determining evaluative SWB. However, for 

emotional SWB none of the home attributes were associated with the U-index. Third, 

when comparing the two measures of evaluative SWB, the Cantril Ladder shows 

associations with a higher number of home and neighborhood attributes as compared to 

the SWLS. Finally, the addition of detailed home and neighborhood attributes (compared 

to the only domain model) slightly improves the fit of the regression models. When 

looking at the Cantril Ladder domain vs the Cantril Ladder domain and attribute models 

the pseudo R squared value increases for both low performance (.13 to .16) and high 

performance (.15 to .17) models. Similarly, in the case of SWLS domain vs the SWLS 

domain and attribute models R squared value increases for both low performance (.51 to 

.57) and high performance (.53 to .55) models. 
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Table 32 shows a comparison between the three-factor theory and the two piecewise 

regression (PWR and PWR*) models (domain and attribute) for each of the three SWB 

measures used. We compare findings by looking at if a particular variable is 

foundational, consistently important or an added bonus for evaluative or emotional SWB 

across the models. There were no domains or attributes that were consistently associated 

with SWB across the three models (TFT, PWR and PWR*). There were some cases 

where findings were consistent across two models. For example, health was consistently 

important for emotional SWB (U-index) in the TFT and PWR models, social 

relationships were foundational for evaluative SWB (SWLS) in the TFT and PWR 

models, home quality was consistently important for evaluative SWB (Cantril) in the 

PWR and PWR* models, etc. As can be seen in the table, we found evidence to support 

that not only are findings sensitive to modeling approaches but also to performance 

coding. 

Table 32 All models regression results by SWB measure 

 Evaluative SWB Emotional SWB 

Cantril 

TFT 

Cantril 

PWR 

Cantril 

PWR* 

SWLS 

TFT 

SWLS 

PWR 

SWLS 

PWR* 

U-index 

TFT 

U-index 

PWR 

U-index 

PWR* 

Life Domains 

Health F F AB F  F CI CI AB 

Family 

Relationships 
AB AB        

Social 

Relationships 
   F F AB    

Leisure Time        CI AB 

Education F AB F AB AB F    

Income AB CI CI  F CI AB   

Leisure Travel       AB AB  

Police and 

Judiciary 
       F AB 

Home Attributes 
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 Evaluative SWB Emotional SWB 

Cantril 

TFT 

Cantril 

PWR 

Cantril 

PWR* 

SWLS 

TFT 

SWLS 

PWR 

SWLS 

PWR* 

U-index 

TFT 

U-index 

PWR 

U-index 

PWR* 

Quality AB CI CI  AB F    

Electrical 

Supply 
    AB     

Heating and 

Cooling 
 F CI       

Water Supply   F       

Neighborhood Attributes 

Noise       AB   

Greenery F F CI       

Parking AB      AB AB  

Public 

transportation 
 AB F       

Drainage       F F AB 

Leisure & 

recreation 
    F AB   F 

Snow removal F       AB F 

TFT - Three-factor Theory 

PWR - Piecewise Regression 

F - Foundational 

CI - Consistently Important  

AB - Added Bonus 

 

In our three-factor theory and two piecewise regression analyses we found a number of 

associations that were counterintuitive. In our three-factor theory models for example, in 

the Cantril domain and attribute model we found that at low performance, the odds of 

access to quality grocery stores and farmers market in the neighborhood being associated 

with higher Cantril scores was higher. Similarly, we found counterintuitive findings for 

access to quality medical facilities in the SWLS domain and attribute model and access to 

quality leisure, recreation and entertainment in the U-index domain and attribute model. 

These findings extended to the piecewise regression models as well. In the PWR U-index 
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domain and attribute model neighborhood greenery at high performance was positively 

associated with U-index scores (higher unpleasant time). Similarly, in the PWR* U-index 

domain and attribute model neighborhood air quality at low performance was negatively 

associated with U-index scores (higher unpleasant time). We feel that this may be due to 

the association of such neighborhood qualities, amenities and services with other aspects 

of the neighborhood that may not be fully accommodated for in the model. For example, 

a lack of amenities and services in the neighborhood can be associated with lower 

density, lack of mixed use and reduced options for certain services (e.g., entertainment, 

sports, etc.). Therefore, if density, mixed uses and options for certain services influence 

SWB (positively or negatively), these effects may be displayed via the variables in our 

model. Next, we found some counterintuitive results specifically for our three-factor 

theory domain models focused on low-income respondents. We found that despite 

performance, government services and income (SWLS model) were negatively associated 

with SWLS score. This may point to an overall dissatisfaction with the attribute despite 

its performance. For example, because we are looking at the low-income group, despite 

their level of satisfaction with the income domain, their access to others amenities and 

services (e.g., health, leisure options, home, etc.) that influence evaluative SWB may be 

limited compared to other income groups. Also, for both three-factor theory and 

piecewise regression (PWR and PWR*) U-index domain and attribute models we found 

that social relationships counterintuitively associated U-index scores. As Fried (1982) 

suggests, the influence of social relationships on a person can be complex. While close 

interaction promotes a sense of satisfaction it can also cause feelings of a lack of privacy 

which can reduce satisfaction. These interactions can potentially result in conflicting 

findings. Finally, this analysis also relies on single equation analysis of the impacts of 

determinants on SWB. Therefore, attributes that may simultaneously have negative and 

positive impacts on SWB cannot be identified here and need more complex analysis 

techniques such as path analysis and structural equation modeling. For example, high 

accessibility to services and amenities can have a positive influence on SWB but can also 

have negative influence due to nuisances such as crowding and noise. 

Finally, findings related to the hypotheses tested are given below.  
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Hypothesis 2: There is a typology of neighborhood attributes in terms of how they 

impact SWB (evaluative and emotional) when performing poorly/absent, at all levels of 

performance, and only at a high performance. 

Three-factor regression results support that there exists a typology of neighborhood 

attributes in terms of how they impact SWB. Across the three measures of SWB used we 

found evidence that neighborhood attributes could be categorized as foundational and an 

added bonus.  

Piecewise regression (PWR and PWR*) results also support that there exists a typology 

of neighborhood attributes in terms of how they impact SWB. Across the three measures 

of SWB used we found evidence that neighborhood attributes can be foundational, 

consistently important and an added bonus for SWB.  

Hypothesis 2 (a): Specific attributes of neighborhood infrastructure are associated with 

SWB at both low and high performance (consistently important). That is, there exists a 

symmetrical relationship between attribute performance and SWB. 

Three-factor regression and the PWR piecewise regression results do not support this 

hypothesis as none of the neighborhood attributes were found to be consistently 

important. Only in the PWR* model was neighborhood greenery consistently important 

for evaluative SWB (Cantril Ladder). Therefore, we do find evidence that some attributes 

are associated with SWB at both low and high performance. However, this relationship 

may vary based on modeling method and data coding.  

Hypothesis 2 (b): Specific attributes of neighborhood infrastructure are associated with 

SWB only at low performance (foundational). That is, there exists an asymmetrical 

relationship between attribute performance and SWB. 

Three-factor regression results support this hypothesis as across the SWB measure 

models, several neighborhood attributes were categorized as foundational.  

Similarly, the piecewise regression (PWR and PWR*) results also support this hypothesis 

as across the SWB measure models, several neighborhood attributes were found to be 

foundational for evaluative and emotional SWB. 
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Hypothesis 2 (c): Specific attributes of neighborhood infrastructure are associated with 

SWB only at high performance (added bonus). That is, there exists an asymmetrical 

relationship between attribute performance and SWB. 

Three-factor regression results support this hypothesis as across the SWB measure 

models, several neighborhood attributes were categorized as an added bonus.  

Similarly, the piecewise regression (PWR and PWR*) results also support this hypothesis 

as across the SWB measure models, several neighborhood attributes were found to be an 

added bonus for evaluative and emotional SWB at only high performance. 
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Chapter 7 – Summary and Discussion  

In this research we explore how neighborhood attributes can influence evaluative and 

emotional SWB. Drawing from theoretical and empirical bodies of literature on SWB, we 

construct a conceptual framework and test several hypotheses to explore this relationship. 

Through our research design and analysis we hope to bridge a number of gaps in existing 

literature on the topic including: the lack of focus on emotional SWB; the use of limited 

measures of emotional SWB (single-item) when looking at the neighborhood-SWB 

relationship; the inconsistent use of SWB determinants in studies leading to over/under 

estimation of the influence of neighborhood attributes on SWB and limited comparability 

across studies; the overreliance on secondary data for analysis; and the lack of testing of 

findings for sensitivity to SWB measures and analysis methods. In this chapter we 

discuss the limitations of our research, provide a summary of our research, discuss the 

congruence of our findings with existing literature, and deliberate implications of our 

work for future research and policy.  

Limitations 

Our study has multiple limitations. First, the current analysis focuses solely on subjective 

measures of neighborhood attributes (i.e. satisfaction). Studies from the literature 

reviewed and models proposed by researchers suggest that objective neighborhood 

attributes also play a significant role in determining aspects of SWB (Byrnes et al., 2006; 

Campbell et al., 1976; X. J. Cao, 2016; Hur et al., 2010; Orru et al., 2016). Typically, it is 

suggested that objective attributes of the neighborhood influence perceptions of 

residential environments. These perceptions in combination with personal characteristics 

of an individual influence how a person evaluates their satisfaction with their residential 

environment. Finally, this satisfaction with the residential environment, in combination 

with other domains, such as home, work, health, income and education, influences 

overall SWB. While these relationships were not tested in this study, we hope to explore 

them in the future. Second, our study is cross-sectional which limits the casual inferences 

of our findings, as results from more longitudinal studies may or may not align with 

current findings. We would expect some incongruence, as longitudinal studies enable the 
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examination of a sequence of events to establish causal relationships, detect and 

accommodate for changes in characteristics of the target population over time, and permit 

the actual recording of past events to avoid recall bias. While due to this limitation our 

ability to make causal claims is hampered, identifying significant associations is an 

important step towards it. Third, SWB is also influenced by numerous contextual factors 

such as conditions at larger geographical scales (country, state, region), cultural factors, 

population composition, etc. Therefore, findings from this study should be generalized 

with care. Fourth, this study also relies on single equation analysis of the impacts of 

determinants on SWB. Therefore, attributes that may simultaneously have negative and 

positive impacts on SWB cannot be identified here and need more complex analysis 

techniques such as path analysis and structural equation modeling. For example, high 

accessibility to services and amenities can have a positive influence on SWB but can also 

have negative influence due to nuisances such as crowding and noise. Fifth, our research 

had a methodological testing focus as we explored associations between neighborhood 

attributes and evaluative and emotional SWB across SWB measures, analysis methods 

and data coding. Due to this focus we did not conduct any coefficient testing in terms of 

assessing the strength of relationships or comparing attributes amongst themselves. 

Finally, the literature reviewed and findings from our analysis revealed areas that deserve 

further exploration (e.g., comparing neighborhood environment determinants by different 

neighborhood type, income, age, etc.) but due to sample limitations we were unable to 

segment the data to do so. Despite these limitations, we do feel that the current research is 

a step forward in better understanding how the neighborhood environment influences 

SWB.  

Summary  

We found that that the literature on SWB is vast and dispersed across multiple 

disciplines. SWB-related studies appear in traditional disciplines, such as philosophy, 

economics, and psychology, as well as in emerging fields, such as public health, human 

ecology, and urban planning. Previous literature reviews of SWB determinants have 

tended to focus on a single discipline (Jin et al., 1995; Moskowitz et al., 2009; Zautra & 

Hempel, 1984). Given that empirical SWB studies are often scattered across disciplinary 
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boundaries, reviews within a single discipline rarely consolidate empirical evidence 

together for new insights into research directions. To address this issue, we conducted 

two literature reviews. The first focused on empirical studies from disciplines of 

psychology and public health exploring determinants of SWB. Using this review as a 

foundation to the understanding of SWB and its potential determinants, in our second 

review, we focused in greater detail on empirical literature on neighborhood level 

determinants of SWB. A brief summary of the two literature reviews is given below. To 

avoid nomenclature confusion, in this section, SWB refers to both evaluative and 

emotional SWB, EVA refers to the evaluative aspect, and EMO refers to the emotional 

aspect. 

Based on our first review and consideration of all identified determinants from the 

disciplines of psychology and public health, we found that the determinants fall into 

seven broad categories discussed below. Also, the associations found in the current 

literature vary significantly due to diverse study populations, research designs, analysis 

methods, geographic and cultural contexts, etc.  

Basic demographics: Basic demographics include age, gender, and race/ethnicity. For the 

studies reviewed, we found that basic demographics were mostly used as control 

variables. In studies explicitly focused on basic demographics, age was investigated the 

most, followed by gender and race/ethnicity. We found that age- and race/ethnicity-

centered studies tended to focus more on EVA, while gender-focused studies were more 

concerned with EMO (Andrews, 1986; Bradburn, 1969; Cantril, 1965; Clemente & 

Sauer, 1976a; Hnilica, 2011; Jivraj & Nazroo, 2014; Lamu & Olsen, 2016; A. Lee & 

Browne, 2008; Ozcakir et al., 2014; Steverink et al., 2001; Uppal, 2006; van Campen et 

al., 2013; Wadsworth & Pendergast, 2014).  

Socioeconomic status (SES): SES includes income, education, employment, immigration 

status, and family structure. Similar to basic demographics, we found that most studies 

used some SES determinants as control variables. Within SES-focused studies, income 

received the most attention, followed by family structure, employment, education, and 

immigration status. Measures of SES tended to be objective in nature, such as income, 
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being married, and being employed; however, in many cases, subjective measures, such 

as wealth satisfaction, income adequacy, and satisfaction with marriage, were also used. 

In general, SES studies focused more on EVA compared to EMO. Of all SES 

determinants, family structure–related studies paid the most attention to EMO (Campbell 

et al., 1976; Catalano & Dooley, 1977; J. Cramm et al., 2010; Freudiger, 1983; Frey & 

Stutzer, 2010; George & Landerman, 1984; Hammond et al., 2014; Hnilica, 2011; Jivraj 

& Nazroo, 2014; Kahneman & Deaton, 2010; Lamu & Olsen, 2016; A. Lee & Browne, 

2008; B. Li et al., 2016; Lipovčan et al., 2007; Mhaoláin et al., 2012; Michalos, 1980; 

Pinquart & Sörensen, 2000; Uppal, 2006; van Campen et al., 2013; Wadsworth & 

Pendergast, 2014; Wolinsky et al., 1985). 

Health and functioning: Health and functioning include general health status, body 

weight, physical activity, sleep, disability, and specific diseases. Across all studies 

reviewed, the use of general or self-reported health as a control variable was very 

common. Within health and functioning–focused studies, specific diseases received the 

most attention, followed by general health, physical activity, disability, body weight, and 

sleep. Measures of health and functioning tended to include both objective and subjective 

measures. The most common subjective measure was general or self-reported health, 

followed by perceived intrusiveness of any health condition and perceived physical and 

mental functioning. Once again, we found these studies to have an EVA focus, with some 

attention being paid to EMO. Studies related to specific diseases and physical activity 

typically paid more attention to EMO (Arent et al., 2000; Dierk et al., 2006; Fox, 1999; 

George & Landerman, 1984; Hamilton et al., 2007; Ickovics et al., 2006; Lamu & Olsen, 

2016; A. Lee & Browne, 2008; Lemola et al., 2013; Magallares et al., 2014; Moskowitz 

et al., 2009; Riddick, 1980; Sherman, 1980; VanCoevering, 1974; Wiltsey, 1968; 

Winstanley et al., 2015; You & Shin, 2017; Zautra & Hempel, 1984).  

Personality: Studies on personality fell into one of two distinct groups: those that looked 

at the Big Five personality traits (i.e., extroversion, agreeableness, openness, 

conscientiousness, and neuroticism) and those that investigated more nuanced personality 

attributes (e.g., optimism, self-esteem, and self-efficacy). Both groups tended to be well 

researched, and equal attention was paid to EVA and EMO. Personality was typically 
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measured using subjective personality scales (Costa & McCrae, 1980; Grant et al., 2009; 

Khan & Husain, 2010; Librán, 2006; Strobel et al., 2011; Tanksale, 2015). 

Social support: Studies in this category tended to measure social support using both 

objective means (e.g., number of social contacts or frequency of interaction) and 

subjective means (e.g., quality of social contacts or satisfaction with social contacts). 

Equal attention was paid in such studies to EVA and EMO aspects of SWB (Chou, 1999; 

J. Cramm et al., 2010; Khan & Husain, 2010; Kutek et al., 2011; McDonough et al., 

2014; Pinquart & Sörensen, 2000; Steverink et al., 2001; Tian, 2016).  

Religion and culture: Religion and culture receive equal attention in the literature 

reviewed for this study, and the two determinates often tend to be intertwined. They are 

typically measured using both subjective means (e.g., religiosity or individualist vs. 

collective culture) and objective means (e.g., number of visits to a place of worship). 

These studies tended to focus on EVA. Due to the limited number of studies in this 

category, it may be premature to make claims regarding the consistency of the findings 

(Abdel-Khalek, 2011; Cantril, 1965; Ellison, 1991; Gull & Dawood, 2013; Krause, 2003; 

L. Lu, 2006; Shiah et al., 2016).  

Geography and infrastructure: Attributes of geography and infrastructure studied 

included conditions at various levels of disaggregation, including nation, region, 

community (city, town, or parish), neighborhood, and home, and access to 

infrastructures, such as food, water, sanitation, transportation, greenery, leisure, and 

ecosystems. Studies in this category tended to rely on both objective means (e.g., 

physical location or economic conditions) and subjective means (e.g., perception of 

access) to measure geography and infrastructure. The primary focus was EVA. Once 

again, due to the limited number of studies in this category, it may be premature to make 

claims regarding the consistency of the findings (Assessment, 2005; Bryce et al., 2016; 

Ed Diener et al., 2015; Eurostat, 2016; Guite et al., 2006; Kasl & Harburg, 1975; Ludwig 

et al., 2012; Moro et al., 2008; Summers et al., 2012; Ruut Veenhoven & Ehrhardt, 1995; 

Winters & Li, 2017; Węziak-Białowolska, 2016).  
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In our second literature review we focused on neighborhood level determinants of SWB. 

We found that research looking at the neighborhood environment and SWB can be 

classified into two broad categories. First, studies that focus directly on how various 

aspects of the neighborhood influence evaluative and emotional SWB. Second, studies 

that focus on how various aspects of the neighborhood influence residential or 

neighborhood satisfaction. Here, residential or neighborhood satisfaction is defined as 

one domain of many (e.g., home, health, work) that have been found to influence SWB. 

Therefore, our review focused on both types of studies. We found that while some studies 

do suggest that neighborhood-level determinants have a greater influence on SWB and 

residential satisfaction as compared to individual-level socio-demographic variables (Y. 

Liu et al., 2017; Lovejoy et al., 2010; Parkes et al., 2002), the influence has been found to 

vary. This is to be expected given the diverse contexts of these studies, the varied 

measures of SWB and residential satisfaction, various neighborhood-level determinants 

included in the models, and the use of a multitude of analysis techniques. Studies suggest 

that the neighborhood environment can explain 2 to 24 percent of the variance in SWB 

(primarily EVA) and 2 to 72 percent of the variation in residential satisfaction. Based on 

our review of studies we found that neighborhood determinants of SWB and residential 

satisfaction could be divided into eight categories.  

Safety: In our review we found that studies looking at the relation between safety, SWB 

and residential satisfaction relied more on perceptions or subjective measures of safety 

rather than objective ones. In terms of perceptions, many aspects of safety were 

associated with SWB and residential satisfaction, including fear of crime, freedom from 

crime, neighborhood security, vulnerability, children’s safety in the neighborhood, social 

disorder, physical disorder, and proximity to areas perceived as unsafe (Adams & Serpe, 

2000; Balestra & Sultan, 2013; Cohen, 2008; Jane M Cramm & Nieboer, 2014; Dittmann 

& Goebel, 2010; Hipp, 2009; Westaway, 2007). These associations held even when 

safety was construed as a more complex construct (studies using composite safety 

variables) that included safety from traffic, crowding while walking, crime rates and 

children’s safety (Lovejoy et al., 2010; D. Wang & Wang, 2016). We also found that 

studies using objective measures of safety (e.g., crime statistics, reported victimization), 
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while limited in number, also found associations with SWB and residential satisfaction 

(Byrnes et al., 2006; Carp & Christensen, 1986; Cohen, 2008; Hooghe & Vanhoutte, 

2011; Kuroki, 2013; Mridha & Moore, 2011). Interestingly, in a study looking at the 

influence of safety on residential satisfaction, Cohen (2008) found that reported 

perception of crime in the neighborhood was much lower than the objectively measured 

crime statistics. This suggests that a lack of information or awareness about crime in the 

neighborhood has a positive influence on residential satisfaction, which increases the 

importance of perceived safety in predicting residential satisfaction. 

Social capital: We found that numerous aspects of social capital have been found to be 

associated with SWB and residential satisfaction. These aspects include a mix of 

subjective (e.g., satisfaction with neighbors, relationships in the community) and 

objective measures (e.g., number of visits from neighbors, visits to church) of social 

capital. Aspects of social capital found to be associated with SWB and residential 

satisfaction included: (subjective measures of satisfaction with) social cohesion, overall 

social climate, social safety, social support, social interaction, relations with neighbors, 

neighborhood network and sense of community; (and objective measures of) social 

attendance, prosocial behaviors and engagement, number of visits with neighbors, and 

neighborhood composition (Amérigo & Aragonés, 1990; Dittmann & Goebel, 2010; 

Ettema & Schekkerman, 2016; Gao et al., 2017; L. Ma et al., 2018; Morrison, 2011; 

Permentier et al., 2011; Shields et al., 2009). In addition, we also found evidence that the 

relationship of social capital with SWB and residential satisfaction may vary based on 

socio-demographics. In particular, the relationship was found to vary by gender, age and 

race (Barresi et al., 1984; Morgan et al., 2011; R. J. Taylor et al., 2001). Finally, there 

was also evidence to suggest that the importance of social capital was magnified for the 

elderly due to health constraints, limited mobility and reduced support structures (Jane M 

Cramm & Nieboer, 2015; Menec & Nowicki, 2014).  

Services and access: In our review we found several neighborhood services to be 

associated with SWB and residential satisfaction. These services included convenient 

transportation services, adequate public facilities, electricity, water, commercial services, 

leisure time services, municipal services, educational institutions and non-profit services 
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(Aiello et al., 2010; Jane Murray Cramm et al., 2012; Gandelman et al., 2012; Sirgy et al., 

2000; Türkoğlu, 1997). Studies also indicate that it is not just the mere existence of these 

services that influence SWB and residential satisfaction but also the level of satisfaction 

with their quality (Basolo & Strong, 2002; Türkoğlu, 1997). Based on where one lives, 

access and proximity to several amenities was also found to influence SWB and 

residential satisfaction. These included: educational institutions, health care facilities, 

financial institutions, entertainment, shops, public transportation, coastline, airports, 

abandoned areas, work, downtown and green spaces (Ambrey & Fleming, 2014; Balestra 

& Sultan, 2013; Krekel et al., 2016; Z. Li & Wu, 2013; Y. Liu et al., 2017; Menec & 

Nowicki, 2014; Morrison, 2011; Rehdanz & Maddison, 2008). 

Pollution: Most studies exploring pollution focus on noise and its influence on SWB and 

residential satisfaction; only limited studies explore air pollution. Most measures used are 

subjective in nature: respondents reported their level of satisfaction with noise and air 

pollution or reported if there was an issue with them. Higher noise and air pollution are 

associated with lower levels of SWB and residential satisfaction (Carp & Christensen, 

1986; Gandelman et al., 2012; Miller et al., 1980; Oktay & Rustemli, 2011; Oktay et al., 

2012; Rehdanz & Maddison, 2008; Türkoğlu, 1997). In addition, Gandelman et al. (2012) 

found that the absence of noise and air pollution has a positive influence on several 

aspects of life that may influence SWB, such as leisure time, social life and health. 

Finally, Kroesen et al. (2010) found that not all noise had the same influence on 

residential satisfaction. They found that road traffic noise and neighbor noise were the 

strongest annoyance-related predictors of residential dissatisfaction.  

Greenness: We found that studies assessed the relationship between greenness, SWB and 

residential satisfaction using both subjective and objective measures. Subjective measures 

of greenness that have been found to be associated with SWB and residential satisfaction 

include overall satisfaction with greenness, perceived access, perceived restorativeness of 

green spaces, satisfaction with green spaces, perceived quality of green spaces and 

satisfaction with the number of trees (Fried, 1982; Leslie & Cerin, 2008; Marselle et al., 

2015; Morrison, 2011; Oktay & Rustemli, 2011; Permentier et al., 2011; Vemuri et al., 

2011; Y. Zhang et al., 2017). Objective measures of greenness that have been found to be 
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associated with SWB and residential satisfaction include percentage of public green 

space in the neighborhood, vegetation cover, vegetation density, species richness, 

distance to green space and number of trees (Ambrey & Fleming, 2014; Hur et al., 2010; 

Krekel et al., 2016; Kweon et al., 2010; Luck et al., 2011; Miller et al., 1980). Ambrey 

and Fleming (2014) also suggest that benefits obtained from neighborhood greenness 

may influence some more than others. They find that an increase in density increases the 

importance of the green space and that the under-resourced (lower education and income) 

participants benefit the most.  

Homeownership and length of stay: In our review several studies found a relationship 

between homeownership, SWB and residential satisfaction (Allen Jr et al., 1985; Gray et 

al., 2008; Theodori, 2001; Vemuri et al., 2011). These associations were found even in 

the longitudinal studies conducted by Rohe and Stegman (1994), in which recent 

homeowners saw greater increases in life satisfaction compared to renters. 

Homeownership has been referred to in literature as a basic human need and owners are 

expected to feel more secure and satisfied with their lives (Gray et al., 2008). 

Homeowners have been found to have a perception of greater control and more favorable 

subjective assessments of their neighborhood which influences their overall satisfaction. 

Additionally, Hipp (2009) also found that homeowners tend to be more economically 

invested in their communities. Compared to homeownership, studies looking at length of 

stay were limited, and with a few exceptions (Barresi et al., 1984; Miller et al., 1980), 

showed associations with SWB and residential satisfaction (Allen Jr et al., 1985; Z. Li & 

Wu, 2013; Lovejoy et al., 2010; M. Lu, 1999).  

Other neighborhood attributes: Several studies also found associations between various 

attributes of the neighborhood (objective and subjective), SWB and residential 

satisfaction. A few studies suggested that subjective neighborhood characteristics have a 

larger influence on SWB than objective characteristics (Ettema & Schekkerman, 2016; S. 

M. Lee et al., 2017; van den Berg et al., 2016; Chun Zhang & Lu, 2016). Subjective 

attributes of the neighborhood associated with SWB and residential satisfaction included 

neighborhood aesthetics/attractiveness/appearance, neighborhood disorder (e.g., presence 

of trash, graffiti), architecture, transportation options, cultural diversity, street lighting, 
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maintenance and upkeep of the neighborhood, and walkability (Dassopoulos et al., 2012; 

Ettema & Schekkerman, 2016; Fisher & Li, 2004; Gandelman et al., 2012; Gao et al., 

2017; Gory et al., 1985; Jirovec et al., 1985; Menec & Nowicki, 2014; Morrison, 2011; 

Oktay & Rustemli, 2011; Oktay et al., 2009; Parkes et al., 2002; Ruiz et al., 2019). 

Objective attributes of the neighborhood associated with SWB and residential satisfaction 

included cul-de-sac density, density (population and housing), diversity and rarity of 

points of interest, home and neighborhood typology (e.g., single family, new urbanist), 

neighborhood deprivation, relative poverty, walkability, street connectivity, and land-use 

mix (X. J. Cao, 2016; Jane Murray Cramm et al., 2012; Dang et al., 2019; Fried, 1982; 

Gray et al., 2008; Hooghe & Vanhoutte, 2011; Leslie & Cerin, 2008; Mashhadi et al., 

2016; Patterson & Chapman, 2004; Van Dyck et al., 2011).  

Homes: While our review did not focus specifically on housing satisfaction studies, we 

found several attributes of the home to be associated with SWB and residential 

satisfaction. There were several studies that found positive associations between overall 

satisfaction with the home or its quality and its influence on SWB and residential 

satisfaction (Fried, 1982; Y. Liu et al., 2017; M. Lu, 1999; Permentier et al., 2011; 

Westaway, 2007). Other studies looked at more nuanced characteristics of the home and 

found that SWB and residential satisfaction were associated with home size, condition of 

the home, degree of light, insulation, home hazards (heat and noise), ventilation, and 

basic components such as a kitchen and shower (Byrnes et al., 2006; Jirovec et al., 1985; 

Z. Li & Wu, 2013; Oswald et al., 2010; Perez et al., 2001; Rehdanz & Maddison, 2008; 

D. Wang & Wang, 2016).  

Using the information from the reviews and two branches of theory (human-environment 

connections literature in psychology and public health and the consumer satisfaction 

literature in economics) we formulated a conceptual framework. The theoretical basis of 

the connections between neighborhood environments and SWB outcomes includes the 

socio-ecological model (Bronfenbrenner, 1977; Stokols, 1996), the person-environment 

fit model (Edwards et al., 1998; Kahana et al., 1980; Kahana et al., 2003), arousal theory 

(Baumeister & Vohs, 2007), buffering theory, social quality theory (L. Van der Maesen, 

2001; L. J. Van der Maesen & Walker, 2005), activity theories (Csikszentmihalyi, 1975; 
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Edward Diener, 2009), broaden-and-build theory of positive emotions (Fredrickson, 

2001, 2004), and adaptations of Maslow’s hierarchy of needs (McLeod, 2007; Sirgy, 

1986). The second branch of theory, consumer satisfaction literature in economics, is 

used to delve deeper into the complex, asymmetric effects of various neighborhood 

attributes on evaluative and emotional SWB outcomes (Kano, 1984; Mikulić, 2007).  

In our conceptual framework neighborhood attributes are divided into three broad 

categories drawing from the work of Maslow (1954) and future adaptations (McLeod, 

2007; R. M. Ryan & Deci, 2000; Ryff & Keyes, 1995; Sirgy, 1986). These categories 

included: basic survival infrastructure which includes various city services and aspects of 

safety; activity and socializing infrastructure which includes transportation infrastructure, 

access to destinations, and social capital in the neighborhood; and self-actualizing 

infrastructure that includes aesthetics/nuisances and the recreational environment. These 

categories of neighborhood attributes are all hypothesized to influence evaluative and 

emotional SWB. The grouping of the neighborhood attributes into these three categories 

is based on heuristics derived from existing literature and study team deliberations. It is 

intended to evolve as we and other researchers continue this line of exploration and gain 

a better understanding of the relationship between neighborhood attributes and SWB. 

Also, while our model categorizes needs in a fashion similar to Maslow’s hierarchy of 

needs and other models, our focus is solely on neighborhood attributes.  

Next, we draw from the three-factor theory of satisfaction in economics (Anderson et al., 

2004; Berman, 2005; Füller & Matzler, 2008; Fűller et al., 2006; Kano, 1984; Olever, 

1997) and sustainability science literature (Ramaswami, 2020) to hypothesize that some 

neighborhood attributes influence or create satisfaction, while others influence or create 

dissatisfaction and that these attributes can have varied influences on residents’ SWB 

based on how they are performing. Therefore, the relationship between neighborhood 

attributes and evaluative SWB can be symmetrical or asymmetrical.  

These hypotheses are tested using survey data collected in Twin Cities Metro Area by the 

Sustainable Healthy Cities project from October 17, 2016 to October 25. The data was 

collected using paper surveys and the smartphone application DaynamicaTM. Data 
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collected included measures of evaluative and emotional SWB, participant satisfaction 

with 31 neighborhood attributes, satisfaction with seven home attributes, demographic 

and SES variables, personality scale, general health and disability measures, satisfaction 

with various domain of life, etc. Results from our analysis are discussed below.  

To test the first set of hypotheses, related to the association between specific attributes of 

the neighborhood and SWB, multiple regression analysis was used. 

Hypothesis 1: The perceptions (satisfaction) related to specific attributes of 

neighborhood infrastructure are associated with both the evaluative and the emotional 

SWB of residents. 

Result: For our sample we did find evidence to support hypothesis 1 as perceptions 

(satisfaction) related to specific attributes of neighborhood infrastructure were found to 

be associated with both the evaluative and the emotional SWB of residents. Satisfaction 

with public transportation, streets and relationships with neighbors were only associated 

with evaluative SWB while satisfaction with active transportation infrastructure and 

neighborhood safety were associated with emotional SWB. Of the neighborhood 

variables in the analysis none influenced both aspects of SWB. 

Hypothesis 1(a): The perceptions (satisfaction) related to basic survival infrastructure 

attributes of neighborhood are associated with both the evaluative and the emotional 

SWB of residents. 

Result: Results from our analysis did not support hypothesis 1(a). First, for safety we 

found a significant association only with emotional SWB. Similarly, active transportation 

infrastructure (including services – street cleaning and snow removal) was found to be 

significantly associated with only emotional SWB. This disagrees with hypothesis 1(a) 

which proposed that basic survival infrastructure attributes of neighborhood are 

associated with both the evaluative and the emotional SWB of residents 

Hypothesis 1(b): The perceptions (satisfaction) related to activity and socializing 

attributes of neighborhood are associated with both the evaluative and the emotional 

SWB of residents. 
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Result: Results from our analysis support hypothesis 1(b). We found that evaluative 

SWB was associated with relations with neighbors (SWLS), streets (Cantril) and public 

transportation (Cantril). In addition, both measures of emotional SWB were associated 

with active transportation infrastructure (including attributes - traffic safety, sidewalks, 

bike trails/paths, street lighting). These findings agree with hypothesis 1(b) which 

proposed that activity and socializing attributes of neighborhood are associated with both 

the evaluative and the emotional SWB of residents. 

Hypothesis 1(c): The perceptions (satisfaction) related to self-actualizing attributes of 

neighborhood are associated with both the evaluative and the emotional SWB of 

residents. 

Result: Results from our analysis did not support hypothesis 1(c). We found no 

significant associations between satisfaction with parks, aesthetics, or noise and air 

pollution and either aspects of SWB. This disagrees with hypothesis 1(c) which proposed 

self-actualizing attributes of neighborhood are associated with both the evaluative and the 

emotional SWB of residents. 

To test the second set of hypotheses, related to a typology of neighborhood attributes in 

terms of how they impact evaluative and emotional SWB, multiple regression analysis 

was used. To check for sensitivity of findings to regression modeling techniques two 

modeling techniques were used, there-factor theory regression (TFT) and piecewise 

regression. Finally, to assess sensitivity of findings to performance coding, findings from 

two piecewise regression models (PWR and PWR*) were compared.  

Hypothesis 2: There is a typology of neighborhood attributes in terms of how they 

impact SWB (evaluative and emotional) when performing poorly/absent, at all levels of 

performance, and only at a high performance. 

Result: Three-factor regression results support that there exists a typology of 

neighborhood attributes in terms of how they impact SWB. Across the three measures of 

SWB used we found evidence that neighborhood attributes could be categorized as 

foundational and an added bonus.  
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Piecewise regression (PWR and PWR*) results also support that there exists a typology 

of neighborhood attributes in terms of how they impact SWB. Across the three measures 

of SWB used we found evidence that neighborhood attributes can be foundational, 

consistently important and an added bonus for SWB.  

Hypothesis 2 (a): Specific attributes of neighborhood infrastructure are associated with 

SWB at both low and high performance (consistently important). That is, there exists a 

symmetrical relationship between attribute performance and SWB. 

Result: Three-factor regression and the PWR piecewise regression results do not support 

this hypothesis as none of the neighborhood attributes were found to be consistently 

important. Only in the PWR* model was neighborhood greenery consistently important 

for evaluative SWB (Cantril Ladder). Therefore, we do find evidence that some attributes 

are associated with SWB at both low and high performance. However, this relationship 

may vary based on modeling method and data coding.  

Hypothesis 2 (b): Specific attributes of neighborhood infrastructure are associated with 

SWB only at low performance (foundational). That is, there exists an asymmetrical 

relationship between attribute performance and SWB. 

Result: Three-factor regression results support this hypothesis as across the SWB 

measure models, several neighborhood attributes were categorized as foundational.  

Similarly, the piecewise regression (PWR and PWR*) results also support this hypothesis 

as across the SWB measure models, several neighborhood attributes were found to be 

foundational for evaluative and emotional SWB. 

Hypothesis 2 (c): Specific attributes of neighborhood infrastructure are associated with 

SWB only at high performance (added bonus). That is, there exists an asymmetrical 

relationship between attribute performance and SWB. 

Result: Three-factor regression results support this hypothesis as across the SWB 

measure models, several neighborhood attributes were categorized as an added bonus.  
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Similarly, the piecewise regression (PWR and PWR*) results also support this hypothesis 

as across the SWB measure models, several neighborhood attributes were found to be an 

added bonus for evaluative and emotional SWB at only high performance. 

Congruence of findings with existing literature 

We expected associations we found in our study to vary to some extent from existing 

literature based on differences in characteristics of the study populations, research 

designs, analysis methods, geographic and cultural contexts, etc. (Barresi et al., 1984; 

Chen & Page, 2016; Jane M Cramm & Nieboer, 2015; Kunzmann et al., 2000; Menec & 

Nowicki, 2014; Morgan et al., 2011; Steverink et al., 2001; R. J. Taylor et al., 2001). In 

addition, because our study included a more comprehensive set of control variables 

compared to the studies reviewed (e.g., personality, health, home attribute satisfaction) 

we expected neighborhood attribute satisfaction variables to be less significant predictors 

evaluative and emotional SWB than shown in previous research. Finally, since the use of 

the three-factor theory regression and piecewise regression to understand the nature of 

association between neighborhood attributes and SWB  is unique to this study, in this 

section we focus solely on findings from our analysis pertaining to satisfaction with 

neighborhood attributes and their association with evaluative and the emotional SWB of 

residents (Chapter 5). 

Demographics and SES 

In line with existing literature we found that minorities such as Black respondents 

reported lower SWB than their White counterparts (Andrews, 1986; Bradburn, 1969; 

Wadsworth & Pendergast, 2014). However, we found evidence that the relationship may 

be more nuanced based on which dimension of SWB is being explored. In our analysis 

we found being Black and White were associated with aspects of both evaluative and 

emotional SWB. Being White was positively associated with evaluative SWB (SWLS) 

while being Black was associated negatively. However, we also found that both were 

negatively associated with emotional SWB (U-Index person days). That is, White and 

Black respondents reported lower emotional SWB compared to other races.  
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In existing literature findings focused on gender and SWB have shown mixed results as 

being female has been found to be both positively (Lamu & Olsen, 2016; A. Lee & 

Browne, 2008; Ozcakir et al., 2014; Steverink et al., 2001) and negatively (Calys-Tagoe 

et al., 2014; Z. Liu et al., 2016; Steverink et al., 2001) associated with SWB. In our 

analysis we did not find any significant associations between gender and either dimension 

of SWB.  

Studies that have looked at age have primarily had an evaluative SWB focus and have 

shown mixed results. Some studies showed a U-shaped relationship, typically flattened at 

age 40 (Hnilica, 2011; Uppal, 2006), while others showed a positive association (Cantril, 

1965; Clemente & Sauer, 1976a; Jivraj & Nazroo, 2014; Ozcakir et al., 2014; van 

Campen et al., 2013), a negative association (Bradburn & Caplovitz, 1965; Calys-Tagoe 

et al., 2014; Lamu & Olsen, 2016; Uppal, 2006), or no association (Andrews, 1986; 

Kutek et al., 2011; Magallares et al., 2014; Olsson et al., 2014). In our analysis we found 

no evidence of an association between age and evaluative SWB. Instead we found that 

age was positively associated with both measures of emotional SWB. That is, being older 

was associated with higher emotional SWB. 

Studies that look at companionship and SWB have consistently found that being married 

or living with a partner—and being satisfied with the relationship—have a positive 

influence on SWB (Campbell et al., 1976; Freudiger, 1983; George & Landerman, 1984; 

Hnilica, 2011; Jivraj & Nazroo, 2014; Lamu & Olsen, 2016; Mhaoláin et al., 2012; 

Michalos, 1980; Wolinsky et al., 1985). In our analysis we found that living with a 

spouse/partner was positively associated with both measures of evaluative SWB. That is, 

living with a spouse/partner was associated with higher evaluative SWB. 

Existing studies looking at the presence of children and SWB tend to be inconclusive 

(Andrews, 1986; George & Landerman, 1984), with a few studies finding that living with 

children may lead to higher EVA and negative emotions (Steverink et al., 2001; Yu & 

Chen, 2016). We found that the number of children under the age of 18 living in the 

respondent’s household was associated with only emotional SWB (U-Index). A higher 

number of children in the household was associated with higher emotional SWB. 
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Studies focused on income have consistently found that it is associated with SWB, 

primarily evaluative SWB (J. Cramm et al., 2010; George & Landerman, 1984; 

Kahneman & Deaton, 2010; B. Li et al., 2016; Lipovčan et al., 2007; Pinquart & 

Sörensen, 2000; Wolinsky et al., 1985). Some suggest that higher income may not 

necessarily increase SWB but does buffer the impacts of negative emotions, such as 

worry (Ed Diener & Biswas-Diener, 2002; B. Li et al., 2016; Yu & Chen, 2016). In 

contrast to these findings, in our analysis we did not find any significant associations 

between income and either dimension of SWB.  

Along the same lines numerous studies have found an association between 

unemployment and evaluative SWB (Campbell et al., 1976; Catalano & Dooley, 1977; 

Frey & Stutzer, 2010; Lamu & Olsen, 2016; A. Lee & Browne, 2008; Uppal, 2006; 

Wadsworth & Pendergast, 2014). However, in our analysis we did not find any 

significant associations between employment and either dimension of SWB.  

While not explored in other studies we found that the number of vehicles owned by a 

respondent was positively associated with one evaluative measure (Cantril Ladder) and 

both measures of emotional SWB.   

Personality and Health 

There is a consensus in existing literature that general health status (and self-reported 

health) is positively and strongly associated with evaluative SWB, even after controlling 

for other determinants (George & Landerman, 1984; Lamu & Olsen, 2016; A. Lee & 

Browne, 2008; Riddick, 1980; Zautra & Hempel, 1984). In our study we found evidence 

to support these studies and extend the relationship to emotional SWB. We found health 

(self-reported general health) to be associated with all measures of evaluative and 

emotional SWB. That is, higher general health scores were associated with higher SWB.  

Similarly, there seems to be consensus in existing literature that Big Five and more 

nuanced personality attributes influence SWB (Costa & McCrae, 1980; Grant et al., 

2009; Khan & Husain, 2010; Librán, 2006; Strobel et al., 2011; Tanksale, 2015). We 

found personality (optimism) to be associated with all measures of evaluative and 

emotional SWB. Higher optimism scores were associated with higher SWB.  
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Satisfaction with home attributes 

In existing literature numerous aspects of the home have also been found to influence 

SWB directly and through their influence on residential satisfaction. These aspects 

include, quality of the home, size, and the quality of various utilities such as electric, 

water, and heating and cooling (Bruin & Cook, 1997; Fried, 1982; Oswald et al., 2010; 

Rohe & Stegman, 1994; Türkoğlu, 1997; D. Wang & Wang, 2016). These studies 

primarily focused on evaluative SWB or residential satisfaction. Using a composite home 

attribute satisfaction variable (that consisted of satisfaction with quality of the home, size, 

electric supply, water supply, and heating and cooling) we found evidence to support the 

influence of satisfaction of home attributes on evaluative SWB. Satisfaction with home 

attributes was found to be associated with both measures of evaluative SWB. That is, 

higher satisfaction with home attributes was associated with higher evaluative SWB.  

Weather 

While not included in other studies, we found that weather, maximum temperature on the 

day of the interview, was associated with both evaluative (Cantril Ladder) and emotional 

(U-Index) SWB. That is warmer days were associated with higher SWB.  

Satisfaction with neighborhood attributes 

Studies related to safety and SWB in the current literature primarily focus on evaluative 

SWB. Numerous studies have found perceptions related to safety, security and 

vulnerability to be associated with evaluative SWB (Adams & Serpe, 2000; Cohen, 2008; 

Jane M Cramm & Nieboer, 2014; Dittmann & Goebel, 2010). In our study we did not 

find evidence to support this link between safety and evaluative SWB. However, we 

found satisfaction with neighborhood safety to be associated with only emotional SWB 

(U-Index). That is, higher satisfaction with neighborhood safety scores were associated 

with higher emotional SWB.  

Numerous aspects of active transposition infrastructure have been explored in existing 

literature with a primary focus on evaluative SWB. These studies find associations 

between evaluative SWB and traffic safety, upkeep and maintenance, street lighting, 
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sidewalks etc. (Jane Murray Cramm et al., 2012; Gandelman et al., 2012; Kroesen et al., 

2010; Leslie & Cerin, 2008; Miller et al., 1980; Oswald et al., 2010; Patterson & 

Chapman, 2004; Ruiz et al., 2019; Sirgy & Cornwell, 2002; Winters & Li, 2017). In our 

analysis we found contradictory evidence as satisfaction with neighborhood active 

transportation infrastructure was associated with both measures of emotional SWB and 

not evaluative SWB. That is, higher satisfaction with active transportation infrastructure 

scores were associated with higher emotional SWB.  

While few studies reviewed included streets in their analysis (Oswald et al., 2010) we 

found satisfaction with neighborhood streets to be associated with only evaluative SWB 

(Cantril Ladder). Higher satisfaction with neighborhood street scores were associated 

with higher evaluative SWB.  

While none of the studies reviewed explicitly focused on public transportation some 

studies did indicate that perceptions of convenience, access and quality of public 

transportation influence evaluative SWB (Jane Murray Cramm et al., 2012; Oswald et al., 

2010; Rehdanz & Maddison, 2008).  In our analysis we found support for these studies as 

satisfaction with neighborhood public transportation infrastructure was associated with 

evaluative SWB (Cantril Ladder). Higher satisfaction with neighborhood public 

transportation infrastructure scores were associated with higher evaluative SWB.  

In our review we found that access to numerous services and amenities was associated 

with higher SWB. These included: educational institutions, health care facilities, financial 

institutions, entertainment, shops, public transportation, coastline, airports, work, and 

downtown (Ambrey & Fleming, 2014; Balestra & Sultan, 2013; Krekel et al., 2016; Z. Li 

& Wu, 2013; Y. Liu et al., 2017; Menec & Nowicki, 2014; Morrison, 2011; Rehdanz & 

Maddison, 2008). In our analysis we did not find any significant associations between 

satisfaction with neighborhood accessibility (composite variable) and either dimension of 

SWB.  

In the current literature numerous aspects of social capital found to be associated with 

SWB including subjective measures of satisfaction with social cohesion, overall social 

climate, social safety, social support, social interaction, relations with neighbors, 
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neighborhood network and sense of community (Amérigo & Aragonés, 1990; Dittmann 

& Goebel, 2010; Ettema & Schekkerman, 2016; Gao et al., 2017; L. Ma et al., 2018; 

Morrison, 2011; Permentier et al., 2011; Shields et al., 2009). While the primary focus of 

these studies has been evaluative SWB, associations with emotional SWB have also been 

found (Bramston et al., 2002; Ettema, Gärling, Olsson, & Friman, 2010; Morrison, 2011). 

In our study, we found satisfaction with relations with neighbors to be associated with 

only evaluative SWB (SWLS). Higher satisfaction with relations with neighbors scores 

were associated with higher evaluative SWB.  

In the current literature perceptions of neighborhood aesthetics have been found to be 

important predictors of SWB (Gao et al., 2017; Huynh et al., 2013; J. Ma et al., 2018). 

However, in our analysis we did not find any significant associations between satisfaction 

with neighborhood aesthetics (composite variable) and either dimension of SWB.  

In our literature review we found that higher noise and air pollution are associated with 

lower levels of SWB (Carp & Christensen, 1986; Gandelman et al., 2012; Miller et al., 

1980; Oktay & Rustemli, 2011; Oktay et al., 2012; Rehdanz & Maddison, 2008; 

Türkoğlu, 1997). However, in our analysis we did not find any significant associations 

between satisfaction with neighborhood noise and air pollution (composite variable) with 

either dimension of SWB.  

In the existing literature several aspects of neighborhood greenness have been associated 

with SWB. These include, overall satisfaction with greenness, perceived access, 

perceived restorativeness of green spaces, satisfaction with green spaces, perceived 

quality of green spaces and satisfaction with the number of trees (Fried, 1982; Leslie & 

Cerin, 2008; Marselle et al., 2015; Morrison, 2011; Oktay & Rustemli, 2011; Permentier 

et al., 2011; Vemuri et al., 2011; Y. Zhang et al., 2017). However, in our analysis we did 

not find any significant associations between satisfaction with neighborhood parks and 

either dimension of SWB.  
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Discussion- findings for future research  

In this section we draw from our literature reviews and analysis to discuss 

recommendations for future research that we feel would help in forming a better 

understanding of the neighborhood environment-SWB connection and promoting SWB. 

As mentioned earlier, our research had a methodological testing focus as we explored 

associations between neighborhood attributes and evaluative and emotional SWB across 

SWB measures, analysis methods and data coding. We found evidence to suggest 

sensitivity of findings to SWB measures used, modeling techniques and data coding. 

Given this evidence it would clearly be premature to make policy recommendations 

regarding which neighborhood attributes can be used to promote SWB. To get to that 

point we need to continue collecting SWB focused data across geographies to test and 

develop a sound methodology for future research. The resulting research, in our opinion, 

would have strong policy implications in the future.  

Incorporate a comprehensive set of determinants in studies 

We found the inconsistent use of determinants in existing studies determinantal to 

comparison and analysis model specification. This was prevalent in both bodies of 

literature reviewed. The review of literature from psychology and public health suggested 

that several determinants have not received adequate attention in existing research, 

including race/ethnicity, education, immigration status, religion and culture, and 

geography and infrastructure. We identified seven categories of SWB determinants in 

psychology and public health. Among the public health studies reviewed, 15% focused 

on a single determinant category, and 67% included three or more determinant categories. 

Among the psychology studies reviewed, 20% focused on a single determinant category, 

and only 42% included three or more determinant categories. Similarly, for the review 

focused on the influence of the neighborhood environment on SWB we identified eight 

categories of SWB determinants. Of the studies focused on emotional SWB, 73% 

incorporated three or less of the neighborhood determinant categories in their analysis 

followed by evaluative SWB at 67%. This inconsistent use of determinants was a product 

of data limitations, focus on specific research topic and a focus on certain study 
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populations. In addition, due to the nature of data used and how authors conceptualized 

determinants, even when similar determinants were included in studies they were 

operationalized differently. For instance, for SES, some studies evaluated income while 

others evaluated income adequacy, or, for social support, some studies used the number 

of social contacts while others used the perceived quality of social contacts. Similarly, 

studies that analyzed the influence of safety on SWB used varied measures of safety, 

including fear of crime, freedom from crime, perceptions of neighborhood security, 

perceived vulnerability, perceptions regarding children’s safety in the neighborhood, etc. 

The issue of limited determinants being included in studies also stems from a lack of 

interdisciplinary research in the area. Studies exploring the influence of the neighborhood 

environment on SWB typically use results from similar studies in the past to form the 

foundation for their analysis, often ignoring findings from disciples such as psychology 

and public health.  One of the most critical gaps we identified in such studies was the 

exclusion of general health and personality variables. Only seven percent of the studies 

included personality variables and 20% included health related variables. Our review of 

literature from the disciplines of psychology and public health suggested that both these 

variables can significantly influence SWB. Also, while findings for other determinants 

were inconsistent across the literature, general health and personality were consistently 

found to be associated with SWB (Costa & McCrae, 1980; George & Landerman, 1984; 

Grant et al., 2009; Khan & Husain, 2010; Lamu & Olsen, 2016; A. Lee & Browne, 2008; 

Librán, 2006; Riddick, 1980; Strobel et al., 2011; Tanksale, 2015; Zautra & Hempel, 

1984). This concern was also validated in our analysis. In consensus with existing 

literature we found in our study that health and personality were associated with all 

measures of evaluative and emotional SWB included in our analysis. While not included 

in this research we did explore the extent to which the exclusion of these variables could 

influence results. Using models from our analysis in chapter 5 that explored determinants 

of two measures of evaluative SWB (Cantril Ladder and SWLS) and two measures of 

emotional SWB (U-index and U-index person days) we re-ran our analysis excluding the 

personality and health variables. Based on the regression method used we compared 

goodness of fit measures for the two models (with personality and health vs without 
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personality and health). In the case of the SWLS, inclusion of personality and health 

increased the R squared value for the model from 0.44 to 0.56. In the case of the Cantril 

Ladder, inclusion of personality and health increased the Pseudo R squared value for the 

model from 0.13 to 0.17 and the log pseudolikelihood from -591.95 to -492.53. In the 

case of the U-index, inclusion of personality and health increased the Bayesian 

Information Criterion (BIC) for the model from -1941.59 to -1825.16. Similarly, for the 

U-index person days model, inclusion of personality and health increased the BIC for the 

model from -17216.19 to -16681.72. These findings further stress the need to include 

health and personality variables in future research.  

While using identical variables in future research may be unrealistic, we strongly 

recommend the use of a comprehensive set of variables (control and study) in studies 

looking at the association between the neighborhood environment and SWB. Use of such 

models would give researchers the ability to compare results across geography and 

populations to aid in the creation of a more global framework of neighborhood-level 

SWB determinants to explore and test. In addition, the use of a comprehensive set of 

control variables will also avoid misspecification of models used in analysis and prevent 

the over/under estimation of the role of the neighborhood environment in influencing 

SWB. This issue is evidenced by the wide range of variance in SWB (2 to 24 percent) 

and residential satisfaction (2 to 72 percent) explained by the neighborhood environment 

in existing literature. Finally, there is a need for more interdisciplinary research on the 

topic. As evidenced by our reviews, there is abundant research on determinants of SWB 

from multiple disciplines which could be consolidated to create a comprehensive 

understanding of the neighborhood-level determinants of SWB and progress research in 

the field. Planners and policy makers should be critical of studies that do not consider a 

wide or comprehensive set of determinants while trying to understand the relationship of 

neighborhood attributes on both aspects of SWB.  

Pay equal attention evaluative and emotional SWB 

There is consensus in existing literature that two distinct dimensions constitute SWB 

(Boniwell, 2008; Edward Diener, 2009; Ed Diener et al., 2003), the evaluative and the 
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emotional. Therefore, to understand how the neighborhood environment influences SWB 

it is critical to understand its influence on both dimensions of SWB. However, we did not 

find this to be the case in existing literature. Of the 105 studies reviewed from 

psychology and public health, only 36 looked at both evaluative and emotional SWB. 

This issue was even more prevalent in the studies looking at the influence on the 

neighborhood environment on SWB with only 12 out of 97 studies reviewed focusing on 

both dimensions. Overall, the dominant SWB dimension studied was evaluative SWB. 

While this focus is understandable given that evaluative SWB data are typically much 

simpler to collect and more readily available in secondary datasets, favoring one aspect of 

SWB can be problematic. For instance, Morrison (2007) indicated that place of residence 

would affect people’s judgments of emotional SWB more than of evaluative SWB. 

Looking only at one or the other may overestimate or underestimate the effects of 

different SWB determinants. 

This issue is also highlighted in our analysis where we find that satisfaction with 

attributes of the neighborhood environment influence both evaluative and emotional 

SWB. In addition, we found that evaluative and emotional SWB have varied 

determinants. For example, satisfaction with attributes of one’s home was only associated 

with evaluative SWB. At the neighborhood level, satisfaction with streets, public 

transportation and relations with neighbors were only associated with evaluative SWB 

whereas neighborhood safety and active transportation infrastructure were only 

associated with emotional SWB. Also, we found that the influence of neighborhood 

attributes previously thought to be limited to evaluative SWB also extended to emotional 

SWB. For example, neighborhood safety and transportation infrastructure which were 

previously studied primarily in relation to evaluative SWB were found to be associated 

with emotional SWB.  

Therefore, for future studies looking at the association between the neighborhood 

environment and SWB we would strongly recommend including both dimensions of 

SWB. Not only will this inclusion help accurately represent the influence of the 

neighborhood environment on SWB, but it would also provide much needed research 

regarding how it influences emotional SWB. For planners and policy makers it is 
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important to ensure that studies that inform policy are robust in their accommodation of 

both dimension of SWB. This would aid in evidence-based neighborhood infrastructure 

prioritization to get better resident SWB results.  

Promote longitudinal research 

The current state of data collection does not lend itself to longitudinal research, as very 

few longitudinal surveys collect SWB data. Of the studies reviewed for this paper, only 

23% of public health studies, 19% of psychology studies and three percent of studies 

looking at the neighborhood environment and SWB were longitudinal. This limits our 

findings, as results from more longitudinal studies may or may not align with current 

findings. We would expect some incongruence, as longitudinal studies enable the 

examination of a sequence of events to establish causal relationships, detect and 

accommodate for changes in characteristics of the target population over time, and permit 

the actual recording of past events to avoid recall bias. This was also a limitation of the 

data used for our research. 

In the future more longitudinal studies are needed to elucidate the direction, effect size, 

and mediating or moderating relationships between SWB and its determinants. This type 

of research would also allow for the exploration of adaptation and SWB, and from the 

perspective of aging and lifecycle-based research in a rapidly changing world, 

longitudinal research might tease out temporal changes in SWB. For planners and policy 

makers longitudinal data could be a strong evaluation tool to access the SWB impactions 

of various neighborhood investments. Such evaluations can be used to create an 

evidence-based prioritization framework for future investments. Therefore, we would 

highly recommend promoting the collection of longitudinal SWB data.     

Use granular measures of emotional SWB 

For studies reviewed in this research that focused on the relationship between the 

neighborhood environment and SWB we found that emotional SWB was typically 

measured using a single item question. Examples include: “How happy do you feel these 

days?” (Y. Liu et al., 2017); “How happy are you?” (Kuroki, 2013); “At present, how are 

you feeling?” (Gray et al., 2008); and “Taking all things together, how would you say 
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things are these days—would you say you’re very happy, pretty happy, or not too happy 

these days?” (R. J. Taylor et al., 2001). While frequently used, these questions are unable 

to capture people’s specific affective experiences as they interact with the environment in 

which they live. Affective experiences are best captured through episode-level (trip and 

activity) affective evaluations (Kahneman et al., 2004). Data collection methods such at 

the Day Reconstruction Method (DRM) are designed to overcome this issue but are not 

commonly used in SWB research (Kahneman et al., 2004). A lack of research looking at 

episode-level affective responses results in an incomplete understanding of the 

relationship between neighborhood and emotional SWB.  

While we do not contest the additional time and resource burdens of using such granular 

measures, recent technological advances have made their use more practical for 

researchers. For example, in our research we utilized the DaynamicaTM Smartphone 

application (Fan et al., 2015; 2017; 2019) which optimizes the DRM to collect episode-

level emotion data using phone features to significantly reduce user and researcher 

burden in collecting data. For future research we recommend the use of such granular 

measures of emotional SWB to better understand the interaction experience implications 

of the neighborhood environment on emotional SWB.  

Unpack the influence of individual neighborhood attributes on SWB 

For studies reviewed in this research that focused on the relationship between the 

neighborhood environment and SWB we found that the use of composite variables to 

represent neighborhood attributes was common (Bramston et al., 2002; Cicognani et al., 

2008; Gray et al., 2008; Menec & Nowicki, 2014; Oswald et al., 2010; Shields et al., 

2009; Sirgy & Cornwell, 2002; Theodori, 2001; Toma et al., 2015). For example, 

Patterson and Chapman (2004) looked at the influence of New Urbanist planning on life 

satisfaction and residential satisfaction. For their analysis they used a composite New 

Urbanist index that accommodated for various characteristics, such as neighborhood and 

building design, greenness, street and sidewalks, amenities, services etc. Along the same 

lines in their study that focused on elderly residents in China, Zhang and Zhang (2017) 

looked at the association between various aspects of SWB and the neighborhood 
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environment. They used a composite scale for the neighborhood environment that 

constituted its functional and physical dimensions. These included greening, cleaning and 

garbage disposal, public space layout, security facilities, road traffic, shopping 

convenience, educational conveniences, convenience of medical services, communal 

facilities, recreational and exercise facilities, activities centers for aged people, and 

service agencies. While these studies are informative and critical to the topics they focus 

on (e.g., New Urbanist design), this approach does not lend itself to understanding and 

unpacking the influence of specific neighborhood attributes on SWB and residential 

satisfaction. In particular, findings from such studies are difficult to translate to policy 

(Jane Murray Cramm et al., 2012; Mridha & Moore, 2011). For example, just knowing 

that improvements to the physical environment of the neighborhood will help improve 

SWB is not very informative. It would be more helpful to know what specific aspects of 

the physical environment need to be improved.  

This issue was also highlighted in our analysis. We used a composite variable of home 

(quality, size, electric supply, water supply, and heating and cooling) to test the first set 

of hypotheses and found that it influenced both measures of evaluative SWB. However, 

this did not tell us what specific attributes of the home could be targeted for improvement 

to increase SWB. When testing the symmetry of relationships using the second set of 

hypotheses, we unpacked this composite variable and found that home quality, home 

electric supply, and home heating and cooling were important factors in determining 

evaluative SWB. This highlights how more granular analysis can provide better evidence 

for decision-making. Therefore, in future research there is a need to test models where the 

association of individual neighborhood attributes with SWB can be explored and used to 

identify priorities for policy makers.  

Include the home in neighborhood analysis 

Satisfactory housing has been found by many to be the one of the most essential needs of 

people (Balestra & Sultan, 2013). Numerous studies have highlighted the importance of 

the home and various attributes of the home for SWB (Byrnes et al., 2006; Jirovec et al., 

1985; Z. Li & Wu, 2013; Oswald et al., 2010; Perez et al., 2001; Rehdanz & Maddison, 
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2008; D. Wang & Wang, 2016). However, we found that the inclusion of home related 

variables in analysis looking at the relationship between the neighborhood environment 

and SWB was not common (23 of 97 studies reviewed). Even when included in the 

analysis attributes included varied. Some studies included the overall satisfaction with 

home quality while others looked at size, utilities, etc. As with other variables, omission 

of an important determinant can result in inaccurate results. This issue was also 

highlighted in our own study as we found evidence to support that the home plays a 

crucial role in determining one’s SWB. When looking at multiple measures of evaluative 

and emotional SWB we found that attributes of the home were associated with both 

measures of evaluative SWB. The same was true for our three-factor theory and 

piecewise regression models.  

Given the consistent importance of home attributes to evaluative SWB, in future research 

we recommend that home attribute variables be included in analysis to avoid 

misspecification of models and the over/under estimation of the influence of 

neighborhood-level attributes on SWB. Also, including them in analysis can help 

planners and policy makers determine the most suitable level (home vs neighborhood) to 

make investments and enhancements to improve resident SWB. Our findings, in 

consensus with previous research, suggest that improvements in home conditions can be 

used as a potential means to improve resident SWB. Particularly in the case of under-

resourced neighborhoods where the housing conditions may be substandard, grants and 

funding directed towards home improvements can potentially be beneficial for resident 

SWB. However, it is important to point out that these attributes may vary based on the 

location of the study. For example, heating and cooling may be more of a concern in the 

Twin City Metro Area due to the harsh winters.  

Pay attention to sensitivity of results to SWB measurement, modeling and coding 

approaches 

Our analysis suggests that when exploring the relationship between neighborhoods 

attributes and SWB it is crucial to pay attention to SWB measures being used, the 

modeling technique used to identify associations between variables and how the data is 
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coded. The use of two measures of evaluative SWB (the Cantril Ladder and the SWLS) 

gave us the ability to compare findings across all models included in this analysis. In 

testing our first set of hypotheses we found that associations with determinants varied 

across the two measures. For example, race and satisfaction with relations with neighbors 

were only associated with the SWLS, whereas satisfaction with streets and public 

transportation, weather, and number of vehicles owned were only associated with Cantril 

scores. Similarly, in our three-factor theory and piecewise regression models family 

relationships, home heating and cooling, parking in the neighborhood, and snow removal 

in the neighborhood were only associated with Cantril scores, whereas social 

relationships, home electric supply, and access to quality leisure, recreation and 

entertainment were only associated with SWLS scores. This is an interesting finding 

given that much like previous studies (ED Diener et al., 1985), in our sample we find a 

high correlation between the two measures (.69). However, this finding is not limited to 

our study. Cramm (2012) conducted a study to specifically test the difference in the 

associations of the two measures with multiple individual and socio-economic SWB 

determinants. Like our analysis she found that the determinants associated with both 

measures varied. However, for determinants that were associated with both measures, the 

direction of association was the same. She attributed these differences to the fact that 

multi-item measures of SWB, like the SWLS, provoke more discriminating responses 

compared to their single-item counterparts and that SWLS questions make respondents 

contemplate a wider scope of life satisfaction than the Cantril Ladder. Across all models 

used in this analysis (chapter 5 and 6) we found that more attributes of the home and the 

neighborhood were associated with the Cantril Ladder compared to the SWLS.  

To test the symmetry of the relationship between various attributes and SWB we used 

two modeling techniques, three factor theory regression and piecewise regression. This 

enabled us to explore the sensitivity of our findings to the modeling techniques. In 

addition, we compared two piecewise regression models to test for sensitivity of findings 

to performance coding. We compared findings by looking at if a particular variable is 

foundational, consistently important or an added bonus for evaluative or emotional SWB 

across the models. We found no domains or attributes that were consistently associated 
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with SWB across the three models highlighting the sensitivity of findings to modeling 

and coding. 

The findings here suggest that researchers and policy makers need be cognizant of the 

implications of using only a single measure of SWB or analysis technique to understand 

how the neighborhood environment influences SWB. When it comes to measuring SWB 

we strongly recommend the use of multiple measures, as was the case in this research, to 

get a more nuanced understanding of its determinants. In the case of modeling 

techniques, without further research it may be premature to suggest one modeling 

technique over the other. Finally, how data is coded can influence results and coding 

schemes should be scrutinized as much as possible to make sure that results reflect 

ground realities. As we continue our research in the future, using data from other cities, 

we hope to have a better understanding of what method is best suited for such analysis.  

Promote localized SWB research 

Across almost all the studies reviewed for this research there is a consensus about the 

context sensitivity of SWB and its determinants. For example, both religion and culture 

have been found to influence SWB (Abdel-Khalek, 2011; Gull & Dawood, 2013; Krause, 

2003; Shiah et al., 2016). In addition, SWB can also vary based on several personal, local 

socio-economic and area-specific characteristics. For example, at the individual level 

studies have found that characteristics of the resident (e.g. income, age, homeownership) 

can influence the impact of the neighborhood attributes (e.g., crime, social capital, 

transportation infrastructure), on SWB (J. Cramm et al., 2010; Kuroki, 2013; Menec & 

Nowicki, 2014; Oswald et al., 2010). Similarly, at the local socioeconomic level, 

economic heterogeneity, income equality, affluence, and housing type have been found to 

influence the impact of the neighborhood attributes on SWB (Gruber & Shelton, 1987; 

Hooghe & Vanhoutte, 2011; Parkes et al., 2002). In terms of area-specific characteristics 

geography, neighborhood type and urbanicity were all found to influence the impact of 

the neighborhood attributes on SWB (Dittmann & Goebel, 2010; Lovejoy et al., 2010). 

We found evidence of these differences in our analysis as well as some of our findings 
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were not congruent with studies conducted in other geographies (discussed in the section 

- congruence of findings with existing literature).  

This context sensitivity of SWB creates the need to study the areas of interest themselves 

rather than generalizing findings from other geographies. That is, to understand what 

attributes of the neighborhood environment influence SWB in the population of interest, 

you must study that population. This is particularly important in the context of planners 

and policy makers trying to translate research into policy. While relationships between 

neighborhood attributes and SWB from different geographies can be used for guidance 

they may not hold true for other areas based on the population composition, culture, 

proportion of homeowners to renters, socio-economic conditions in the area, etc. 

Therefore, for planners and policy makers looking to use neighborhood-based strategies 

to promote resident SWB it is critical to promote local research to inform decision-

making.  

Neighborhood attributes to focus on 

It is important to point out that findings from this study should be generalized to other 

contexts with great scrutiny as the findings primarily apply to the area studied. Also, as 

mentioned earlier, given the sensitivity of our findings to SWB measures, modeling and 

coding it would clearly be premature to make policy recommendations regarding which 

neighborhood attributes can be used to promote SWB. However, in our analysis certain 

attributes of the neighborhood did stand out that should receive more scrutiny in the 

future. Results from our analysis in Chapter 5 hinted at several aspects of the 

neighborhood that could be targeted by planners and policy makers to enhance resident 

SWB. For evaluative SWB, higher satisfaction with relations with neighbors, streets, and 

public transportation are all associated with higher SWB scores. These findings are 

extremely important from an equity perspective. Residents of the two low-income urban 

neighborhoods included in our analysis, Philips and Near North, reported the lowest 

evaluative and emotional SWB scores. These neighborhoods also have the lowest 

satisfaction scores for relations with neighbors and streets, both of which are associated 

with higher SWB. For planners and policy makers, improvements in these two attributes 
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via more social engagement activities in the community and better upkeep and 

maintenance of streets may help improve the SWB of its residents and bring them up to 

par with other neighborhoods. As would be expected, when it comes to public 

transportation, the greatest SWB benefits would be for suburban neighborhoods as they 

report the lowest level of satisfaction with public transportation of all neighborhoods 

studied. Similarly, higher emotional SWB is associated with higher satisfaction with 

neighborhood safety and active transportation infrastructure which includes traffic safety, 

sidewalks, bike trails/paths, street lighting, street cleaning, and snow removal. Once 

again, the two low-income urban neighborhoods included in our analysis had the lowest 

satisfaction scores for safety and active transportation infrastructure. Given the multi-

dimensional nature of these two attributes, planners and policy makers need to engage the 

community in a conversation regarding how these attributes can be improved.  

In our analysis in chapter 6 we found evidence that there exists a typology of 

neighborhood attributes in terms of how they impact SWB (evaluative and emotional) 

when performing poorly/absent (low performance), at all levels of performance, and only 

at a high performance. This typology can be helpful to planners and policy makers in 

setting priorities regarding infrastructure investment and improvements. Across both, the 

three-factor theory and piecewise regression techniques, priorities were identified in a 

similar manner. Attributes that perform poorly (average performance lower that 4) and 

are associated with SWB scores at low performance (foundational) or both low and high 

performance (consistently important) are a top priority. This because when an attribute is 

associated with SWB only at low performance, its lower performance can cause lower 

SWB. Therefore, planners and policymakers should ensure that these attributes perform 

at a satisfactory level to avoid a lower SWB of residents. When an attribute is associated 

with SWB at both high and low performance its performance can contribute to both, 

prevention of lower SWB and promotion of higher SWB. Therefore, planners and 

policymakers should ensure a satisfactory performance of these attributes to prevent 

lower SWB and should strive for improved performance to improve SWB. Finally, 

attributes that are associated with SWB only at high performance (added bonus) and are 

performing poorly are secondary priorities. While priorities varied based on the SWB 
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measure, modeling technique and performance coding, some attributes did stand out. 

Snow removal is a top priority for evaluative SWB (Cantril TFT) and secondary priority 

for emotional SWB (U-index PWR). Drainage in the neighborhood is a top priority for 

emotional SWB across both models. Home quality is a secondary priority for evaluative 

SWB in the Cantril TFT model and SWLS PWR model. Finally, parking is a secondary 

priority in the Cantril TFT model and both emotional SWB models.  

Once again, based on the neighborhood attributes identified that could be used for 

promoting SWB we find equity concerns for the low-income urban neighborhoods. For 

drainage, parking and snow removal in the neighborhood, residents of the two low-

income urban neighborhoods reported the lowest satisfaction. While these findings point 

to potential equity issues, as neighborhood attributes associated with better SWB seem to 

perform the worst in low-income urban neighborhoods, it also presents a significant 

opportunity to focus future investments to target specific attributes and promote SWB for 

the residents of these neighborhoods.  

In conclusion, while this research is a step forward in understanding the relationship 

between neighborhood environments and SWB, there is still a long way to go. 

Continuing this line of research, collecting structured data, and testing frameworks across 

geographies is critical for researchers, planners and policy makers that hope to present the 

residents of their communities with a better and brighter tomorrow.  
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Appendix A: Neighborhood and SWB Review Keywords 

1. Neighborhood Subjective well-being 

2. Neighborhood well-being 

3. Neighborhood Subjective well-being determinants 

4. Neighborhood well-being determinants 

5. Neighborhood satisfaction subjective well-being 

6. Neighborhood satisfaction well-being 

7. Residential satisfaction subjective well-being 

8. Residential satisfaction well-being 

9. Neighborhood satisfaction determinants  

10. Residential satisfaction determinants 

11. Neighborhood life satisfaction 

12. Neighborhood life evaluation  

13. Neighborhood cognitive well-being 

14. Neighborhood affective well-being 

15. Neighborhood emotional well-being 

16. Neighborhood satisfaction life satisfaction 

17. Neighborhood satisfaction life evaluation  

18. Neighborhood satisfaction cognitive well-being 

19. Neighborhood satisfaction affective well-being 

20. Neighborhood satisfaction emotional well-being 

21. Residential satisfaction life satisfaction 

22. Residential satisfaction life evaluation  

23. Residential satisfaction cognitive well-being 

24. Residential satisfaction affective well-being 

25. Residential satisfaction emotional well-being 

26. Neighborhood cognitive evaluation 

27. Neighborhood affective evaluation 

28. Residential cognitive evaluation 

29. Residential affective evaluation 
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30. Neighborhood determinants cognitive evaluation 

31. Neighborhood determinants affective evaluation 

32. Residential determinants cognitive evaluation 

33. Residential determinants affective evaluation 

34. Neighborhood determinants Subjective well-being 

35. Residential determinants Subjective well-being 

36. Neighborhood perceptions Subjective well-being 

37. Residential perceptions Subjective well-being 

38. Neighborhood attributes Subjective well-being 

39. Residential attributes Subjective well-being 

40. Built environment Subjective well-being  

41. Built environment well-being 

42. Built environment life satisfaction 

43. Built environment life evaluation 

44. Built environment cognitive well-being 

45. Built environment affective well-being 

46. Built environment emotional well-being 

47. Built environment neighborhood satisfaction 

48. Built environment residential satisfaction 
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Appendix B: Neighborhood Environment, Daily Activities, and 

Well-Being Study - Entry Survey 

Date: __  __ /__  __ / __  __  __  __ (mm/dd/yyyy) 

Time of Interview: _______________ (AM / PM) 

Survey Code:_______________ (ASSIGN AND FILL OUT CODE WHICH SHOULD 

MATCH CODE ENTERED IN DAYNAMICA) 

Parcel ID # (ADD) 

_____________________________________________________________    Unit 

#_______________ 

Location of Interview: 

________________________________________(NEIGHBORHOOD/CITY NAME 

ONLY) 

Interviewer Name:___________________________________________ 

A. Introduction and Consent  

Good morning/ afternoon. My name is [name of interviewer] and I’m a researcher at the 

University of Minnesota. You are invited to be in a research study in the Twin Cities 

Metro Area. Your block has been randomly selected to be part of the study.  It is 

important that we interview every household on your block.  Your participation is 

completely voluntary and confidential. None of the answers you give will be reported in 

any way that could identify you.  

The purpose of this study is to understand factors affecting Subjective Well-Being (i.e., 

how you think and feel about your life) including personal characteristics, civil 

infrastructures (e.g. water supply and sanitation, roads etc.) and other surrounding 

conditions where people live.  
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We will conduct entry and exit surveys where you will be asked questions regarding your 

subjective well-being, demographic characteristics and experiences using infrastructure. 

The entry and exit surveys will take 20-30 minutes to complete (each). You will also be 

asked to use an application on an Android phone which will be provided to you by the 

study team. The application will run on the phone for a period of seven days recording 

your trips and activities. For each trip and activity you will be asked to provide additional 

information (e.g., who was with you, satisfaction with the environment, how you felt, 

etc.). Once you have completed the entry survey, exit survey and provided information 

for each trip and activity on the application (for a period of 7 days) we will offer you a 

$50 Target gift card to thank you for your participation. I will now go over some details 

of the project included in this consent form that you can keep for your records.  

FOR INTERVIEWER:  GO OVER CONSENT SHEET 

Q1. Would you be willing to participate in this study? (CIRCLE ONLY ONE ANSWER) 

(1) YES  → (SKIP TO Q2 ON PAGE2) 

(0)  NO  → (CONCLUDE SURVEY) 

B. Subjective Well-Being (SWB) and Health 

FOR INTERVIEWER: PLEASE USE THE CANTRIL SHOW CARD FOR THE 

NEXT QUESTION AND POINT TO THE APPROPRIATE PLACES WHEN 

EXPLAINING THE QUESTION. NOTE THE RESPONDENT’S RESPONSE IN 

THE SPACE PROVIDED. 

I WILL NOW ASK YOU SOME QUESTIONS RELATED TO YOUR 

SUBJECTIVE WELL BEING 

 

Q2. Imagine a ladder with steps numbered from 0 at the bottom to 10 at the top. The top 

of the ladder represents the best possible life for you, and the bottom of the ladder 

represents the worst possible life for you:  
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1. On which step of the ladder would you say you stand at this time?______ 

(ENTER NUMBER) 

2. On which step of the ladder would you say you stood 5 years ago? ______ 

(ENTER NUMBER) 

3. On which step of the ladder would you say you will stand on 5 years from 

now?_______ (ENTER NUMBER) 

FOR INTERVIEWER: PLEASE USE THE SATISFACTION WITH LIFE (SWL) 

SHOW CARD FOR THE NEXT QUESTION AND POINT TO THE 

APPROPRIATE PLACES WHEN EXPLAINING THE QUESTION. NOTE THE 

RESPONDENT’S RESPONSE IN THE SPACE PROVIDED. 

Q3. Below are five statements that you may agree or disagree with. Using a 1 - 7 scale, 

with 1 being strongly disagree and 7 being strongly agree, indicate your agreement with 

each item.   

1. In most ways my life is close to my ideal.  

__________ (ENTER NUMBER) 

2. The conditions of my life are excellent. 

__________ (ENTER NUMBER) 

3. I am satisfied with my life. 

__________ (ENTER NUMBER) 

4. So far I have gotten the important things I want in life. 

__________ (ENTER NUMBER) 

5. If I could live my life over, I would change almost nothing 

__________ (ENTER NUMBER) 

Q4. Taken all together, how would you say things are these days?   Would you say that 

you are....? (CIRCLE ONLY ONE ANSWER) 

(1) NOT TOO HAPPY  

(2) PRETTY HAPPY 

(3) VERY HAPPY 

(-9) D/K OR R/A 
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Q5. How important are the following dimensions in determining how you think and feel 

about your life? (CIRCLE ONLY ONE ANSWER FOR EACH SUB-STATEMENT) 

 

 
(1) NOT 

IMPORTANT 

(2) 

SLIGHTLY 

IMPORTANT 

(3) 

MODERATELY 

IMPORTANT 

(4) 

IMPORTANT 

(5) VERY 

IMPORTANT 

(-9) 

D/K 

OR R/A 

(A) EDUCATION (OWN, 

SPOUSE/PARTNER OR 

OTHER FAMILY MEMBER) 

1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(B) WORK (OWN, 

SPOUSE/PARTNER OR 

OTHER FAMILY MEMBER) 

1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(C) HOUSEHOLD INCOME 1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(D) HEALTH (OWN, 

SPOUSE/PARTNER OR 

OTHER FAMILY MEMBER)  

1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(E) LIFE EVENTS E.G.., 

DEATH, BIRTH, WEDDING, 

ETC. (FAMILY MEMBERS, 

FRIENDS, ETC.) 

1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(F) FAMILY 

RELATIONSHIPS 

(SPOUSE/PARTNER, OWN 

CHILDREN, OTHER FAMILY 

MEMBER, ETC.) 

1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(G) TRANSPORTATION 

OPTIONS FOR DAILY 

WORK COMMUTE 

(PERSONAL VEHICLES, 

PUBLIC 

TRANSPORTATION, ETC.) 

1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(H) TRANSPORTATION 

OPTIONS FOR DAILY 

LEISURE TRAVEL 

(PERSONAL VEHICLES, 

PUBLIC 

TRANSPORTATION, ETC.) 

1 2 3 4 5 -9 
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(1) NOT 

IMPORTANT 

(2) 

SLIGHTLY 

IMPORTANT 

(3) 

MODERATELY 

IMPORTANT 

(4) 

IMPORTANT 

(5) VERY 

IMPORTANT 

(-9) 

D/K 

OR R/A 

(I) SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS 

(FRIENDS, NEIGHBORS, 

ETC.)  

1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(J) HOUSEHOLD FACILITIES 

(E.G., ELECTRICITY, 

WATER, HEAT, ETC.) 

1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(K) NEIGHBORHOOD 

INFRASTRUCTURE OR 

CONDITIONS (E.G., 

STREETS, PARKS, SAFETY, 

ETC.) 

1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(L)OTHER________________

_____________ 
1 2 3 4 5 -9 

Q6. Have there been specific times when household facilities and/or neighborhood 

infrastructure have affected how you think and feel about your life? (CIRCLE ONLY 

ONE ANSWER) 

(1) YES (ASK NEXT QUESTION) 

(0) NO (SKIP TO Q8 ON PAGE 4) 

(-9) D/K OR R/A (SKIP TO Q8 ON PAGE 4) 

Q7. Please briefly describe the specific times when household facilities and/or 

neighborhood infrastructure have affected how you think and feel about your life? 

(1)_______________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

_________________________(ENTER TEXT) 

(-9) D/K OR R/A 
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C. Personality  

I WILL NOW ASK YOU QUESTIONS RELATED TO YOUR LIFE 

ORIENTATION. 

Q8. Please be as accurate as you can throughout. Try not to let your response to one 

statement influence your responses to other statements. There are no "correct" or 

"incorrect" answers. Answer according to your own feelings, rather than how you think 

"most people" would answer. (READ OUT ANSWER CATEGORIES FIRST; CIRCLE 

ONLY ONE ANSWER FOR EACH SUB-STATEMENT) 

 (1) I 

DISAGREE A 

LOT 

(2) I 

DISAGREE A 

LITTLE 

(3) I NEITHER 

AGREE NOR 

DISAGREE 

(4) I 

AGREE 

A 

LITTLE 

(5) I 

AGREE 

A LOT 

(-9) 

D/K 

OR 

R/A 

(A) IN UNCERTAIN TIMES, I USUALLY 

EXPECT THE BEST 
1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(B) IT'S EASY FOR ME TO RELAX 1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(C) IF SOMETHING CAN GO WRONG FOR 

ME, IT WILL 
1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(D) I'M ALWAYS OPTIMISTIC ABOUT MY 

FUTURE 
1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(E) I ENJOY MY FRIENDS A LOT 1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(F) IT'S IMPORTANT FOR ME TO KEEP 

BUSY 
1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(G) I HARDLY EVER EXPECT THINGS TO 

GO MY WAY 
1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(H) I DON'T GET UPSET TOO EASILY 1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(I) I RARELY COUNT ON GOOD THINGS 

HAPPENING TO ME 
1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(J) OVERALL, I EXPECT MORE GOOD 

THINGS TO HAPPEN TO ME THAN BAD 1 2 3 4 5 -9 
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D. Neighborhood Surroundings 

I WILL NOW ASK YOU SOME QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR 

NEIGHBORHOOD. 

Q9. How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the following aspects of living in your 

neighborhood? (READ OUT ANSWER CATEGORIES FIRST; CIRCLE ONLY ONE 

ANSWER FOR EACH SUB-STATEMENT) 

 
(1) VERY 

DISSATISFIED 

(2) 

DISSATISFIED 

(3) 

UNSURE 

(4) 

SATISFIED 

(5) VERY 

SATISFIED 

(-9) 

D/K 

OR 

R/A 

NEIGHBORHOOD CHARACTERISTICS 

(A) THE LOOKS OR DESIGN OF 

THE NEIGHBORHOOD 
1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(B) NEIGHBORHOOD 

CLEANLINESS (E.G., BEING 

FREE FROM TRASH, LITTER) 

1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(C) NOISE IN THE 

NEIGHBORHOOD (E.G., FROM 

VEHICLES, NEIGHBORS, 

MACHINERY, ETC.) 

1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(D) AIR QUALITY IN THE 

NEIGHBORHOOD 
1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(E) SAFETY FROM CRIME IN 

YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD 
1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(F) SAFETY FROM TRAFFIC IN 

YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD 
1 2 3 4 5 -9 

NEIGHBORHOOD INFRASTRUCTURE 

(G) NEIGHBORHOOD 

GREENERY (E.G., TREES, 

BUSHES, YARDS, ETC.) 

1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(H) PARKS AND PLAYGROUNDS 

IN YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD 
1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(I) STREETS IN YOUR 

NEIGHBORHOOD 
1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(J) PARKING IN YOUR 

NEIGHBORHOOD 
1 2 3 4 5 -9 
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(1) VERY 

DISSATISFIED 

(2) 

DISSATISFIED 

(3) 

UNSURE 

(4) 

SATISFIED 

(5) VERY 

SATISFIED 

(-9) 

D/K 

OR 

R/A 

(K) SIDEWALKS  IN YOUR 

NEIGHBORHOOD 
1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(L) BIKE TRAIL/PATHS IN YOUR 

NEIGHBORHOOD 
1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(M) ACCESS TO PUBLIC 

TRANSPORTATION IN YOUR 

NEIGHBORHOOD 

1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(N) ACCESS TO HIGHWAYS 

FROM YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD  
1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(O) STREET LIGHTING IN YOUR 

NEIGHBORHOOD 
1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(P) DRAINAGE IN YOUR 

NEIGHBORHOOD 
1 2 3 4 5 -9 

AMENITIES IN OR ACCESSIBLE FROM NEIGHBORHOOD 

(Q) ACCESS TO QUALITY 

LEISURE, RECREATION AND 

ENTERTAINMENT (E.G, 

THEATERS, MOVIES, 

RESTAURANTS, BARS, ETC.) 

OPPORTUNITIES OTHER THAN 

PARKS AND PLAYGROUNDS IN 

YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD 

1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(R) ACCESS TO QUALITY 

MEDICAL FACILITIES (E.G., 

HOSPITALS, CLINICS, ETC.) 

1 2 3 4 5 -9 

 

FOR INTERVIEWER: CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE 
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(1) VERY 

DISSATISFIED 

(2) 

DISSATISFIED 

(3) 

UNSURE 

(4) 

SATISFIED 

(5) VERY 

SATISFIED 

(-9) D/K 

OR R/A 

(S) ACCESS TO QUALITY 

SCHOOLS AND OTHER 

EDUCATIONAL 

INSTITUTIONS 

1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(T) ACCESS TO QUALITY 

CHILDCARE 
1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(U) ACCESS TO QUALITY 

COMMUNITY AND PUBLIC 

FACILITIES (E.G., POST 

OFFICES, LIBRARIES, 

COMMUNITY CENTERS, 

ETC.) 

1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(V) ACCESS TO QUALITY 

BANKS AND OTHER 

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS 

1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(W) ACCESS TO QUALITY 

GROCERY STORES OR 

FARMERS MARKETS 

1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(X) ACCESS TO QUALITY 

STORES FOR ALL OTHER 

PURCHASES (OTHER THAN 

GROCERY STORES) 

1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(Y) ACCESS TO PLACES OF 

WORSHIP  
1 2 3 4 5 -9 

CITY SERVICES IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD 

(Z) GARBAGE COLLECTION 

AND TRASH REMOVAL IN 

YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD 

1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(A1) SNOW REMOVAL IN 

YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD 
1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(B1) STREET CLEANING IN 

YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD 
1 2 3 4 5 -9 

SENSE OF COMMUNITY IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD  

(C1) THE NUMBER OF 

FRIENDS YOU HAVE IN 

YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD 

1 2 3 4 5 -9 
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(1) VERY 

DISSATISFIED 

(2) 

DISSATISFIED 

(3) 

UNSURE 

(4) 

SATISFIED 

(5) VERY 

SATISFIED 

(-9) D/K 

OR R/A 

(D1) RELATIONS WITH 

RESIDENTS OF YOUR 

NEIGHBORHOOD  

1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(E1) ABILITY TO 

PARTICIPATE IN 

NEIGHBORHOOD 

DECISIONS THAT IMPACT 

YOU/YOUR FAMILY   

1 2 3 4 5 -9 

  

E. Home  

I WILL NOW ASK YOU SOME QUESTIONS RELATED TO 

INFRASTRUCTURE AVAILABLE AT YOUR HOME. 

 

Q10. How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the following aspects of life at your 

home? (READ OUT ANSWER CATEGORIES FIRST; CIRCLE ONLY ONE 

ANSWER FOR EACH SUB-STATEMENT) 

 

(1) VERY 

DISSATISFIED 

(2) 

DISSATISFIED 

(3) 

UNSURE 

(4) 

SATISFIED 

(5) VERY 

SATISFIED 

(-9) 

D/K 

OR 

R/A 

(A) QUALITY 

OF HOME 

1 
2 3 4 5 -9 

(B) SIZE OF 

HOME 

1 
2 3 4 5 -9 

(C) 

ELECTRICITY 

SUPPLY 

1 

2 3 4 5 -9 

(D) HEATING 

AND COOLING  

1 
2 3 4 5 -9 

(E) COOKING 

FUEL/ 

INFRASTRUCT

URE 

1 

2 3 4 5 -9 
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(1) VERY 

DISSATISFIED 

(2) 

DISSATISFIED 

(3) 

UNSURE 

(4) 

SATISFIED 

(5) VERY 

SATISFIED 

(-9) 

D/K 

OR 

R/A 

(F) WATER 

QUALITY 

1 
2 3 4 5 -9 

(G) FOOD 

QUALITY 

1 
2 3 4 5 -9 

 

F. Personal Attributes 

WE ARE ALMOST DONE. IN CONCLUSION, I HAVE SOME GENERAL 

BACKGROUND QUESTIONS ABOUT YOU AND YOUR FAMILY. ONCE 

AGAIN, ALL OF YOUR ANSWERS WILL BE KEPT STRICTLY 

CONFIDENTIAL, AND WILL NOT BE LINKED TO YOUR IDENTITY IN ANY 

WAY. 

Q11.  In what year were you born?  19 __ __ (ENTER TEXT)  (-9) D/K OR 

R/A 

Q12. What is your gender? (CIRCLE ONLY ONE ANSWER) 

(1) MALE 

(0) FEMALE 

(-9) D/K OR R/A 

Q13. Are you responsible for the care or medical treatment of any sick or ailing relative? 

(CIRCLE ONLY ONE ANSWER) 

(1) YES 

(0) NO 

(-9) D/K OR R/A 
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Q14. Which of the following describe your current employment status the best?  There 

may be more than one category that applies.  (CIRCLE ONLY ONE ANSWER FOR 

EACH ROW) 

             (1) YES   (0) NO   (-9) D/K OR R/A 

(A) EMPLOYED FULL-TIME   1    0 -9   → (ASK NEXT QUESTION)  

(B) EMPLOYED PART-TIME   1    0 -9   → (ASK NEXT QUESTION)  

(C) FULL-TIME STUDENT    1    0 -9   → (SKIP TO Q16 ON PAGE 8) 

(D) PART-TIME STUDENT    1    0 -9   → (ASK NEXT QUESTION) 

(E) HOMEMAKER/STAY HOME     1    0 -9    → (SKIP TO Q16 ON PAGE 8) 

(F) RETIRED      1    0 -9    → (SKIP TO Q16 ON PAGE 8) 

(G) UNEMPLOYED         1    0 -9   → (SKIP TO Q16 ON PAGE 8) 

Q15.  What is the nature of your work? i.e., position title and field of work.  

(1) 

__________________________________________________________________

______ (ENTER TEXT)  

(-9) D/K OR R/A 

Q16. Do you live with a spouse or partner in the same household? (CIRCLE ONLY ONE 

ANSWER) 

(1) YES → (ASK THE NEXT QUESTION)  

(0) NO → (SKIP TO Q18 ON PAGE 8) 

(-9) D/K OR R/A → (SKIP TO Q18 ON PAGE 8) 

Q17. Which of the following describe your spouse or partner’s current employment 

status the best?  There may be more than one category that applies.  (CIRCLE ONLY 

ONE ANSWER FOR EACH ROW) 
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             (1) YES   (0) NO   (-9) D/K OR R/A 

(A) EMPLOYED FULL-TIME  1 0 -9   

(B) EMPLOYED PART-TIME  1 0 -9    

(C) FULL-TIME STUDENT  1 0 -9   

(D) PART-TIME STUDENT  1 0 -9 

(E) HOMEMAKER/STAY HOME 1 0 -9  

(F) RETIRED    1 0 -9  

(G) UNEMPLOYED   1 0 -9  

Q18.  Who out of the following live with you in your household? (CIRCLE ONLY ONE 

ANSWER FOR EACH ROW, IF RESPONDENT SAYS YES TO ANY CATEGORY 

ASK THEM HOW MANY MEMBERS IN THAT CATEGORY LIVE WITH THEM, 

E.G., IF THEY SAY YES FOR YOUR CHILDREN BELOW 18 YEARS ASK THEM 

HOW MANY CHILDREN BELOW 18 YEARS LIVE IN THEIR HOUSEHOLD)  

 (1) YES    How 

many? 

(0) NO    (-9) D/K OR 

R/A 

(A) YOUR PARENTS 1  0 -9 

(B) SIBLING(S) 1  0 -9 

(C) YOUR 

CHILDREN BELOW 

18 YEARS 

1 

 

0 

-9 

(D) YOUR 

CHILDREN ABOVE 

18 YEARS 

1 

 

0 

-9 

(E) YOUR 

GRANDCHILDREN  
1 

 
0 

-9 

(F) YOUR 

GRANDPARENTS 
1 

 
0 

-9 
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 (1) YES    How 

many? 

(0) NO    (-9) D/K OR 

R/A 

(G) OTHER 

RELATIVE 
1 

 
0 

-9 

(H) OTHER NON-

RELATIVE 
1 

 
0 

-9 

ONLY IF RESPONDENT INDICATES THAT THEY HAVE THEIR CHILDREN 

LIVING IN THE HOUSE IN THE PREVIOUS QUESTION ASK THE NEXT 

QUESTION. IF NOT, SKIP T0 Q20 ON PAGE 9. 

Q19. How old is the youngest child residing in your home? (ENTER NUMBER) 

1. AGE:  ________ 

Q20. Do you have any pets living with you in your home? (CIRCLE ONLY ONE 

ANSWER) 

(1) YES 

(0) NO 

(-9) D/K OR R/A 

Q21.  Do you consider yourself Hispanic or Latino/a? (CIRCLE ONLY ONE 

ANSWER) 

(1) YES 

(0) NO 

(-9) D/K OR R/A 

Q22. What is your race? (CIRCLE ONLY ONE ANSWER) 

(1) WHITE 

(2) ASIAN/ASIAN AMERICAN  

(3) NATIVE HAWAIIAN/OTHER PACIFIC ISLANDER 

(4) BLACK/ AFRICAN AMERICAN  

(5) AMERICAN INDIAN   

(6) MULTIPLE (MORE THAN ONE RACE) 
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(7) OTHER___________________ (ENTER TEXT)  

(-9) D/K OR R/A  

Q23.  Were you born outside the US?  (CIRCLE ONLY ONE ANSWER) 

(1) YES  

(0) NO  

(-9) D/K OR R/A  

Q24. What is your highest level of education? (CIRCLE ONLY ONE ANSWER) 

(1) LESS THAN A HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA     

(2) HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA OR GENERAL EDUCATIONAL 

DEVELOPMENT  (GED)     

(3) ASSOCIATES OR TECHNICAL SCHOOL DEGREE  

(4) SOME COLLEGE, NO DEGREE YET  

(5) BACHELORS DEGREE  

(6) GRADUATE DEGREE OR HIGHER  

(-9) D/K OR R/A 

Q25. What was your household’s total income in 2015, before taxes? (CIRCLE ONLY 

ONE ANSWER)   

(1) LESS THAN $10,000     

(2) $10,000 TO $24,999    

(3) $25,000 TO $49,999 

(4) $50,000 TO $74,999 

(5) $75,000 TO $99,999 

(6) $100,000 OR MORE 

(-9) D/K OR R/A 
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Q26. Do you have a driver’s license? (CIRCLE ONLY ONE ANSWER) 

(1) Yes 

(0) No  

(-9) D/K OR R/A  

Q27. How many working vehicles (including cars, pickup trucks, SUVs, and vans) are 

there available to your household?________________ (ENTER NUMBER) 

 (-9) D/K OR R/A  

Q28. What would you say are your preferred modes of transportation? (CIRCLE ALL 

THAT APPLY) 

(1) PERSONAL VEHICLE 

(2) CAB/ TAXI 

(3) UBER/LYFT 

(4) CAR SHARING (E.G, ZIPCAR, CAR2GO, ETC) 

(5) PUBLIC TRANSIT 

(6) WALKING  

(7) BIKING (OWN BIKE) 

(8) BIKE SHARING (E.G., NICE RIDE) 

(9) OTHER_________________________________________(ENTER TEXT) 

(-9) D/K OR R/A 

Q29. In what year did you move into this neighborhood? _____________ (ENTER 

NUMBER)    

(-9) D/K OR R/A  

Q30. Do you own or rent your current home? (SELECT ONE OPTION) 

(1) OWN                                          

(2) RENT                 

(3) OTHER_________________________________________(ENTER TEXT) 

(-9) D/K OR R/A 
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Q31.  How long do you intend to stay in your current neighborhood? (CIRCLE ONLY 

ONE ANSWER) 

 (1) LESS THAN ONE YEAR            

 (2) ONE TO FIVE YEARS                        

 (3) SIX TO TEN YEARS 

 (4) MORE THAN TEN YEARS 

 (-9) D/K OR R/A 

 

Q32. How did you hear about this survey? (CIRCLE ONLY ONE ANSWER) 

(1) DOOR KNOB HANGER/ POSTCARD ON YOUR DOOR 

(2) THROUGH A NEIGHBORHOOD ORGANIZATION (EMAIL, 

NEWSLETTER OR FLIER AT AN OFFICE) 

(3) COMMUNITY FORUM POST (FORUM POST OR FACEBOOK) 

(4) WORD OF MOUTH 

(5) 

OTHER___________________________________________________________

__(ENTER TEXT) 

 

FOR INTERVIEWER: INSTALL AND INTRODUCE DAYNAMICA. MAKE 

SURE YOU ANSWER ANY INITIAL QUESTIONS.  
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Appendix C: Neighborhood Environment, Daily Activities, and 

Well-Being Study - Exit Survey 

Date: __  __ /__  __ / __  __  __  __ (mm/dd/yyyy) 

Time of Interview: _______________ (AM / PM) 

Survey Code:_________ (FILL OUT CODE WHICH SHOULD MATCH CODE 

ENTERED IN DAYNAMICA AND ENTRY SURVEY. IF THERE IS ANY 

CONFUSUION CHECK UNDER SETTINGS ON THE APP) 

Parcel ID # (ADD) _______________________________________________________    

Unit #_______________ 

Location of Interview: 

________________________________________(NEIGHBORHOOD/CITY NAME 

ONLY) 

Interviewer Name:___________________________________________ 

A. Introduction 

Good morning/ afternoon. My name is [name of interviewer] and I’m a researcher at the 

University of Minnesota. Thank you for your participation in the study. In conclusion, we 

just have a few questions regarding the study. Again, none of the answers you give will 

be reported in any way that could identify you. Once we have completed the questions we 

will offer you a $50 Target gift card to thank you for your participation.  

B. Subjective Well-Being (SWB) and Health 

FOR INTERVIEWER:  

1. SWB QUESTIONS ASKED IN THE ENTRY SURVEY ARE TO BE 

ASKED AGAIN TO CHECK CONSISTENCY OF RESPONSES 
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2. PLEASE USE THE CANTRIL SHOW CARD FOR THE NEXT 

QUESTION AND POINT TO THE APPROPRIATE PLACES WHEN 

EXPLAINING THE QUESTION. NOTE THE RESPONDENT’S 

RESPONSE IN THE SPACE PROVIDED. 

 

I WILL NOW ASK YOU SOME QUESTIONS RELATED TO YOUR 

SUBJECTIVE WELL BEING 

EQ1. Imagine a ladder with steps numbered from 0 at the bottom to 10 at the top. The top 

of the ladder represents the best possible life for you, and the bottom of the ladder 

represents the worst possible life for you:  

4. On which step of the ladder would you say you stand at this time? 

__________ (ENTER NUMBER) 

 

5. On which step of the ladder would you say you stood 5 years ago?  

__________ (ENTER NUMBER) 

 

6. On which step of the ladder would you say you will stand on 5 years from now? 

__________ (ENTER NUMBER) 

 

FOR INTERVIEWER: PLEASE USE THE SATISFACTION WITH LIFE (SWL) 

SHOW CARD FOR THE NEXT QUESTION AND POINT TO THE 

APPROPRIATE PLACES WHEN EXPLAINING THE QUESTION. NOTE THE 

RESPONDENT’S RESPONSE IN THE SPACE PROVIDED. 

 

EQ2. Below are five statements that you may agree or disagree with. Using the 1 - 7 

scale below, with 1 being Strongly disagree and 7 being Strongly agree, indicate your 

agreement with each item  

 

6. In most ways my life is close to my ideal.  

__________ (ENTER NUMBER) 
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7. The conditions of my life are excellent. 

__________ (ENTER NUMBER) 

 

8. I am satisfied with my life. 

__________ (ENTER NUMBER) 

 

9. So far I have gotten the important things I want in life. 

__________ (ENTER NUMBER) 

 

10. If I could live my life over, I would change almost nothing 

__________ (ENTER NUMBER) 

EQ3. Taken all together, how would you say things are these days?   Would you say that 

you are....? (CIRCLE ONLY ONE ANSWER) 

(1) NOT TOO HAPPY  

(2) PRETTY HAPPY 

(3) VERY HAPPY 

(-9) D/K OR R/A 

EQ4. How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the following domains or aspects of your 

life? (READ OUT ANSWER CATEGORIES FIRST; CIRCLE ONLY ONE ANSWER 

FOR EACH SUB-STATEMENT) 

 

 
(1) VERY 

DISSATISFIED 

(2) 

DISSATISFIED 

(3) 

UNSURE 

(4) 

SATISFIED 

(5) VERY 

SATISFIED 

(-9) 

D/K 

OR 

R/A 

(A) HEALTH 1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(B) FAMILY 1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(C) SOCIAL 

RELATIONSHIPS 
1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(D) LEISURE-

TIME 
1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(E) EDUCATION 1 2 3 4 5 -9 
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(1) VERY 

DISSATISFIED 

(2) 

DISSATISFIED 

(3) 

UNSURE 

(4) 

SATISFIED 

(5) VERY 

SATISFIED 

(-9) 

D/K 

OR 

R/A 

(F) WORK 1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(G) INCOME 1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(H) HOME 1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(I) 

NEIGHBORHOO

D  

1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(J) DAILY WORK 

COMMUTE 
1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(K) DAILY 

LEISURE 

TRAVEL 

1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(L) 

GOVERNMENT 

SERVICES – 

POLICE AND 

JUDICIARY 

1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(M) 

GOVERNMENT 

SERVICES - 

OTHER 

1 2 3 4 5 -9 

 

 

EQ5. In general, would you say your health is……… (CIRCLE ONLY ONE ANSWER) 

(1) POOR 

(2) FAIR 

(3) GOOD 

(4) VERY GOOD 

(5) EXCELLENT 

(-9) D/K OR R/A  
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EQ6. Please respond YES or NO to the following questions. (CIRCLE ONLY ONE 

ANSWER FOR EACH SUB-STATEMENT).  

FOR INTERVIEWER: IF RESPONDENT IS DEAF OR BLIND CIRCLE YES 

FOR (A) OR (B) AND START WITH (C) 

 (1) YES (0) 

NO 

(-9) D/K 

OR R/A 

(A) DO YOU HAVE SERIOUS DIFFICULTY HEARING? 
1 0 -9 

(B) DO YOU HAVE SERIOUS DIFFICULTY SEEING EVEN WHEN 

WEARING GLASSES? (NOT HAVING GLASSES QUALIFIES AS NO) 
1 0 -9 

(C) BECAUSE OF A PHYSICAL, MENTAL, OR EMOTIONAL 

CONDITION, DO YOU HAVE SERIOUS DIFFICULTY 

CONCENTRATING, REMEMBERING, OR MAKING DECISIONS? 

1 0 -9 

(D) BECAUSE OF A PHYSICAL, MENTAL, OR EMOTIONAL 

CONDITION, DO YOU HAVE DIFFICULTY DOING ERRANDS ALONE 

SUCH AS VISITING A DOCTOR’S OFFICE OR SHOPPING? 

1 0 -9 

(E) DO YOU HAVE SERIOUS DIFFICULTY WALKING OR CLIMBING 

STAIRS? 
1 0 -9 

(F) DO YOU HAVE DIFFICULTY DRESSING OR BATHING? 1 0 -9 

 

 

C. Consumption 

 

 

FOR INTERVIEWER: CONTINUE TO CONSUMPTION WORKSHEET ON 

PAGE 4
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EQ7. I will now ask you some questions regarding your household consumption, including average monthly expenses, the importance 

of these expenses to how you think about your life and if these expenses exceed what you would ideally like to pay [ENTER 

NUMBER FOR (A), CIRCLE ONLY ONE ANSWER FOR EACH SUB-STATEMENT FOR (B) AND (C)]. FOR 

INTERVIEWER: IN SOME CASES SUCH AS CAR MAINTENANCE/REPAIRS AND AIR TRAVEL THE RESPONDENT 

MAY RECALL ANNUAL EXPENSES. PLEASE MAKE SURE THESE ARE CONVERTED TO MONTHLY AVERAGES 

(I.E., DIVIDED BY 12) BEFORE ENTERING NUMBERS INTO THE TABLE BELOW. ONCE YOU HAVE EXPLAINED 

THE QUESTION THE WORKSHEET CAN BE HANDED TO RESPONDENT TO FILL OUT.  

 

(A) In an average month 

how much does your 

household spend on the 

following? 

(B) How important do you think each of these are to your life? 

(C) For which of the 

following would you say 

that your current 

expenditures exceed what 

you would ideally like to 

pay? 

 
DOLLARS 

PER MONTH 

(-9) D/K OR 

R/A 

(1) NOT 

IMPORTANT 

(2) SLIGHTLY 

IMPORTANT 

(3) 

MODERATELY 

IMPORTANT 

(4) 

IMPORTANT 

(5) VERY 

IMPORTANT 

(-9) 

D/K 

OR 

R/A 

(1) YES (0) NO 

(-9) 

D/K 

OR 

R/A 

(A) TRAVEL FOR WORK    ____________ -9 1 2 3 4 5 -9 1 0 -9 

(B) TRAVEL FOR LEISURE ____________ -9 1 2 3 4 5 -9 1 0 -9 

(C) HOME (E.G., 

MORTGAGE, RENT, 

MAINTENANCE, ETC.) 

____________ -9 1 2 3 4 5 -9 1 0 -9 

(D) HOUSEHOLD 

ELECTRICITY AND GAS 
____________ -9 1 2 3 4 5 -9 1 0 -9 
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(A) In an average month 

how much does your 

household spend on the 

following? 

(B) How important do you think each of these are to your life? 

(C) For which of the 

following would you say 

that your current 

expenditures exceed what 

you would ideally like to 

pay? 

 
DOLLARS 

PER MONTH 

(-9) D/K OR 

R/A 

(1) NOT 

IMPORTANT 

(2) SLIGHTLY 

IMPORTANT 

(3) 

MODERATELY 

IMPORTANT 

(4) 

IMPORTANT 

(5) VERY 

IMPORTANT 

(-9) 

D/K 

OR 

R/A 

(1) YES (0) NO 

(-9) 

D/K 

OR 

R/A 

(E) HOUSEHOLD WATER, 

SEWAGE, TRASH AND 

RECYCLING 

____________ -9 1 2 3 4 5 -9 1 0 -9 

(F) FOOD (AT HOME AND 

EATING OUT) 
____________ -9 1 2 3 4 5 -9 1 0 -9 

(G) INFORMATION AND 

COMMUNICATION (E.G., 

CELL PHONE, CABLE OR 

INTERNET PLANS) 

____________ -9 1 2 3 4 5 -9 1 0 -9 

(H) FINANCE (E.G., 

INSURANCE, 

ACCOUNTING, BANKING 

FEES) 

____________ -9 1 2 3 4 5 -9 1 0 -9 

(I) CONSUMER GOODS 

(E.G., CLOTHES, 

ELECTRONICS, 

____________ -9 1 2 3 4 5 -9 1 0 -9 
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(A) In an average month 

how much does your 

household spend on the 

following? 

(B) How important do you think each of these are to your life? 

(C) For which of the 

following would you say 

that your current 

expenditures exceed what 

you would ideally like to 

pay? 

 
DOLLARS 

PER MONTH 

(-9) D/K OR 

R/A 

(1) NOT 

IMPORTANT 

(2) SLIGHTLY 

IMPORTANT 

(3) 

MODERATELY 

IMPORTANT 

(4) 

IMPORTANT 

(5) VERY 

IMPORTANT 

(-9) 

D/K 

OR 

R/A 

(1) YES (0) NO 

(-9) 

D/K 

OR 

R/A 

FURNITURE, 

APPLIANCES, ETC.) 

(J) HEALTH CARE ____________  1 2 3 4 5 -9 1 0 -9 

(K) EDUCATION 

(INCLUDING CHIDLCARE) 
____________ -9 1 2 3 4 5 -9 1 0 -9 

(L) ORGANIZATION AND 

CHARITY 
____________ -9 1 2 3 4 5 

-9 
1 0 -9 

(M) OTHER SERVICES 

(E.G., 

BEAUTY/GROOMING, 

ENTERTAINMENT, ETC.) 

____________ -9 1 2 3 4 5 -9 1 0 -9 
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EQ8. Do you grow some of your own food (i.e. fresh produce) at home or at a 

community garden? (CIRCLE ONLY ONE ANSWER) 

(1) YES → (ASK THE NEXT QUESTION)  

(0) NO → (SKIP TO EQ10 ON PAGE 7) 

(-9) D/K OR R/A → (SKIP TO EQ10 ON PAGE 7) 

 

EQ9. Give your best monthly estimate for the dollar value of the food (i.e. fresh produce) 

you grow at the following locations. (ENTER NUMBER FOR EACH ROW) 

 ESTIMATED 

DOLLARS/M

ONTH  

(-9) D/K OR 

R/A 

(A) HOME  -9 

(B) COMMUNITY GARDEN  -9 
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D. Day reconstruction    

ENTER DATE for which information is provided __  __ /__  __ / __  __  __  

__ (mm/dd/yyyy) 

I WILL NOW ASK YOU TO DESCRIBE YOUR DAY YESTERDAY (LAST DAY 

OF USING THE DAYNAMICA APP) 

EQ10. Think of your day as a continuous series of activities and trips like the calendar 

view in the daynamica app. Your day will be divided into three parts morning (from 

waking up until noon), afternoon (from noon to 6 p.m.) and evening (from 6:00 pm until 

you went to bed). For each activity/ trip you will be required to identify a type or mode, 

start and end time, and how you felt during the trip/activity on a scale from 0 – 6 (where 

0 means you did not experience this feeling at all and 6 means the feeling was extremely 

strong). FOR INTERVIEWER: USE ACTIVITY TYPE AND MODE LIST TO 

MAKE SURE CATEGORIES ARE CONSISTENT WITH DAYNAMICA.  

RESPONDENT SHOULD NOT CHECK HIS/HER  PHONE.  

MORNING (FROM WAKING UP UNTIL NOON) 

NATURE TYPE OR MODE START TIME END TIME FEELINGS (0 TO 6) 

(1) Trip  

 

 

(2) Activity  

 

         

_________________ 

 

_________________ 

 

____:____ 

 

AM   PM 

____:____ 

 

AM   PM 

(1) Happy _______ 

(2) Tired _______ 

(3) Stressed _______ 

(4) Sad _______ 

(5) Pain _______ 

(6) Meaningful  _______ 

(1) Trip  

 

 

(2) Activity  

 

_________________ 

_________________ 

_________________ 

 

____:____ 

 

AM   PM 

____:____ 

 

AM   PM 

(1) Happy _______ 

(2) Tired _______ 

(3) Stressed _______ 

(4) Sad _______ 

(5) Pain _______ 

(6) Meaningful  _______ 

(1) Trip  

 

 

 

_________________ 

_________________ 

____:____ 

 

AM   PM 

____:____ 

 

AM   PM 

(1) Happy _______ 

(2) Tired _______ 

(3) Stressed _______ 
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NATURE TYPE OR MODE START TIME END TIME FEELINGS (0 TO 6) 

(2) Activity  _________________ 

 

(4) Sad _______ 

(5) Pain _______ 

(6) Meaningful  _______ 

(1) Trip  

 

 

(2) Activity  

 

_________________ 

_________________ 

_________________ 

 

____:____ 

 

AM   PM 

____:____ 

 

AM   PM 

(1) Happy _______ 

(2) Tired _______ 

(3) Stressed _______ 

(4) Sad _______ 

(5) Pain _______ 

(6) Meaningful  _______ 

(1) Trip  

 

 

(2) Activity  

 

_________________ 

_________________ 

_________________ 

 

____:____ 

 

AM   PM 

____:____ 

 

AM   PM 

(1) Happy _______ 

(2) Tired _______ 

(3) Stressed _______ 

(4) Sad _______ 

(5) Pain _______ 

(6) Meaningful  _______ 

AFTERNOON (FROM NOON TO 6 P.M.)  

NATURE TYPE OR MODE START TIME END TIME FEELINGS (0 TO 6) 

(1) Trip  

 

 

(2) Activity  

 

_________________ 

_________________ 

_________________ 

 

____:____ 

 

AM   PM 

____:____ 

 

AM   PM 

(1) Happy _______ 

(2) Tired _______ 

(3) Stressed _______ 

(4) Sad _______ 

(5) Pain _______ 

(6) Meaningful  _______ 

(1) Trip  

 

 

(2) Activity  

 

_________________ 

_________________ 

_________________ 

 

____:____ 

 

AM   PM 

____:____ 

 

AM   PM 

(1) Happy _______ 

(2) Tired _______ 

(3) Stressed _______ 

(4) Sad _______ 

(5) Pain _______ 

(6) Meaningful  _______ 

(1) Trip  

 

 

(2) Activity  

 

_________________ 

_________________ 

_________________ 

 

____:____ 

 

AM   PM 

____:____ 

 

AM   PM 

(1) Happy _______ 

(2) Tired _______ 

(3) Stressed _______ 

(4) Sad _______ 

(5) Pain _______ 
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NATURE TYPE OR MODE START TIME END TIME FEELINGS (0 TO 6) 

(6) Meaningful  _______ 

(1) Trip  

 

 

(2) Activity  

 

_________________ 

_________________ 

_________________ 

 

____:____ 

 

AM   PM 

____:____ 

 

AM   PM 

(1) Happy _______ 

(2) Tired _______ 

(3) Stressed _______ 

(4) Sad _______ 

(5) Pain _______ 

(6) Meaningful  _______ 

(1) Trip  

 

 

(2) Activity  

 

_________________ 

_________________ 

_________________ 

 

____:____ 

 

AM   PM 

____:____ 

 

AM   PM 

(1) Happy _______ 

(2) Tired _______ 

(3) Stressed _______ 

(4) Sad _______ 

(5) Pain _______ 

(6) Meaningful  _______ 

  

EVENING (FROM 6:00 PM UNTIL YOU WENT TO BED)  

NATURE TYPE OR MODE START TIME END TIME FEELINGS (0 TO 6) 

(1) Trip  

 

 

(2) Activity  

 

_________________ 

_________________ 

_________________ 

____:____ 

 

AM   PM 

____:____ 

 

AM   PM 

(1) Happy _______ 

(2) Tired _______ 

(3) Stressed _______ 

(4) Sad _______ 

(5) Pain _______ 

(6) Meaningful  _______ 

(1) Trip  

 

 

(2) Activity  

 

_________________ 

_________________ 

_________________ 

____:____ 

 

AM   PM 

____:____ 

 

AM   PM 

(1) Happy _______ 

(2) Tired _______ 

(3) Stressed _______ 

(4) Sad _______ 

(5) Pain _______ 

(6) Meaningful  _______ 

(1) Trip  

 

 

(2) Activity  

 

_________________ 

_________________ 

_________________ 

____:____ 

 

AM   PM 

____:____ 

 

AM   PM 

(1) Happy _______ 

(2) Tired _______ 

(3) Stressed _______ 

(4) Sad _______ 

(5) Pain _______ 

(6) Meaningful  _______ 
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NATURE TYPE OR MODE START TIME END TIME FEELINGS (0 TO 6) 

(1) Trip  

 

 

(2) Activity  

 

_________________ 

_________________ 

_________________ 

____:____ 

 

AM   PM 

____:____ 

 

AM   PM 

(1) Happy _______ 

(2) Tired _______ 

(3) Stressed _______ 

(4) Sad _______ 

(5) Pain _______ 

(6) Meaningful  _______ 

(1) Trip  

 

 

(2) Activity  

 

_________________ 

_________________ 

_________________ 

____:____ 

 

AM   PM 

____:____ 

 

AM   PM 

(1) Happy _______ 

(2) Tired _______ 

(3) Stressed _______ 

(4) Sad _______ 

(5) Pain _______ 

(6) Meaningful  _______ 

  

E. daynamica 

I WILL NOW ASK YOU A QUESTION ABOUT YOUR EXPERIENCE USING 

THE DAYNAMICA APPLICATION. 

EQ11. Before using daynamica, how often did you use mapping applications (e.g., 

Google maps) on your phone to get travel directions or location information? (CIRCLE 

ONLY ONE ANSWER) 

(1) FREQUENTLY 

(2) OCCASIONALLY 

(3) RARELY 

(4) NEVER 

(-9) D/K OR R/A 

EQ12. Overall, how satisfied or dissatisfied are you with your experience using 

daynamica? (CIRCLE ONLY ONE ANSWER) 

(1) VERY DISSATISFIED 

(2) DISSATISFIED 

(3) UNSURE 

(4) SATISFIED 
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(5) VERY SATISFIED 

(-9) D/K OR R/A 

EQ13. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about 

daynamica? (READ OUT ANSWER CATEGORIES FIRST; CIRCLE ONLY ONE 

ANSWER FOR EACH SUB-STATEMENT) 

 

 

(1) I 

DISAGREE 

A LOT 

(2) I 

DISAGREE 

A LITTLE 

(3) I 

NEITHER 

AGREE 

NOR 

DISAGREE 

(4) I 

AGREE 

A 

LITTLE 

(5) I 

AGREE 

A LOT 

(-9) 

D/K 

OR 

R/A 

(A) START/END TIMES OF 

TRIPS/ACTIVITIES WERE 

ACCURATELY DETECTED 

1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(B) TRIP ROUTES AND 

ACTIVITY LOCATIONS 

WERE ACCURATELY 

MAPPED 

1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(C) TRIP MODES WERE 

ACCURATELY DETECTED 
1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(D) INSTRUCTIONS ON 

HOW TO USE 

DAYNAMICA WERE 

HELPFUL 

1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(E) DAYNAMICA WAS 

EASY TO NAVIGATE 
1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(F) COMMUNICATION 

WITH THE RESEARCH 

TEAM WAS HELPFUL 

1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(G) KEEPING YOUR 

PHONE CHARGED WAS 

BURDENSOME 

1 2 3 4 5 -9 
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(H) KEEPING THE GPS 

ACTIVATED WAS 

BURDENSOME 

1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(I) KEEPING THE WI-FI 

ACTIVATED WAS 

BURDENSOME 

1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(J) EDITING 

TRIPS/ACTIVITIES WAS 

BURDENSOME 

1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(K) ANSWERING TAG 

QUESTIONS WAS 

BURDENSOME 

1 2 3 4 5 -9 

(L) USING DAYNAMICA 

HAS MADE ME MORE 

AWARE OF MY TRAVEL 

AND ACTIVITY 

BEHAVIOR 

1 2 3 4 5 -9 

 

FOR INTERVIEWER: DAYNAMICA APP CHECK! IF THERE IS 

INCOMPLETE DATA START WITH THE MOST RECENT ITEMS. CONFIRM 

AND TAG EACH ITEM AS YOU MOVE ALONG. THANK RESPONDENT FOR 

PARTICIPATION AND HAD THEM THEIR GIFT CARD. REMIND THEM 

THAT IF THEY HAVE ANY QUESTIONS THEY CAN CONTACT THE STUDY 

TEAM USING THE INFORMATION PROVIDED ON THE CONSENT FORM.   
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Appendix D. Frames of reference for key variables 

 

Frame of reference Cantril SWLS DRM (affective) 
Neighborhood 

perceptions 
Personality Health Disability 

Domain 

satisfaction 

Time perspective 

Long term. 

Three parts, 

today 5 years 

ago and 5 

years in the 

future 

Long term. 5 

questions 

where scores 

are added 

Short term for each trip 

and activity conducted 

on the same day 

Long term. 31 

neighborhood 

attributes 

included 

Long term. 10 

questions 

where scores 

are added 

Long term 

Long term. 6 

questions 

where scores 

are added 

Long term 

Behavior, cognitive 

or emotional 

phenomenon 

Cognitive Cognitive Emotional Cognitive Cognitive Cognitive Cognitive Cognitive 

Descriptive or 

evaluative measure 
Evaluative Evaluative Evaluative Evaluative Evaluative Evaluative Evaluative Evaluative 

Number of intervals 

or points on your 

scale 

11 point scale 

7 point 

satisfaction 

scale 

0 – 6 scale 

5 point 

satisfaction 

scale 

5 point 

agreement 

scale 

5 point scale Two point 

5 point 

satisfaction 

scale 

Anchors or cues on 

answer scales 

Only cues at 

the top and 

bottom, best 

and worst 

possible life. 

Cues provided 

for each of the 

7 points 

Only two cues at the 

bottom and top of the 

scale. 0 = did not feel 

emotion at all and 6= 

felt the emotion very 

strongly 

Cues provided 

for each of the 

5 points 

Cues provided 

for each of the 

5 points 

Cues 

provided for 

each of the 

5 points 

Yes or no 

Cues 

provided for 

each of the 5 

points 
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Frame of reference Cantril SWLS DRM (affective) 
Neighborhood 

perceptions 
Personality Health Disability 

Domain 

satisfaction 

Unit of analysis 

(referent of the 

measure) 

Individual Individual Individual Neighborhood Individual Individual Individual Individual 

Respondent or 

informant role 
Respondent Respondent Respondent Informant Respondent Respondent Respondent Respondent 
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